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Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

t

Attention: Richard Borchardt, Acting Director
Standardization Project Directorate

Subject: NRC Request for AdditionalInformation (RAls) on the Simplilled Boiling Water
Reactor (SBWR) Design

Reference: 1. Transmittal of Requests for Additional Information (RAls) for the SBWR
Design, Letter from J. W. Thompson to P. W. Marriott, January 28,1993

2. NRC Requests for Additional Information (RAls) on the Simplified
Boiling Water Reactor (SBWR) Design, Letter from P. W. Marriott to
Richard Borchardt, MFN No. 052-93, April 9,1993

3. NRC Requests for Additional Information (RAls) on the Simplified
Boiling Water Reactor (SBWR) Design, Letter from P. W. Marriott to
Richard Borchardt, MFN No. 053-93, April 9,1993

4. NRC Requests for AdditionalInformation (RAls) on the Simplified
i. Boiling Water. Reactor (SBWR) Design, Letter from P. W. Marriott to

Richard Borchardt, MFN No. 083-93, May 28,1993

The reference requested additionalinformation on the SBWR Design. As part of the response to
this request, GE submitted responses in References 2 - 4.'

This letter transmits the remainder of the responses to these RAls. In addithn, to provide more
complete information, such as SSAR changes, this letter provides revised responses to the

..

following RAls transmitted by Reference 4: ECGB.21, EMCB.4, .7 and .10, and SRXB.28 and .45.

Sincerely,
+ .,

CQ C .%3ck e o O
p D.J. Robare, Acting Managed

L. Safety & Licensing
M/C 481, (408) 925-3141

Enclosure: RAI Responses
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RAI Number: ECGB.1 _;

Question: ;

Provide thejustification as to why no infonnation was provided for the design features ;

described in SSAR Sections 2.5.5, " Stability of Slopes," and 2.5.6, " Embankment and .|
Dams." !

:
,

i

GE Response:
i

The combined operating license (COL) applicant will provide the site characteristics I
'

information in accordance with 10CFR52.79. Sections 2.5.5, " Stability of Slopes," and
2.5.6, " Embarkment and Dams," are site characteristics information and will be revised in ;

Amendment 1 of the SSAR to indicate that the information will be provided by the COL j

applicant (see attached). ;
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SBWR Standard Safety Analysis Report

2.5.5 Stability of Slopes

,%me-

Stability of slones is a site characi Wc information. and shall be provided bv the Col,

annlicant. (See Subsection 2 7.h

2.5.6 Embankments and Dams

- % e-

Fmbankments and dams are site characteristic information. and shall be orosided by

the COL aonlicant. (See Subsection 2.71.)

2.6 Requirements for Determination of Site Acceptability

This section provides the requirements for the determinadon of SB%R site
acceptability. Acceptability is required from the standpoint of both design bases events
and severe accidents.

I

I2.6.1 Design Basis Events

For design bases events, the site is acceptable if all of the site characteristics fall within
the envelope of the SB%R Standard Plant site design parameters provided in
Sections 2.3,2.4, and 2.5. For cases where a characteristic exceeds its envelope, it will be

necessary for the COL applicant to submit analyses to demonstrate that the overall set
of site characteristics do not exceed the capability of the design. (See Subsecdon 2.7.6
for COL applicant license mformation requirements.)

2.6.2 Severe Accidents

The SB%R probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) results are calculated for an average or

typical site, as outlined in Appendix 19E. Although these results form a good basis for
assessing the general SBM'R capability to sansfy off-site dose-related goals, they do not
form a basis for concluding that the SB%R would meet dose telated goals at a specific '

site whose characteristics cannot be defined at the point of SB%'R certificadon.
Consistent with the certification concept that all key technicalissues be resolved before
certification, it is appropriate to define the process for determining future site
acceptability. This process is defined below in terms of (1) acceptance, (2) data input,
and (3) analysis.

Acceptance Criteria
Site acceptability for severe accidents will be based upon a calculation using the MACCS
computer code for determination of SBM'R site acceptability. The results of such a
calculadon will be compared to the goals of Appendix 19E as shown in Table 2.6-1. The
site will be deemed acceptable if the results fall within the given goals.

Requirements for Determination of Site Acceptability- Amendment 1 DRAFT 2.65

E
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RAI Number: ECGB.2
_

Question:

In SSAR Table 3.2-1, Item B21.6, the feedwater line classification break from Quality
Group (QG) B to QG D is located at the seismic interface restraint. In Figure 21.5.1-1,
this break is located at the shut-off valve. The staffs position is that this classification
break should be at the seismic restraint. Revise Figure 21.5.1-1 to agree with Table 3.2-1.

GE Respons::

Althougn the seismic restraint locates the interface of the seismic classification, the
quality group break at the shutoff valve is consistant with what has previously been ,

agreed upon in the ABWR design. Table 3.2-1, Item B21.8, specifically addresses this I

section of FW piping. Thus, the Table and the Figure are in agreement. f,

|
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RAI Number: ECGB.3

Question: ;

t

SSAR Section 6.7 states that the SBWR alternate to a main steam isolation valve leakage !

control system is contained in Appendix 19H. Since this Appendix will not be submitted - ,

until February 28,1993, the staff cannot complete its review of this issue. However, Table '

3.2-1 appears to contain acceptable commitments to the staff positions relative to the
structuralintegrity of piping systems and components applicable to this issue with the

>

exception of the following: ,

a) If the proposed alternate leakage path contains both the main steam drain lines and
-

the turbine by-pass lines, Items B21.13 and N37 in Table 3.2-1 should contain a
commitment that these lines will be dynamically analyzed for the safe shutdowm
earthquake (SSE) up to the condenser. This same commitment should be added to
Section 10.4.4 for the turbine by-pass lines. Enclosure

:

b) Table 3.2-1, Item N61 and Subsection 10.4.1 should both contain a commitment that
i

the condenser anchorage is dynamically analyzed for the SSE.
:

GE Response: ;

The alternate leakage path for the main steam isolation valve contains both the main .

!
steam drain lines and the turbine bypass lines, Items B21.13 and N37 in Table 3.2-1.
These lines will be analysed for SSE seismic loading, and appropriate sections revised in ;

Amendment 1 of the SSAR. |

The condenser anchorage will be analyzed for SSE seismic loading, and Table 3.2-1, Item
N61, and Subsection 10.4.1 will be revised in Amendment 1 of the SSAR to reflect this ;

commitment. l

|

|
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RAI Number: ECGB.4

Question:

In SSAR Table 3.2-1, Item C61, Remote Shutdown System (RSS), is classified as not safety-
related and non-seismic. It is stated in this table that the RSS controls some components
that are in the control rod drive (CRD), reactor water cleanup (RWCU)/ shutdown
cooling (SDC), reactor component cooling water system (RCCWS), and heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC). Subsection 7.4.2 in the SSAR states that the
RSS does not include controlinterfaces with safety-related equipment. In the advanced
boiling water reactor (ABWR), the RSS is Safety Class 3, quality assurance (QA) B, and
seismic Categog I. Since some of the components controlled by the RSS in the SBWR
may be safety-related, provide the basis for the non-safety and non-seismic classifications
for the RSS.

GE Response:

In SSAR Table 3.2-1, Item C61, Remote Shutdown System (RSS), is classified as not safety-
related and non-seismic because (1) the RSS does not perform any safety-related
functions and (2) a failure in the RSS will not prevent any safety-related functions.
Shutdown from outside the control room is not a design basis event (DBE). Therefore,
per the regulatog definition of safety-related structures, systems, and components in
10CFR50.49(b)(1) and 10 CFR 100, Appendix A, VI(a)(1), the systems and components
that are relied upon for the remote shutdown outside the control room do not perform a
safety-related function and need not be classified safety-related or seismic Categog I.
The portions of other systems (the Control Rod Drive [CRD]; Reactor Water Cleanup
[RWCU]/ Shutdown Cooling [SDC]; Reactor Component Cooling Water System
[RCCWS]; and heating, ventilation, and air conditioning [HVAC]) that the RSS controls
and interfaces with are not safety-related. Some portions of these systems are safety-
related (like the RWCU/SDC); however, the valves in the RWCU/SDC System have local
control where each valve has a local panel control switch, from the safety division system
switch gear to which they belong. The controls are considered a part of the RSS but are
not located in the RSS main panel. In theABWR, the RSS controis and interfaces with
safety-related portions of other systems; therefore it is classified safety-related and seismic
Categog 1.

I
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RAI Number: ECGB.5

'

Question:

In SSAR Table 3.2-1, Items E50.2 and E50 the piping and valves (including supports) in
the gravity driven cooling system (GDCS), from the check valves upstream of the squib
valves to the suppression and GDCS pools and from the GDCS pools to the lower drywell :

are QG C. According to Section 6.3 in the SSAR, the GDCS is considered to be one of
the SBWR emergency core cooling systems. Therefore,in accordance with Regulatory -

Position C.1.a of Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.26, this portion of the GDCS should be
classified as QG B. Either revise Items E50.2 and E50.3 in Table 3.2.1 and applicable
portions of Figure 21.5.3-2 in the SSAR to agree with the staff position, or provide the
basis for the QG C classification.

GE Response:

In SSAR Table 3.2-1, Items E50.2 and E50.3, the piping and valves (including supports) in
the gravity driven cooling system (GDCS), from the check valves upstream of the squib
valves to the suppression and GDCS pools and from the GDCS pools to the lower drywell, 4

are classified as Quality Group C. This classification is in accordance with the definitions :
of Quality Groups discussed in SSAR Section 3.2.2. The GDCS is an emergency core !

cooling system as discussed in SSAR Section 6.3. j

Although RG 1.26 is used as a guide in defining quality groups for the SBWR, it is not ;

directly applicable to the SBWR design in all cases. The definitions of the Quality Groups
provided in RG 1.26 are based on, and specifically address, the LWR designs that were
developed in the late 1960s and early 1970s. The SBWR design is a major departure from :

those earlier designs. Of specific concern is the application of the RG 1.26 guidelines to
the GDCS component classification. When RG 1.26 was written, emergency core cooling
systems in LWRs extended beyond the primary containment boundary, and, therefore,
during system operation, contained primary system water without the protective envelope

'

of the containment structure. These cooling systems were classified as Quality Group B.
Conversely, RG 1.26 classified cooling water systems supporting the emergency core ;

cooling systems as Quality Group C, even though these supporting systems had the same ;
*

functions and importance as the emergency core cooling systems. The supporting
systems were only fundamentally different from the emergency core cooling systems in
that they did not process potentially contaminated primary system water outside of the ,

'

containment. Therefore,it is concluded that the higher classification of traditional
emergency core cooling systems was not due to their system function, but due to their :

configuration extending beyond the containment boundary and processing primary :

system water. |

Based on the above discussion, the GDCS components in question are classified as ;

Quality Group C, rather than Quality Group B, because the systern configuration does
,

not extend beyond the containment boundary. I

i

|

|
i

1 |
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|
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It should be noted that classification of GDCS components in the SSAR is consistent with
the definitions provided in Draft 9 of the proposed American National Standard ANS- -
58.14, " Safety and Pressure Integrity Classification Criteria for Light Water Reactors "
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RAI Number: ECGIL6

Question: .

i
'

in SSAR Table 3.2-1, Item G21.4 of the fuel and auxiliary pools cooling system, all of the
piping and valves between inboard containment isolation valves and their termination
points inside containment are classified as non-safety, QG D, no quality assurance !

requirement, and seismic Categog II. Some of these classifications are not totally [

consistent with applicable portions of the ABWR. However, the discussions in
Subsections 6.2.1.1, " Pressure Suppression Containment," and 6.2.2, " Passive >

Containment Cooling System," (PCCS) imply that the PCCS performs the safety-related
functions of some of those systems listed in item G21.4. Provide a more detailed ,

discussion of the bases for the classifications in Item G21 A. !

!

'

GE Response:
,

The piping, valves and supports specified in the SSAR Table 3.2-1, Item G21.4, from their ,

inboard containment isolation valves to their termination points inside the containment
are classified as non-safety, QC D (no quality assurance requirement), and seismic
Category II. The referenced piping is part of the Fuel and Auxiliary Pools Cooling System |
(FAPCS-G21 System) as follows: |

- GDCS pools suction line
- GDCS pools return line
-wetwell spray line

'

- dr>well spray line
- suppression pool return line
- reactor well and head cavity drain line

The differences in classification for similar piping systems in the ABWR and SBWR result
from the use of different systems to handle the consequences of accidents and hazards.

In order to further discuss the perceived discrepancies of safety functions between those
systems listed in Item G21.4 and Subsections 6.2.1.1, " Pressure Suppression ,

Containment" and 6.2.2, " Passive Containment Cooling System"it is recommended that I

the reviewer refer to the following Figures: |
(

Fig. 21.6.2-1 " Passive Containment Cooling System P&lD."
I

Fig. 21.9.1-1 Sheet 1 " Fuel & Auxiliary Pools Cooling System P&lD."
Fig. 21.9.1-1 Sheet 2 " Fuel & Auxiliary Pools Cooling System P&lD."
Fig. 21.9.1-1 Sheet 3 " Fuel & Auxiliaq Pools Cooling System P&lD "

The Gravity Drain Cooling System (GDCS) pools suction and return lines, and the
suppression pool return line are part of the FAPCS which cools and cleans the water in
the GDCS and suppression pools and also supplies makeup water during normal
operations. The GDCS and suppression pools are designed to operate for all design basis
events without requiring water makeup. j

I
|

|

|
1

}
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l

The wetwell and drywell spray lines are not required to operate during the postulated |
'

design basis events as the SBWR does not take credit for these systems to handle the
consequences of design basis accident scenarios.

The portion of the reactor well and head cavity line between the isolation valve and the
suppression pool is not required to mitigate any design basis scenario, and if failure is |

postulated during refueling the isolation valve will prevent drainage of the reactor head
cavity volume.

1

The portion of the FAPCS described in Section 6.2.2.2.2 that provides a dedicated safety :

related makeup water supply to the Isolation Condenser / Passive Containment Cooling .

Condenser pool and is shown on Figure 21.9.1-1 Sheet 3. |
i
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RAI Number: ECGB.7

Question: |

'
In SSAR Table 3.2-1, item G21.6, piping and valves between the low-pressure coolant
injection (LPCI) gate valve (F332 on Figure 21.9.1-1, Sh. 2) and the interface with the
RWCU/ shutdown cooling system (SCS) is shown as non-safety-related and no QG
classification. On Figure 21.9.1-1, this portion of piping is shown as safety-related, QG B
(8"-FD-B) and it connects to an 8"-FD-B line in the RWCU/SDC system (Ref. Figure
21.5.4-2. Sh. 2). Revise Item G21.6 to agree with the classifications in Figure 21.9.1-1. :

;

i

GE Response:

In the SSAR Table 3.2-1, Item G 21.6, the classification of piping and valves between the :

low-pressure coolant injection (LPCI) gate valve (F332 on Figure 21.9.1-1 Sheet 2) and '

the interface with the Reactor Water Cleanup / Shutdown Cooling System (RWCU/SCS)
will be revised in Amendment 1 (see attached). The revised classification of this section

,

'

of piping and valves will be Safety Designation Q and Quality Group B. !

;
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t
Table 3.2-1 Classification Summary (Continued) m

N Safety Quality QA Seismic
Principal Component Desig.2 Location Group Req.6 Category Notes1 3 4 8

4. Piping and valves including supports N CV D - 11

between inboard containment
isolation valves and their
termination points inside ,

containment, for

-GDCS pools suction line
-GDCS pools return line
- wetwell spray line
- drywell spray line
- suppression pool return line

p - reactor well & head cavity drain
g. line

@m 5. Interconnecting piping between N CV D - 11

[ GDCS pools g

h 6. Piping and valves including supports NQ RB -B B i 3
g between low pressure coolant y
@ injection gate valve (including R

bj valve) up to the interface with
y Reactor Water Cleanup / Shutdown

5 Cooling System

M 7. All other mechanical modules and N SE.OO, D E NS

{ piping, including normal makeup RB

p system components
j B. Electrical modules and cables with O RB,CE, - B i g
j safety-related function CV g
$ 9. Electrical modules and cables with N RB,CE - E NS EL

I non-safety-related function L*
* ir

j G31 Reactor Water Cleanup / Shutdown Cooling System (RWCU/SDC) e
b

} 1. Piping including supports and valves O CV,SE A B i (7) g

} within and including outermost {
W

containment isolation valves on~

@3 pump suction E
M as

?
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RAI Number: ECGB.8 '

. i

Question:

In SSAR Table 3.2-1, Items K and U74, Radioactive Waste Management Systems and
Radwaste Building Structure, commitments are made that a quality assurance program .

meeting the guidance of RG 1.143 is applied to all of the non-safety items in these systems |
and structures. In addition, commitments to Section 5, "Scismic Design for Radwaste
Management Systems and Structures Housing Radwaste Management Systems,"in RG
1.143 should be made in this table for both Items K and U74. Since the SBWR does not '

include the OBE as a design requirement, provide the seismic design criteria that will be -

implemented to conform to Section 5 of RG 1.143. ;

i

I.
GE Response: )

:

Plant structures, systems, components, and parts shall be designed to the seismic
|requirements of the Unified Building Code (UBC), Zone 2A, with the exception of those

classified as Seismic I or II or those requiring a higher level of seismic design for .

investment protection and defense-in-depth as defined in Paragraph 2.18. Buildmg |
structures shall be classified per the UBC as " essential facilities,"i.e., with an importance {
factor of 1.25 for seismic design. Either of the methods permitted by UBC, simplified j

analysis or dynamic analysis, is acceptable for determination of seismic loads on non- |

senice structures and equipment. !
I
i

1

|

!
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.
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RAI Number: ECGB.9 |
?

Question: ;

,

In SSAR Table 3.2-1, Item U73, the stack is classified as non-safety and non-seismic. In
Figure 21.1.2-2, Sh. 2, the stack appears to be a part of the reactor building outer shell. .

In Section 3.8.4.1, the reactor building outer shell is identified as seismic Category I.
Either revise Item U73 to classify the stack as safety-related and seismic Category I, or

'

provide the basis for the non-safety and non-seismic classifications.

!

GE Response: j
.

The stack is classified as non-seismic. It shall be designed and constructed according to -i
I

the seismic requirements of the Unified Building Code (UBC), Zone 2A, It shall be
classified per the UBC as " essential facilities," i.e., with an importance factor of 1.25 for

'
,

seismic design. Either of the methods permitted by UBC, simplified analysis or dynamic
analysis, is acceptable for determination of seismic loads on non-senice su uctures and ;

equipment. However, the stack has brca included in the Reactor Building seismic :
'

analysis model for determination of seismic loads. The stack shall be anchored
adequately into the Reactor Building structure to preclude its collapse onto a Seismic ,

Category I structure. ;

i
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RAI Number: ECGB.10

. Question:

In SSAR Subsection 3.6.2.1.1, in the paragraph on page 3.6-13 entitled "Non-ASME Class
Piping," add the following commitment to be consistent with Standard Review Plan (SRP)
3.6.2: " Separation and interaction requirements between seismically analyzed and non-
seismically analyzed piping are met as described in Subsection 3.7.3.8."

GE Response:

L This comment is covered under 3.6.1.1 page 3.6-3 (5th paragraph). Seismic interaction is
also covered in 3.7.3.8.

-

,

The recommended sentence will be added to Amendment 1, Subsection 3.6.2.1.1 in the |

paragraph on page 3.6-13 entitled "Non-ASME Class Piping" (see attached).

I !
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SBWR standard sarery Anatysis aeport

ASME Code Section III Class 2 and 3 Piping in Areas Other Than Containment
Penetration
With the exceptions of those portions of piping identified above, breaks in ASME
Codes, Section 111, Class 2 and 3 piping are postulated at the following locations in those

portions of each piping and branch run:

e at terminal ends; and

at intermediate locations selected by one of the following criteria:a

- At each pipe fitting (e.g., cibow, tee, cross, flange, and nonstandard fitdng),
welded attachment, and valve. Where the piping contains no fittings, welded

f attachments, or valves. at one location at each extreme of the piping run

| adjacent to the protective structure.
t

- At each location where stresses calculated by the sum of Equations 9 and 10 in
NC/SD-3653, ASME Cede. Section III, exceed 0.8 times the sum of the stress

limits given in NC/ND3653.

| As a result of piping reanalysis caused by differences between the design configuration|

and the as-built configuration, the highest stress locations may be shifted; however, the
initially determined intermediate break locations may be used unless a redesign of the
piping resulting in a change in the pipe parameters (diameter, wall thickness, routing)
is required, or the dynamic effects from the new (as-built) intermediate break location
are not mitigated by the original pipe whip restraints andjet shields.

Non-ASME Class Piping
|

Breaks in seismically analyzed non-ASME Class (not ASME Class 1,2, or 3) piping are
postulated according to the same requirements for ASME Class 2 and 3 piping above.

i

Senaration and interaction reouirements between seismicallv anahved and non-
seismically analv7ed ninine are met as described in Subsection 3.7.3.8.

Separating Structure With High-Energy Lines

j If a structure separates a high energy line from a safety-related component, the
l separating structure is designed to withstand the consequences of the pipe break in the

high-energy line at locations that the aforementioned criteria require to be postulated.
Ilowever, as noted in Subsection 3.6.1.3, some structures that areidentified as necessary

|
by the IIELSA evaluation (i.e., based on no specific break locations), are designed for
worst-case loads.

3.6.2.1.2 Locations of Postulated Pipe Cracks

Postulated pipe crack locations are selected as follows:

Pwtection Against Dynamic Effects Associated with the Postulated Rupture of Pir,ing- Amendment 1 DRAFT 3.6-13
.

I

I
L .

- _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ ___ a_
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RAI Number: ECGB.11

Question:

In SSAR Subsection 3.6.2.4, it is stated that the SBWR does not require guard pipes.
Subsection 3.6.2.1.1 prosides criteria for " sleeve assemblies"in the containment
penetration areas, and Subsections 5.4.6.3 and 6.2.4.3.2, mention the use of guard pipes
in the containment penetrations for the steam supply and condensate lines of the
isolation condenser system. In Section 5.4.6.3,it is stated that the design intent for these
guard pipes is either to show that the stresses and fatigue usage factors do not exceed
special limits in SRP 3.6.2. or to show by proof testing that the guard pipes and transition
fittings do not experience crack initiation or crack growth.

a) Revise Subsections 3.6.2.1.1 and 3.6.2.4 to clarify that the criteria for sleeves in
Subsection 3.6.2.1.1 are applicable to guard pipes in all containment penetration
areas.

b) It is the staffs position that the experimental analysis proof testing briefly
discussed in Subsection 5.4.6.3 cannot be used in lieu of the criteria in SRP 3.6.2.

.

GE Response:

The SBWR does not require guard pipes; therefore, all references to guard pipes have J

been deleted. Penetration sleeves are used where the isolation condenser supply and
return pipes enter the pool at the containment pressure boundary. All SSAR revisions

| discussed below are shown on the applicable SSAR pages.
1
'

a) Subsection 3.6.2.1.1 has been revised to clarify that the criteria for sleeves in
Subsection 3.6.2.1.1 are applicable to penetration sleevesin all containment
penetration areas.

In Subsections 5.4.6.2.2,5.4.6.3, and 6.2.4.3.2, the words " guard pipes" have been
replaced with the words " penetration sleeves." Subsection 3.6.2.4 has not been
revised because the SBWR does not require guard pipes. Subsection 6.2.4.3.2
has been revised to state that penetration sleeves will meet the requirements of
Subsection 3.6.2.1.1.

b) The experimental proof testing briefly discussed in Subsection 5.4.6.3 has been
deleted. This section has been revised to state that penetration sleeves are
designed and constructed in accordance with the requirements specified in
Subsection 3.6.2.1.1.

1

- _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ - _ - _ .
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and valve bodies are also exempted from consideration of pipe break because of their
greater wall thickness.

3.6.2.1.1 Locations of Postulated Pipe Breaks

Postulated pipe locations are selected as follows:

Piping Meeting Separation Requirements
Based on the IIEL.SA evaluation described in Subsection 3.6.1.3, the high-energy lines
which meet the spatial separation requirements are generally not identified with
particular break points. Breaks are postulated at all possible points in such high-energy
piping systems. Ilowever, in some systems break points are particularly specified
according to the following subsections if special protection devices such as barriers or
restraints are provided.

Piping in Containment Penetration Areas
No pipe breaks or cracks are postulated in those portions of piping from the

'

containment wt40enetration to and including the inboard or outboard isolation valves
which meet the following requirement in addition to the requirement of the ASME
Code, Section 111, Subarticle NE-1120:

,

The following design stress and fatigue limits are not exceeded:a

For ASME Code, Section III, Class 1 Piping
i

- The maximum stress range between any two load sets (including the zero load
set) does not exceed 2.4 S , and is calculated by Equation 10 in NB-3653, ASMEm
Code, Sect;on 111.

,

- The cumulative usage factor is less than 0.1.

- The maximum stress as calculated by Equation 9 in Nik3652 under the loadings
resulting from a postulated piping failure beyond those portions of piping does
not exceed the lesser of 2.25S and 1.8S except that following a failure outsidem y

containment, the pipe between the outboard isolation valve and the first
restraint may be permitted higher stress provided a plastic hinge is not formed
and operability of the valves with such stresses is assured in accordance with the
requirement identified in Section 3.9.3. Primary loads include those which are
deflection limited by whip restraints.

For ASME Code, Section III, Class 2 Piping

- The maximum stress as calculated by the sum of Equations 9 and 10 in
Paragraph NC-3652, ASME Code, Section III, considering those loads and
conditions thereof for which level A and level B stress limits are specified in the

3.6-10 Protection Against Dynamic Effects Associated woth the Postulated Rupture of Piping- Amendment 1 DRAFT
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!

system's Design Specification (i.e., sustained loads, occasional loads, and
thermal expansion) including an OBE event does not exceed 0.8(1.8 S + S )-h A

The S and S are allowable stresses at maximum (hot) temperature andh 3

allowable stress range for thermal expansion, respectively, as defined in Article
NC-3600 of the ASME Code, Section 111.

- The maximum stress, as calculated by Equation 9 in NC-3653 under the loadings
resulting from a postulated piping failure of fluid system piping beyond these
portions of piping, does not exceed the lesser of 2.25 S and 1.8 S .h y

Primary loads include those which are deflection limited by whip restraints. The
exceptions permitted above may also be applied provided that when the piping
between the outboard isolation valve and the restraint is constructed in accordance
with the Power Piping Code ANSI B31.1, the piping is either of seamless
construction with full radiography of all circumferential welds, or all longitudinal
and circumferential welds are fully radiographed.

Welded attachments, for pipe supports or other purposes, to these portions ofm

piping are avoided except where detailed stress analyses, or tests, are performed to
demonstrate compliance with the above mentioned code limits.

The number of circumferential and longitudinal piping welds and branche

connections are minimized. Where penetration sleeves are used, the enclosed
portion of fluid system piping is seamless construction and without circumferential
welds unless specific access provisions are made to permit inwrsice volumetric
examination oflongitudinal and circumferential welds.

The length of these portions of piping are reduced to the minimum lengths

practical.

The design of pipe anchors or restraints (e.g., connections to containments

penetrations and pipe whip restraints) do not require welding directly to the outer
surface of the piping (e.g., flued integrally forged pipe fittings may be used) except
where such welds are 100% volumetrically examinable in service and a detailed
stress analysis is performed to demonstrate compliance with the above mentioned
code limits.

Sleeves provided for those portions of piping in the containment penetration areass
are constructed in accordance with the rules of Class MC, Subsection NE of the

ASME Code, Section III, where the sleeve is part of the containment boundary, in
addition, the entire sleeve assembly is designed to meet the following requirements
and tests:

,

I

Protection Against Dynamic Effects Associated with the Postulated Rupture of Piping - Amendment 1 DRAFT 3.6-11
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P&lD defines piping system in terconnections, valves, instruments, special arrangement

requirements, manually operated controls and system input sources and outputs.

Each IC is designed for 30 MWt capacity and is made of two identical modules.

The units are located in a large water pool positioned above and outside the SIlWR
containment (drywell).

The IC is configured as follows:

The steam supply line (insulated and enclosed in a p: -i p;pe oenetration sleevea

which penetrates the containment roof slab) is vertical and feeds two horizontal
headers through four pipes. Each pipe is provided with a built-in flow limiter, sized
to allow natural circulation operation of the IC at its maximum heat transfer
capacity while addressing the concern ofIC breaks downstream of the steam supply
pipe. Steam is condensed inside vertical tubes and is collected in two lower headers.
Two pipes, one from each lower header, take the condensate to the common drain
line which vertically penetrates the containment roof slab.

Vent lines are provided for each upper and lower headers to remove them

noncondensable gases away from the unit, during the IC operation period; the lines

penetrate the containment roof slab.

A purge line is provided to assure that, during normal plant operation (IC systemm

standby conditions), the excess of hydrogen (from the hydrogen water chemistry

control additions) or air from the feedwater will not accumulate in the IC steam
supply line, thus assuring that the IC tubes will not be blanketed with
noncondensables when the system is first started. The purge line penetrates the
containment roof slab.

Isolation containment valves are provided on the steam supply piping and thes

condensate return piping. The containment isolation is discussed in Subsection
6.2.4.

Located on the condensate return pipingjust upstream of the reactor enuy point iss

a loop seal and a pair of valves: (1) a condensate return valve (F005, motor-
operated, fail as is) and (2) a condensate return bypass valve (F006, nitrogen piston
operated, fail open). These two valves are closed during normal station power
operations. Since the steam supply line valves are normally open, condensate will
form in the IC and will develop a level up to steam distributor, above the upper
headers. To start an IC into operation, the motor-operated condensate return valve
(F005) is opened, whereupon the standing condensate drains into the reactor and
the steam- water interface in the IC tube bundle moves downward below the lower
headers to a point in the main condensate return line. The failmpen nitrogen

S.4 10 Component and Subsystem Design - Amendment 1 DRAFT
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if, during IC operation and after the initial transient, the RPV gauge pressure increases
above 7.653 MPa (1110 psig), the bottom vent valves (F009 and F010) automatically

open, when the RPV gauge pressure decreases below 7.584 MPa (1100 psi) (reset value)
and after a time delay to avoid too many cycles, these two valves close.

After reactor isolation and automatic IC System operation, the control room operator
can control the venting of noncondensable gases from the IC to enable it to hold
reactor pressure below safe shutdown limits.

5.4.6.3 Safety Evaluation

The Isolation Condenser System is used to transfer decay and residual heat from the
reactor after it is shutdown and isolated. This function can also be performed by the
RWCU/SDC System or Engineered Safety Features (ESF)of ADS, PCCS, and GDCS
which back up the ICS. The Isolation Condenser System is designed and qualified as a
safety-related system to comply with 10CFR 50 Appendix A, Criterion 34 and to avoid
unnecessary use of these ESFs for residual heat removal, but it is not an Engineered
Safety Feature.

The ICS parts (including isolation valves) which are located inside the containment and
out to the IC flow restrictors are designed to ASME Code Section III, Class 1, Regulatog

Guide 1.26, Quality Group A. The ICS parts which are located outside the containment
downstream of the flow restrictor are designed to ASME Code Section III, Class 2,

Regulatory Guide 1.26, Quality Group B. The electrical design systems are designed to
comply with Class iE requirements per Regulatog Guide 1.153, and the entire system
is designed to Seismic Category I per Regulatory Guide 1.29.

The common IC/PCC pool that ICs share with the PCCs of the Passive Containment
Cooling System is safety-related and an ESF because of the PCC function (Subsection

6.2.2.1 ) .

Two out of three ICS loops will remove post-reactor isolation decay heat and
depressurize the reactor to safe shutdown conditions when the reactor is isdated after
operation at 100% power and with loss of feedwater makeup to the reactor. One ICS
loop will be capable of removing decay heat and depressurize the reactor when isolated
with continued feedwater or CRD makeup.

As protection from missile, tornado and wind, the ICS parts outside the containment
(the Isolation Condenser itself) are located in a subcompartment of the safety-related

ICS/PCC pool to comply with 10CFR 50 Appendix A. Criteria 2,4 and 5.

The IC steam supply pipes include flow restrictors, and the IC condensate drain pipes
are oflimited area so that an IC piping or tube rupture in the safety-related ICS/PCC
pool will limit flow-induced dynamic loads and pressure buildup in the ICS/PCC pool.
M , g= i p;pa =d sp: . .u' u . ; fP ngs Penetration sleeves are used at the'
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locations where the IC steam supply and condensate return pipes enter the pool at the
containment pressure boundary. These nenetration sleeves are desiened and
constructed in accordance with the rc<mirements soecified in Subsection 3.6.2.1.1.he-

. :'c ';
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The ICS valve actuators are to be qualiGed for senice inside the drywell for continuous
service under normal conditions and to be operable for 4 hours with a steam
environment. Thereafter, the valves are required to remain in their last position.

The ICS steam supply lines, condensate return lines, instrument lines, and vent lines
that pencuate containment are provided with isolation valves to satisfy containment
isolation requirements as discussed in Subsections 6.2.4 and 7.3.3.

Compliance ofinstrumentation and control equipment is addressed in Subsection
7.4.4.3.

5.4.6.4 Testing and inspection Requirements

Inspection
During plant outages, routine ISI is required for the isolation condenser, piping
containment penetration sleeves, and supports according to ASME Code Section 111
and Section XI (requirements for design and accessibility of welds).

IC removal for routine inspection is not required.

Illtrasonic inspection is required for IC tubes / headers welds. IC tubes will be inspected
by the eddy current method.

Testing
Periodic heat removal capability testing of the ICs is required during plant operation.
This test is accomplished using the temperature recorder located downstream of the
isolation valve F004, together with the differentia? pressure recorder which gets the
signal form one of the dPTs, on the condensate return line.

During normal plant operation, a periodic wncillance te> of normally-closed valves
F005 and F006 on condensate line to RPV, being moved ina an open condition, will be

performed.

S.4 16 Component and Subsystem Design - Amendment 1 DRATT
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The following paragraphs summarize the basis for SBWR compliance with the
requirements imposed by Criterion 55.

6.2.4.3.2.1 Influent Lines

Influent lines, which penetrate the containment directly to the RCPB, are equipped
with at least two isolation valves, one inside the containment and the other as close to

the external side of the containment as practical. Table 6.2-13 lists the influent pipes
that comprise the RCPB and penetrate the containment. The table summarizes the
deugn of each line as it satisfies the requirements imposed by General 1)esign Criterion
55.

Feedwater Line
The feedwater line is part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary as it penetrates the
drywell to connect with the reactor pressure vessel. It has two automatically closing
isolation valves. The isolation valve inside the containment is a check valve, located as

close as practicable to the containment wall. Outside the containment is a spring-check
valve located as close as practicable to the containment wall. The spring-check valve
outside containment is provided with an air-opening, spring-closing operator which,
upon remote manual signal from the main control room, provides additional seating
force on the valve disc to assist in long-term leakage protecdon. Should a break occur
in the feedwater line, the check valves prevent significant loss of reactor coolant
inventory and offer immediate isoladon.

Isolation Condenser Condensate and Venting Lines
The isolation condenser condensate lines penetrate the containment and connect
directly to the reactor pressure vessel. The isolation condenser venting lines extend
from the isolation condenser through the containment and connect together
downstream of two normally closed control valves in series. The venting line terminates
below the minimum drawdown level in the suppression pool. Each IC condensate line
has two open isoladon gate-valves located in the containment where they are protected
from outside emironmental conditions which may be caused by a failure outside the
containment. In case of the venting lines there are two normally closed control globe-

|
valves in series with isolation globe-valves. The condensate lines are automatically 1

isolated when leakage is detected.

The IC isolation valves and the pipes penetrating the containment are designed in
accordance to ASME Code Section III, Class 1 Quality Group A, Seismic Category I.

Penetration sleeves used at the locations where the condensate return nines exit the
cool at the containment oressure boundary. are desivned and constructed in
accordance with the reouirements snecified in Subsection 3.6.2.1.1. S , gua-i p;pt j
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force is capable of closing an isolation valve. Refer to Sulnection 5.4.5 for hiain
Steamline Isolation System description.

Isolation Condenser Steam Supply Lines
The isolation condenser steam supply lines penetrate the containment and connect
directly to the reactor pressure vessel. Two isolation gate-valves are located in the
containment where they are protected from outside emironmental conditions which
may be caused by a failure outside the containment. The isolation valves in each IC loop
are signaled to close automatically on excessive flow. The flow is sensed by four
differential flow trarsmitters in either the steam supply line or the condensate drain
line. The isolation valves are also automatically closed on high radiation in the steam

leaving an IC-pool compartment. The isolation functions are based on any 2 out of 4
channel trips.

The IC isolation valves and the pipe penetrating the containment are designed in
accordance to ASME Code Section III, Class 1 Quality Group A, Seismic Category I.
Penetration sleeves used at the locations where the IC steam sucolv lines enter the cool
at the containment oressure boundary are desivned and constructed in accordance

with the reouirements <oecified in Subsection 3.6.2.1.1. ." , gu~i pipe -d sper:a!

Sc m:: ... .ncr.: penet; _ eithe .M.tran . : fit, ng:: .c , ci be: : .m

T' degn - tcM r^- 'u c gua-i pip r d >= - au- :'- 'n.: hey .nu ix
.: te,: cr"TP '!FP, ? I by ; na!p cr pr "r:c= ng. In addition to the IC isolation valves,
the IC system outside the containment consists of a closed loop designed to ASM E Code
Section 111, Class 2, Quality Croup R, Seismic Category 1, which is a " passive" substitute

for an open " active" valve outside the containment. This closed loop subsdtute for an
open isolation valve outside the containment implicitly provides greater safety. The
combination of an already isolated loop outside the containment plus the series !

automatic isolation valves inside the containment comply with the intent ofisolation i

provisions of US NRC Code of Federal Regulations 10CFR50, Appendix A, Criterion 55
and 56.

I

Reactor Water Cleanup System / Shutdown Cooling System
The Reactor Water Cleanup / Shutdown Cooling System (RWCU/SDC) takes its suction

from the reactor pressure vessel. The RWCU/SDC suction lines of each loop are
isolated by one automatic nitrogen operated gate valve inside and two parallel motor
operated gate valves outside the containment. During normal operation the larger of
these parallel valves (used for shut down cooling) is closed.

RWCU/SDC pumps, heat exchangers and demineralizers are located outside the
drywell.

Containment Systems - February 28,1993 6.2 39
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RAI Number: ECGB.12 .

,

Question:

In SSAR Section 3.7.3, it is stated that for seismic subsystem analysis of ASME
components, ASME Section III, Appendix N, " Dynamic Analysis Methods,"is applicable.
Appendix N is a non-mandatory appendix that is still evohing and does not currently
agree with some staff positions. Therefore, it has not been endorsed by the staff, and the
staff has no immediate plans to review it. Some of the rules which are either in Appendix
N, or are being proposed for future addenda to that standard, and which do not agree
with staff positions, address issues such as damping values, use of the load coefficient
method, use of the independent support motion response spectrum method of analysis,
and the 50- percent nonexceedance probability level in N-1723.2, N-1724, and N-1725 of
Appendix N. Revise the SSAR to delete all references to Appendix N and replace them
with applicable RGs, SRPs, or staff approved ASME Code Cases.

,

GE Response:

The ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Committee meets to consider revisions of the rules
as dictated by technological development. As pan of this process, ASME Section III,
Appendix N has evolved, in part, to address the overly conservative seismic design
requirements that exist in many regulations, and which has contributed to the overall
lack of safety margins for the plant. A good example of this excess conservatism is found
in the seismic design of piping systems, which has resulted in inflexible piping with very i

high stresses for normal operating conditions this, in turn, contributes to ancillary
problems such as stress corrosion cracking and high fatigue usage. Hence, the use of a
more realistic, but still conservative, approach as defimed by the ASME Section III,
Appendix N, " Dynamic Analysis Methods," will ensure improved overall plant safety for
the SBWR.

.

For the reasons outlined above, it is the intention to keep the present reference to
Appendix N, and to request NRC approval based upon the advances made in the
technology of understanding seismic behavior of structures, piping, and equipment.

I

~ _ - . ._. _ ._ _ ...
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RAI Number: ECGB.13
_

Question:

In SSAR Subsection 3.7.3.1, Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) NP-6628 (NCIG-
14), " Procedure for Seismic Evaluation and Design of Small 3 ore Piping,"is referenced as

'

an alternate procedure to be used in lieu of seismic analysis for piping 2 inches and
smaller in diameter. This procedure incorporates,in part, the use of a seismic
experience-based approach for the design or qualification of mall bore safety-related
piping. The staff has not accepted this procedure. Currenth, the staff only accepts a
suitable dynamic analysis or a suitable qualificadon test except when the use of an
equivalent static analysis has been demonstrated to be adequate for the design of such
piping systems. Revise Subsections 3.7.3.1 and 3.7.6 to delete the reference to EPRI NP-
6628 (NCIG-14).

GE Response:

NCIG-14 is an analytical approach to the design of small bore piping, and is based upon
the results of test programs. The NRC published NUREG-1061, Volume 2, which
concluded that piping installed in non-nuclear facilities performed extremely well in
strong motion earthquake, and recommended that some of the ultra-conservatism in
design be reduced. After the NRC staff approves NCIG-14, Subsections 3.7.3.1 and 3.7.6
will be revised to show that NCIG-14 will be used.

.

1 |

!

|
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RAI Number: ECGB.15 |
>

Question:

During theJuly 17,1991, meeting, the staff was also informed that for predicting !

response of the SBWR internals to lossef-coolant accident (LOCA) using the GDCS, a ,

1/508 sector-scalcd SBWR test was performed, such that the data base can be used to
qualify the thermal-hydraulic computer codes (TRAC and TRACG) for accident analysis.
However, for normal operation, since the flow rate in the SBWR core area is dependent
upon natural circulation, the flow velocities may vary in a broad range under different

'

operating conditions. In cases oflow flow rate, thermal mixing inside the reactor vessel
may not be thorough, and the flow may be stratified into several regions with different :

ithermal conditions. In such cases, reactor internal components may experience uneven
thermalloads and result in high thermal stresses and high cumulative fatigue effects. :
Since the thermal loads are diflicult to be accurately predicted analytically due to |
complexity of flow-pass geometries and complicated boundary conditions, an }
instrumented full-scale prototype testing of reactor internals under various operating :
transients appears necessary for confirming the thermalloads for the reactor internal
component design. Discuss if such a test is planned, or if none is planned, why it is not ;

necessary. ,

i

i

GE Response:

No full scale measurement of thermal loads due to thermal stratification is necessary,
because as discussed in the response to SRXB.32, the SBWR operation will be controlled
such that stratification is dissipated by the reactor water cleanup system at low core flow. i,

Therefore a bounding temperature difTerence can be defined for use in a conventional
thermal stress analysis.

,

>

|

.|

|2

|
I

.

1
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RAI Number: EGGB.17

'

Q"estion:

In SSAR Subsection 3.9.3.7.1,it is stated that to minimize the use of snubbers, special i

engineered pipe supports stch as energy absorbers and limit stops may be used.

I
a) With respect to energy absorbers. it should be noted in this subsection that (1)

'

AShfE Code Case N420 can only be used as conditioned by RG 1.84, and (2)
AShiE Code Case N-420 cannot be used in the same analysis that uses the damping -i
values in AShfE Code Case N411. Revise Subsection 3.9.3.7.1 and any other
applicable subsection in the SSAR to add these conditions.

,

i

b) The use oflimit stops is currently be;ng reviewed by the staff on a plantspecific i
basis. One plant has been conditionally approved to use this alternative in a part ;

of one pilot piping system. Pending the results of the staffs evaluation of this~ j
program, the use oflimit stops is not acceptable. Resise Subsection 3.9.3.7.1 and '

any other applicable subsection to either deletc the paragraph on limit stops or
,

commit to using this alternative only after it has been approved by the staff.
.

!

t

GE Response:

Sections 3.7.1.2 and 3.9.3.7.1 of the SSAR will be revised and Section 3.7.3.3.3 of the
SSAR will be added in Amendment 1 (see attached).

a) Section 3.9.3.7.1 has been revised to nate that Code Case N420 can only be used if !
the information required by Regulatory Guide 1.84 is provided to the regulatory

'
i

agency. In addition, Section 3.9.3.7.1 has been revised so that it references a new
Section 3.7.3.3.3 "Stodeling of Special Engineered Pipe Supports." This new

. I
section provides the analytical requirements. Section 3.7.1.2 has been revised to
state that AShiE Code Case N-111-1 damping cannot be used for analyzing linear ,

energy absorbing supports designed in accordance with AShiE Code Case N-420. -

b) The new Section 3.7.3.3.3, referenced by subsection 3.9.3.7.1, specifies that if these
'

special devices are used, the modeli: q and analytical methodology will be in _
accordance with methodology accepted by the regulatory agency at the time of ,

certification or at the time of application.
i;e

:

I
.

!
:
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,

!
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The time histories of the two horizontal components also satisfy the Power Spectra
Density (PSD) requirement stipulated in Appendix A to SRP 3.7.1. The computed PSD
functions envelop the target PSD of a maximum 0.3gacceleration with a wide margin in
the frequency range of 0.3 IIz to 24117 as shown in Figure 3.7-18 and Figure 3.7-19 for
the til and 112 components, respectively. In these figures the curve labeled as 80% of
the target PSD is the minimum PSD requirement.

The time histories of three spatial components are checked for statistically
independency. The cross <orrelation coeflicient at zero time lag is 0.01351 between til
and 112,0.07037 between til and VT, and 0.07367 between 112 and VT. All of them are
less than 0.16 as recommended in the reference of RG 1.92. Thus, lil,112, and VI'

acceleration time histories are mutually statistically independent.

3.7.1.2 Percentage of Critical Damping Values

Damping values of various structures and components are shown in Table 3.7-1 for SSE
dynamic analysis. These damping /alues are consistent with RG 1.61 SSE damping. For
ASME Section 111, Division 1 Class 1,2, and 3, and ASME/ ANSI B31.1 piping systems,

damping values of ASME Code Case N-411-1 may be used as permitted by RG 1.84, in
place of RG 1.61 damping. ASME Code Case N-411-1 damnine can not be used for
anah7ine linear enerev absorbine suonorts desicned in accordance with ASME Code

Case N-420. The damping values shown in Table 3.7-1 are applicable to all modes of a
structure or component constructed of the same material. Damping values for systems
composed of subsystems with different damping properties are obtained from the
procedures described in Subsection 3.7.2.13.

3.7.1.3 Suk nnu 1edia for Category | Structures

The w Category I structures have concrete mat foundations supported on soil,
rock or cor pacted backfill. The embedment depth, dimensions of the structural
foundation, and total structural height for each structure are given in Subsection
3.8.5.1. The soil conditions considered for the design of the standard plant are
described in Appendix SA.

3.7.2 Seismic System Analysis

This section applies to building structures that constitute primary structural systems.
iThe reactor pressure vessel (RPV) is not a primary structural component but, due to its

strong dynamic interaction with supporting structure,is considered as part of the !
primary system of the reactor building for the purpose of dynamic analysis. ]

3.7.2.1 Seismic Analysis Methods |
|

Analysis can be performed using any of the following methods:

dme history method;a
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locations of large masses, suc h as valves, pumps, and motors, and with locations of
significant geometry change. All concentrated weights on the piping systems, such as

'

the valves, pumps, and motors, are modeled as lumped mass rigid systems if their
fundamental frequencies are greater than the cutoff frequency in Subsection 3.7.2.1.1.
On straight runs, mass points are located at spacings no greater than the span which
would have a f undamental frequency equal to the cutoff frequency sdpulated in
Subsection 3.7.2.1.1 when calculated as a simply supported beam with uniformly

distributed masr The torsional efTects of valve operators and other equipment with
ofIset center of grasity with respect to the piping center line are included in the
analytical model. Furthermore, all pipe guides and snubbers are modeled so as to
produce representative stifTness. The equivalent linear stifTness of the snubbers is based
on actual dynamic tests performed on prototype snubber assemblies or on data
provided by the vendor. The suffness of the supporting structures is included in the
analysis, unless the supporting structure can be shown to be rigid.

3.7.3.3.2 Equipment

For dynamic analysis, equipment is represented by lumped-mass system which consists
of discrete masses connected by massless elements. The criteria used to lump masses are
as follows:

The number of modes of a dynamic system is controlled by the number of massesa

used; therefore, the number of masses is chosen so that all significant modes are
mcluded. The number of masses or dynamic degrees of freedom is considered

adequate when additional degrees of freedom do not result in more than a 10%
increase in response. Alternatively, the number of dynamic degrees of f eedom is no
less than twice the number of modes below the cutoff frequency of Subsection
3.7.2.1.1.

Mass is lumped at any point where a significant concentrated weight is located.m

Examples are the motor in the analysis of pump stand, and the impeller in the
analysis of pump shaft.

If the equipment has free-end overhang span whose flexibility is significantm

compared to the center span, a mass is lumped at the overhang span.

in the case of live loads (mobile) and a variable support sdffness, the location of them

load and the magnitude of support stiffness are chosen to yield the most critical
'

resonant frequency of the system to ensure conservatise responses under applicable

floor response spectra.
,

3.7.3.3.3 Modelina of Soecial Enaineered Pioe Sucoorts

Modificadons to the normal linear-clastic oinine analvsis methodoloev used with
conventional nine sunoorts are reauired to calculate the loads actinc on the suonorts

3 7-19Seismic "esign
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'
and on the nioine components when the soecial encineered wooorts, described in

Subsection 3.9 3.7.1 (f0. are used. These modifications are needed to account for
creatcr damoinc of the encrev absorbers and the non-linear behavior of the limit stoos.
If these special desires are used. the modeline and analvtical methodolocv will be in
accordance with methodolocv accented by the reculatory acency at the time of

certification or at the time of acolication. ocr the discretion of the anolicant. In
addition. the information renuired bv Reculatorv Guide 1.84 will be orovided to the
reculatory acencv.

3.7.3.4 Basis for Selection of Frequencies

Where practical, in order to avoid adverse resonance effects, equipment and
components are designed / selected such that their fundamental frequencies are less
than 1/2 or more than twice the dominant frequencies of the support structure.
Moreover, in any case, the equipment is analyzed and/or tested to demonstrate that it
is adequately designed for the applicable loads considering both its fundamental
frequency and the forcing frequency of the applicable support structure.

3.7.3.5 Analysis Procedure for Damping

Damping values for equipment and piping are shown in Table 3.7-1 and they are
consistent with RG 1.61. For ASME Section III, Division 1 Class 1,2, and 3, and

ASME/ ANSI B31.1 piping systems, damping values of ASME Code Case N-411-1 may be

used as permitted by RG 1.84. For systems made of subsystems with different damping
properties, the ana!ysis procedures described in Subsection 3.7.2.1.3 are applicable.

3.7.3.6 Three Components of Earthquake Motion

The applicable methods of spatial combination of responses due to each of the three
input motion components are described in Subsection 3.7.2.6.

,

3.7.3.7 Combination of Modal Responses
i

The applicable methods of modal response combination are described in Subsection
3.7.2.7. -

3.7.3.8 Interaction of ^*her Systems with Seismic Category | Systems

Each non-Category I (i.e. C-II or NS) system is designed to be isolated from any Seismic
Category I system by either a constraint or barrier, or is remotely located with regard to
the Seismic Category I system. Ifit is not feasible or practical to isolate the Seismic
Category I system, adjacent non-Category I systems are analyzed according to the same

seismic criteria as applicable to the Seismic Category I systems. For non-Category I
systems attached to Seismic Category I systems, the dynamic effects of the non-Category

I systems are simulated in the modeling of the Seismic Category I system. The attached
non-Category I systems, up to the first anchor beyond the interface, are also designed

3.7-20 Seismic Design
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obtained from an analysis, and are confirmed not to exceed the design loads
for various operating conditions.

(5) Frame Type (Linear) Pipe Supports - Frame type pipe supports are linear
supports as dermed as ash!E Section Ill, Subsection NF, Component
Standard Supports. They consist of frames constructed of structural steel
elements that are not attached to the pipe. They act as guides to allow axial
and rotational movement of the pipe but act as rigid restraints to lateral
movement in either one or two directions. Frame type pipe supports are
designed in accordance with ASME Code Section 111, Subsection NF-3000.

Frame type pipe supports are passive supports, requiring little maintenance
and inservice inspection, and are norranily used instead of struts when they are
more economical or where emironmental conditions are not suitable for the
ball bushings at the pinned connections of struts. Similar to struts, frame type

nipports are not used at locations where restraint of pipe movement to
thermal expansion significantly increases the secondary piping stress ranges
or equipment nonle loads.

The design loads on frame type pipe supports include those loads caused by
thermal expansion, dead weight, and the inertia and anchor motion effects of
all dynamic loads. As in the case of other supports, the forces on frame type
supports are obtained from an analysis, which are assured not to exceed the
design loads for various operating conditions.

Fpct.? Fngh m:cd Pipc %pp:- '- . . efE , :..- : hc u !

appRain,.c :ath - 'he:c : ay h- .=n c ewh e sp:, ~! engh med p;p:r-

wpjm:t;ar- :.ed " he:, , / N- = c = c- S nc :ype : ;pp;,::, canno h
app!!cd E=.np?c +.p : '' ng;:,, acd apper-, a:e Fr. :gy 1 -h . un"
14n P ap:.

.(61 Special Encineered Pine Suonorts-In an effort to minimi7e the use and
anolication of snubbers there may be instances where soecial encineered nine

sunoorts are used where either struts or frame-troe suonorts cannot be
anolied. Examoles of soccial engineered supoorts are Enerev Absorbers and
Limit Stoos.

Energy Absorbers - These are linear energy absorbing support parts
designed to dissipate energy associated with dynamic pipe rnovements by
yielding. When energy absorbers are used they will be designed to meet the
requirements of ASME Section til Code Case N-420. Linear Energy Absorbing
Supports for Subsection NF, Classes 1,2, and 3 Construction Section 111,
Division 1. The restrictions on location and application of struts and frame-
type supports, discussed in (4) and (5) above, are also applicable to energy

Mechanical Systems and Components - Amendment 1 DRAFT 1939
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absorbers since energy absorbers allow thermal movement of the pipe only in
its design directions.

Limit Stops - are passive seismic pipe support devices consisting oflimit stops
with gaps sized to allow for thermal expansion while prevendng large seismic
displacements. Limit stops are linear supports as defined as ASNf E Section III,
Subsection NF, and are designed in accordance with ASME Code Section III,
Subsection NF-3000. They consist of box frames constructed of structural steel
elements that are not attached to the pipe. The box frames allow free
movement in the axial direction but limit large displacements in the lateral
direction.

Subsection 3.7.3 3.3 orovides the anaktical recuirements for special

encineered oice sunoorts. The information reouired bv Reculatorv Guide
1.84 shall be orovided to the reculatory acencv. when Ccdc Case N-420 is used i

to desien linear enerev absorbine suonorts.

3.9.3.7.2 Reactor Pressure Vessel Support Skirt

The SilWR RPV support skirt is designed as an ASME Code Class I component support
per the requirements of ASME Code Secdon 111, Subsecdon NF*. The loading
conditions and stress criteria are given in Tables 3.8-2 and 3.8 3, and the calculated
stresses meet the Code allowable stresses at all locations for various plant operadng
conditions. The stress level margins assure the adequacy of the RPV support skirt. An
analysis for buckling shows that the support skirt complies with Subparagraph F-1332.5
of ASME III, Appendix F, and also meet the requirements of the vessel design document
as given by the criteria stated below. The permissible skirt loads at any clevation, when
simultaneously applied, are limited by the following interaction equation:

)

(P/P ,3,) + (q/qcrit) + (T/tcrit) < (1/S.F. ) (3 g_l)c

where:

q = longitudinal load

P = external pressure

* Augmented by the following: (1) application of Code Case N-476, Supplement 89.1 which
governs the design of single angle members of ASME Class 1,2,3 and MC linear component
supports; and (2) when eccentric loads or other torsional loads are not accommodated by
designing the load to act through the shear center or meet " Standard for Steel Support Design,"
analyses will be performed in accordance with torsional analysis methods such as: * Torsional
Analysis of Steel Members, USS Steel Manual'* Publication Tl14-2/83.

3.9-40 Mechanocal Syttems and Components - Amendment 1 DRAFT
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RAI Number: ECGB.18

Question: |

The information in SSAR Section 3.9.6 infers that exemptions from the Code testing
-

requirements may be requested.

i
All of the plants which have been licensed by NRC have been permitted to request relief
from the ASME Section XI insenice testing (IST) rules for pumps and valves. These
pumps and valves are generally installed in systems in which it is impractical to meet the

;
Section XI rules because oflimitations in the system design which preclude testing
without significant design changes. In other cases, the stafrapproved alternatives to the
Section XI requirements because imposition of the Section XI rules would have resulted ,

in hardships to the licensee without a compensating increase in the level of safety. The
underlying reason for the regulation allowing these reliefs from the code was that the
detailed system designs for all of these plants were essentially completed prior to the time
that the staff promulgated 10 CFR 50.55a(g) that incorporated by reference the ASME

|Code Section XI rules. A plant such as SBWR, for which the final design is not complete,
has suflicient lead time available to include provisions for this type of testing in the
detailed design of applicable piping systems. Therefore, exemptions from the applicable
code testing requirements will not be granted for SBWR, However, with regard to ,

subsequent or future code revisions to the applicable ASME Code for the SBWR plant,
requests for relief from certain updated code requirements may still be submitted for ,

staff review in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a(f). Revise SSAR Subsection 3.9.6 to
provide a more explicit commitment that SBWR will be designed to accommodate testing ,

per the code requirements for IST of valves (and pumps,if applicable).
I

'

GE Response:

Table 3.9-8 submitted to the NRC on February 28,1993, provides details of the inservice
testing program for the SBWR. This section references ASME OM Code-1990, rather

-

than ASME Section XI. The ASME Board on Nuclear Codes and Standards recognized
;

that O&M is the appropriate committee to establish insenice testing requirements and
voted to proceed with making the O&M Standard stand on its own, with the objective of
the eventual deletion ofIST from Section XI. The NRC hlanket statement position that
" exemptions from the applicable code testing requirements will not be granted for
SBWR"is considered unreasonable. It is inconceivable that in the entire IST scope there >

would not be at least one valid reason to have an exception to the code. For example,if j

testing a valve would lead to depressurizing the reactor vessel, there might be a reason to ,

have an exemption and delay the valve's IST until a refueling outage. The exemptions ;

currently referred to in Section 3.9.6 are those allowed by OM Code rules. It is expected
.

that upon review of the proposed IST program, the NRC will concur with the statements i
I

made in Section 3.9.6.

i

,
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RAI Number: ECGB.19

Question:

In SSAR Section 3.9.6, GE stated that safety-related pumps and valves will be included in
'

,

the IST program for the SBWR. The unique SBWR design places significant reliance on
passive safety systems, but also depend on non-safety systems (which are traditional safety .

systems in current LWRs) to prevent challenges to passive systems. Therefore,it is very
important that testability of both safety-related valves and important non-safety pumps ,

and valves be provided early in the design phase. The applicant is requested to provide
detailed information to ensure that all safety-related valves can be in situ tested to
demonstrate their design capabilities and to monitor their condition.

The staff has not completed it's review of the extent to which important non-safety
components may have to meet safety-grade criteria. However, there are uncertainties
concerning the lack of a proven operational performance history for the valves in the
passive systems. These uncertainties may increase the need to rely on the important non-
safety systems and components in providing the defense-in-depth to prevent and mitigate
accidents and core damage. The staffis still evaluating this issue for the passive plant
designs. The specific staff positions on the insenice testing requirements for the
important non-safety components will be determined when the staff completes its review
of the issue of regulatory treatment of non-safety systems. The applicant will then be .

requested to revise Section 3.9.6 to agree with the stafTs position.

,

GE Response:

The SSAR describes the general plan for the insenice testing (IST) program for safety- ;

related systems in Sections 3.9.6,3.9.6.1 and 3.9.7.3. It is not practical to undertake the
-

enormous expense of designing all pumps and valves in non-safety systems to be IST
testable,just because the NRC has not yet agreed on criteria for which plant components
should be tested. The ongoing industry program and discussions with the NRC on the
regulatory treatment of non-safety systems will resolve this issue for non-safety systems. !

SSAR Section 3.9 will be revised in a future amendment to reflect the final industry
resolution of this issue as it applies to insenice testing ofimportant non-safety !

' '
components.

;
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RAI Number: ECGB.20 .:
:

Question: .

In SSAR Section 3.9.6.2 of the SSAR, GE staic d th .. the motor operated valves (MOVs) -

equipment specifications require the incorpoianon of the results of either in situ or ,

prototype testing with full flow and pressure and/or full differential pressure to verify the
proper sizing and correct switch settings of the valves. In Section 3.9.7.3 of the SSAR, GE |

also stated that the concerns and issues identified in Generic Letter (GL) 89-10 for MOVs
will be addressed by the applicant referencing the SBWR design before plant startup. t

The method of assessing the loads, the method of sizing the actuator, and the setting of
torque and limit switches will be specifically addressed. However, the staff has .

determined that all the concerns and issues identified in GL 89-10 and its supplements !

that relate to tests, analyses, and acceptance criteria to determine the adequacy of valve
design and to ensure the ability of MOVs to meet functional performance requirements
under all design basis conditions, including recovery from inadvertent valve ;

mispositioning, must be addressed to demonstrate the design basis capability of MOVs.
'

The staff has also determined that this issue should be addressed under a generic
inspections, tests, analyses, and acceptance criteria (ITAAC) rather than a combined
license (COL) action item. GE should develop an acceptable generic ITAAC for
demonstrating MOV capability, as discussed above.

'

GE Response:

The generic ITAAC for demonstrating MOV capability will be included in the applicable ,

sections in Amendment 1 to the Tier 1 Design Certification Document. The revised !

ITAAC sections will be consistent will the ITAAC for demonstrating MOV capability '

approved by the NRC for ABWR.

:
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RAI Number: ECGB.21
!

Question:

In the SSAR, GE has committed that the MOV equipment specifications will require the
incorporation of the results of either in situ or prototype testing with full flow and
differential pressure to verify the proper sizing and switch settings of the valves. GE also
committed that all SBWR safety-related piping systems will incorporate provisions for r

testing to demonstrate the operability of check valves under design basis conditions.

Based on operating experience, the staff has determined that a similar commitment is
needed for the specifications for other power-operated valves to incorporate the results of

,

either in plant or prototype testing to verify design basis capability. Based on past
experience with estimating thrust and torque requirements and other parameters for - '

valve operation, the stafT believes that this assurance cannot be provided by analytical -

'

approaches alone and will require that proper sizing and adjustment of other power-
operated valves be verified by a generic ITAAC. GE should develop an acceptable-
generic ITAAC for demonstrating the capability of other power-operated valves.

,

'

GE Revised Response:

The SBWR SSAR submittal dated February 28,1993 included ITAACs for safety-related . ;

valves based on discussions with the NRC staff to develop the ABWR ITAACs. The SBWR ;

ITAACs are intended to follow the agreements reached in these discussions where
applicable and will be revised as further agreements are reached on the scope and
methods for demonstrating the capability of safety-related valves.

!
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RAI Number: ECGB.22

Quesdon:

Several piping systems connected to the reactor coolant pressure bounday have design
pressures below the rated reactor coolant system (RCS) pressure. Also some systems that
are rated at full reactor pressure on the discharge side of pumps have pump suction
pressure below RCS pressure. To protect these systems or portions of systems from RCS
pressure, two or more isolation valves are placed in series to form the interface between
the high-pressure RCS and the low-pressure system. The leak tight integrity of these
valves must be ensured by periodic leak testing to prevent exceeding the design pressure
of the low-pressure systems.

In SSAR Section 3.9.6, GE stated that the periodic leak testing of the RCS pressure
isolation valves (PIV) in Table 3.9.8 will be performed in accordance with Chapter 16
surveillance requirement (SR) 3.6.1.5.10. The referenced SR appears to be incorrectly
identified and the correct section should be SR 3.4.3.1. SR 3.4.3.1 states that the RCS PIV
leak testing frequency will be in accordance with insenice testing program or once per
refueling interval.

However, it should be noted that the above-referenced insenice testing program (SSAR
Table 3.9.8) will not be submitted by GE until Februaq 28,1993. Therefore, the staffs
review of this issue cannot be completed at this time. GE is requested to provide a list of
RCS PIVs. Moreover, the staff has determined that the leak testing frequency as stated in
SR 3.4.3.1 is not fully acceptable for SBWR. GE is requested to address other leak testing
frequencies that are contained in several of the standard TS and currently implemented
by many operating plants. Those frequencies include leak testing prior to entering Mode
2 whenever the unit has been in Mode 5 for 7 days or more, ifleak testing has not been
performed in the previous 9 months, and leak testing within 24 hours following valve
actuation due to automatic or manual action or flow through the valve.

GE Response:

A list of RCS PIVs is included in Table 3.9-8 Insenice Testing.

The leak testing frequencies as referenced in SR 3.4.3.1 are the same as those in NUREG
1434, Rev. O which has been the basis for these Technical Specifications. The
requirement to perform leak testing at the frequencies addressed in this RAI first
appeared in an NRC letter to all LWR licensees, dated Februaq 23,1980. The |

requirements resulted from the WASH-1400 Study, however, this study concluded that j

acceptable methods to assure component integrity not only included performing leak !

tests at these two frequencies, but also included continuous pressure monitoring on the - I
ilow pressure side of each check valve. The current SBWR design includes this continuous

pressure monitoring and current Technical Specifications were not modified to require
these two frequencies. Thus, as specified in the NRC letter, continuous pressure
monitoring on the low pressure side of the susceptible check valves are part of current
plant design and do not need to be included in the Improved Technical Specifications. j

1

, . _ A
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SSAR Section 3.9.6 will be revised in Amendment 1 (see attached) to state that periodic
leak testing will be perfor med in accordance with Chapter 16 SR 3.4.3.1.
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requirements for safety-related valves including those listed in the technical
specifications (chapter 16) and the containment isolation system (Subsection 6.2.4.)
For example, the periodic leak testing of the reactor coolant pressure isolation valves in
Tak ? S OTable 3.9-8 will be performed in accordance with Chapter 16 Suneillance
Requirement SR3.0 L3? 0SR3.4 3.L This plan willinclude baseline pre-senice testing
to support the periodic insenice testing of the components. Depending on the test
results, the plan willprovide a commitment to disassemble and inspect the safety-related
valves when the OM Code limits are exceeded, as describedin the following paragraphs.

The primary elements of this plan, including the requirements of Generic Letter 89-10
for motor operated valves, are delineated in the subsections to follow. (Refer to
Subsection 3.9.7.3 for COL license information requirements.)

3.9.6.1 Inservice Testing of Safety-Related Valves

Check Valves
All SBWR safety-related piping systems incorporate provisions for testing to
demonstrate the operability of the check valves under design conditions. Insenice
testing willincorporate the use of advance non-intrusive techniques to periodically
assess degradation and the performance characteristics of the check valves. The

.

Subsection ISTC tests will be performed, and check valves that fail to exhibit the
required performance can be disassembled for evaluation. The Code provides criteria
limits for the test parameters identified in Table 3.8-9. A program will be developed by
the applicant referencing the SBWR design to establish the frequency and the extent of
each disassembly. The program may be revised throughout the plant life to minimize
disassemtaly based on past disassembly experience. (Refer to Subsection 3.9.7.3(1) for
COL license information requirements.)

Motor Operated Valves
The motor operated valve (MOV) equipment speciScations require the incorporation
of the results of either in-situ or prototype testing with full flow and pressure or full

differential pressure to verify the proper sizing and correct switch settings of the valves.
Guidelines tojustify prototype testing are contained in Generic Letter 89-10,
Supplement 1, questions 22 and 24 through 28. The applicant referencing the SB%R
design will provide a study to determine the optimal frequency for valve stroking during
insenice testing such that unnecessary testing and damage is not done to the valve as a
result of the testing. (Refer to Subsection 3.9.7.3(1) for COL license information

requirements).

The concerns and issues identified in Generic Letter 89-10 for MOVs will be addressed
prior to plant startup. The method of assessing the loads, the method of sizing the
actuators, and the setting of the torque and limit switches, will be specifically addressed. |

(Refer to Subsection 3.9.7.3(1) for COL license information requirements.) f
\
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RAI Number: ECGB.23 ,

Question: {

!In SSAR Section 3.9.6, GE stated that IST of safety-related pumps and valves will be
;performed in accordance with the requirements of ASME OM Code 1990, Subsections

ISTB, ISTC, and Appendix I. It should be noted that Subsections ISTB and ISTC of the
ASME OM Code 1990 are essentially the same as OM Standards Part 6, "Insenice Testing ;

iof Pumps," and Part 10, "Insenice Testing of Valves," respectively. However, OM
Standards Part 6 and Part 10 are referenced in Section XI of the 1988 Addenda and 1989 - !

Edition. The 1988 Addenda and the 1989 Edition of Section XI have been incorporated >

by reference into 10 CFR 50.55a and are acceptable for the passive LWR IST provided the
analysis ofleakage rates and corrective action requirements of Paragraphs 4.2.2.3(e) and
4.2.2.3(f) of Part 10 are applied to containment isolation valve testing. Therefore, j

Section 3.9.6 should be revised to refer the 1988 Addenda and 1989 Edition. ;

!

GE Response:
,

!

The ASME Board on Nuclear Codes and Standards recognized that OM is the
appropriate committee to establish insenice testing (IST) requirements, with the ;

objective of eventual deletion of IST from Section XI of the ASME Boiler and Pressure i

Vessel Code. As correctly identified by the NRC, the relevant sections of both the ASME
OM Code 1990 and Section XI of the 1988 Addenda and the 1989 Edition of the ASME i

'Code are the same.
'

As noted in the February 1992 issue of the SSAR, the IST program plan is based on ASME
OM Code 1990, Subsections ISTB and ISTC and Appendix I. Containment isolation j

valve testing is covered by Subsection ISTC, Paragraph 4.3.2 of ASME OM Code 1990 and |

by Section 6.2.6.3 of the SSAR, and is controlled by suneillance Requirement SR 3.6.1.3.7 .

'
of the Technical Specifications. SR 3.6.1.3.7 limits containment isolation valve combined
leakage to a total of 0.227 m3/hr (1 gpm) times the total number of CIVs hydro-statically
tested lines that penetrate the containment when the isolation valves are tested at 1.1 ;

times the peak calculated containment pressure. Therefore, the additionalleakage rate '

requirements specified in Paragraphs 4.2.2.3(e) and 4.2.2.3 (f) of Part 10 of the 1988 :

Edition of the OM Standard are not required. |
;
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RAI Number: ECGB.24 :
i

Question:

Regarding SSAR Section 3.7, " Seismic Design," the seismic Category I systems and .;
components are designed to remain functional for carthquake loadings. Provide the
basis for why this section of the SSAR does not address the structuralintegrity of the-. I

systems and components.
;

GE Response:
,

Section 3.7 of the SSAR will be revised in Amendment 1 to state that Seismic Category I |
structures, systems and components (SCC) are designed to remain functional during and
subsequent to a design basis earthquake (see attached). Therefore, all Seismic Category I .|
SCC are designed to retain their structuralintegrity as necessary to perform their -
intended function (s). ;

'!
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3.7 Seismic Design

For seismic design purposes, all structures, systems, and components of the Simplified
Boding Water Reactor (SBWR) standard plant are classified into Seismic Category 1
(GI), Seismic Category 11 (Gil), or Non-Seismic (NS) in accordance with the
requirements to withstand the effects of the Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) as
defined in Section 3.2. For those GI and C-Il structures, systems, and components in
the reactor building complex, the effects of other dynamic loads caused by reactor
building vibration (RBV) caused by suppression pool dynamics are also considered in
the design. Although this serdon addresses seismic aspects of design and analysis in
accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.70, the methods of this section are also applicable
to RBV dynamic loadings, unless noted otherwise.

The safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) is that earthquake which is based upon an
evaluation of the maximum earthquake potential considering the regional and local
geology, seismology, and specific characteristics of local subsurface material. It is that
earthquake which produces the maximum vibratory ground motion for which Seismic
Category I structures. systems. y tem, and components are designed to remain
functional. These systems and components are those necessary to ensure the following:

the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;a

the capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe condition; anda

the capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents that could resulta

in potential oft-site exposures comparable to the guideline exposures of 10CFR100.

Seismic Category II (C-II) includes all plant structures, systems, and components which
perform no safety-related function, and whose continued function is not required, but
whose structural failure or interaction could degrade the functioning of a Seismic
Category I structure, system, or component to an unacceptable safety level, or could i

result in incapacitating injury to occupants of the control room. Thus, this category
includes the structures, systems and components whose structural integrity, not their
operational performance, is required. Seismic Category 11 structores, systems, and

,

components are designed and/or so physically arranged so that the S5E ,vould not j
cause unacceptable structuralinteraction or failure. For fluid systems, this requires an
appropriate level of pressure boundarv integrity when located near sensitive
equipment. Appropriate seismic duculity factors are selected for design to take credit {

for realistic amounts of energy dissipation in GII items. Seismic Category II (CII) items
are those corresponding to positions C.2 and C.4 of Regulatory Guide 1.29.

Non-seismic structures and equipment are those which do not fallinto Seismic Category j
i or 11 definitions. NS structures and equipment are designed for seismic requirements
in accordance with the Uniform Building Code for Zone 2A. The building structures

seiunic Design 31-1
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RAI Number: ECGB.25 ,

Question:

SSAR Section 3.7 states that the exhaust stack is classified as non-safety-related. Proside
the basis for how postulated failures of this structure would not affect the function or. ,

integrity of any safety-related component or structure.
.

,

,
,

GE Response:
!
!

See Response to ECGB-9.
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RAI Number: ECGB.26 ]

Question:
1

Regarding Figures 3.7.1 and 3.7.2 in SSAR Section 3.7.1.1.2, " Design Time History," show ,

2the design response spectra for damping ratios of 2,5,7, and 10 percent. However,
Figures 3.7.6 through 3.7.17 show the spectra enveloping for damping ratios of 2,3,4,
and 7 percent. What is the basis for not showing that Figures 3.7.1 and 3.7.2 should
reflect 3 and 4 percent damping response spectra values and 5- and 10-percent damping
ratios for Figures 3.7.6 through 3.7.17? The staff believes it is not acceptable for GE to
use the 5- and 10-percent damping ratios in the analysis and design of structures, systems,
and components, if the design time history cannot satisfy the enveloping criteria for these i

two damping ratios. Also, please show (or provide the basis for not including) the power i

spectrum density function enveloping condition for the vertical time history. ,

!

GE Response:

1) Figures 3.7.1 and 3.7.2 will be revised in Amendment 1 of the SSAR to show damping
values of 2%,3%,4%,5%, and 7%.

2) The SRP does not require power spectral densities (PSD) for vertical accelerations;
however, these will be provided in Amendment 1 of the SSAR.
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RAI Number: ECGB.27 i

Question:

Regarding SSAR Section 3.7.1.2, " Percentage of Critical Damping Values," what is the
basis for not showing or listing the damping values for the electrical components such as
cable trays, conduit, heating, ventilation, and air conditioning, etc?

GE Response:

SBWR will follow the industrial practice and the development being conducted by ASCE, i

ASME and EPRI for a set of damping values for cable trays, conduit, and HVAC duct.
,
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RAI Number: ECGB.28
.

Question:
,

Regarding SSAR Section 3.7.2.1.1, " Time History Method," what is the definition for the
term " highest frequency (or shortest period) of significant," and why is this not defined ~
in the SSAR?

GE Response:

The term " Highest frequency (or shortest period)of significance"is provided in the last
paragraph of Section 3.7.2.1.1 on Page 3.7-5.
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RAI Number: ECGB.29

Question:

What is the basis for the following statement contained in SSAR Section 3.7.2.1.1? "For
the frequency domain solution, the frequency intervalis selected to accurately define the
transfer fimctions at structural frequencies within the range of significant."

GE Response:

The SSAR Section 3.7.2.1.1 contains the following statement "For the frequency domain
solution, the frequency interval is selected to accurately define the transfer functions at
structural frequencies within the range of significance." The basis for this statement is
contained within the Standard ASCE 4-86 " Seismic Analysis of Safety-Related Nuclear
Structures and Commentary on Standard for Seismic Analysis of Safety-Related Nuclear
Structures" dated September 1986. The section of ASCE 4-86 that the above referenced
statement was obtained is Section 3.2.4(b) "The frequency interval shall be. selected to
accurately define the transfer functions at structural frequencies."
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RAI Number: ECGB.30

Question:

Regarding SSAR Section 3.7.2.3, " Procedures Used for Analytical Modeling," what is the
basis for not including in the seismic analysis the lump mass to the node points and the ,

consideration of the dynamic effects such as water sloshing, etc.?

GE Response:

The lumped mass is included in the seismic analysis at node points, and consideration
~thas been given to the hydrodynamic coupling effects. The fourth paragraph of Section

3.7.2.3 provides this information. The water sloshing effects on structures will also be
included in the design.
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'RAI Number: ECGB.31

Question: -I
.!-

Regarding SSAR Section 3.7.2.5, " Development of Floor Response Spectra (FRS)," what is
the basis forjustifying the acceptability of the direct generation method of the FRS?

GE Response:

The Standard Review Plan (SRP) 3.7.2 allows the use of direct generation of floor
response spectra (FRS) on a case-by-case approval. The reference 3.7.1 provides the
technical basis for the acceptability of this direct generation of FRS.
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RAI Number: ECGB.32-
'

Question:

Regarding SSAR Section 3.7.2.7, " Combination of Modal Responses," please clarify why
the combination methods discussed in this section are also applicable for the modal time
history analysis.

.

GE Response:
r

Section 3.7.2.7 is limited to Response Spectrum Method. |
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RAI Number: ECGI3.33
i

Question:
1

Regarding SSA.R Section 3.7.2.14, " Dynamic Stability of Seismic Category I Structures," !

please proside the basis for not discussing the problem of dynamic instability of seismic
Category I structures due to sliding.

GE Response:

The discussion of the problem of .ynamic instability of seismic Category 1 structures due
to sliding is provided in Appendix 3E.7.6 " Foundation Stability."
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RAI Number: ECGB.34

Question:

Regarding SSAR Section 3.7.3.12 " Seismic Categog I Buried Piping, Conduits, Conduits
and Tunnels," please explain the difference between the seismic Category I features and
the seismic Category C-I features.

GE Response:

There is no difference between seismic Category 1 features, and the seismic Categon C-I
'

features as discussed in Section 3.7.3.12.
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RAI Number: ECGIl.35

Question:

Regarding SSAR Section 3.11.6, " Soil-Structure Interaction," please provide the basis for
not documenting the validation and quality assurance status of the modified SASSI code
which is to be used for the analysis of the SilWR structures.

GE Response:

The computer code SASSI used for the analysis of soil-structure interaction for the SilWR
was validated and the quality assurance of the program and the computed results are
described in Section 3b.l. The CRAYversion prosided to GE, identified as GE ECP
SASS 10lS, installed on the GE computer system, contains the same modificadons and
enhancements that were made to the 13echtel CRAYversion, and this improved version
was verified against published benchmark results. As stated earlier, all verification
documentation is controlled and has been completed. For SIlWR application, this
version of the code was installed on Los Alamos National Lab Computer System and code
revalidation was performed and solutions were found to be the same as those obtained
from SASSI0lS on the GE computer system.
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RAI Number: ECGB.36

Question:

Regarding SSAR Section 3.7.4, " Seismic Instrumentation," Subsection 3.7.4.1 states that
the number of time-history accelerographs (THAs) contained in the plant will be
consistent with the number of THAs contained in draft NRC RG DG-1016 (a proposed
revision to RG 1.12). Draft RG DG-1016 suggests that a plant be equipped with 8 THAs.

.

SSAR Subsections 3.7.4.2 and 3.7.4.3 state that the plant will be equipped with 4 triaxial
THAs. Please provide the basis for this apparent inconsistency.

GE Response: !

The Reactor Building and Containment Structure are incorporated into one integral
structure in the SBWR plant design, and the location of the four triaxial THAs meets the

,

requirements of the draft RG-DG-1016. Duplication of THAs within the Reactor
Building / Containment Structure would provide no additional information, but would
greatly contribute to increased maintenance, testing and ALARA costs.
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RAI Number: ECGB.37

Question: :
,

Regarding SSAR Section 3.8, " Design of Seismic Category I Structures," please provide
the basis for not including detailed structural drawing in the SSAR,

-i

GE Response: ;

!

Detailed structural drawings were included in the February submittal of the SSAR. Please
refer to Volume 15, Drawings 21.3.8-1 through 21.3.8-25. ,.
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RAI Number: ECGB.38
3

Quesdon: ;

Regarding SSAR Secdon 3.8, American National Standards Institute /American Institute
of Steel Construction (ANSI /AISC) N690 Specifications and ASCE 4-86 have not yet been .,

accepted by the staff. Please provide the basis for the commitment to use these
'

standards.
.

:

GE Response:

The overly consenative seismic design requirements that exist in many regulations has I

contributed to the overalllack of safety margins for the plant. A good example of this :

excess consenatism is found in the seismic design of piping systems, which has resulted in -

inflexible piping with very high stresses for normal operating conditions; this, in turn, '

contributes to ancillary problems such as stress corrcsion cracking and high fatigue ;

usage. Hence, the use of a more realistic, but still conservative, approach as defined by ,

the ANSI /AISC N690 and ASCE 4-86 Codes will result in increased plant safety margins.
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RAI Number: ECGB.39
.

Question:

Regarding SSAR Section 3.8.1.7, " Design and Analysis Procedures," please provide the
definition of a "criticallocation" and the criteria for the selection of "criticallocations."

GE Response:

The definition of " critical location" as used in the SSAR Section 3.8.1.7, is that location or
section in the analysis model which experiences the highest stresses or forces. There may
be several different " critical locations"in a wall, beam or slab depending on the loads and
loading combinations, each of which is evaluated. These evaluations determine the
amount of rebar and the stresses in concrete and reinforcement for reinforced concrete
elements; and determine the stresses in structural steel elements. The process of
determining these critical sections is a combination of computer analysis results which
show deformed shapes and stresses, engineering experience, and evaluations during the
preliminary design phase. The use of this approach ensures the design is both
conservative and economic.
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,

!

Question: ')
!

Regarding SSAR Section 3.8.1.7, " Design and Analysis Procedures,"please provide the
basis for not including detailed procedures for the reinforced concrete containment
vessel (RCCV) analysis and design in the SSAR.

,

;
'
,

GE Response: !

The detailed procedures referenced in the SSAR Section 3.8.1.7, " Design and Analysis
Procedures" for the reinforced concrete containment vessel (RCCV) analysis and design |
are provided in Appendix SE in the February 1993 submittal to the NRC. :
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_

Question:

Regarding SSAR Section 3.8.3.1, " Description of the Internal Structures," the inner
periphen radius of the diaphragm floor of 7.65m documented in the section is different
from the radius of 7.8m, as shown in SSAR Figure 21.1.2-2, Sheet 2. Please explain this
apparent inconsistency.

GE Response:

The inner periphey radius of the diaphragm floor is 7.65m, as documented in the SSAR
Section 3.8.3.1. The dimension of 7.8m as shown in Figure 21.1.2-2 will be revised to
7.65m in Amendment 1 of the SSAR.
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RAI Number: ECGB.42

Question:

Regarding SSAR Section 3.8.4.3, " Loads," please prcaide the basis for not addressing die
flooding and tornado missile loadings in the SSAR.

|. GE Response:

The flooding and missile loads are addressed in the SSAR in the following sections:
1 <

Section 3.3 Wind and Tornado Loadings
-

'

Section 3.4 Water Level (Flood) Design
)
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RAI Number: ECGB.43
:

Question:

Regarding SSAR Section 3.3.1, equation (3.3-1), GE states, "Importance factor I depends
on the type of exposure and appropriate values ofI are listed in SSAR Table 3.3-1." !

However, this definition of1 is not consistent with that in Reference 3.3-1 which states'

that Importance Factor I is used to adjust the design wind speed to that with annual ,

probabilities of being exceeded other than the value 0.02 (i.e.,50-year recurrence). This .
factor converts the wind speed of a 50-year recurrence to either a 25-year or 100-year ,

recurrence and this does not depend on the type of exposure. Explain this discrepancy
in applying this factor. :

GE Response: ,

!

The importance factor is not a function of the type of exposure. Table 3.3-1 w2s :

incorrectly labeled. Table 3.3-1 will be revised in Amendment 1 (see attached) to ;

indicate an importance factor of 1.00 for non-safety-related structures and an importance
factor of 1.11 for safety-related stmctures. . .
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Table 3.3-1 Importance Factor (1) for Wind Loads

E;;;=r: C Non-Safety-Related Structures Exp:=r: O Safetv-Related Structures

1.00 1.11

Mee

* \, T L. . . .- .. 1...- l. T, E 1, .- - L. . . J. - - . T. . L I. T 1. n. .1. . . . . . . .n .S A. L . s. .. - . . .J: r. . . .J a. .- . f. t. . .a a L. . .-A.f.'A,..--
. . .. .. r - .... . . . .. . . . .

::tur peri;d of 'h: d ;!;r. 2nd c;!= ity J:: u: th: 50 y;; ::tur . p;r -d b;;'.; cf " f::: ; '

) Gp;;u:: ;;;;go:i:: ;:: =; d:1in d b S;;ti: . S.E2 :! P:!::::.:.; 3.3 '
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|

Question: |
|
'Regarding SSAR Table 3.S2, this table lists the velocity pressure distribution and gust

factors at various heights without providing the mean roof heights. Therefore, provide or
explain the following.

* Provide the mean roof height above grade for the Reactor Building

* Explain why the windward wall pressure is 0.86Ghqh instead of 0.8Ghqr j

* Provide the calculations for the values listed in this table and explain how this table is
,

used
,

GE Response:

SSAR Section 3.3 will be revised in Amendment 1 of the SSAR to be consistent with the
Subsection 2.3.1 wind velocity (see attached). SSAR Table 3.S2 will be revised in
Amendment 1 of the SSAR (see attached). SSAR Table 3.S2 provides the velocity
pressure distribution at various heights above grade level to enable design engineers to ;

determine quickly and efficiently the structural efTects of wind loadings for the Reactor
Building.

,

The maximum roof height of the Reactor Building is 39.5 meters (129.3 feet) above
grade. Since the roofis basically a flat roof and because using the maximum height
increases the loads, the Reactor Building roofis used as the mean roof height above
grade.

The windward wall pressure is a function of "qz" rather than "qh" and Table 3.12 has
been revised accordingly (see attached). ,

A discussion of the development and use of Table 3.S2 is provided in Section 3.3.1.2. .

Notes will be added to Table 3.S2 in Amendment 1 of the SSAR to further explain its use
(see attached).
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2.0 Site Characteristics
The site characteristics information will be prosided in the combined operating license
(COL) applicant's Safety Analysis Report (SAR) in accordance with 10CFR52.79. (See
Subsection 2.7.1 for COL applicant license information requirements.) Sections 2.1
through 2.5 of this chapter, which has the same format as Chapter 2 of NUREG-0800
standard review plan (SRP), define the limits imposed on the SRP Section II acceptance
criteria by (1) the envelope of site-related parameters that the Simplified Boiling Water
Reactor (SIMR) plant is designed to accommodate, and (2) the assumptions, both
implicit and explicit, related to site characteristics employed in the evaluation of the
SBWR design.

2.1 Geography and Demography

2.1.1 Site and Location Description

None.

2.1.2 Exclusion Area Authority and Control

None.

2.1.3 Population Distribution

None.

2.2 Nearby Industrial, Transportation, and Military Facilities

2.2.1-2.2.2 Identification of Potential Hazards in Site Vicinity

None.

2.2.3 Evaluation of Potential Accidents

None.

2.3 Meteorology

2.3.1 Regional Climatology

The basic speed of extreme winds used for design of structures is 49.2m/s (l10 mph)E
an elevation of 10m (33 feet) above crade, and it has a recurrence interval of 50 years. ;

|

|
,

|

|

Geography and Demography- Amendment 1 DRAFT 2.1-1
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3.3 Wind and Tornado Loadings

SBWR Standard Plant structures which are Seismic Category I and 11 are designed for
'

tornado and extreme wind phenomena.

3.3.1 Wind Loadings

3.3.1.1 Design Wind Velocity

Seismic Category I and 11 structures are designed to withstand a design wind velocity .
described in Fc 1R S* ,2cn 2.2.1 SSAR Subsection 2.3.la: an c!cv . - " la . (33
r :) ah c ;; cic " : : _ e m 'em ! cf '^^ yeur. Refer to Subsection 3.3.3 for.r

interface requirement.

3.3.1.2 Determination of Applied Forces .

!The design wind velocity is converted to velocity pressure in accordance with
Reference 3.51 using the formula:

,

qz = 0.00256Kz(IV)2 {3,33)

where: ,

i
!the velocity pressure exposure coeflicient which depends uponKz =

the type of exposure and height (z) above ground per Table 6 of i

Reference 3.11 cer:1ci : ; n:cHc ud:;

the importance factor which depends on the type of exposure;I' =

appropriate values of I are listed in Table 3.S1;

design wind velocity mph: andV =

velocity pressure ht-MPe(psf).
.

qz =

The velocity pressure (qz) distribution with height for exposure types C and D of
Reference 3.Sl are given in Table 3.12 for the Reactor Buildine. Table 3.S3 cives |

correction factors to correct loads for t>uildine heights other than the 39.5 meter (129 |
foot) Reactor Buildmg.

|

The design wind pressures and forces for buildings, components and cladding, and
'

other structures at various heights above the ground are obtained, in accordance with !

Table 4 of Reference 3.S1 by multiplying the velocity pressure by the appropriate

pressure coefficients and gust factors. Gust factors are in accordance with Table 8 of ' l

Reference 3.SI. Appropriate pressure coefficients are in accordance with Figures 2, Sa,
3b,4, and Tables 9 and 11 through 16 of Reference 3.51. Reference 3.S2 is used to |

obtain the effective wind pressures for cases which Reference 3.51 does not cover. Since . I

Wind and Tornado Loadings - Amendment 1 DRAFT 3.31
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the Seismic Category I and 11 structures are not slender or flexible, vortex-shedding
analysis is not required and the above wind loading is applied as a static load.

3.3.2 Tornado Loadings

3.3.2.1 Applicable Design Parameters

The design basis tornado and applicable missiles are described in Pa= . a2.24
Subwetion 2.3.1.

Refer to Subsection 3.3.3 for COL License Information.

3.3.2.2 Determination of Forces on Structures

The procedures of transforming the tornado loading into effective loads and the
distribution across the structures are in accordance with Reference 3.3-3. The

procedure for transforming the tornado-generated missile impact into an effective or
equivalent static load on structures is given in Subsection 3.5.3.1. The loading
combinations of the individual tornado loading components and the load factors are in
accordance with Reference 3.3-3.

The reactor building is not a vented structure. The exposed exterior roofs and walls of
this structure are designed for the full pressure drop. Tornado dampers are provided
on all air intake and exhaust openings. These dampers are designed to withstand the
full negative pressure drop.

3.3.2.3 Effect of Failure of Structures or Components Not Designed for Tornado Loads

All safety-related system and components are protected within tornado-resistant
structures.

3.3.3 COL License information

Site-Specific Design Basis Wind and Tornado
The site-specific design basis wind and tornado shall not exceed the wind given in
F%a nca 2.2.1 Subsection 2.31.

Effect of Remainder of Plant Structures, Systems, and Components not
Designed for Tornado Loads
All remainders of plant structures, systems, and components not designed for tornado
loads shall be analyzed for the site-specific loadings to ensure that their mode of failure
will not affect the ability of the Seismic Category I and II SBWR Standard Plant
structures, systems, and components to perform their intended functions. (Refer to

Subsection 3.3.2.3.)
|

3.3-2 Wind and Tornado Loadings - Amendment 1 DRAFT
|
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3.3.4 References

3.3-1 A''c' c' rhu-! A" ! ASCE Standard 7-1988. Minimum Design 1.oads for
Buildings and Other Structures, Committee A. 58.1, American National
Standards Institute.

3.3-2 ASCE Paper No. 3269, Wind Forces on Structures, Transactions of the
American Society of Civil Engineers, Vol.126, Part II.

3.3-3 Bechtel Topical Report BC-TOP-3-A, Revision 3 Tornado and Extreme Wind
'

Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants.

,
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Table 3.3-1 Importance Factor (1) for Wind Loads

E;;p;;u. C Non Safety-Related Structures Expe:ur: O Safetv-Related Structures

1.00 1.11

Netem

"'h::: s;!u;; cf '';; : b;;;d upon Tab!: 5 cf " f :ence 3 3154 :::: cd.'; d ; ::fte 'h: 100 y ::
::: urn p::!cd c!!h: d :Egn ind sc'ccity strau::h 50 y :: ::: n p:: icd b;;;; cf " f n : '

r-,___..____._________;_<:__2.,:._.c._.:__ec,_,n..<_____,,,,1
_ . . - _ . . - . _ . . - . . . - ~ . . . . . ~ ~ . -~...~.w-.,

3.3-4 Wnd and Tornado Loadings - Amendment 1 DRAFT
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T:b!: 3.2 2 Ve! !!y Pre::ure D!:tribution end Guet F:v.cr: et Varieu: M:i;;ht:
Table 3.3-2a Design Pressure Distribution at Various Heights for |

Safetv-Related Structures (lmoortance Factor = 1.111 |

|Windward Wall Leeward Wall 7<

Pressure Side Wall Suction Roof Suction Suction'

[Height Zone z 0.8Ghqz 0.7Ghqh 0.7Ghqh 0.5Ghqh .

m(ft) Pa(psi) Pa(psf) Pa(psf) Pa(psf) i

Exposure Type C ;

0-4.57 (0-15) 1544(32) 2507 (52) 2507 (52) 1791 (37)

6.10 (20) 1641 (34) 2450 (51) 2450 (51) 1750 (37)
*

7.62 (25' 1727 (36) 2412 (50) 2412 (50) 1723(36)

9.14(30) 1805(38) 2393 (50) 2393 (50) 1710(36)

12.19(40) 1906(40) 2336(49) 2336(49) 1669(35) }
15.24(50) 1999 (42) 2298(48) 2298(48) 1642(34) |

f18.29(60) 2088(44) 2279(48) 2279 (48) 1628(34)

21.34(70) 2157 (45) 2260 (47) 2260 (47) 1615(34) ;

24.38(80) 2225 (47) 2241 (47) 2241 (47) 1601 (33) ;

{27.43(90) 2292 (48) 2222 (46) 2222(46) 1587 (33)

30.48(100) 2340(49) 2203(46) 2203 (46) 1574 (33)
'

,

36.58(120) 2438(51) 2184 (46) 2184(46) 1560 (33) .

i 42.67 (140) 2533(53) 2165(45) 2165 (45) 1547 (32) !

48.77(160) 2610 (55) 2146(45) 2146 (45) 1533 (32) ;

Exposure Type D

0-4.57 (0 15) 2017 (42) 2707 (57) 2707 (57) 1993 (40)

6.10(20) 2117 (44) 2683(56) 2683 (56) 1917 (40) j

7.62 (25) 2181 (46) 2660(56) 2660 (56) 1900 (40)

9.14 (30) 2243 (47) 2636 (55) 2636(55) 1883 (39)
'

12.19(40) 2369(50) 2613 (55) 2613 (55) 1866 (39)

15.24(50) 2444(51) 2589(54) 2589 (54) 1849 (39) {
18.29(60) 2518(53) 2565(54) 2565(54) 1832(38) (
21.34(70) 2574(54) 2542(53) 2542 (53) 1816(38) I

24.38(80) 2637 (55) 2542 (53) 2542 (53) 1816(38) f
27.43(90) 2675(56) 2518(53) 2518(53) 1799(38) {
30.48(100) 2737 (57) 2518(53) 2518(53) 1799 (38) {

36.5L 120) 2805(59) 2495(52) 2429(52) 1782 (37) !

42.67 (140) 2870(60) 2471 (52) 2491 (52) 1765 (37) !-

'

48.77(160) 2947(60) 2471 (52) 2471 (52) 1765 (37)
!
,

!

I
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Table 3.3-2b Desian Pressure Distribution at Various Heiahts for
Non-Safetv-Related Structures (Imnortance Factor = 1.00)

Windward Wall Leeward Wall
Pressure Side Wall Suction Roof Suction Suction

Height Zone z 0.8Ghqz 0.7Ghqh 0.7Ghqh 0.5Ghqh
m(ft) Pa(psf) Pa(psf) Pa(psf) Pa(psf)

Exposure Type C

0-4.57 (0-15) 1253(26) 2035 (43) 2035 (43) 1454(30)

6.10 (20) 1332(28) 1989 (42) 1989 (42) 1421 (30)

7.62 (25) 1401 (29) 1958(41) 1958 (41) 1399(29)

9.14 (30) 1465 (31) 1943 (41) 1943 (41) 1388 (29)

12.19(40) 1547 (32) 1869(40) 1869 (40) 1355(28)

15.24(50) 1622 (34) 1865(39) 1865(39) 1332 (28)

18.29(60) 1694 (35) 1850 (39) 1850 (39) 1321 (28)

21.34(70) 1751 (37) 1835 (38) 1835(38) 1310 (27)

24.38(80) 1806 (38) 1819(38) 1819(38) 1299 (27)

27.43(90) 1860(39) 1804(38) '1804(38) 12B8 (27)

30.48(100) 1899(40) 1778 (37) 1778 (37) 1277 (27)

36.58(120) 1979 (41) 1773 (37) 1773 (37) 1266(26)

42.67 (140) 2056 (43) 1758(37) 1758 (37) 1255 (26)

48.77(160) 2118 (44) -1742 (36) 1742(36) 1240(26)

Exposure Type D

0-4.57 (0-15) 1637 (34) 2197 (46) 2197 (46) 1569(33)

6.10 (20) 1718(36) 2178 (46) 2178 (46) 1556(33)

7.62 (25) 1770 (37) 2159 (45) 2159 (45) 1542 (32)

9.14(30) 1821 (38) 2140(45) 2140(45) 1528(32)

12.19(40) 1923 (40) 2120 (44) 2120 (44) 1515(32)

15.24(50) 1984(41) 2101 (44) 2101 (44) 1501 (31)

18.29(60) 2043 (43) 2082 (43) 2082 (44) 1487 (31)

21.34(70) 2089 (44) 2063 (43) 2063 (43) 1474(31)

24.38(80) 2140 (45) 2063 (43) 2063 (43) 1474(31)

27.43(90) 2171 (45) 2044 (43) 2044(43) 1460 (31)

30.48(100) 2222 (46) 2044(43) 2044 (43) 1460(31)

36.58(120) 2276 (48) 2025(42) 2025 (42) 1446(30)

42.67 (140) 2330 (49) 2006 (42) 2006 (42) 1443 (30)

48.77 (160) 2392 (50) 2006(42) 2006(42) 1433 (30)

3.34 Wind and Tornado loadings- Amendment 1 DRAFT
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RAI Number: ECGB.45
_

Question:
;

Regarding SSAR Section 3.3.3, " COL license information," the site-specific design basis
tornado part is missing. The site-specific design basis wind is provided in SSAR Section
2.3.1 (not 2.2.1).

:

!

GE Response:

The SSAR Section 3.3.3, COL License Information, will be revised in Amendment 1 of '

the SSAR (see attached) to read as follows:

" Site-Specific Desien Basis Wind and Tornado j

The site-specific design basis wind and tornado shall not exceed the wind and tornado i

given in Subsection 2.3.1."
.
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3.3.2 Tornado Loadings
'

3.3.2.1 Applicable Design Parameters

The design basis tornado and applicable missiles are described in Subsection 2.2.1.

Refer to Subsection 3.3.3 for COL License Information.

3.3.2.2 Determination of Forces on Structures

The procedures of transforming the tornado loading into effecdve loads and the
distribution across the structures are in ac cordance with Reference 3.3-3. The

procedure for transforming the tornado-generated missile impact into an effective or
equivalent static load on structures is given in Subsection 3.5.3.1. The loading
combinations of the individual tornado loading components and the load factors are in
accordance with Reference 3.3-3.

The reactor building is not a vented structure. The exposed exterior roofs and walls of
this structure are designed for the full pressure drop. Tornado dampers are provided
on all air intake and exhaust openings. These dampers are designed to withstand the
full negative pressure drop.

3.3.2.3 Effect of Failure of Structures or Components Not Designed for Tornado Loads

All safety-related system and components are protected within tornado-resistant
structures.

3.3.3 COL License information

Site Specific Design Basis Wind and Tornada
The site-specific design basis wind shall not exceed the wind and tornado given in
S b= ; 2.2.1 Subsection 2.3.1.

Effect of Remainder of Plant Structures, Systems, and Components not
Designed for Tornado Loads
All remainders of plant structures, systems, and components not designed for tornado
loads shall be analyzed for the site-specific loadings to ensure that their mode of failure
will not affect the ability of the Seismic Category I and II SBWR Standard Plant
structures, systems, and components to perform their intended functions. (Refer to
Subsection 3.3.2.3.)

3.3 2 Wind and Tornado Loadings - Amendment 1 DRAFT
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RAI Number: EELB.2 .

Question:

If not addressed in the forthcoming SSAR Section 1.8, " Interfaces for Standard Design,"
and Section 1.9, "Conformance with Standard Review Plan," then please proside an
explanation and how the SBWR incorporates into the design the policy issues discussed
in SECY-90-016, " Evolutionary Light Water Reactor (L.WR) Certification Issues and Their. ,

Relationship to Current Regulatory Requirements," and the draft Commission paper i

dated February 27,1992.

GE Response:
,

Introduction

SECY-90-016, " Evolutionary Light Water Reactor (LWR) Certification Issues and Their
Relationship to Current Regulatory Requirements," datedJanuary 12,1990, and the draft
Commission paper dated February 27,1992, identify several policy and significant
technical issues pertaining to evolutionary and passive light water reactors (LWRs) and
the NRC staff's recommendations concerning resolution of those issues for which the '

staff has completed its review. These issues are not addressed in either SSAR Section 1.8 i

or 1.9, but, rather, are presented herein.

The issues considered by the staff to be significant to reactor safety are listed below:

I. SECY-90-016 Issues

A. Use of physically based source term .

'
B. Anticipated transients without scram (ATWS)
C. Mid-loop operation
D. Station blackout
E. Fire protection
F. Intersystem loss-of-coolant accident
G. Hydrogen control
H. Core concrete interaction . ability to cool core debris ;

I. High-pressure core melt ejection j
|

J. Containment performance
K. Dedicated containment vent penetration
L = Equipment survivability
M. Elimination of operating basis earthquake (OBE)
N. Insenice testing of pumps and valves

II. Other Evolutionary and Passive Design Issues

A. Industry codes and standards
B. Electrical distribution
C. Seismic hazard curves and design parameters
D. Leak-before-break
E. Classification of main steamlines of boiling water reactors (BWRs)

1 |
|

~!
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F. Tornado design basis
G. Contai6 ment bypass
H. Containment leak rate testing
1. Post-accident sampling system
J. Level of detail ;
K. Prototyping
L Inspections, tests, analyses, and acceptance criteria (ITAAC)
51. Reliability assurance program (RAP)
N. Site-specific probabilistic risk assessments
O. Severe accident mitigation design alternatives (SAh!DAs)
P. Generic rulemaking related to design certification

III. Passive Design Issues Only :

.

A. Regulatory treatment of non-safety systems !
B. Definition of passive failure

*

C. Thermal-hydraulic stability of the simplified boiling water reactor (SBWR) ;

D. Safe shutdown requirements |
E. Control room habitability
F. Radionuclide attenuation >

,

G. Simplification of oft-site emergency planning |

The current SBWR positions on each of the above issues are contained in the paragraphs .
that follow, with each SBWR position preceded by a summary of each issue. Each issue is ,

identified (in brackets following the issue headings) using the same designations as in the ;

list above, which are consistent with the designations in the draft Commission paper .i

dated February 27,1992.
i

Use of Physically based Source Term fl.Al :

Summary ofIssue

As discussed in SECY-90-016, the staffs methodology for determining compliance with |

the siting requirements of 10CFR100 has been based on the source term provided in
Technical Information Document (TID)-14844, issued in 1962. This methodology is
widely acknowledged to utilize conservative assumptions.

EPRI proposed (in submittals dated October 18,1990, and February 12,1991) a
physically based source term to be used for the licensing design basis fission product
release based on a bounding severe reactor accident to be used for both the evolutionary
and passive reactor designs. The EPRI-proposed source terms use release data obtained
from the Severe Fuel Damage Tests at the Power Burst Facility, the LOFT source term
measurements, and data from the TMI-2 post-accident examination. EPRI proposed
changes in the assumptions concerning
the fission product fuel release magnitude, the fission product release timing, the
chemical form ofiodine, the retention of aerosol in the reactor coolant, and the use of ,

the suppression pool and containment sprays for removal of aerosol and soluble gases.
For the passive designs, EPRI proposed that the source term also be based on 1

consideration of passive mitigation functions and .Tstems such as steam condensation- |
,

2
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driven aerosol removal, main steam isolation valve leakage control, and secondary |

building fission product leakage control. |
|

At the time that the draft Commission paper dated February 27,1992, was published, the J
NRC staff was developing a revised source term based on source term calculations

'

performed by the source term code package for individual accident sequences selected in
,

NUREG-1150, " Severe Accident Risks: An Assessment for Five U.S. Nuclear Power Plants," '

December 1990. The staff concluded that the fission product release source terms i

proposed by EPRI and those being developed by the staff were very close for all
radionuclide groups, except tellurium and low-volatile elements. The reasons for and the
impact of the differences between Brookhaven National Laboratories' (BNLs') and
EPRI's estimates for tellurium and the low-volatile elements were under review at the
time.

The staff was in the final stage of completing its proposed update of the TID-14844
source term, including fission product removal mechanisms within the containment. |

SBM71 Position

A related issue is addressed in Subsection 19H.2.56. The SBWR design basis source term I

calculations are described in Subsection 15.6.5 and are based on EPRI-proposed source
terms identified in the Utilities Requirement Document (URD). The staffs proposed
update of the TID-14844 source term, documented in theJune 1992 draft of NUREG- ,

1465, is currently out for comment.

Anticipated Transients Without Scram (ATWS) fl.Bl

Summary ofIssue

As discussed in SECY-90-016, the ATWS rule (10CFR50.62) was promulgated to reduce ;

the probability of an ATWS event and to enhance mitigation capability if such an event
occurred.

In itsJune 26,1990, Staff Requirements Memorandum (SRM), the Commission approved
the staffs position that diverse scram systems should be provided for evolutionary
advanced light water reactors (ALWRs), but directed that, if the applicant can
demonstrate that the consequences of an ATWS are acceptable, the stafTshould accept
the demonstration as an alternative to the diverse scram system.

SBM7t Position
,

A related issue is addressed in Subsection 19H.2.5. The SBWR design includes diverse
scram systems. Analyses of ATWS events and design features for ATWS prevention and
mitigation incorporated in the SBWR Standard Plant design can be found in Section
15.8.

As described in Subsection 15.8.3.7, the results of the ATWS analyses demonstrate that
the proposed ATWS design for the SBWR is satisfactory in mitigating the consequences of
an ATWS.

!
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Mid-Loon Operation iI Cl
,

Summay ofIssue .

In SECY-90-016, the staff stated that it was concerned that decay heat removal capability
could be lost when a pressurized water reactor (PWR) is shut down for refueling or
maintenance and drained to a reduced reactor coolant system (RCS) or "mid-loop" level.
The staff's position is that evolutionary pressurized water reactor (PWR) vendors propose
design features to ensure high reliability of the shutdown decay heat removal system. The
staff also concludes that passive plants must also have a reliable means of maintaining
decay heat removal capability during all phases of shutdown activities, including refueling - '

and maintenance. ;

SBWR Position

Although this issue is directed specifically to PWR vendors, the general issue regarding !

decay heat removal capability during reactor shutdown, refueling, or maintenance will be 1

addressed here.

A related issue is addressed in Subsection 19H.2.17. The SBWR Standard Plant design
provides for reliable decay heat removal capability during reactor shutdown by means of
diversity. As noted in Subsection 9.1.3.2.3, the Fuel and Auxiliary Pools Cooling System
(FAPCS) can provide backup shutdown cooling under a condition where the reactor has
been depressurized and where normal shutdown cooling is not available using the
Reactor Water Cleanup / Shutdown Cooling (RWCU/SDC) System.

Station Blackout fl.D1
i

Summary ofIssue ?

iAs discussed in SECY-90-016, the station blackout rule (10CFR50.63) allows utilities
'

several design alternatives to ensure that an operating plant can safely shut down in the
event that all ac power (off-site and on-site) is lost. The staff concluded that the preferred
method of demonstrating compliance with 10CFR50.63 is through the installation of a
spare (full <apacity) alternate ac power source of diverse design that is consistent with the
guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.155, and that is capable of powering at least one
complete set of normal shutdown loads.

,

Although passive designs do not rely on active systems for safe shutdown following an
event, the staff concludes that the non-safety-related diesel generators may require some ;

regulatory oversight. This issue is enveloped for the passive designs under the issue on
regulatory treatment of non-safety systems (see paragraph III.A. " Regulatory Treatment of
Non-Safety Systems").

4
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SBWR Position
.

A related issue is addressed in Subsection 19H.2.16. The SBWR does not require
emergency ac power to achieve safe shutdown. Regulatory treatment of the SBWR non-
safety-related diesel generators is addressed under item III.A.

Fire Protection fl.El

Summary ofIssue

As discussed in SECY-90-016, the staff recommended that the NRC guidance to resolve
fire protection issues should be enhanced to minimize fire as a significant contributor to
the likelihood of severe accidents for advanced plants.

The staff's position on this issue for passive plants is that passive plants should also be
reviewed against the enhanced fire protection criteria identified in the staffs April 27,
1990, response to the ACRS's April 26,1990, letter, which recommended staff
consideration of additional matters in its evaluation of the fire protection designs.

SBUR Position

This issue is considered resolved through compliance with the following six issues
identified in NUREG/CR-5088, " Fire Risk Scoping Study":

Seismic / Fire Interactions - This issue will be evaluated as a part of probabilistic risk*

assessment (PRA) review and could be addressed by a walkdown.

Fire Barrier Qualifications -This issue is addressed in the current regulations. A*

surveillance and maintenance program will resolve this issue.

Manual Fire Fighting Effectiveness-This issue is addressed in the current regulations.*

Training for fire brigades will resolve this issue.

Total Environmental Equipment Survival - The SBWR Standard Plant is in*

compliance with General Design Criterion (GDC) 3, which states that the basic design
criteria and SBWR systems will be designed to meet this criteria.

Control System Interactions - For the SBWR Standard Plant design, the independent*

safe shutdown capability is provided by the Remote Shutdown System (RSS).

Improved Analytical Codes- For the SBWR Standard Plant design, the redundant*

safety systems are located in the separate fire areas. Hence, an improved code to show
that the redundant train in the same area is protected is not needed.

5
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Intersystem Loss-Of-Coolant-Accident II.F1

Summary ofissue

As discussed in SECY-90-016, the staff recommended that future evolutionary ALWR
designs reduce the possibility of a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) outside containment
by designing (to the extent practicable) all systems and subsystems connected to the
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) to withstand the full RCS pressure. The staff further
recommended that systems that have not been designed to withstand full RCS pressure
should include the following:

The capability for leak testing of the pressure isolation valves*
,

Valve position indication that is available in the control room when isolation valve*

operators are deenergized

High-pressure alarms to warn control room operators when rising RCS pressure*

approaches the design pressure of attached low-pressure systems and both isolation
valves are not closed

In iuJune 26,1990, SRM, the Commission approved the staffs position on intersystem
LOCA provided that all elements of the low-pressure system are considered (e.g., ,

instrument lines, pump seals, heat exchanger tubes, and valve bonnets). The staff's
position on this issue for passive plants is that passive plants should also be reviewed
against the position for intersystem L OCA identified in the Commission'sjune 26,1990
SRM.

SBWR Position

A related issue is addressed in Subsection 19H.2.44. The conclusions outlined in
Subsection 19H.2.44 are considered to also resolve this issue.

Hydrocen Control II.G1

Summary ofIssue

Containments are required to be designed for control of hydrogen generation following
an accident.10CFR52.47(a)(ii) requires all applicants for design certification to
demonstrate compliance with any technically relevant portions of the Three Mile Island
requirements set forth in 10CFR50.34(f).10CFR50.34(f) requires a system for hydrogen
control that can safely accommodate hydrogen generated by the equivalent of a 100%
fuel-clad metal water reaction and that can ensure that uniformly distributed hydrogen
concentrations in the containment do not exceed 10% (by volume) or that the post-
accident atmosphere will not support hydrogen combustion.

The staff s position in SECY-90-016 is that the requirements of 10CFR50.34(f)(2)(ix)
remain unchanged for evolutionary AL%h The staffs position on this issue for passive
plants is that passive plants should also be designed, as a minimum, to perform the
following tasks:

6
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Accommodate hydrogen equivalent to 100% metal-water reaction of the fuel cladding*

Limit containment hydrogen concentration to no greater than 10%*
,

Provide containment-wide hydrogen control (e.g., igniters,inerting) for severe*

accidents

SBWR Position

Related issues are addressed in Subsections 19G.2.21 and 19H.2.19.
,

For a severe accident with EPRI source term assumptions,11% metal-water reaction is
considered an appropriate conservative lower bound estimate to handle the full spectrum
of events in which the combustion control system may have to operate. A lower percent
metal-water reaction is conservative since the SBWR containment is initially inert, and
hydrogen generation will act as a diluent to the containment oxygen concentration
profile. :

The 10% containment hydrogen concentration limit is applicable to non-inerted
containment systems, and. therefore, is not applicable to the SinVR.

The SBWR containment utilizes both inerting and hydrogen igniters for containment- s

wide hydrogen control for loss-of-coolant-accidents (LOCAs), as described in Subsection
6.2.5.

;

Core Concrete Interaction - Ability to Cool Core Debris II.H1
,

Summary ofIssue'

,

In the unlikely event of a severe accident in which the core has melted through the
reactor vessel,it is possible that containment integrity could be breached if the molten
core is not sufIiciently cooled. In addition, interactions between the core debris and
concrete can generate large quantities of additional hydrogen and other non- .

condensable gases, which could contribute to eventual overpressure failure of the
containment. Therefore, the stafTconcluded that plant designs should include features to
enhance core debris coolability. ,

As discussed in SECY-90-016, the staff recommended general criteria for evolutionary
ALWR designs. The staffs position on this issue for passive plants is that passive plants
should also be evaluated against these general criteria, which are as follows:

Provide reactor cavity floor space to enhance debris spreading*

Provide a means to flood the reactor cavity to assist in the cooling process ;
*

I

!

|

|
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Protect the containment liner and other structural members with concrete if*

necessary

Ensure that the containment can accommodate the pressure increases resulting from*

corc<oncrete interactions invohing a range of scenarios which release core debris
into the containment for 24 hours following the start of a severe accident.

,

SBUR Position

SBWR design features to enhance core debris coolability are assumed in the Probabilistic
Risk Assessment (PRA) and are documented in Appendix 19B. These features include
the following:

Maximized reactor cavity floor space (lower drywell floor area) to improve the*

potential for ex-vessel debris cooling (see Subsection 19B.2.1.8)

Lower drywell flooder system to proside automatic casity flooding in the event of core*

debris discharge from the reactor vessel (see Subsection 19B.2.1.3)
,

One-meter-thick sacrificial layer of' concrete on the floor and walls of the lower*

drywell to protect the containment liner against debris attack (see Subsection
19B.2.1.7)

The potential to manually vent the containment from the suppression chamber air*

space when continued core-concrete interaction (CCI) occurs (see Subsection
19B.2.2.3)

Hich-Pressure Core Melt Eiection fl.Il

Summary of1ssue

in SECY-90-016, the stalT recommended that evolutionary ALWR designs should include a
depressurization system and cavity design features to contain ejected core debris to
reduce the potential for containment failure by direct containment heating (DCH). The
staffis concerned that this phenomenon might occur from the ejection of molten core
debris under high pressure from the reactor vessel resulting in wide dispersal of core
debris, rapid oxidation, and extremely rapid addition of energy to the containment
atmosphere.

In itsJune 26,1990, SRM, the Commission approved the staffs position with the directive
that the cavity design, as a mitigating feature, should not unduly interfere with
operations, including refueling, maintenance, or surveillance actmties. I

I
I

The staffs position on this issue for passive plants is that passive plants should be
evaluated against the following general criteria:

8
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Provide a reliable depressurization system*

Provide cavity design features to decrease the amount of ejected core debris that* .

reaches the upper containment

Depressurization of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) is crucial to the operation of the
passive safety features that limit the likelihood of core damage, as well as to reducing the
potential for containment failure by DCH from the ejection of core debris at high
pressure.

SBWR Position

The SBWR provides reliable RCS depressurization via the Automatic Depressurization
System (ADS), as described in Subsection 6.3.3. .\1anual backup of the ADS is included in
the SBWR Emergency Procedure Guidelines (EPGs) and is an essential action for severe
accident mitigation.

As mentioned in Subsection 19B.10.2.4, the SBWR also provides the following
mechanisms which may limit the transport of the molten debris from the lower cavity to
the upper cavity:

Trapping of the debris in the lower drywell inside the corium shield wall and shield*

plate

Impaction, settling, and removal of the debris particles in the gas transport pathway*

connecting the lower and upper drywell compartments

Containment Performance II.J1

Summary ofIssue

As discussed in SECY-90-016, the staff recommended the use of a conditional
containment failure probability (CCFP) of 0.1 or a deterministic containment
performance goal that offers comparable protection in the evaluation of evolutionary
ALWRs.

In itsJune 26,1990, SRM, the Commission approved the use of a 0.1 CCFP as a basis for
establishing regulatory guidance for the evolutionary LWRs, but directed that this
objective should not be imposed as a requirement and that the use of the CCFP should
not discourage accident prevention. The staff was directed to review suitable alternative,
deterministically established containment performance objectives providing comparable
mitigation capability that may be submitted by the applicants.

The staffs position on this issue for passive plants is that passive plants should use a CCFP
of 0.1 or a deterministic containment performance goal that offers comparable
protection. The staff will consider any suitable alternative, deterministically established
containment performance objectives providing comparable mitigation capability.

i

|
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SBWR Position .

,

The SBWR analysis of containment performance, as documented in Appendix 19B, uses a .
deterministic containment performance goal that offers protection comparable to a
CCFP of 0.1.

Dedicated Containment Vent Penetration II.Kl

Summary ofIssue

As discussed in SECY-904)l6, the staff recommended the approval of the use of an
merpressure protection system for the ABWR that uses a dedicated containment vent.
This system is designed to avoid gross containment failure resulting from postulated slow
rising overpressure scenarios that could result from postulated multiple safety system
failures. -

In itsjune 26,1990, SRM, the Commission approved the use of the containment
overpressure protection system for the Alm 1, subject to a comprehensive regulatog
review to weigh the "downside" risks with the mitigation benefits of the system. In
addition, the Commission directed the staff to ensure that full capability to maintain
control over the venting process is provided in the design.

At the time ofissuance of the draft Commission paper (February 27,1992), the staff had
insuflicient information to determine whether a containment vent is necessag for passive . ,

plant designs, and adopted the position that the need for a containment vent for the
passive plant designs be evaluated on a design specific basis,

s

SBWR Position ,

.

A related issue is addressed in Subsection 19G.2.44. The SBWR design utilizes a manually
~
,

operated valve in a Containment Atmospheric Control System (CACS) line which
exhausts to the plant stack. This feature facilitates any future system enhancements which
may be found necessary. 4

Eauinment Survivability II.L1

Summary ofIssue
t

As discussed in SECY-90-016, the staff recommended that features provided only for -

severe-accident protection need not be subject to the 10CFR50.49 environmental
qualification requirements,10CFR50 Appendix B quality assurance requirements, and i

10CFR50 Appendix A redundancy / diversity requirements. However, SECY-904)16 further
stated that mitigation features must be designed so there is reasonable assurance that t

they will operate in the severe-accident emironment for.which they are intended and
over the time span for which they are needed. In instances where safety-related
equipment which is prosided for design bases accidents is relied upon to cope with
severe-accident situations, there should also be a high confidence that this equipment will
survivt severe-accident condidons for the period that it is needed to perform its intended
function.

10 .
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In its letter dated May 6,1991, the staff clarified its position that this criteria would be
applied to those features provided only for severe-accident mitigation.

The staffs position on this issue for passive plants is that features provided only for
severe-accident protection need not be subject to the 10CFR50.49 environmental
qualification requirements,10CFR50 Appendix B quality assurance requirements, and
10CFR50 Appendix A redundancy / diversity requirements.

SBBR Position
,

The issue of equipment sunivability is the subject of current discussions between the : t

NRC staff and GE for the ABWR design. A submittal will be made for the SBWR after this i

issue is resolved for the ABWR. It is expected that the scope ofinstrumentation and
equipment required to satisfy SECY-90-016, SECY-93-087,10CFR50.34(f) will be addressed
at that time. '

.

Elimination of Operatine Basis Earthauake (OBE) fl.M1
,

;

Summary ofIssue

In SECY-90-016, the staff discussed its proposal to decouple the operating basis ;

earthquake (OBE) from the safe-shutdown earthquake (SSE) on a designspecific basis ;

for evolutionary designs. The regulations in 10CFR100 Appendix A establish the OBE at
,

one-half of the SSE. The staff stated that the OBE should not control the design of safety :

systems and was evaluating possible changes to the regulations that would reduce the
magnitude of the OBE relative to the SSE.

EPRI requested that the stafrevaluate the elimination of the OBE altogether from design
of systems, structures, and components in nuclear power plants. The NRC staff, in
evaluating the decoupling of the OBE from the SSE,is also evaluating the possibility of ;

redefining the OBE in order to satisfy its function without an explicit response analysis.

EPRI's position on seismic design is that it is unnecessary to perform two complete sets of
seismic analyses - one for the OBE and one for the SSE. The NRC staff agrees, in
principle, with this position but finds that existing design practices for piping and ;

structures do not result in designs that are significantly controlled by the OBE. As stated -

in SECY-90-016, certain interim measures, such as allowing higher damping values for
'

piping analyses, have been already implemented to alleviate the situation of having the
OBE significantly controlling the design.

The staffs position on this issue for passive plants is to eliminate the OBE from design of j

systems, structures, and components. Until the final rulemaking to 10CFR100 Appendix :

A is completed, the elimination of the OBE from design of passive designs will require an ,

exemption from the current regulations with acceptable suppordngjustification from the j

designer.

|
3

l
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SBUR Position _

For the SBWR, the SSE is the carthquake which is based upon an evaluation of the
maximum earthquake potential considering the regional and local geology, seismology,

'

and specific characteristics oflocal subsurface material. The SSE produces the maximum
vibratory ground motion for which Seismic Category I systems and components are
designed to remain functional.

The OBE is not an SBWR design requirement. Consistent with the Draft Appendix S to
10CFR50, the design requirements associated with the OBE, when the level of OBE
ground motion is chosen to be one-third of the SSE ground motion, are satisfied without .

performing explicit response or design analyses.
.

Further details regarding SBWR seismic design can be found in Section 3.7.

Inservice Testine of Pumos and Valves fI.N1
,

Summary of1ssue

As discussed in SECY-90-016, the staff recommended that the following provisions be
applied to all safety-related pumps and valves and not limited to ASME Code Class 1,2,
and 3 components.

Piping design should incorporate provisions for full flow testing (maximum design*

flow) of pumps and check valves.

Designs should incorporate provisions to test motor operated valves under design* ,

basis differential pressure.

Check valve testing should incorporate the use of advanced non-intrusive techniques*

to address degradation and performance characteristics.

A program should be established to determine the frequency necessanf or !f*

disassembly and inspection of pumps and valves to detect unacceptable degradation
which cannot be detected through the use of advanced non-intrusive techniques.

:

The staff concluded that these requirements were necessary to provide an adequate level ;

of assurance of operability.

In itsJune 26,1990, SRM, the Commission further noted that due consideration should
be given to the practicality of designing testing capability, particularly for large pumps - )
and valves.

The staffs position on this issue for passive plants is that the above requirements also be
imposed on passive ALWRs, since the passive safety systems rely on the proper operation
of this equipment (i.e., check valves, depressurization valves) to mitigate the effects of
transients.

|
!
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SBWR Position
_

!

- A detailed description ofinsenice testing of pumps and valves for the SIMR Standard !
'

Plant is contained in Subsection 3.9.6.

The SBWR safety-related pumps and piping configurations accommodate insenice |
testing at a flowrate at least as large as the maximum design flow for the pump. ;

.

IAll SBWR safety-related piping systems incorporate provisions for testing to demonstrate
the operability of the check valves under design conditions. Insenice testing will

,

incorporate the use of advance non-intrusive techniques to periodically assess |

degradation and the performance chaiacteristics of the check valves. !
:
E

The motor operated valve (MOV) equipment specifications require the incorporation of j
the results of either insitu or prototype testing with full flow and pressure or full
differential pressure to verify the proper sizing and correct switch settings of the valves. .

t

The establishment of a program to determine the frequency necessary for disassembly t

and inspection of pumps and valves to detect unacceptable' degradation which cannot be i
'

detected through the use of advanced non-intrusive techniques is the responsibility of the -
combined operating license (COL) applicant. Refer to Subsection 3.9.7.3 for COL license ,

information related to this issue. j
!

Industrv Codes and Standards III.Al
.

.t

:

Summary ofIssue .

In SECY-91-273, the stafT raised the concern that a number of design codes and industry
standards dealing with new plant construction have been recently developed or modified, !

and that the NRC has not yet determined their acceptability. EPRI and ALWR vendors 1

are using codes and standards in their applications that the staff has not endvsed. j
.

The stafI's position is that the newest codes and standards that have been endorwd by the !
NRC be used in reviews of both evolutionary and passive plant design applications.
Unapproved revisions to codes and standards will be reviewed on a case-by caw basis.

SB%R Position '

:

Industry codes and standards applicable to the design of the SBWR Standard Plant are
listed in Table 1.9-3, and are submitted for NRC approval. !

Electrical Distribution III.Bl f

i
Summary ofIssue

i

In SECY-91-078, the staff recommended that evolutionary plant designs should include -

the following: .

i

f
;

'
4
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,

An alternate power source to the non-safety loads, unless the design can demonstrate |*
'

that the design margins will result in transients for a loss of non-safety power event
that are no more severe than those associated with the turbine-trip-only event in
current existing plant designs

At least one off-site circuit to each redundant safety division supplied directly from*
:
fone of the off-site power sources with no intervening non-safety buses in such a

manner that the off-site source can power the safety buses upon a failure of any non-
safety bus

Because the passive designs do not rely on active systems for safe shutdown following an i

event, the staff, at the time ofissuance of the draft Commission paper (February 27,
1992), had not determined the applicability of this issue to the passive designs. This issue s

is enveloped for the passive designs under the issue on regulatory treaunent of non-safety
systems (see paragraph III.A).

SBBR Position

The SBWR Standard Plant design does not rely on active systems for safe shutdown
following an event. Regulatog treatment of the SBWR non-safety systems is addressed in !

paragraph III.A.

Seismic Hazard Curves and Desien Parameters III.Cl ;

Summary ofIssue

To assess the seismic risk associated with an ALWR design, EPRI has proposed the use of +

generic isounding seismic hazard curves for sites in the central and eastern United States.
EPRI proposes that these curves be used in the seismic probabilistic risk assessment
(PRA). The regulations do not require, and at the time ofissuance of the draft 4

Commission paper (Februaq 27,1992), the staff did not intend to require, that a seismic
PRA be performed to determine if a site is acceptable.

.

Based on the staffs review of historical seismicity and Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratories (LLNL) hazard esdmates, the stafT concluded that the EPRI seismic hazard
bounding curve is not sulliciently conservative. At the time ofissuance of the draft
Commission paper (February 27,1992), the staff was evaluating the seismicity and"

ground motion inputs used in the LLNL and EPRI studies to determine if the
uncertainties in the curves could be reduced.

As part of the COL process, the applicant will have to demonstrate that the site 4pecific
seismic parameters meet the certified design parameters to ensure issue preclusion at the
COL hearing. Should an actual site value exceed the design envelope in a certain area, a
specific analysis will have to be performed to verify that the design is still acceptable for
that site.

14
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SBMRPosition
_

iGeneric bounding scismic hazard curves proposed by EPRI for use in the seismic PRA are
no longer included in the current version of the Utilities Requirement Document ,

(URD). Assessment of seismic risk for the SBWR Standard Plant design is performed
using seismic margin analysis, rather than seismic PRA. Seismic margin analysis does not

,

require the use of the EPRI generic bounding seismic hazard curves. 3

See Subsection 2.7.4 for COL license information related to this issue.

I cak-Before-Break ill.D1 '

Summary ofIssue

Under the broad scope revision of General Design Criterion (GDC) 4 (52FR41288,
October 27,1987), the NRC allows the use of advanced technology to exclude from
structural design consideration the dy6amic effects of pipe ruptures in nuclear power
plants provided it is demonstrated that the probability of pipe rupture is extremely low
under conditions consistent with the design bases for the piping. Demonstration oflow
probability pipe rupture requires a deterministic fracture mechanics analysis that
evaluates the stability of postulated small, through-wall flaws in piping and the ability to ;

detect leakage through the flaws long before the flaw could grow to unstable sizes. The
concept underlying such analyses is referred to as " leak-before-break (LBB)."

At the time ofissuance of the draft Commission paper (February 27,1992), the LBB ,

approach had been approved by the NRC staff for then currently operating and near- i

term operating licensed nuclear power plants based on a case-by-case review of plant- !
specific analyses. As discussed in SECY-89-OlS, the staff will evaluate the acceptability of t

the use of LBB considerations in the ALWR designs when it can bejustified. ,

f

The staff concluded that the limitations and acceptance criteria for LBB applications in -
ALWRs are the same as those established for currently operating nuclear power plants. 3

The staff approves the application of the LBB approach to both evolutionary and passive
ALWRs seeking design certification under 10CFR52 when appropriate bounding limits

'

are established during the design certification phase using preliminary analyses results.-

and verified during the combined license phase by performing the appropriate
inspections, tests, analyses, and acceptance criteria (ITAAC). ,

SBBR Position i

;

Subsection 3.6.3 and Appendix 3C describe the implementation of the LBB evaluauon :
procedures for SBWR as permitted by the broad scope amendment to GDC-4. An LBB !

report shall be prepared by the COL applicant, along with the stress report for the LBB-
qualifiable piping in accordance with the guidelines presented in Appendix 3C. The LBB- ,

qualified piping will be excluded from pipe breaks for design against their potential j

dynamic effects.
'

Subsection 3.6.3 describes (1) certain design bases where the LBB approach is not ,

recognized by the NRC as applicable for exclusion of pipe breaks and (2) certain
conditions which limit the LBB applicability. Appendix 3C provides guidelines for LBB !

i
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:

applications describing in detail the following necessary elements of an LBB report to be
submitted by the COL applicant for NRC approval. ;

1

Classification of Main Steamlines of Boiline Water Reactors (BWRs) III.El [

Summary ofIssue
P

Because of recurring problems with excessive leakage of main steam isolation valves [
(liSIVs) in BWR plant designs, Regulatory Guide 1.' ' " Design of Af ain Steam Isolation

.

Valve Leakage Control Systems for Boiling Water Reamc Nuclear Power Plants," |
recommended the installation of a supplementalleakage control system (LCS) to ensure 1

that the isolation function of the AfSIVs complies with the specified limits. Operating [-

experience with the LCS has required substantial maintenance and worker exposure, i

Additionally, the NRC has generic concerns with the effecdveness of the LCS to perform ,

its intended function under conditions of high-51SIV leakage. !

These concerns led EPRI to propose an alternative approach to ensure that doses ,

associated with hiSIV leakage would be acceptably low. The resolution proposed by EPRI
eliminates the safety-related LCS, al'ows higher leakage limits 6 rough the NISIVs, and
uses an alternate NISIVleakage treatment method.

Section 3.2.2 of the Standard Resiew Plan (SRP) recommends that the main steamline
-

from the outermost isolation valve up to, but not including, the turbine stop valve ;

including branch lines up to the first valve, be classified as Quality Group B (Safety Class *

2). Regulatory Guide 1.29 designates such piping as Seismic Category I. The staff :
concludes that the main steam piping from the outermost isolation valve up to the !

seismic interface restraint and branch lines up to the first closed valve should conform to !

Appendix A of Section 3.2.2 of the SRP and Regulatory Guide 1.29. The main steamline j

from the seismic interface restraint up to but not including the turbine stop valve should !

be classified as Quality Group B but may be classified as non-seismic Category I. However, i

all pertinent quality assurance requirements of Appendix B to 10CFR50 are applicable to i

this portion of the main steamline from the seismic interface restraint to the turbine stop i

valve. These requirements are needed to ensure that the quality of the piping material is - j
commensurate with its importance to safety during both operational and accident j
conditions. j

!
:To ensure the integrity of the bypass piping from the first valve to the main condenser

hotwell, the staff and EPRI both agree that preventing gross structural failure of the l
'

piping and hotwell would provide assurance that leakage from the AfSIVs following a
design basis accident would not exceed the 10CFR100 guideline. The issue remaining is ;

the classification of the main steam bypass piping between the first normally closed valve ;

and the condenser hotwell as well as the hotwell itself. The staff proposes that the main j
steam bypass line from the first valve up to the condenser inlet and the piping between |

,

the turbine stop valve and the turbine inlet should not be classified as safety related nor |
as seismic Category I, but should be analyzed using a dynamic seismic analysis to
demonstrate its structural integrity under SSE loading conditions.

The staff proposes that the condenser be seismically analyzed to ensure that it is capable
of maintaining its structural integrity during and after the SSE. Since the dose analysis

16
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considers that the condenser is open to atmosphere, it is only nec essary to ensure there is
no gross structural failure of the condenser.

Overall, the staff concludes that the above described approach for both evolutionary and
passive ALWRs to resolve the BWR main steamline classification issue provides reasonable
assurance that the main steam piping from the outermost isolation valve up to the
turbine stop valve, the main steam bypass line up to the condenser, and the main '

condenser will retain their pressure and structural integrity during and following a safe
shutdmvn earthquake. ;

SBWR Position N

The SBWR design does not include an htSIV LCS, as noted in Section 6.7, and adopts the !
EPRI alternative approach. '

According to Table 3.2-1, the Turbine Bypass System lines and the branch line of the :

main steamline, including supports between the second isolation valve and the turbine
stop valve from the branch point at the main steamline to, and including, the first valve in
the branch line, are categorized as Quality Group B, non-safety, and non-seismic. Non-
seismic structures and equipment are those which do not fall into seismic Category I or II ''

definitions. The main steamlines from'the containment outboard isolation valves and all
branch lines 2-1/2 inches in diameter and larger, up to and including the first valve :
(including lines and valve supports) are designed by the use of an appropriate dynamic .

seismic system analysis to withstand the SSE design loads in combination with other
appropriate loads, within the limits specified for Class 2 pipe in the ASNfE Code, Section
III.

The main condenser is classified as non-safety related and non-seismic Categog I.
However, the supports and anchors for the main condenser are designed to withstand an
SSE. Inspections, Tests, Analyses, and Acceptance Criteria (ITAAC) are provided for the

,

seismic capability design commitment of the supports and anchors in the SBWR Tier 1 |
Design Certification Document.

|

Tornado Desien Basis III.F1 i
;

Summary ofissue |
.:

At the time ofissuance of the draft Commission paper (February 27,1992), the NRC '|
regulatory position with regard to design basis tornadoes is contained in two documents j
issued in 1974, WASH-1300, " Technical Basis for Interim Regional Tornado Criteria," and (
Regulatory Guide 1.76, " Design Basis Tornado for Nuclear Power Plants." Regulatory
Guide 1,76, in particular, delineates the maximum wind speeds of 240 to 360 mph j;
depending on the regions. |

After reviewing updated tornado data and the analysis provided in NUREG/CR-4661,
'

" Tornado Climatology of the Contiguous United States," dated hiay 1986, the staff
concluded that it is acceptable to reduce the tornado design basis wind speeds to 200
mph for the United States west of the Rocky hiountains, and to 300 mph for the United. ;

States east of the Rocky Afountains. i
!

!
,
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'

.

The staffs position is that a maximum tornado wind speed of 300 mph be used for the
design basis tornado to be used in the design of evolutionary and passive ALWR designs.
As part of the COL process, the applicant will have to demonstrate that a design capable
of withstanding a 300 mph tornado will also be sufficient to withstand other site bazards.
Should an actual site hazard exceed the design envelope in a certain area, a specific j
analysis will have to be performed to verify that the design is still acceptable for that site,

i

SBWR Position
,

As noted in Subsection 2.3.1, the design basis tornado maximum wind speed is 300 mph
(134 m/s), consistent with the staffs position. Subsection 3.3.3 contains COL license
information related to this issue.

Containment Bvnass III.G1

Summary ofIssue
.

The phenomenon of containment bypass is associated with the failure of the
containment system to channel fission product releases through the suppression pool, or ,

the failure of passive containment cooling system heat exchanger tubes in the large pools
of water outside the containment. Leakage paths could exist in the pathway between the

,

'

drywell and the wetwell airspace that could allow steam to bypass the suppression pool
and might overpressure the containment. Potential sources of steam bypass include ,

leakage through the vacuum relief valves, cracking of the drywell structure, and
penetrations through the drywell structure. In addition, a containment design which uses !

an external heat exchanger carries with it a potential of containment bypass from a leak ;

in the heat exchanger. High temperatures associated with severe accidents or core debris
carried from the reactor vessel could threaten the integrity of the heat exchanger tubes,
and therefore provide a pathway for the release of fission products. Bypass ofinternal
suppression pools could lead to overpressurization of the containment, and threaten its
integrity. The staff believes that vendors should make reasonable efforts to minimize the
possibility of bypass leakage, and should also allow for a certain amount ofleakage in the
containment design. .

The provision of containment sprays in the dqwell and/or wetwell would also reduce the
impact of suppression pool bypass leakage on containment performance. In view of the
contribution they can make to accident management, the staff, at the time ofissuance of ,

the draft Commission paper (February 27,1992), was evaluating the need for ;

containment spray systems for all ALWRs.

SBC Position

The SBWR vacuum relief valves are high-reliability, leak-proof components, and do not ;

provide a likely potential for steam bypass. The containment vent wall and diaphragm
slab are ofleak-tight construction, and also do not provide a likely potential for steam
bypass. The Icakage potential of the liner plate and penetrations is evaluated in
Subsections 19B.3.3.1 and 19B.3.3.2, respectively. The results of the analyses (Subsection

,
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19B.3.3.3) show that no liner leakage will occur before the capability pressure is reached, |~

and leakage through fixed (mechanical and electrical) penetrations is negligible. |
1

Isolation condenser / pressure containment cooling (IC/PCC) tube failure due to fission
product plugging is evaluated in Appendix 19BC. As noted in Subsection 19BC.7, the
IC/PCC tubes will not fail because of fission product plugging during a severe accident.
Test data from the Pre-Service Inspection (PSI) test program will be used to make more

'

definitivejudgments about possibility ofIC/PCC tube plugging and failure. In addition, i

the SBWR long-term cooling model of the containment accounts for postulated leakage
between the dywell and suppression chamber gas space (see Subsection 6.2.1.1.3.2).

As noted in Subsection 6.5.2, the SBWR contains both suppression chamber and upper
drywell containment sprays. Neither spray system is safety-related, and no credit is taken
for fission product removal under design basis accident evaluations. However, in a severe
accident scenario, operation of the Fuel and Auxiliary Pool Cooling System (FAPCS) in
the drywell spray mode may be required to maintain containment integrity. The drywell
spray mode reduces the consequences of suppression pool bypass. Manual initiation of
the drywell sprays upon an indication ofincreasing drywell temperatures is an
appropriate and essential mitigation strategy. This action is contained in the SB%R ,

Emergency Procedure Guidelines (EPGs).

Containment Leak Rate Testine III.H1

Summary ofIssue

EPRI proposed that the maximum interval between Type C leakage rate tests should be ;

30 months rather than the 2+ month maximum interval required, at the time ofissuance
'

of the draft Commission paper (February 27,1992),in AppendixJ to 10CFR50 for both
evolutionary and passive plant designs. This proposal was generated to allow some margin j
between the nominal 24-month refueling intenal and the Type C test intenal to ensure
that plant shutdowns will not be required solely to perform Type C tests.

At the time ofissuance of the draft Commission paper (February 27,1992), the staff had
developed proposed changes to AppendixJ of 10CFR50 for all reactors, and were sent to
the Commission in SECY-91-348.

The staff recommends that, until the rule change proceedings for Appendixj of
10CFR50 are completed, the maximum interval between Type C leakage rate tests for
both evolutionary and passive plant designs be 30 months rather than the 24-month
maximum interval. >

SBWR Position .

A related issue is addressed in Subsection l A.2.34. As noted in Subsection l A.2.34, the. ,

'

maximum interval between Type C leakage rate tests is 30 months, consistent with the
staffs position.

.

P
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Post-Accident Samoline System fII.Il

Summary ofIssue

Regulatory Guide 1.97 and NUREG-0737, " Clarification of TMI Action Plan
Requirements " provide guidance regarding the design of the post-accident sampling
system (PASS) used to implement regulation 10CFR50.34(f)(2)(viii).

EPRI has proposed deviation from the design requirements for the PASS in the following
areas:

Elimination of the Hydrogen Analysis of Containment Atmosphere Samples*

EPRI has stated that the hydrogen analysis of the containment atmosphere can be
accomplished by the safety-grade containment hydrogen monitor required by
10CFR50.34(f)(2)(xvii) and II.F.1 of NUREG-0737. The staff concludes that the safety-
grade instrumentation provides acceptablejustification for requesting this deviation,
and does not consider this request to be a policy matter.

Elimination of Dissolved Gas and Chloride Analyses of Reactor Coolant Samples*

EPRI considers the analyses of the reactor coolant for dissolved gas and chloride to be
unnecessary because gases accumulated in the reactor vessel (mainly hydrogen) will
be removed by venting, and corrosion due to the presence of chloride and oxygen will
be minimized by prompt depressurization and cooling. Additionally, the amount of
dissolved hydrogen in the reactor coolant can be determined based upon the
hydrogen concentration measured in the containment atmosphere.
10CFR50.34(f)(2)(viii) and Item II.B.3 of NUREG-0737 specify that the PASS should

'

have the capability to analyze dissolved hydrogen, oxygen, and chloride.

The stafTconcludes that even with vented reactor vessels, there are some postulated
accident sequences in which the reactor coolant system is intact at reduced pressure,
and heat is being removed. For these cases,it will not be possible to evaluate
concentrations of the dissolved gases in the reactor coolant from their concentrations
measured in the containment. Therefore, the staffs position is that the requirement
for PASS sampling of coolant should not be eliminated. However, the stafr agrees that

'

sampling 24 hours after the end of power operation would be adequate to ensure
long-term decay heat removal. |

|

Relaxation in the Time Requirement for Sampling Activity Measurements j*

i

EPRI states that if boron solution has been added to permit plant shutdown, reactor j

water samples can be taken for boron analyses starting 8 hours after the end of power
operation. EPRI states that the samples for activity measurements will not be required
for 24 hours after the accident.

Item II.B.3 of NUREG-0737 specifies that the PASS should have the capability to
obtain coolant and containment atmosphere sampling results within 3 hours from the
time after the accident.

20
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Based on commitments andjustifications from EPRI, the staff concurs with EPRI that
|boron sampling will not be required for the first 8 hours after an accident. The staff

also concludes that the requested extension of time for sampling activity
measurements 24 hours after an accident is acceptable. The staffs position is to allow
for deviation from the requirements ofItem II.B.3 of NUREG-0737.

SBWR Position

Elimination of the Hydrogen Analysis of Containment Atmosphere Samples*

Analysis of hydrogen in SBWR containment atmosphere samples is provided by the
Containment Atmosphere Monitoring System (CAMS).

,

;
'

Elimination of Dissolved Gas and Chloride Analyses of Reactor Coolant Samples*

During a core uncovering accident, the accumulation of noncondensible gases in the
SBWR reactor vessel will be prevented. Also, excessive corrosion in the SBWR reactor >

'

vessel will not occur because corrosive conditions will be prevented and the SBWR
reactor vessel will not be kept in a hot, pressurized condition. ;

'
During the early hours of a design basis loss-of-coolant-accident (LOCA), any

'
hypothesized accumulation of gases in the SBWR reactor vessel would be prevented by
the opening of the six Automatic Depressurization Subsystem (ADS) valves that vent

,

the steam produced by core decay heat out of the reactor vessel and into the
'

containment (see SBWR SSAR, Subsection 6.3.3). Reactor vessel depressurization 4

then allows nitrogen-saturated demineralized water to flow into the reactor vessel
from the Gravity-Driven Cooling System (GDCS). Noncondensible gases will be -;

contained in this stream and will also be formed from radiolysis reactions. Any
noncondensible gases will be rapidly stripped from the reactor vessel water as boiling !

occurs and will be swept into the containment by the escaping steam. j
.

'

Corrosion of the SBWR reactor vessel and its components will be held to negligible
amounts by the degassification processes discussed above and by prompt
depressurization and cool-down. Thus, the capability to analyze reactor water for ,

!dissolved hydrogen, dissolved oxygen, dissolved total gases, and chloride are neither
.

needed for mitigation of the accident nor provided by the SBWR PASS.
'

Relaxation in the Time Requirement for Sampling Activity Measurements*

During an accident, the immediate responses of the plant operators are discussed in
the SBWR SSAR, Subsection 18.4.2.11, Safety Parameter Display System, and

,

Subsection 18A.2, RPV Control Guideline. Later, to assist in planning the accident *

recovery program, sampling of reactor coolant for gross activity and isotropic analyses
will be performed. These data will not be needed by the plant operators during the ,

initial phase of an accident. |
6

1
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Sampling and analysis for reactor coolant boron concentration may be required in ;

some cases. Provision is made to perform this sampling and analysis at 8 hours or later
after the core uncovering occurred.

J

l evel of Detail III.il ,

,

Summary ofissue

In its February 15,1991, SIGI on SECV90-377, the Commission provided guidance ,

regarding the level of detail ofinformation required to determine the adequacy of design
certification applications under 10CFR52. Although the level of detail issue is applicable
to all design certification applications, the staff has been reviewing the ABWR as the lead :

plant in resching this issue.

In a meeting with GE, senior NRC managers and the vendor discussed certain areas of
'

review for which the designer has not provided final design details. The staff and GE .

agreed to pursue the development of design acceptance criteria (DAC) with associated
NRC " check points" as a subsdtute for detailed design information for a few limited areas ,

of the design. These issues would be documented in the Safety Analysis Report and the
inspections, tests, analyses, and acceptance criteria (ITAAC), as appropriate, ;

The stafT concludes that the level of detail issue is applicable to all design cerdlication [
applications, but expects it to be resolved in the context of the ABWR review. i

SBMR Position

The level of detail ofinformation contained in GE's SBWR certification documents (e.g.,
SSAR and Tier 1 Design Certification Document) is consistent with the level of detail :

*

contained in GE's ABWR certification documents.

Prototynine III.Kl

iSummary ofIssue

SECY-91-074 discussed the process that the staff will use for determining the need for a
prototype or other demonstration facility for the advanced reactor designs. The staff
stated it will follow the procedure outlined in the paper to determine the various types of
testing, up to and including a prototype facility, that may be needed to demonstrate that

!the advanced reactor designs are sufIiciently mature to be certified.

SECY-91-273 stated that the necessity for separate effects and scaled integral testing for
passive designs was under consideration. At the time ofissuance of the draft Commission

Ipaper (February 27,1992), this issue remained under consideration, as it applied to
passive designs.

SBMR Position

The overall SBWR program includes various separate effects and scaled integral test
programs to demonstrate that the SBWR is sufficiently mature to be certified.

'
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Inspections. Tests Analvses, and Accentance Criteria (ITAAC) fil.Id [
t

Summary ofissue ,

,

SECY-91-178 provided the staff's recommendations concerning the form and content of -
the ITAAC for a design certification rule and combined license as required by 10CFR52.
In its September 24,1991, SRM, the Commission provided guidance regarding ;

development ofITAACs for final design approval / design certification applications. ;

At the time ofissuance of the draft Commission paper (February 27,1992), GE had been !

identified by the Nuclear Management and Resources Council (NUMARC) as the 3

Tindustry lead for developing ITAAC submittals.

The staff concludes that the ITAAC issue is applicable to all final design approval / design ;

certification applications, but expects it to be resolved in the context of the ABWR review.
r

i

SBWR Positwn |

The form and content of GE's SBWR ITAACs (included in the SBWR Tier 1 Design .

Certification Document) is consistent with the form and content of GE's ABWR ITAACs.

Reliability Assurance Procram (RAP) fil.M1

Summary ofIssue
, ,

In SECY-89-013, the staff stated that a program to ensure that the design reliability of ,

safety significant systems, structures, and components is maintained over the life of a
plant, referred to as the reliability assurance program (RAP), would be required for

'

design certification. ;

i

The staffis working on the development of a detailed guidance document for the
'

development of a RAP for ALWRs. The staff views the RAP for ALWRs as a program that
exists at two distinct levels: The first level applies to vendor submittals for final design ;

approval / design certification; the second level is applicabk to a referencing applicant Ihr
a construction and operating license. The first level involves a top-leel program that ;

defines the scope, conceptual framework, and essential elements of an effective RAP. The
second level fully develops and implements the program based on the plant-specific
design information.-

At the time ofissuance of the draft Commission paper (February 27,1992), the staff was
working with EPRI and the ALWR vendors on the development of the first level RAP for
ALWRs.

SBMR Position

Reliability Assurance Programs are provided in the SBWR Standard Plant design. The
SBWR Design Reliability Assurance Program (D-RAP), described in Section 17.3,is the -

23
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top-level (first level) RAP for the SBWR. The second-level owner-implemented RAP for
the SBWR is referred to as the Operational Reliability Assurance Program (0-RAP), and
is described in Subsection 17.3.10.

Site-Snecific Probabilistic Risk Assessments fil.N1
i

Summary ofIssue i

10CFR52.47 requires all applicants seeking standard design certification to provide a ,

probabilistic risk assessment (PRA). However, details of the specific site characteristics
where a plant would be sited are not required until the combined operating license
(COL) licensing stage. The staffs position is that site-specific PRA information be
submitted at the COL stage that addresses applicable site-specific PRA information such
as river flooding, storm surge, tsunami, vulcanism, and hurricanes, and that enveloping
analyses for seismic events and tornadoes be required from the final design ,

approval / design certification applicants.

SBWR Position

The SBWR PRA results are calculated for an average or typical site, as outlined in !

Appendix 19E. Although these results form a good basis for assessing the general SBWR ,

capability to satisfy off-site dose-related goals, they do not form a basis for concluding that
the SBWR would meet dose-related goals at a specific site whose characteristics cannot be
defined at the point of SBWR certification.

,

Section 2.7 specifies COL license information related to this issue.

Severe Accident Mitication Design Alternatives (SAMDAs) III.Ol
,

i

Summary ofIssue ,

The staff, after Limerick Ecology Action v. NRC, 869 F.2d 719 (3rd Cir.1989), concluded ,

that a National Emironmental Policy Act (NEPA) evaluation ~in the form of an ;

emironmental impact statement that considered severe accident mitigation design
~

alternatives (SAMDAs) would be an essential element of an application for a combined
license under Subpart C of 10CFR52, for those applications that reference a design ,

certified under Subpart B.

In SECY-91-229, the staff reguested the ALWR vendors to assess SAMDAs for their designs
and provide their rationale for determining whether the SAMDAs would improve the
safety of those designs.

The staff concludes that the SAMDAs issue is applicable to all final design
approval / design certification applications, but expects it to be resolved in the context of t

the ABWR and System 80+ reviews.
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SBWR Position
. .

The assessment of SAMDAs for GE's SBWR is consistent with the assessment of SAMDAs
contained in GE's ABWR certification documents. :

Generic Rulemakinc Related to Desien Certification fII.Pl ,

,

Summary ofIssue
:

SECY-91-262 provided the Commission with the staff's recommendations regarding j

generic rulemaking related to design certification. As discussed in SECY-91-262, the staff :

concludes that consideration of generic rulemaking in lieu of design-specific rulemaking
is applicable to all final design approval / design certification applications. However, the ,

design of the passive plants was not sufficiently developed at the time ofissuance of the
draft Commission paper (February 27,1992) for the staff to determine whether generic
rulemaking should be initiated for the passive plant designs. An example of a generic
rulemaking activity is the evaluation of source terms during postulated severe accidents.

SBWR Position :

The SBWR Standard Plant design complies, in general, with NRC generic rulemaking |
policies, as well as design-specific rulemaking policies, required for design certification
that is considered applicable to the SBWR.

,

Reculatorv Treatment of Non-Safety Systems IIII. Al
.

Summary ofIssue
t

Associated with the new, passive design approach, the licensing design basis analysis relies i

solely on the passive safety systems to demonstrate compliance with the acceptance ,

criteria for various design basis transients and accidents. However, uncertainties remain !

concerning the performance of the unique passive features and overall performance of
~

Icore and containment heat removal because oflack of a proven operational performance
history. The staff's review of the passive designs requires a review of not only the passive :

safety systems, but also the functional capability and availability of the active non-safety
systems to provide significant defense-in<lepth and accident and core damage prevention -
capability.

,

In addition, the staff was evaluating, at the time ofissuance of the draft Commission
paper (February 27,1992), the need to establish reliability-based technical specifications i

for passive designs to determine which systems and components (including certain non-
safety systems) will require the imposition of technical specifications, and the parameters
of the technical specifications (length, surveillance, etc.). The Reliability Assurance
Program is expected to strongly influence the technical specifications.

Since the passive ALWR design philosophy departs from licensing practices for
evolutionary designs, new regulatory and review guidance is necessary so that the staff can
appropriately review the passive vendor submittals. At the time ofissuance of the draft
Commission paper (February 27,1992), significant decisions needed to be made
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concerning the scope of staff review of the non-safety systems and reliance on the passive
safety systems.

,

At the time ofissuance of the draft Commission paper (February 27,1992), the staff was
still evaluating this issue for the passive plant designs.

SBnR Position |

^

Adequate capability and availability of the passive safety and active non-safety systems
(when called upon) in the SBWR Standard Plant design are ensured through the
establishment of functional performance requirements and acceptance criteria. t

Any forthcoming regulatory requirements regarding the capability and availability of the
SBWR passive safety and active non-safety systems will be reviewed by GE, and compliance
to these requirements will be assessed and submitted for NRC review. >

Definition of Passive Failure illi.Bl

Summary ofIssue

A passive failure in a fluid system means a breach in the fluid pressure boundary or a
mechanical failure which adversely affects a flow path, in licensing reviews prior to the .
time ofissuance of the draft Commission paper (February 27,1992), the staff had been ,

inconsistent in its treatment of passive failures in fluid systems in that in certain cases it
imposed a passive failure in addition to the initiating event while in others it did not. The ,

staff had determined that in most instances the probability of most types of passive.;

failures in fluid systems is sufficiently small that they need not be assumed in addition to
the initiating failure in application of the single failure criterion to ensure the safety of a ,

nuclear power plan.

In particular, staff pracute had normally been to treat check valves, except for
,

containment isolation systems, as passive devices rather than active desices during
transients or design basis accidents. However, the staff, at the time ofissuance of the draft
Commission paper (February 27,1992), was considering redefining failure of check.
valves to that of an active failure. This would cause these valves to be evaluated in a more
stringent manner than that of previous licensing reviews. :

$At the time ofissuance of the draft Commission paper (February 27,1992), the staff was .
still evaluating this issue for the passive plant designs.

,

ISBMR Position

The SBWR treatment of single component failures in fluid systems is addressed in :

Subsection 3.6.1. Single component failures are assumed to occur in addition to the |

postulated piping failure and any direct consequences of the piping failure.
.

l
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Thermal-Hydraulic Stabilitv of the SBWR IIII Cl

Summary ofIssue

At the time ofissuance of the draft Commission paper (February 27,1992), the analytical
codes that GE used to demonstrate stability of the SBWR design had not been adequately
validated. As discussed in SECY-91-273, the staff had determined that an early NRC
assessment was needed of the vendor's analytical and experimental basis for
demonstrating nuclear / thermal-hydraulic stability, and to identify any tests or analyses
that may be needed to support staff technical evaluations of the issue.

GE had identified existing experimental data which they believe to be appropriate
validation of codes to be used for stability studies. However, at the time ofissuance of the
draft Commission paper (February 27,1992), GE had not provided sufficient information
to permit NRC evaluation of the applicability and sufIiciency of the experiments they had
identified for use during code validation. Until these experiments are reviewed by the

"

NRC, the potential need for additional experiments to support stability evaluations for
design certification remains open.

SBWR Position '

,

In Section 4D.3 of the SBWR SSAR, GE presented the test data from the Hitachi's small-
scale natural circulation test loop inJapan, which GE then believed to be appropriate
validation of the analytical code to be used for SBWR geysering instability studies. In this
test, Freon was used as a coolant. Based on further review, GE decided to use water data
instead of the Freon data for code qualification. One of the reasons was that conversion
of the Freon data to the water-equivalent results introduces greater uncertainty for ,

qualification of the analytical code.

Aritomi (J. H. Chiang,51. Aritomi, R. Inoue and A1. Afori, "Thermo-Hydraulics during
Startup in Natural Circulation Boiling Water Reactors," NURETH-5,.9/92) has
performed the small-scale experiments using water as a coolant which show the geysering-
type phenomenon. GE has performed TRACG analysis of some of the test data to
demonstrate the capability of the code to predict this behavior. Results of the analysis
were reported in Section 5.6, "TRACG Qualification Licensing Topical Report," NEDE-
32177P, February 1993. From this analysis, it was concluded that TRACG successfully
calculated the geysering oscillations seen in the experiment. ,

1

For additionalinformation related to the SBWR stability issue, refer to the GE responses -|
for the NRC RAIs SRXB.17 and SRXB.18. I

Safe Shutdown Reouirements IIII.D1

Summary ofIssue

General Design Criterion (GDC) 34 requires that a residual heat removal (RHR) system
be provided to remove residual heat from the reactor core so that specified acceptable
fuel design limits (SAFDLs) are not exceeded. Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.139 and Branch !
Technical Position (BTP) 5-1 implement this requirement and set forth conditions to |
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cold shutdown (200*F for a PWR and 212*F for a BWR) using only safety grade systems
within 36 hours. ~

Passive designs use passive heat removal systems for decay heat removal. They are
restricted by the inherent ability of the passive heat removal processes and cannot reduce
the temperature of the reactor coolant system below the boiling point of water for the
heat to be transferred to the in-containment refueling water storage tank (IRWST) of the
AP600 or the isolation condenser of the SBWR. Even though active shutdown cooling
systems are available to bring the reactor down to cold shutdown or refueling conditions,
these active RHR systems are not safety grade, and do not comply with the guidance of
RG 1.139 nr BTP 5-1.

EPRI had stated that it is not necessary for the passive safety systems to be capable of
achieving cold shutdown because they believed that the passive decay heat removal
(DHR) systems have an inherent high long-term reliability. In addition, the EPRI
Requirements Document defines safe shutdown as 400T.

The staff, at the time ofissuance of the draft Commission paper (February 27,1992), was
evaluating the EPRI position wnh respect to this issue to assess the acceptability of their
proposed alternative approach for meeting GDC 34. There were severalissues that the
staffidentified as " musts" to resolve before reaching a final position on this matter,
including reliability criteria for the non-safety systems which have the capability to bring
the plant to cold shutdown and the acceptability of 400T as a safe long-term state.

SBWR Position

The SBWR Standard Plant design utilizes features which are consistent with the NRC's
safe shutdown requirements. The SBWR Isolation Condenser System (ICS) is designed
and qualified as a safety-related system to comply with GDC 34 (see Subsection 5.4.6.3).
The SBWR Reactor Water Cicanup/ Shutdown Cooling (RWCU/SDC) System is designed
to bring the plant to cold shutdown in 36 hours in conjunction with the ICS, with loss of
preferred off-site ac power, and assuming the most restrictive single active failure (see
Subsection 5.4.8.2).

Control Room Habitability IIll.El

'

Summary ofIssue

GDC 19 states that adequate radiation protection shall be provided to permit access and
occupancy of the control room under accident condidons without personnel receiving
radiation exposures in excess of 5 rem whole body, or its equivalent to any part of the
body, for the duration of the accident. In Section 6.4 of the SRP, the staff defines this
dose criterion in terms of specific whole body and organ doses (5 rem to whole body and
30 rem each to thyroid and skin).

EPRI had proposed the exposure limit for control room operators to be 5 rem whcle
body,75 rem beta skin dose, and 300 rem thyroid dose.

28
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The staff concluded that the thyroid dose limit of 300 rem and the skin dose of 75 rem
(with no protective clothing) specified in the Requirements Document without further
technicaljustifications does not meet the regulatory requirements and, therefore, is not
acceptable.

The staffs position is as follows:

That the analyses of control room habitability be based on the dose criterion defined*

in GDC 19 of Appendix A to 10CFR50 and Section 6.4 of the SRP (5 rem to whole
body, and 30 rem each to thyroid and skin)

That the analyses of control room 1)abitability should be based on the duration of the*

accident in accordance with GDC 19 of Appendix A to 10CFR50

SBMR Position

The analyses of S13WR control room habitability are based on the dose criterion defined
in GDC 19 of Appendix A to 10CFR50 and Section 6.4 of the SRP, and based on the
duration of the accident in accordance with GDC 19 of Appendix A to 10CFR50,
consistent with the staffs position.

Radionuclide Attenuation flII.F1

Summary ofIssue

EPRI and the passive ALWR designers rely on assumptions invohing fission product
removal processes inside containment by natural removal effects and holdup by the

; secondary building and piping systems. A containment spray system is not included in the
EPRI Requirements Document for passive plant designs. The staff was concerned that use
of the auxiliary building for holdup may require additional restrictions be placed on the
auxiliary building during normal operation that the licensee may have difIiculty
complying with.

In addition to evaluating the need for a containment spray system for the passive plant
designs, the staff was also evaluating whether credit for the fission product attenuation in
the main steamlines and condenser is appropriate for the passive BWR design because
the main steamlines downstream of the main steam isolation valves and associated
condenser are not designed to withstand the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) as defined
in Section III.c of 10CFR100.

SBWR Position

Use of the auxiliary building for fission product holdup is an issue that is generally
applicable to PWRs. For the SBWR, the safety envelope contains, dilutes, and holds up
any leakage from the containment, and has restrictions and testing criteria applied, as
described in Subsection 6.2.3.
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- The issue regarding fission product attenuation in the main steamlines is addressed by .

GE for the ABWR Standard Plant design. The SBWR position is consistent with the ABWR *

position on this issue.

Simplification of oft-Site Emercency Plannine fill.G1

Summary ofIssue

EPRI had proposed to significantly simplify off-site emergency planning for passive
designs because of EPRI's estimated low probability of core damage and, in the event of a
core damage accident, the assurance of containment integrity and low off site dose. ]
During aJanuary 30,1992, meeting with the staff, EPRI proposed to work with the staff to
define a process for addressing simplification of emergency planning. The results of this '

effort was to be used as input to a generic rulemaking proposal to be initiated by
NUMARC.

The stafTconcluded that certain modifications from the emergency planning
requirements of 10CFR50 and from the siting criteria in 10CFR100 may be appropriate
for the passive designs based on their unique characteristics. However, an agency .
determination on these issues would require evaluation of detailed design information.
The stafTconcluded that the unique characteristics of these designs should be taken into
account in determining the extent of emergency planning requirements in the plume
exposure pathway emergency planning zone. A plant's ability to prevent the significant
release of radioactive material or to provide very long delay times prior to a release for all
but the most unlikely events should be reflected in any decision on emergency planning
requirements for the passive design. However, the staff requires a high degree of
assurance that all potential containment bypass accident sequences have a very low
likelihood before relaxing emergency planning requirements. This issue is also
complicated by the fact that the promulgation of einergency planning requirements
following the TMI-2 accident was not premised on any specific assumptions about severe
accident probability. Hence, it may be, as a policy matter, that even very low calculated
probability values should not be a sufficient basis for changes to emergency planning
requirements.

The staff had planned to evaluate this issue for the passive plant designs when suflicient
supporting information was available.

SBM7tPosition
,

Off-site emergency planning is not within the scope of the SBWR Standard Plant design,
as noted in Section 13.3.

.

!
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RAI Number: EELB.3 .

- t

Question:

If not addressed in the forthcoming SSAR Section 1.8, " Interfaces for Standard Design," ,

and Section 1.9, "Conformance with Standard Review Plan," then please provide an
explanation and how the SBWR incorporates into the design operati_onal experience (see
staff requirements memoranda (SRM) dated Februay 15 and March 5,1992).

;

GE Response:
)

An explanation of how the SBWR incorporates into its design operational experience to .

address the Commission's concerns identified in SRMs dated Februaq 15 and March 5,
1991, is provided in Subsection 1.9.3 of the SBWR SSAR, Februay 28,1993 submittal.

1
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RAI Number: EMCB.1

Question:

SSAR Section 4.5.1, Control Rod System Structural Materials

SSAR Paragraph 4.5.1.1, " Materials Specifications," states that the following cobalt based
materials will be used in the CRD system:

* guide Roller- Stellite No. 3;

guide Roller Pin - Haynes Alloy No. 25;a

* guide Shaft - Stellite No. 6; and

* guide Shaft Bushing - Stellite No.12.

The use of cobalt should be avoided except in cases where no other alternative exist. The
applicant should providejustification that no other alternatives exist for the SBWR
control rod drive (CRD) system. In addition, Figures 4.6-1 and 4.6-2 of the SSAR should
be revised to show the individual assemblies described in Paragraph 4.5.1.1 of the SSAR.

SSAR Paragraph 4.5.1.1, " Materials Specifications," states that no cold-worked austenitic
stainless steels except those with controlled hardness or strain are employed in the CRD
system. These controls are acceptable. However, the applicant should also commit to
meet the staff position that the yield strength of cold-worked austenitic stainless steel will
not exceed 90,000 psi.

GE Response:

The Fine Motion Control Rod Drive (FMCRD) has a number of components designed to
provide wear resistance for various moving parts. The following components are
designed for wear, utilizing cobalt-based materials:

* Guide Roller (for Ball Spindle) - Stellite No. 3

* Guide Roller Pin (for Ball Spindle) - Haynes Alloy 'No. 25

* Guide Shaft (renamed spindle head bolt) - Stellite No. 6B

* Guide Shaft Bushing (renamed spindle head bushing) - Stellite No.12

* Guide Roller (for Buffer) - Stellite No. 3

* Guide Roller Pin (for BufTer) - Haynes Alloy No. 25

* Stop Piston - 316L, Hardsurfaced with Stellite No. 6

1
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* Hollow Piston Head - 316L, Hardsurfaced with Stellite No. 3

* Ball for Check Valve - Haynes Stellite No. 3

All components have been subjected to a number of development tests using these ,

materials. The drives have been in service for many years in the German KWU BWR
reactors, utilizing these same materials and alloys. There currently are no proven
substitute materials which have been thoroughly developed and tested to replace the
above component materials.

In addition, the drive parts are subjected to very low purge water flow which travels
through the drive into the vessel. These low flows result in low corrosion rates and
negligible erosion of the parts. The cobalt parts are not exposed to the core
emironment and therefore are not irradiated. Cobalt addition to the overall coolant
concentration is felt to be very low from these FMCRD components.

One FMCRD manufacturer is currently investigating other non-cobalt-based materials
which could be used for some of the drive components. Future considerations will be
given to replacement of the cobalt-based materials used for some of the drive
components with non-cobalt-based materials should investigations and development test
results for these replacement materialsjustify their use.

Figure 4.6-2 of the SSAR will be revised to show the individual assemblies described in
paragraph 4.5.1.1 of the SSAR. Figure 4.f> ! is a schematic diagram of the drive and will
not be changed.

SSAR paragraph 4.5.5.1, " Materials Specifications," will not be changed. GE does not
control cold working of stainless steel based en yield strength, which would be very

'

diflicult to measure on cold-worked components. Rather, GE controls cold worked parts
primarily by solution heat treatment, by surface hardness and other process controls such
as minimum bend radius or induced strain. Surface hardness controls are applied after
any straightening or any cold forming processes so that the surface is not allowed to -

exceed a specified hardness.
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RAI Number: E51CB.2

Question:

SSAR Section 5.2.3 Reactor Pressure Boundary Materials

SSAR Paragraph 5.2.4.4.1 states that the SBWR design complies with RG 1.44 and with
the guidelines of NUREG-0313. The applicant should commit that the SBWR design
complies with NUREG-0313. Revision 2.

'
The applicant should also commit that cold-worked austenitic stainless steel will conform
with the stalTposition that the yield strength of the steel does not exceed 90,000 psi. ,

SSAR Paragraph 5.2.3.1, " Materials Specifications," must state that the materials for the ;

reactor coolant pressure boundary will be in conformance with the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code, Section III. ;

*

SSAR Paragraph 5.2.3.2.2 "BWR Chemistry of the Reactor Coolant," states that hydrogen
water chemistry will be used for the SBWR. The applicant must commit to meet the !

guidelines of RG 1.56, " Maintenance of Water Purity in Boiling Water Reactors;" EPRI's
NP-4947-SR, " Hydrogen Water Chemistry Guidelines;" and EPRI's NP-3589-SR-LD, "BWR
Water Chemistry Guidelines."

SSAR Paragraph 5.2.3.3.2, " Control of Welding," states that low alloy steel components
are either held for an extended time at preheat to ensure removal of hydrogen or 6

preheat is maintained until post-weld heat treatment (PWHT). This approach does not
,

meet regulatory position C2 of RG 1.50 which require that preheat is maintained until
PWHT. The staff had previously approved alternative approaches to complying with this ,

requirement. These approaches involved the use ofintermittent heating at 400-500 F for *

4 hours followed by slow cooling to ambient temperatures or requiring that the .

component be radiographically examined after final PWHT. The applicant must commit
to meet one of these approaches. .

SSAR Table 5.24, " Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Materials,"is a list that shows the
mounting bolts for the CRD system will be made of SA 194, Grade B7 material. This is an,

apparent typographical error and should be checked to see if"SA 193, Grade B7"is the ,

correct statement.

t

GE Response:

These comments are acceptable. The following changes will be made in Amendment 1 -

of the SSAR (see attached): ,

Paragraph 5.2.3.4.1 will be revised in Amendment I to show compliance with Revision 2
of NUREG-0313.

Paragraph 5.2.3.4.1 (subparagraph Cold-Worked Austenitic Stainless Steels),willinclude
the stipulation that cold-worked austenitic stainless steel will not have a yield stress
greater than 90,000 psi.

;

1
1
J
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,

;

Paragraph 5.2.3.1, " Materials Specifications," reads as follows: Table 5.24 lists the'

principal pressure retaining materials and the appropriate material specifications for the
Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB) components. This statement will also affirm
that RCPB materials will conform to the ASS!E Code, Section Ill. Do so in the following i
manner: ... (RCPB) components; all RCPB materials will conform to the American !

. Society of Slechanical Engineers (ASME) Code, Section III. ,

Paragraph 5.2.3.2.2, "BWR Chemistry of Reactor Coolant," (third paragraph, last
,

sentence) reads thus: .Therefore, HWC is used for SBWRs. To specify which hydrogen ,

water controls are to be implemented, extend comment as follows: . . SBWRs;
specifically, follow the guidelines set down in RG 1.56, " Maintenance of Water Purity in
Boiling Water Reactors," and EPRI's NP-4947-SR, " Hydrogen Water Chemistry .
Guidelines," and NP-3589-SR-LD, "BWR Water Chemistry Guidelines." i

Paragraph 5.2.3.3.2, " Control of Welding "will meet the regulatory position C2 of RG
1.50 if the fourth sub-paragraph reads thus: All welds are to be nondestructively
examined either by radiographic methods (along with a supplemental ultrasonic
examination) or by the use ofintermittent heating at 400 F to 500 F for four hours,
followed by slow cooling to ambient temperatures.

Table 5.2-4, " Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Materials," shows that the mounting
,

bolts for the CRD system will be made of SA 194, Grade B7 material. This is a >

typographical error and should read SA 193, Grade B7.
I
t

f
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As a part of the preoperational and startup testing of the main steamlines, movement of
the SRV discharge lines will be monitored.

5.2.2.5 Instrumentation Requirements

None.

5.2.3 Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Materials

5.2.3.1 Material Specifications

Table 5.24 lists the principal pressure retaining materials and the appropriate material
specifications for the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB) componentsall *

RCPB materials will conform to the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)

Code. Section III.

5.2.3.2 Compatibility with Reactor Coolant

5.2.3.2.1 PWR Chemistry of Reactor Coolant

Not applicable to BWRs.

5.2.3.2.2 BWR Chemistry of Reactor Coolant

A brief review of the relationships between water chemistry variables and RCPB
materials performance, fuel performance, and plant radiation fields is presented in this
section. Further information may be obtained from Reference 5.2-1.

The major emironment-related materials performance problem encountered to date -
in the RCPB of BWRs has been intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) of
sensitized austenitic stainless steel. IGSCC in sensitized material adjacent to welds in
Type 304 and Type 316 stainless steel piping systems has occurred in the past.

Substantial research and development programs have been undertaken to understand
the IGSCC phenomenon and develop remedial measures. For the SBWR, IGSCC
resistance has been achieved through the use of IGSCC resistant materials such as Type

' 316 Nuclear Grade stainless steel and stabilized nickel-base Alloy 600M and 182M.

However, irradiation-assisted stress corrosion cracking (IASCC) can occur in highly
.

irradiated annealed stainless steel and nickel-base alloys. Preliminary in-reactor and -
laboratory studies (Reference 5.2-2) have indicated that hydrogen water chemistry
(HWC) will be useful in mitigating IASCC. Therefore, HWC is used for SBWRsi,
soecifically. follow the ruidelines set down in RG 1.56. " Maintenance of Water Purity in
Boiline Water Reactors." and EPRI's NP-4947-SR. " Hydrogen Water Chemistry
Guidelines." and NP-358NiR-LD. "BWR Water Chemistry Guidelines."

5.2-10 Integrity of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary - Amendment 1 DRAFT :
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Preheat temperature employed for welding oflow alloy steel meet or exceed the
recommendations of AS$1E Code Section 111, Subsection NA. Components are either
held for an extended time at preheat temperature to assure removal of hydrogen, or
preheat is maintained until post-weld heat treatment. The minimum preheat and
maximum interpass temperatures are specified and monitored.

'"c''- - .dcz;= . c' cxu ~' ' , - NapR - A t '- +"- ,a

wpp!c. , 'i .' cx u ma: = pc5 c.c4

All welds are to be nondestructiselv examined either tw radiocraohic methods (along
with a sucolemerital ultrasonic examination) or by the use ofintermittent heating at
4007 to 500*F for four hours. followed by slow cooline to ambient temneratures.

Regulatory Guide 1.34: Control of Electroslag Weld Properties
Electroslag welding is generally not allowed on structural weldjoints of low alloy steel.

Regulatory Guide 1.71: Walder Qualification for Areas of Limited Accessibility
Welder qualification for areas oflimited accessibility is discussed under Regulatory
Guide 1.71 in Subsection 5.2.3.4.2 of this report.

Moisture Control for Low Hydrogen, Covered Arc Welding Electrodes
Suitable identification, storage, and handling of electrodes, flux, and other welding
material will be maintained. Precautions shall be taken to minimize absorption of
moisture by electrodes and flux.

5.2.3.3.3 Regulatory Guide 1.66: Nondestructive Examination of Tubular Products

Regulatory Guide 1.66 describes a method ofimplementing requirements acceptable to
NRC regarding nondestructive examination requirements of tubular products used in
RCPB. This Regulatory Guide was withdrawn on September 28,1977, by the NRC
because the additional requirements imposed by the guide are satisfied by the AS$1E
Code.

Wrought tubular products are supplied in accordance with applicable ASThi/ ash 1E
material specifications. Additionally, the specification for the tubular products which
may be used for FhiCRD housings specifies ultrasonic examination to Paragraph
NB-2550 of AShf E Code Section Ill.

These RCPB components meet 10CFR50 Appendix B requirements and the AShiE

Code requirements, thus assuring adequate control of quality for the products. |

|

|
1

|
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5.2.3.4 Fabrication and Processing of Austenitic Stainless Steels -|

5.2.3.4.1 Avoidance of Stress / Corrosion Cracking

Avoidance of Significant Sensitization |
When austenitic stainless steels are heated in the temperature range 427 - 982 C, they j

are considered to become " sensitized" or susceptible to intergranular corrosion. The !

j|
SBWR design complies with Regulatory Guide 1.44 and with the guidelines of
NUREG-0313, to avoid significant sensitization.

Process controls are exercised during all stages of component manufacturing and
construction to minimize contaminants. Cleanliness controls are applied prior to any

,

elevated temperature treatment. For applications where stainless steel surfaces are ;
exposed to water at temperatures above 93*C, low carbon (< 0.03%) grade materials are j

!used. For critical applications, nuclear grade materials (carbon content 5 0.02%) are
used, All materials are supplied in the solution heat treated condidon. Special

'

sensitization tests are applied to assure that the materialis in the annealed condidon. !

!

During fabrication, any heating operation (except welding) between 427 - 982 C are _ ,

avoided, unless followed by solution heat treatment. During welding, heat input is - |
controlled. The interpass temperature is also controlled. Where practical, shop welds ;

are solution heat treated. In general, weld filler material used for austenitic stainless i

steel base metals is Type 308L/316L/309L with an average of 8% (of FN) ferrite
-

content.

!

Process Controls to Minimize Exposure to Contaminants |
Exposure to contaminants capable of causing stress / corrosion cracking of austenidc |
stainless steel components are avoided by carefully controlling all cleaning and j

processing materials which contact the stainless steel during manufacture, j

construction, and installadon.
|

Special care is exercised to insure removal of surface contaminants prior to any headng
operations. Water quality for cleaning, rinsing, flushing, and testing is controlled and
monitored. Suitable protective packaging is provided for components to maintain
cleanliness during shipping and storage.

'

The degree of surface cleanliness obtained by these procedures meets the requirements
of Regulatory Guides 1.37 and 1.44. f,

;
Cold-Worked Austenitic Stainless Steels
Cold work controls are applied for components made of austenidc stainless steel.
During fabricadon, cold work is controlled by applying limits in hardne'ss, bend radii ]
and surface finish on ground surfaces. Cold-worked stainless steel will not have a vield |

,

stress creater than 90.000 osi.

5.2 18 Integrity of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary - Amendment 1 DRAFT
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Table 5.2 4 Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Materials (Continued) |
Component Form Material Specification (ASTM /ASME) i

i
Head Forging Carbon steel SA 350 LF 2
fitting / penetration
piping |

i

'
CRO

Middle flange Forging Stainless steel SA 182, F304L or 316L !
i

Spool piece Forging Stainless steel SA 182, F304L or 316L !

Mounting bolts Bar Alloy steel S? 19f, ''?SA 193 Grade B7 ;;

Seal housing Forging Stainless steel SA 182, F304L or 316L j
'

Seal housing nut Bar Stainless steel SA 564, Gr 630 (H1100) '

i

Reactor Pressure Vessel

Shells and Heads Plate Mn-1/2 Mo-1/2 Ni SA-533, Grade B, Class 1
:

Forging 3/4 Ni-1/2 Mo-Cr-V SA-508, Class 3
Low alloy steel ,

Shell and Head Forging 3/4Ni-1/2Mo-Cr-V SA-508 Class 3 j

Flange Low alloy steel ' .j

Nozzles Forging 3/4Ni-1/2Mo-Cr-V SA-508 Class 3
Low alloy steel

Drain Nozzles Forging 3/4Ni-1/2Mo-Cr-V SA-508 Class 1 |
Carbon steel

Instrumentation Forging Cr-Ni-Mo SA-182, Type F316L' j

Nozzles Stainless steel or SA-336, Class F8 or F8M
or SB-166, SB-167

Bar, Smls. Pipes Ni-Cr-Fe

Stub Tubes Forging Ni-Cr-Fe SB-564JInde N06600 i

!

isolation Condenser"
!Steam pipe Seamless Carbon steel SA333, Grade 6

Condensate pipe Seamless Stainless steel Type 316L' !

Feedwater Piping |

Pipe Seamless Carbon steel SA 333, Grade 6 ;

* Carbon content is not to exceed 0.020%
** This includes only RCPB materials up to second isolation valve.

i

5.2-44 Integnty of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary - Amendment 1 DRAFT
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RAI Number: EMCB.3 :

Question: ,

!

SSAR Section 5.2.4 Presenice and Insenice Inspection and Testing of Reactor Coolant |
Boundary .

Section 5.2.4 of the SSAR states that the design to perform presenice inspection is based
on the requirements of the ASME Code, Section XI,1989 Edition. The development of |
the presenice and insenice inspection program plans will be the responsibility of the ;

COL applicant and will be based on the ASME Code, Section XI, Edition and Addenda ;

specified in accordance with 10 CFR Part 50, Section 50.55a. For design certification, GE j
is responsible for designing the reactor pressure vessel for accessibility to perform q
presenice and insenice inspection. Responsibility for designing other components for -

presenice and insenice inspection is the responsibility of the COL applicant. The COL
applicant will be responsible for specifying the Edition of the ASME Code, Section XI, to :

be used, based on the procurement date of the component per 10 CFR Part 50, Section |
50.55a. The ASME Code requirements discussed in this section are provided for

l;information and are based on the 1989 Edition of ASME Section XI."

The 1989 Edition of ASME Section XI is referenced in 10 CFR 50.55a(b). Therefore, this >

national standard is acceptable for use for the presenice inspection (PSI) pursuant to the :

requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a(g). |
,

The concept of designing the components to perform the presenice inspection based on
the 1989 Edition of ASME Section XI is a reasonable approach. However, the staff I

concludes that the COL applicant must resolve any differences between the reference i

code (the 1989 Edition) and the code edition required by 10 CFR 50.55(g). j
e

SSAR Paragraph 5.2.4.2, " Accessibility," states that "all items within the Class I boundary {
are designed, to the extent practical, to provide access for the exammations regtured by ,

ASME Section XI, IWik2500." |
5

Since the presenice inspection requirements are established and known at the time each !
component is ordered,10 CFR 50.55a(g) does not have provisions for " relief requests" i

for impractical examination requirements. ASME Section XI has provisions to use j
certain shop and field examinations in lieu of the onsite presenice examination. ;

,

Therefore, the utility-applicant must incorporate plans for NDE during construction in !

order to meet all access requirements of the regulations. |,
t
,

SSAR Paragraph 5.2.4.2 describes access for examination of the reactor pressure vessel |
(RPV). t

:

!Examination Category B-A of table 1%%2500-1 requires that an insenice inspection be
performed on essentially 100 percent of the weld length of all RPV shell welds as !
indicated in SSAR Paragraph 5.2.4.3.2. The design of the RPV, biological shield wall and ;

vesselinsulation incorporates access for examinations from the outside diameter surface. i

Automated examinations from the inside diameter surface may be required to completely .

examine the shell welds and to evaluate the origin of reflectors detected during the |

;

1
'

:

!
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insenice inspection. Describe access to the RPV welds for ultrasonic examination from
the inside diameier surface.

SSAR Paragraph 5.2.4.3.2 " Examination .\1ethods" indicates that the examination
techniques will be based on the 1989 Edition of ASAfE Section XI as supplemented by RG
1.150 for the RPV.

The ASME Section XI indicates that the presenice examination should be conducted
with equipment and techniques equivalent to those that are expected to be used for
subsequent insenice examinations. Improvements in the ultrasonic testing of reactor
coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) components will occur in the near future. The ASME
has published in ASME Section XI, Appendix Vll, " Qualification of Nondestructive
Examination Personnel for Ultrasonic Examination," and Appendix VIII, " Performance .
Demonstration fbr Ultrasonic Examination Systems." The NRC has referenced in 10 CFR
50.55a(b) the ASME Section XI edition that includes the published Appendix VII. In
addition, the NRC staff has established a technical contact to coordinate the
implementation of Appendix VIII. Therefore, the SSAR should include provisions that
ultrasonic testing during the presenice inspection be performed in accordance with
Appendices VII and VIII pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(3).

GE Response:

(1) RAI: Section 5.2.4: The stafTconcludes that the COI. applicant must resolve any
differences between the reference code (1989 Edition) and the code edition required by
10CFR50.55(g).

Response:
Section 5.2.4 has already indicated that COL applictnt will use the ASME Code, Section
XI, based on the Edition of the code that is specified in 10CFR50, Section 50.55(a) at the
time of procurement of the component. The 1989 Edition of ASME Section XI is for
information only.

(2) RAI: Section 5.2.4.2: The utility applicant must incorporate plans for NDE dtiring
construction in order to meet all access requirements of the regulations.

Response:
Change the first sentence of Section 5.2.4.2 from: "All items within Class I boundary are
designed, to the extent practicable, to provide access for the examination required by
ASME Section XI,IWIk2500."

To: "All items within the Class 1 boundary are designed to provide access for the
examinations required by ASME Section XI, IWB-2500" (see attached).

(3) RAI: Section 5.2.4.3.2: Describe access to the RPV welds for ultrasonic examination
from the inside diameter surface.

2
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Response: 1

Add the following sentence to Section 5.2.4.3.2: "The RPV shell weld are designed for |
100% accessibility for both presenice and insenice inspection." !

So the inspection requirements read as follows (see attached):

The RPV shcIl welds are designed for 100% accessibility for both presenice and insenice
inspection. RPV shell welds may be examined from the inside or outside diameter ,

surfaces (or a combination of those techniques) using automated ultrasonic examination i

equipment. ;

'(4) RAI: The SSAR should include provisions that ultrasonic testing during the !

presenice inspection be performed in accordance with Appendices VII and Vlli pursuant
to 10CFR 50.55a(g)(3).

1
Response: !

!Add a new Section 5.2.4.3.4 to read as follows (see attached):

5.2.4.3.4 Qualification of Personnel and Examination Systems for Ultrasonic f
Examination. ;

i

Personnel performing examinations shall be qualified in accordance with ASME Section |
XI, Appendix Vll. Ultrasonic examination systems shall be qualified in accordance with

#

indusuy accepted programs for implementation of ASME Section XI, Appendix VIII. ;

-i
.

9

!
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;
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the main steam and feedwater system up to and including the outermosta

containment isolation valve.

Exclusions
Portions of the system within the reactor coolant pressure boundary, as defmed above,
that are excluded from the Class I boundary in accordance with 10CFR50, Section
50.55a, are as follows:

those components where,in the event of postulated failure of the componenta

during normal reactor operation, the reactor can be shut down and cooled down in
an orderly manner, assuming makeup is provided by the reactor coolant makeup
system only; and

components which are or can be isolated from the reactor coolant system by twoa

valves (both closed, both open, or one closed and one open). Each such open valve
is capable of automatic actuation and if the other valve is open its closure time is
such that,in the event of postulated failure of the component during normal ,

reactor operation, each valve remains operable and the reactor can be shut down
and cooled down in an orderly manner assuming makeup is provided by the reactor

coolant makeup system only.

The description of portions of systems excluded from the reactor coolant pressure
boundary does not address Class I components exempt from insenice examinations
under ASME Code, Section XI, rules. The Class 1 components exempt from insenice
examinations are described in ASME Code, Section XI, Ih%1220.

5.2.4.2 Accessibility

Allitems within the Class 1 boundary are designed, w t5r . :n : pr: u: 9'e, to provide
access for the examinations required by ASME Section XI, IhB2500. Items such as
nozzle-to-vessel welds often have inherent access restrictions when vessel internals are
installed. Therefore preservice examination shall be performed on these items prior to
installation ofinternals which would interfere with examination.

Reactor Pressure Vessel Access
Access for e :4minations of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) is incorporated into the
design of the vessel, biological shield wall and vessel insulation as follows:

RPV Welds - The shield wall and vessel insulation behind the shield wall are spaced

away from the RPV outside surface to provide access for remotely operated ultrasonic ,

examination devices as described in Subsection 5.2.4.3. Access for the insertion of |

automated devices is provided through removable insulation panels and at shield wall
hatches in the upper drywell area. Platforms are attached to the biological shield wall to

provide access for installation of remotely operated examination devices.
|
|

S.2 22 Integnty of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary - Amendment 1 DRAFT |
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a reducer to clbow;

a tee to tee; and

pump to valve.a

Straight sections of pipe and spool pieces shall be added between fittings. The
minimum length of the spool piece has been determined by using the formula
L = 2T + 152 mm, where L equals the length of the spool piece (not including weld
preparation) and T equals the pipe wall thickness.

5.2.4.3 Examination Categories and Methods

5.2.4.3.1 Examination Categories

The examination category of each item is listed in Table 5.2-6, which is provided as an
example for the preparadon of the presenice and insenice inspection program plans.
The items are listed by system and line number where applicable. Table 5.2-6 also states
the method of examination for each item. The presenice and insenice examination
plans will be supplemented with detailed drawings showing the examination areas, such
as Figure 5.2-7.

For the presenice examination, all of the items selected for insenice examination shall
be performed once in accordance with ASME Section XI, IWB-2200 with the exception
of the examinations specifically excluded by ASME Section XI from presenice
requirements, such as VT-3 examination of valve body and pump casing internal
surfaces (RL-2 and SM-2 examinations categories, respectively) and the visual VT-2
examinations for categories RE and RP.

5.2.4.3.2 Examination Methods

Ultrasonic Examination of the Reactor Vessel
Ultrasonic examination for the RPV will be conducted in accordance with the ASME
Code, Section XI. The design to perform presenice inspection on the reactor vessel
shall be based on the requirements of the ASME Code, Secdon XI,1989 Edition. For
the required presenice examinations, the reactor vessel shall meet the acceptance
standards of Section XI, IW43510. The RPV shell welds are designed for 100%

accessibility for both presenice and insenice inspection. RPV shell welds mav be
examined from the inside or outside diameter surfaces (or a combination of those
techniaues) usine automated ultrasonic examination couinment. The RPV nozzle-to-
shell welds will be 100% accessible for presenice inspection but might have limited
areas that will not be accessible from the outer surface for insenice examination

techniques; however, the insenice inspection program for the reactor vesselis the
responsibility of the COL applicant and any insenice inspection program relief request

5.2-24 Integnty of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary - Amendment 1 DRAFT
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The data so recorded shall be compared with the results of subsequent examinations to
determine the behasior of the reflector.

5.2.4.3.4 Qualification of Personnel and Examination Svstems for Ultrasonic Examination

Personnel nerformine examinations shall be cualified in accordance with ASME
Section XI. Anoendix Vll. Ultrasonic examination systems shall be cualified i.n,
accordance with industn accented procrams for imolementation of ASME Section XI.

Anoendix Vill.

5.2.4.4 Inspection Intervals

The insenice inspection intervals for the Sl%VR will conform to inspection Program B
as described in Section XI, I%%2412. Except where deferralis permitted by Table I%%
2500-1, the percentages of examinations completed within each period of the interval
shall correspond to Table IWIk2412-1. Items selected to be examined within the 10-year
intervals are described in Table 5.2-6.

5.2.4.5 Evaluation of Examination Results

Examination results will be evaluated in accordance with ASME Section XI, I%%3000

with repairs based on the requirements of IWA-4000 and 1%%4000. Re-examination
shall be conducted in accordance with the requirements ofIWA-2200. The recorded
results shall meet the acceptance standards specified in IWik3400.

5.2.4.6 System Leakage and Hydrostatic Pressure Tests

System Leakage Tests
As required by Section XI,1%%2500 for Category B-P, a system leakage test shall be
performed in accordance with 1%%5221 on all Class I components and piping within
the pressure retaining boundary following each refueling outage. For the purposes of
the system leakage test, the pressure retaining boundary is defined in Table I%%2500-
1, Category B-P, Note 1. The system leakage test shall include a VF-2 examination in
accordance with IWA-5240. The system leakage test will be conducted approximately at
the maximum operating pressure and temperature indicated in the applicable process
flow diagram for the system. The system hydrostatic test (described below), when
performed is acceptable in lieu of the system leakage test.

Hydrostatic Pressure Tests
As r equired by Section XI,1%%2500 for Category B-P, the hydrostatic pressure test shall
be performed in accordance with ASME Section IWIk5222 on all Class 1 components
and piping within the pressure retaining boundary once during each 10 year inspection
interval. For purposes of the hydrostatic pressure test the pressure retaining boundary
is defined in Table I%%2500-1, Category IkP, Note 1. The system hydrostatic test shall
include a VF-2 examination in accordance with IWA-5240. For the purposes of

Integrity of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary- Amendment 1 DRAFT 5.2-27
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Question:

SSAR Section 5.3 Reactor Vessel

SSAR Paragraph 5.3.1.2, "Special Procedures Used R>r Manufacturing and Fabrication," .j
specifies maximum limits on copper, phosphorous :md sulfur for base and weld materials d
in the beltline region. The applicant must also inc'ude a maximum limit of 0.05
vanadium for weld materials in the beltline region.

For staff position regarding compliance with the recommendations of RG 1.50, see
Section 5.2.3, Question 5.

'

SSAR Paragraph 5.3.1.6.1, " Compliance with 1(cactor Vessel Materials Sunciliance
Program Requirements," states that three capsules are provided to meet the 10 CFR Part
50 Appendix H requirements. The stafflinds this commitment not acceptable since the ;

SBWR is designed for a 60-year life. The applicant must commit to provide at least four '

capsules and require a minimum capsule lead factor of 1. ,

I.
SSAR Paragraph 5.3.1.8, " Regulatory Guide 1.65," states that the RPV studs, nut, and '

washer materials will be ultrasonically examined after final heat treatment and prior to
treading. The applicant must also commit to surface examine those items using magnetic
particle or liquid penetrant examination after final heat treatment and prior to treading.

SSAR Paragraph 5.3.3.2.1, " Summary Description," states that the interior of the RPV is |

clad with stainless steel weld overlay and the bottom head is clad with Ni-Cr-Fe alloy. The
,

applicant must specify the cladding process used and identify the weld materials by
specification and type.

SSAR Paragraph 5.3.3.2.2, " Reactor Vessel Design Data," states that CRD forged stub
tubes for the CRD housing are made of ASME SB-564 materials. The applicant must .

specify which grade of materials will be used. The applicant should also include the ,

material specifications for the RPV drain nozzles and partial penetration instrumentation ,

water level nozzles.

SSAR Paragraph 5.3.4, " COL Licene Information," should be revised to reflect that the
COL applicant is to provide to the NRC staff for review actual PT limits cunes for the

'

specific RPV.

GE Response: [

a) SSAR Section 5.3.1.2 will be changed to specify a maximum limit of 0.05% Vanadium
for weld materials in the beltline region (see attached).

.

.

b
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*
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For response to the staff position concerning compliance with RG 1.50, see RAI # ;

EMCB.2, Question 5. SSAR Para. 5.3.1.4 " Regulatory Guide L50" will be revised to
incorporate the NRC comment (see attached). i

i

b) The SSAR Para 5.3.1.6.4 will be changed to provide four capsules located in the
beltline region, with a minimum lead factor of 1 (see attached). ,

c) The SSAR Para 5.3.1.8 will be changed to require surface examination of studs, nuts i

and v asher materials using magnetic particle or liquid penetrant examinadon after
final heat treatment and prior to threading (see attached).

d) SSAR Para 5.3.3.2.1 will be revised to include the following:

"A variety of welding processes, such as electroslag, submerged arc, manual welding etc.
aie used for cladding depending upon the location and configuration of the item in the
vessel. Cladding in the "as< lad" condition may be acceptable for some deposits made
w th automatic processes such as submerged arc welding, gas metal arc welding, and
electroslag welding. For other processes, particularly where manual welding is employed,
some grinding or . machining is required. Workmanship samples are prepared for each
welding process in the "as-clad" condition and for typically ground surfaces."

"The welding material used for cladding in the shell area is ASME SFA 5.9 or SFA 5.4,
type 309L for the first layer and type 308L or 316L for subsequent layers. For the bottom
head cladding, the welding material is ASME SFA 5.14, type ERNiCr3." (see attached)

e) SSAR Para 5.3.3.2.2 and Table 5.2-4 will be revised to specify that the stub tube
material is ASME SB-564, Grade N06600. The material specifications for the drain
nozzles and water level instrumentation nozzles are specified in Table 5.2-4.

f) The SSAR Para. 5.3.4 will be changed to state the COL applicant will provide actual
P/T curves for the RPV (see attached).

.

2

<
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5.3 Reactor Vessel

5.3.1 Reactor Vessel Materials

5.3.1.1 Materials Specifications

The materials used in the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) and appurtenances are shown
in Table 5.2-4, together with the applicable specifications.

The RPV materials comply with the provisions of ASME Section III, Subsection NB and
Appendix 1, and also meet the requirements of 10CFR50, Appendix G. The RPV
materials also meet the additional requirements as explained in the following
subsections.

These materials provide adequate strength, fracture toughness, fabricability, and
compatibility with the BWR environment. Their suitability has been demonstrated by
long-term successful operating experience in reactor senices.

5.3.1.2 Special Procedures Used for Manufacturing and Fabrication

The RPV is constructed primarily from low alloy, high strength steel plate and forgings.
Plates are ordered to ASME SA-533, TYPE B, Class 1, and forgings to ASME SA-508

Class 3. These materials are melted to fine grain pracdce and are supplied in the

quenched and tempered condition. Further restrictions include a requirement for
vacuum degassing to lower the hydrogen level and improve the cleanliness of the low
alloy steels. Materials used in the core beltline region also specify limits of 0.05%
maximum copper, aml4.012% maximum phosphorous content in the base materials
and a 0.08% maximum copper and 0.012% maximum phosphorous. and 0.05%
maximum vanadium content in weld materials. The maximum sulfur content for base
material and weld material is 0.01%

Studs, nuts, and washers for the main closure flange are ordered to ASME SA-540,
Grade B23 or Grade B24 having minimum yield strength level of 893 MPa (129.5 ksi).
The maximum measured ultimate tensile strength of the stud bolting materials shall not
exceed 1172 MPa (170 ksi). Welding electrodes for low alloy steel are low hydrogen type

ordered to ASME SFA-5.5. ;

!

All plate, forgings, and bolting are 100% ultrasonically tested and surface examined by
magnetic particle methods or liquid penetrant methods in accordance with ASME <

Section Ill, Subsection NIk2500. |
I

Fracture toughness properties of materials are also measured and controlled in
accordance with ASME Section III, Subsection Nik2300.

All fabrication of the RPV is performed in accordance with GE approved drawings,
fabrication procedures, and test procedures. The shells and vessel heads are made from

Reactor Vessel 531
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formed plates or forgings, whereas flanges and nozzles are made from forgings.
Welding performed tojoin these vessel components is in accordance with procedures
qualified per ASSIE Section III and IX requir ements. Weld test samples are required for
each procedure used on major vessel full penetration welds. Tensile and impact tests are
performed in accordance with AShiE Code, Subsection Nik2300 to determine the
properties of the base metal, heat-affected zone (llAZ), and weld metal.

Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW), Gas hietal Arc Welding (G51AW), Shielded Nietal 3

Arc Welding (ShiAW), and Submerged Arc Welding (SAW) processes are employed.
Electroslag welding is not applied for structural welds. Preheat and interpass
temperatures employed for welding of low alloy steel meet or exceed the values given
in ASNIE Section III, subsection NB. and Appendix D. Post-weld heat treatment at
593 C (1099*F) minimum and not exceeding 635 C (1175 F) is applied to alllow-alloy
steel welds in accordance with AShlE Code, Subsection NIM 620.

Radiographic examination isand surface examination are performed on all pressure-
containing welds in accordance with requirements of ASNIE Section III, Subsection Nik
5320, In addition, all welds are given a supplemental ultrasonic examination in
accordance with ASN!E Section Ill, Subsection NB-2530.

The materials, fabrication procedures, and testing methods used in the construction of
the SBWR pressure vessels meet or exceed requirements of AShiE Section III, Class 1
vessels.

5.3.1.3 Special Methods for Nondestructive Examination

The materials and welds on the RPV are examined in accordance with methods
prescribed and meet the acceptance requirements specified by ASSIE Section Ill,
Subsection NB-5000. In addition, the pressure-retaining welds are ultrasonically
examined. The ultrasonic examination method, including calibration,
instrumentation, scanning sensitivity, and coverage, is based on the requirements

imposed by ASNIE Section XI, Appendix 1. Acceptance standards are equivalent or
more restrictive than required by AS51E Section XI.

5.3.1.4 Special Controls for Ferritic and Austenitic Stainless Steels

Regulatory Guide 1.31: Control of Stainless Steel Welding
Controls on stainless steel welding are discussed in Subsection 5.2.3A.2.

Regulatory Guide 1.34: Control of Electroslag Weld Properties
'

The requirements of this regulatory guide are not applicable to the SBWR vessel, since
electrostag welding is not employed in structural welds.

5.32 Reactor Vessel- Amendment 1 DRAFT
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Regulatory Guide 1.43: Control of Stainless Steel Weld Cladding of Low Alloy
Steel Components
The RPVis constructed from low alloy steel forgings or plates conforming to SA-508,
Class 3 or SA-533, Type B which are produced to fine grain practice. Therefore,
underclad crackingis not a concern, and the requirements of this regulatory guide are
not applicable.

Regulatory Guide 1.44: Control of the Use of Sensitized Stainless Steel
Sensitization of stainless steel is controlled by the use of senice proven material 2 and by

use of appropriate design and processing steps, including solution heat treatment,
corrosion-resistant cladding, control of welding heat input, control of heat treatment
during fabrication and control of stresses.

Regulatory Guide 1.50: Control of Preheat Temperature For Welding Low Alloy
Steel
Regulatory Guide 1.50 deF ;ratesprovides succestions for preheat temperature control
requ::er:ents and welding procedure qualifications supplementing those in ASME
Sections III and IX. Except as noted below. Retmiatorv Guide 1.50 will be followed.

The use of low alloy steel is restricted to the reactor pressure vessel. Other ferritic
components in the reactor coolant pressure boundary are fabricated from carbon steel
materials.

Preheat temperature employed for welding oflow alloy steel meet or exceed the
recommendations of ASME Code Section III, Subsection NB. and Appendix D.

Components are either held for an extended time at preheat temperature to assure
removal of hydrogen, or preheat is maintained until post-weld heat treatment. The
minimum preheat and maximum interpass temperatures are specified and monitored.

Acceptance Criterion II.3.b(1)(a) of SRP Subsection 5.2.3 for control of preheat
temperature requires that minimum and maximum interpass temperatures be
specified. While the SBWR control of low hydrogen electrodes to prevent hydrogen
cracking (provided in Subsection 5.2.3.3.2) does not explicitly meet this requirement,
the SBWR control will assure that cracking of components made from low alloy steels
does not occur during fabrication. Further, the SBWR control minimizes the possibility
of subsequent cracking resulting from hydrogen being retained in the weldment.

All pressure-retaining welds are nondestructively examined by radiographic surface
examination methods. In addition, a supplemental ultrasonic examinadon is
performed.

Regulatory Guide 1.71: Walder Qualification for Areas of Limited Accessibility
Qualification for areas oflimited accessibility is discussed under Regulatory Guide 1.71
in Subsection 5.2.3.4.2 of this report.

1
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specimens. The capsule loading consists of 12 Charpy V Specimens each of base metal,
weld metal, llAZ material, and three tensile specimens each from base metal and weld
metal. A set of out-of-reactor beltline Charpy V-notch specimens, tensile specimens, and

archive material are provided with the surveillance test specimens. Neutron dosimeters
and temperature monitors will be located within the capsules as required by
ASTM E-185

Tl*eeFour capsules are provided as specified in ASTM E185 as required by 10CFR50,
Appendix H, since the desien life of the vesselis 60 years and predicted transition
temperature shift is less than 56 C (133 F) at the inside of the vessel.

The following proposed withdrawal schedule is i . accc-dar.cc ; Nxtracolated fmm
ASTM E 185:

first capsule: after 6 effective full power years;a

second capsule: after M20_ effective full power years;a

third cansule: with an exoosure not to exceed the peak FOL fluence:a

ihml-fourth capsule: schedule determined based on results of first-twe threea

capsules per ASTM E-185, Paragraph 7.6.2.
,

Fracture toughness testing ofirradiated capsule specimens will be in accordance with
requirements of ASTM E-185 as required by 10CFR50 Appendix II.

5.3.1.6.2 Neutron Flux and Fluence Calculations

A description of the methods of analysis is contained in Subsection 4.1.4.5.

5.3.1.6.3 Predicted Irradiation Effects on Beltline Materials

Transition temperature changes and changes in upper shelf energy are calculated in
accordance with the rules of Regulatory Guide 1.99. Reference temperatures are
established in accordance with 10CFR50 Appendix G, and Subsection Nik2330 of the
ASME Code.

Since weld material chemistry and fracture toughness data are not available at this time,
the limits in the design document were used to estimate worst case irradiation effects.

These estimates show that the adjusted reference temperature at end oflife for the
beltline weld and at the inside of the vessel are less than 18 C (64 F) and 13 C (56 F), |

respectively, and the end-of-life upper shelf energy exceeds 68J (50 ft-lb). |
|

l
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5.3.1.6.4 Positioning of Surveillance Capsules and Methods of Attachment
(Appendix H.li B (2))

Suneillance specimen capsules are located at4hwe four azimuths at a common
elevation in the core beltline region. A minimum carnule lead factor of 1 is used in
determinine the locations of the cansules. The sealed capsules are not attached to the
vessel but are in welded capsule holders. The capsule holders are mechanically retained

by capsule holder brackets welded to the vessel cladding. Since reactor vessel
specifications require that all low alloy steel pressure vessel boundary materials be
produced to fine grain practice, underclad cracking is of no concern. The capsule
holder brackets allow the removal and reinsertion of capsule holders. Although not
Code parts, these brackets are designed, fabricated, and analyzed to the requirements
of ASME Section 111. A positive spring-loaded locking device is provided to retain the
capsules in position throughout any anticipated event during the lifetime of the vessel.
(See Subsection 5.3.4 for COL license information requirements pertaining to
materials and surveillance capsules.)

In areas where brackets (such as the surveillance specimen holder brackets) are located,
additional nondestructive examinations are performed on the vessel base metal and
stainless steel weld deposited cladding or weld buildup pads during vessel manufacture.
The base metalis ultrasonically examined by straight beam techniques to a depth at
least equal to the thickness of the bracket beingjoined. The area examined is the area
of width equal to at least half the thickness of the partjoined. The required stainless
steel weld deposited cladding is similarly examined. The full penetration welds are
liquid penetrant examined. Cladding thickness is required to be at least 3.2 mm
(0.125 in.). These requirements have been successfully applied to a variety of bracket
designs which are attached to weld deposited stainless steel cladding or weld buildups
in many operating BWRs.

In-senice inspection examinations of core beltline pressure retaining welds are
performed from either the inside or the outside surface of the RPV. If a bracket for
mechanically retaining surveillance specimen capsule holders were located at or
adjacent to a vessel shell weld,it would not interfere with the straight beam or half node,

:

angle beam in-service inspection ultrasonic examinations performed from the outside
surface of the vessel.

5.3.1.6.5 Time and Number of Dosimetry Measurements

GE provides a separate neutron dosimeter so that fluence measurements may be made
at the vessel ID during the first fuel cycle to verify the predicted fluence at an early date
in plant operadon.This measurement is made over this short period to avoid saturation
of the dosimeters now available. Once the fluence to thermal power ou.put is verified,
no further dosimetry is considered necessary because of the linear relationship between

5.3B Reactor Vessel- Amendment 1 DRAFT
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2580, after final heat treatment and prior to threading as specifkd soccified.* The
examination was in accordance with the requirements of ASME Code, Section 11, ASME

SA-388 ad AST" MM(ASTM A388L The procedures approved for use in practice
arejudged to insure comparable material quality and are considered adequate on the
basis of compliance with the applicable requirements of ASME Code Subsection Nik
2580.

The straight beam examination is performed on 100% of cylindrical surfaces and from
both ends of each stud using a 19 mm (0.75 in.) maximum diameter transducer. In
addition, shear wave examination is also performed from the stud bore using a 60 shear
wave probe. The reference standard for the radial scan contains a 12.7 mm (0.5 in.)
diameter flat bottom hole with a depth of 10% of the thickness. The end scan standard
is per ACT" V*! ASTM A388. Surface examinations are performed on the studs and
nuts afier final heat treatment and threading as specified in the guide, in accordance
with Ac "" ! ASTM A388. Any indication greater than that from the applicable
calibration feature is unacceptable. The distance / amplitude correction curve for the
straight beam end scan of RPV head studs, nuts, and washers is established as follows:

For studs having a length (L) to O.D. ratio of 7 ofless, the distance / amplitude curvea

is established by a minimum of three test points along the test distance.

For studs h:ning length to O.D. ratios larger than 7, the minimum number of testm

points is four. The test points are nearly equally spaced along the test distance. One
calibration hole is located at a test distance equal to L/2.

5.3.2 Pressure / Temperature Limits

5.3.2.1 Limit Curves

The pressure / temperature limit curves in Figure 5.3-1 and Figure 5.3-2 are based on
the requirements of 10CFR50 Appendix G and Regulatory Guide 1.99.

The vessel flange, RPV head and flange areas, feedwater nozzles, and the core beltline
areas were evaluated, and the operating limit curves are based on the most limiting
locations. The pressure / temperature limits are based on flaw sizes specified in
paragraph 5.3.1.5 (6). The maximum throughwall temperature gradient from

'

continuous heating or cooling at 55.0 C (100 F) per hour was considered. The safety

factors applied were as specified in ASME Section III, Appendix G.

The materials for the vessel are provided with the following requirements of RTmyr sa
determined in accordance with the ASME Section III, Subsection NIk2320: shell and

flanges -20T ( 4 F); nozzles - 20'C (-4 F) and beltline welds - 40 C (-40 F).

* The vessel stud. nut. and washer materials are ako surface examined usine macnetic narticle or
liauid nenetrant examination after heat treatment and prior to threadinc.

S.3-10 Reactor Vessel- Amendment 1 DRAFT
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Temperature Limits for Boltup
NDT P us 33 C (60*F) are required forhiinimum flange and fastener temperatures of RT l

tensioning at preload condition and during detensioning. Thus, the minimum limit is -
20SC (-4 F) + 33 C (60 F) = 13 C (56 F). This is higher than that calculated in
accordance with the inethods described in ash 1E Section III, Appendix G.

Temperature Limits for ISI Hydrostatic and Leak Pressure Tests
Pressure versus temperature limits for presenite and insenice tests when the core is not
critical are shown in Figure 5.3-1.

,

Operating Limits During Heatup, Cooldown, and Core Operation
Figure 5.3-2 specifies limits applicable for reactor operation whenever the core is
critical, except for low-level physics tests.

Reactor Vessai Annealing
'

In-place annealing of the reactor vessel, because of radiation embrittlement,is not
necessay because the predicted value of adjusted RTxpr does not exceed 93 C
(200 F), as required by 10CFR50 Appendix G, Paragraph IVB.

Predicted Shift in RTNOT and Drop in Upper-Shelf Energy

For design purposes, the adjusted reference nil ductility temperature and drop in the
USE for the SBWR vessel is predicted in accordance with the requirements of
Regulatory Guide 1.99.

The calculations are based on the specified limits on phosphorous (0.012%), vanadium
(0.05%), copper (0.08%) and nickel (1.2%) in the weld material. In plate material and
forgings, the limits are copper (0.05%), phosphorous (0.012%)and nickel (1.0%).

The estimated fluence etfs the h44me-weld above the TAF (at the inside of the RPV)
and at the support skirt flange (being in the beltline region) are ' ""%nkm2
1,41*10M n/cm2 and M*4# - A 36 2*1S n/cmt respectively.

As required by 10CFR50 Appendix II, a surveillance program will be conducted in
accordance with the requirements of ASThi E-185. In addition, the specimens located
in the beltline forging shall be tested in accordance with the methods of ASTA1 E-813.
The surveillance program will include samples of base metal, weld metal and 1IAZ
material of the beltline forging and also, at the support skirt flange because ofits unique
position. Subsection 5.3.1.6 provides additional detail on the surveillance program.

|

5.3.2.2 Operating Procedures
1

A comparison of the pressure versus temperature limit in Subsection 5.3.2.1 with ;

intended normal operation procedures of the most severe senice level B transient |
lshows that those limits will not be exceeded during any foreseeable upset condition.

Reactor operating procedures are established so that actual transients will not be more

Reactor Vessel- Amendment 1 DRAFT 5.3-11
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sesere than those for which the vessel design adequacy has been demonstrated. Of the
design transients, the senice level B condition producing the most adverse temperature
and pressure condition anywhere in the vessel head and/or shell areas yields a'

minimum fluid temperature of 276 C (524T) and a maximum peak gauge pressure of
' " "" '!215 pug)81 MPa (1175 o*ic). Scram automatically occurs as a result of this
event prior to a possible reduction in fluid temperature to 121"'' (23"T)97'C (207T)
at a gauge pressure of F 12 "", "."'! jag)5.9 MPa (856 osic). Per Figure 5.3-2, both the
' " ""~ (1215 pxg)S_1_ MPa (l175 osic) vessel gauge pressure at 276cC (5297) and
the E 12 ?!" '"'" pug;M MPa (856 nsic) at 121"C (25"T)97'C (207T) are within the
calculated margin against nonductile failure.

5.3.3 Reactor VesselIntegrity

The reactor sess?! materials, equipment, and senices associated with the reactor vessel
and appurtenances conform to the requirements of the subject design documents.
Measures to ensure conformance include (1) provisions for source evaluation and
selection, (2) objective evidence of quality furnished, (3) inspection at the vendor

|

source and (4) examination of the completed reactor vessels.

GE provides inspection surveillance of the reactor vessel fabricator in-process
manufacturing, fabrication, and testing operations in accordance with the GE quality
assurance program and approved inspection procedures. The reactor vessel fabricator
is responsible for the first level inspection of manufacturing, fabrication, and testing
activities, and GE is responsible for the first level of audit and surveillance inspection.

I
Adequate documentary evidence that the reactor vessel material, manufacture, testing, )
and inspection conforms to the specified quality assurance requirements contained in
the design documents is available at the fabricator's plant site. -

|
Regulatory Guide 1.2, Thermal Shock to Reactor Pressure Vessels, states that potential

|
RPV brittle fracture, which may result from emergency core cooling system operation,

| need not be reviewed in indisidual cases if no significant changes in presently approved

| core and pressure vessel designs are proposed. If the margin of safety against RPV brittle
fracture due to emergency cooling system operation is considered unacceptable, an
engineering solution, such as annealing, could be applied to assure adequate recovery

I of the fracture toughness properties of the vessel material. Regulatory Guide 1.2
requires that engineering solutions be outlined and requires demonstration that the
design does not preclude use of the solutions.

I An investigation of the structuralintegrity of boiling water RPVs during a design basis
accident (DBA) has been conducted (Reference 5.3-1). It has been determined, based
on methods of fracture mechanics, that no failure of the vessel by brittle fracture as a

result of DBA will occur.

I 5.3 12 Reactor Vessel- Amendment 1 DRAFT
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expected shifts in transition temperature during design life as a result ofa

ensironmental conditions, such as neutron flux, are considered in the design and

operational limitations assure that NDT temperature shifts are accounted for in
reactor operation; and

operational margins to be observed with regard to the transition temperature ares

specified for each mode of operation.

Power Generation Design Bases
The power generation design bases of the reactor vessel are:

develop a simplified system that provides all safety-related functions [i.e., thata
'

failure to provide a safety function is incredible (probability of failure is less than
lx10FAi per year)];

develop the SBWR vessel with a design life of 60 years with a total plant availabilitya

of 8'7% or greater; and

design the reactor vessel and appurtenances which allows for a suitable program ofa

inspection and surveillance.

5.3.3.2 Description

5.3.3.2.1 Summary Description

Reactor Vessel
The reactor vessel (Figure 5.3-3) is a vertical, cylindrical pressure vessel of welded low

alloy steel forging sections. The vessel is designed, fabricated, tested, inspected, and

stamped in accordance with ASME Code, Section III, Class I requirements.

In addition, the design documents impose additional requirements to ensure integrity
and safety of the vessel. Design of the RPV and its support system meets Seismic

Category I equipment requirements. The materials used in the RPV are listed in
Table 5.2 4.

The cylinddcal shell and top and bottom heads of the RPV are fabricated oflow alloy
steel, the interior of which is clad with stainless steel weld overlay, except for the head
and nozzle weld zones. The bottom head is clad with Ni-Cr-Fe alloy.

A variety of weldinc processes. such as electrostac. submerced arc. manual weldinc etc.:

are used for claddine deoendine unon the location and conficuration of theitem it' the
vessel. Claddinc in the "as-clad" condition may be accentable for some deoosits made

with automatic orocesses such as submerced arc weldine. cas metal arc weldinc. and
electroslac weldinc. For other orocesses. nar t:cularly where manual weldine is

emnioved. some crindinc or mat hininc is reauired. Workmanshio samoles are
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nrenared for each weldine orocess in the "as-clad" condition and for tvnically cround

surfaces.

The weldinc material used for claddine in the shell area is ASMF SFA 5.9 or SFA 5.4.
troe 3091 for the first laver. and tvne 308L or 316L for subscouent lavers. For the
bottom head claddinc. the weldinc material is ASME SFA 5.14. tme FPSiCr3.

Quality control methods used during the fabrication and assembly of the reactor vessel
and appurtenances assure that design specifications are met. >

The vessel head is secured to the reactor vessel by studs and nuts. These nuts are

tightened with a stud tensioner. The vessel flanges are sealed with two concentric metal
seal rings designed to permit no detectable leakage through the inner or outer seal at
any operating condition, including heating to operating pressure and temperature at a
maximum rate of 55 C (100 F) in any one-hour period. To detect seal failure, a vent tap
is located between the two seal rings. A monitor line is attached to the tap to provide an
indication of leakage from the inner seal ring seal.

Shroud Support
The shroud support brackets (Figure 5.3-3) are welded to the inside of the vessel and are
made of Ni-Cr-Fe conforming to ASME Sikl68 or SIk166. The shroud brackets support

the weight of the steam separators, chimney, core plate and the peripheral fuel bundles.
The shroud brackets are classified as core support structures and are designed in
accordance with the ASME Section 111, Subsection NG.

Protection of Closure Studs
BWRs do not use borated water for reactivity control during normal operation. This

subsection is therefore not applicable.

5.3.3.2.2 Reactor Vessel Design Data

The reactor vessel design pressure is 8.62 MPa (1250 psig) and the design temperature
is 302oC (576'F). The maximum hydrostatic test pressure is 10.78 MPa (1564 psig).

VesselSupport
The vessel support skirt (Figure 5.3-3) is constructed of low alloy or carbon steel to
ASME SA-508, Class 3, SA-516, or SA-533. The top end of the support skirt is welded to
the vessel. The vessel support skirt flange is bolted to the steel support structure which
is filled with grout. The anchor bolts are set in sleeves which are embedded in the grout.
Shear forces are resisted by friction between the skirt flange and the support structure
and/or between the flange and anchor bolts. The vessel support skirt is designed to
withstand the loading conditions specified in the design documents and meet the stress
criteria of ASME Code, Section III, Subsection NF.

Reactor Vessel- Amendment 1 DRAFT S.31S
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ControlRod Drive Housings
The control rod drive (CRD) housings are inserted through the CRD penetrations in
the reactor vessel bottom head and are welded to forged stub tubes made of ash 1E
material SB-364 Grade N06600. Each housing transmits loads through the stub tubes to
the bottom head of the reactor. These loads include the weights of a control rod, a
control rod drive, a control rod guide tube (CRGT), a fuel-support piece (integral with
the CRGT), and the four fuel assemblies that rest on the fuel support piece. The
housings are fabricated of Type-304 austenitic stainless steel and designed in ,

accordance with ASNIE Section III, Subsection NB.

In-Core Neutron Flux Monitor Housings
Each in-core neutron flux monitor housing is inserted though the in-core penetrations
in the bottom head and welded to forged stub tubes conforming to SB-564.

An in< ore flux monitor guide tube is welded to the top of each housing and a startup
range neutron monitor (SRN51) or a local power range monitor (1.PR51) is bolted to
the seal / ring flange at the bottom of the housing outside the vessel. The housings are

fabricated of Type-304 austenitic stainless steel and are designed in accordance with
ASN1E Section III, Subsection NB.

Reactor VesselInsulation
The reactor pressure vessel (RPV) insulation is reflective metal type, constructed
entirely of series 300 stainless steel and designed for a 60-year life. The insulation is

made up of a combination of two basic shapes- flat panels and cylindrical panels. The
insulation for the bottom head and lower shell course inside the vessel support skirt is
a vertical cylindrical panel approximately 75 to 100 mm (3 to 4 in.) thick. This panel
extends vertically up to the support skirt-to-shell blend radius. There is also a horizontal
panel between 75 to 100 mm (3 to 4 in.) thick which connects across the bottom of the
vertical insulation panels. This panelis penetrated by the CRD housings, in-core
housings, and drain nozzles. These components are not insulated individually.

The insulation for the RPV is supported from the biological shield wall surrounding the
vessel and not from the vessel shell. Insulation for the upper head and flange is
supported by a steel frame independent of the vessel. !

At operating conditions, the insulation on the shield wall and around the refueling
2 2bellows has an average maximum heat transfer rate of176 kcal/m h (64.9 Btu /ft h) of

outside insulation surface. The maximum heat transfer rate for insulation on the top
2 2head is 163 kcal/m h (60.1 Btu /ft h). 51inimum air temperatures outside the vessel

and insulation are as follows:
!

s 38 C (1007), below and outside bottom head insulation and inside the vessel
support skirt; j

|
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5.3.4 COL License information

Fracture Toughness Data
Fracture toughness data based on the limiting reactor vessel materials will be provided
by the COL applicant (Subsection 5.3.1.5). Pressure /temocrature limit curves for the
RPV will also be provided (Subsection 5 3.2).

Materials and Surveillance Capsule
The following will be identified: (1) specific materials in each surveillance capsule;
(2) capsule lead factors; (3) withdrawal schedule for each surveillance capsule;
(4) neutron fluence to be received by each capsule at the time ofits withdrawal; and,
(5) vessel end-of-life peak neutron fluence (Subsection 5.3.1.6.4)

5.3.5 References

5.3-1 An Analytical Study on Brittle Fracture of GE-BWR Vessel Subject to the
Design Basis Accident (NEDO-10029).

5.3 20 Reactor Vessel- Amendment 1 DRAFT |
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Table 5.2-4 Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Materials (Continued)

Component Form Material Specification (ASTM /ASME)

Head Forging Carbon steel SA 350 LF 2
fitting / penetration
piping

CRD

Middle flange Forging Stainless steel SA 182, F304L or 316L

Spool piece Forging Stainless steel SA 182, F304L or 316L

Mounting bolts Bar Alloy steel S ^ "", ??SA 193. Grade B7

Seal housing Forging Stainless steel SA 182, F304L or 316L

Seal housing nut Bar Stainless steel SA 564, Gr 630 (H1100) -

Reactor Pressure Vessel

Shells and Heads Plate Mn-1/2 Mo-1/2 Ni SA-533, Grade B, Class 1

Forging 3/4 Ni-1/2 Mo-Cr-V SA-508, Class 3
Low alloy steel

Shell and Head Forging 3/4Ni-1/2Mo-Cr-V SA-508 Class 3
Flange Low alloy steel

Nozzles Forging 3/4Ni-1/2Mo-CrN SA 508 Class 3
Low alloy steel

Drain Nozzles Forging 3/4Ni-1/2Mo-Cr-V SA-508 Class 1
Carbon steel

.

,

Instrumentation Forging Cr-Ni-Mo SA-182, Type F316L'
Nozzles Stainless steel or SA-336, Class F8 or F8M

or SB-166, SB-167

Bar, Smts. Pipes Ni-Cr-Fe

Stub Tubes Forging Ni-Cr-Fe SB-564. Grade N06600

Isolation Condenser"
Steam pipe Seamless Carbon steel SA333, Grade 6

Condensate pipe Seamless Stainless steel Type 316L'

Feedwater Piping

Pipe Seamless Carbon steel SA 333, Grade 6

* Carbon content is not to exceed 0.020%
" This includes only RCPB rnaterials up to second isolation valve.

5.2-44 Integrity of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary - Amendment 1 DRAFT



RAI Number: F31CB.5

Question:

SSAR Section 5.4.8 Reactor Water Cleanup / Shutdown Cooling System

There should be a provision for automatically maintaining flow through
filter /demineralizer units in the event system flow decreases to a point where the bed
may drop from septum.

The SSAR should address spent resin transfer from the demineralizers including a
description of the monitoring system.

The SSAR should describe the prmisions for venting the RWCU components during
drain and fill operations.

GE should more explicitly specify materials of construction of the RWCU System. From
the statement made in the SSAR, it is not clear if stainless steel is used in the whole
RWCU/SDC system or in its water cleanup portion only.

.

SSAR, page 5.4-29,3rd paragraph. It should be 56 C/hr (100 F/hr) cooldown rate,
instead of 56 C (100 F).

GE Response:

The RWCU/SDC demineralizers are not of the powdered resin filter /demineralizer type
which requires provision for automatically maintaining flow through them to hold the
resin in place. As explained in Section 5.4.8.1.2 under "Demineralizer," the system has
radial flow mixed bed demineralizers. Also, Figure 21.5.4-2, sheet 4 shows that mixed
beds are provided. (See attached excerpts from P&ID Sheet 4, datedJune 17,1993.)

The method for spent resin transfer will be provided in Amendment 1 of the SSAR (see
attached). The monitoring system for the demineralizers is discussed in Subsection 9.3.2.

Venting of RWCU components during fill and drain operations will be discussed in
Amendment 1 of the SSAR. (see attached)

The statement concerning system materials will be clarified in Amendment 1 of the SSAR
to state that all components are stainless steel except for the nonregenerative heat
exchanger shell, which is carbon steel (see attached).

The typo concerning cooldown rate will be corrected in Amendment 1 of the SSAR (see
attached).
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Each train of the RWCU/SDC System performs the two functions of reactor water
cleanup and shutdown cooling with a common piping system. Those portions of the |

system required for reactor water cleanup are designed for a flow rate of 39 m / hr (172 |
3

gpm). The .,u" ^ ac! ." ? : .- F + .. arr p:pc f - N - wan- '
,

;;; f- . . The RWCU/SDC svstem is constructed of stainless steel exceot the'

nonrecencrative heat exchancer shcIl which is carbon steel.

During reactor startup, while maintaining the flow within the cooling capacity of the
NRIIX, the flow from the demineralizers can be directed to the main condenser hotwell

or the liquid radwaste system low conductivity tank for the removal of reactor water that
thermally expands during heatup and for removal ofinflow from the Control Rod Drive
(CRD) System to the RPV.

For RPV hydrotesting and startup, external heating of the reactor water is required if
decay heat is not available or the heatup rate from decay heat would be too slow. An
electric heater in each train is used to heat the reactor water.

System Components
The supply side of the RWCU/SDC System is designed for the RCPil design pressure
plus 10% Downstream of the pumps, the pump shutoff head at 5% overspeed is added
to the supply side design pressure. The RWCU/SDC System includes the following
major components:

'

s demineralizers;

pumps and adjustable speed motor drives;a

non-regenerative heat exchangers;a

regenerative heat exchangers;a

valves and piping; anda

a electrical heater units.

Demineralizer - The RWCU/SDC System has a radial flow mixed bed demineralizer
with a low pressure drop design. Design data for the demineralizers is listed in
Table 5.4-1.

A full shutdown flow bypass line with a throttle control valve is provided around each
demineralizer unit for bypassing these units whenever necessary.

Resin breakthrough to the reactor is prevented by a strainer in the demineralizer outlet
line to catch the resin beads. Non-regeneration type resin beads are used, minimizing

the potential for damaged beads passing through the strainer to the reactor. The

Component and Subsystem Desogn - Amendment 1 DRAFT 5.4 21
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demineralizer is protected from high pressure differential by a bypass valve. The
deminerali7er is protected from overtemperature by automatic controls that first open
the demineralizer bypass valve and then close the demineralizer inlet valve.

Resin bed performance is monitored as described in Subsection 9.3.2. When it is
desired to replace the resin. the vessel is isolated from the rest of the system and the

resin is sluiced usine water to a resin receivine tank. To fill the vessel. fresh resin is
added as a slurTv. When sufficient resin has been added. the vessel is filled with water.
vented, and returned to sersice. '

Pumps - The RWCU/SDC pumps overcome piping and equipment head losses and
feedwater line back pressure and return the treated water to the reactor through the
feedwater lines.

Pump design dau is listed in Table 5.4-2. Figure 5.4-3 shows the expected pump
performance for the various operating conditions. The pumps are sealless canned
motor (wet stator) type, having zero leakage. Figure 5.4-4 shows a typical cross-section
of this type of pump. Drain lines to radwaste are provided to facilitate pump
maintenance. A continuous seal purge Pow toisen from the CRD System is provided to
each pump motor. Cooling water for the motor heat exchanger is provided by the
Reactor Component Cooling Water System (RCCWS).

Pumps are protected from damage by foreign objects during initial startup by
temporary startup suction strainers.

To ensure each pump does not operate against a completely closed discharge, a low flow
bypass line is provided around each pump discharge control valve, located upstream of
the demineralizer.

Adjustable Speed Drive (ASD)-The RWCU/SDC pumps are each powered from solid-
state frequency-converter type ASDs. The ASDs receive 480 V electrical power at
constant ac voltage and frequency. The ASDs convert this to a variable frequency and
voltage in accordance with a demand signal from a system control unit. The variable
frequency and voltage is supplied to vary the speed of the pump motor.The ASD allows
effective control of cooldown rate, and r eactor temperature after cooldown without the
need for throttle valves or cycling the system.'

Regenerative IIcat Exchanger-IIcat exchanger design data for the RHXs is listed in
Table 5.4-3. Each RHX is used to recover sensible heat in the reactor water and to
reduce the recycle heat loss and avoid excessive thermal stresses and thermal cycles of

the feedwater piping. Thermal relief valves are provided on both the shell and tube
sides of the RIIX.

|

5122 Component and Subsystem Design - Amendment 1 DRAFT
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Startup - Durine drain and fill nocrations. the RWCU/SDC system is isolated and
deoressuri7ed. Durine drainine. the hich point vents and low point drains are manually
oocned. Durinc filline. the low ooint drains are manually closed and the system is filled
with water. Individual hich ooint vents are manually opened to remove any entracoed

a.in

During heatup, the RWCU/SDC System raises the RPV temperature to 80 C (145 F) ,

using electric heaters provided in each train.

3The system is designed to provide sufficient flow,91 m /hr (400 gpm) through the
bottom head connections during heatup, cooldown, and startup operations to prevent
thermal stratification and to prevent crud accumulation. ;

During reactor startup it is necessary to remove the CRD purge water injected into the
RPV and also the excess reactor water volume arising from thermal expansion. The
RWCU/SDC System accomplishes these volume removals and thereby maintains
proper reactor level until steam can be sent to the main turbine condenser.

'
After warmup to approximately 54 C (130 F), the RPV pressure is brought to saturation
by opening the vessel to the main condenser through the main steam and turbine
bypass lines to promote deacration of the reactor water. The RWCU/SDC flow rate is

8reduced to 34 m /hr (150 gpm) to prevent cavitation in the piping system and in the
pump suction.

The RWCU/SDC System normally removes excess water by dumping, or overboar ding,
to the condenser hotwell. If the demineralizer is bypassed, the radwaste system is used
as an alternative flow path to avoid radioactive coolant from entering the condensate
system. Both demineralizer units will be in service, each operating with about two-thirds
of the recirculating flow bypassed around the demineralizer unit. While the reactor

8temperatures are below 71 C (160 F) during the initial startup, about 78 m /hr
t(344 gpm) will be overboarded to the main condenser. Later, when the reactor water

temperature exceeds 71 C (160 F), the overboarding flow will be reduced to about
857 m /hr (250 gpm), the balance of the process flow is returned to the reactor.

Overboarding is described in more detail below.
i

)Overboarding- During hot standby and startup, water entering the reactor vessel from
the CRD System or water levelincrease due to thermal expansion during plant heatup,

may be dumped, or overboarded, to the main condenser to maintain reactor water
level.

Overboarding of reactor water is accomplished by using one of the two system trains for '

overboarding and the other train for the reactor water cleanup function.

S.4-24 Component and Subsystem Design - Amendment 1 DRAFT
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The system can be connected to non-safety-related standby ac power (diesel-
generators), allowing it to fulfill its reactor cooling functions during conditions when
the preferred power i< not available.

Using an 8-inch diameter pipe, the shutdown cooling function of the RWCU/SDC
System provides ,iecay heat removal capability at normal reactor operating pressure as
well as at lower reactor pressures.

The redundant trains of RWCU/SDC permit shutdown cooling even if one train is out
of service; however, cooldown time is extended when using only one train.

In the event of loss of preferred power, the system in conjuncdon with the isolation
condensers is capable of bringing the RPV to the cold shutdown condition {s 100 C (s
212 F)] in 36 hours assuming the most limiting single active failure and with the
isolation condensers remove the initial heat load. Refer to Subsection 5.4.8.1.2 for a
description of the RWCU/SDC pump motor adjustable speed drive and its operation
for shutdown cooling.

System Operation
The modes of operation of the shutdown cooling function are described below:

Normal plant shutdown -The-operation of the RWCU/SDC System at high reactor
pressure reduces the plant reliance on the main condenser or ICS. The entire cooldown
is controlled automatically. As cooldown proceeds and reactor temperatures are
reduced, pump speeds are increased and various bypass valves are opened, as described

below. During the early phase of shutdown, the RWCU/SDC pumps operate at reduced
speed to control the cooldown rate to less than 56 C/hr (100 F/hr) or to less than
14 C/hr (25 F/hr) for the soft" shutdown procedure.

In order to maintain a 56*C (1^^ F)56*C/hr (100*F/hr) cooldown rate, both ;

RWCU/SDC trains are placed into operation early during the cooldown, but with the
pumps and system configuration aligned to provide a total system flowrate of

3 8approximately 120 m /h (530 gpm) with 60 m /h (265 gpm) per train.The flow rate
8for each train is gradually increased to approximately 296 m /hr (1300 gpm) thus

8ending with total system flow rate at a maximum of 592 m /h (2600 gpm). To
accomplish this, in each train, the bypass line around the RHX, and the bypass line
around the demineralizer are opened to obtain this quantity of system flow for the
ending condition of the shutdown cooling mode. In addition to the 4-inch RCCWS inlet
valve to the NRHX being open, at an appropriate point the 10-inch motor operated
RCCWS inlet valve opens to increase the cooling water flow to each NRHX. ,

The automatic reactor temperature control function controls the ASD controlling the
cooldown by gradually increasing the speed of the system pumps up to the maximum
pump flow. Water purification operation is continued without interruption.

Component and Subsystem Design - Amendment 1 DRAFT SA 29
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Notes for Tables 3.5-2a and 3 S2b:

m Windward wall desien oressure is nositive. side and leeward walls and roof
oressures are necative.

m For Exonsure C:

Add 551 na (11.5 osO to windward wall and subtract 551 na (11.5 osi) from
side and leeward walls and roof for Condition I buildines.

Add 551 oa (11.5 osO to windward wall and subtract 1653 na (34.5 osO from
side and leeward walls and roof for Condition 11 buildines.

For Exoosure D:

Add 683 na (14.25 osO to windward wall and subtract 683 na (14.25 osi) from
side and leeward walls and roof for Condition i buildings.

Add 683 na (14.25 osO to windward wall and subtract 2048 oa (42.75 osi) from

side and leeward walls and roof for Condition 11 buildines.

Condition I and Condition 11 buildings are defined oer Table 9 of oaracraoh

2.2 la of ASCE Standard 7-1988.

m This table is based on the 39.5 mater (130 foot) hich Reactor Buildine. loads
must be adjusted for different heicht buildines

Wind and Tornado Loadings - Amendment 1 DRAFT 3.37
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1

Table 3.3-3 Factor fazn/az130) to Adiust Table 2 Loads for Buildina Heiahts
Other Than 39.5 Meters (130 ft)

(qr"/q,*) (q,"/qr " )
Exposure C Exposure D ;

Building Height I = 1.00 and I = 1.11 I = 1.00 and I = 1.11

0-15 0.54 0.65

20 0.59 0.69 {

25 0.63 0.72 |

30 0.66 0.75
'

40 0.71 0.79

50 0.76 0.83
I

60 0.80 0.86

70 0.84 0.89

80 0.89 0.91

90 0.90 0.93

100 0.93 0.95 ;

120 0.98 0.98 |

f130 1.00 1.00

140 1.02 1.02 |

160 1.06 1.04 |

!

!

,

i

!
?

!

!

|
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RAI Number: EMCB.6

.

Question:

SSAR Section 6.1 Engineered Safety Feature Materials .|

Table 6.1-1, " Engineered Safety Features Component Materials," states that containment
vessel liner plate may be SA-285 Grade A up to 64mm. This is not acceptable because it :
does not meet the requirements of Paragraph NE-2221(c), Section III of the ASME Code
which require that only fully killed and vacuum degassed steels are used for the
containment construction. .

!

GE Response: ;

!

This comment is acceptable. The material will be changed in Amendment 1 (see i

attached) to SA-516 grade 60 or 70 to meet the requirements of ASME Section III,
Paragraph NE 2121 (c).

!
l

f

i
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Table 6.1-1 Engineered Safety Features Component Materials
Component Form Material Specification (ASTM /ASME)

Containment

2Containment Vessel Liner

Plate sS4 mm Carbon Steel S ^. 235 Cr ^.SA-516 Gr 60 or Gr
ID

Plate >64 mm Carbon Steel SA-516 Gr 60 or Gr 70
3Plate Stainless Steel SA-240 Type 304L

Cladding Stainless Steel SA-264

Penetrations Plate Carbon Steel SA-516 Gr 60 or Gr 70

SA-537 Class 1

Pipe Carbon Steel SA-333 Gr 6

Type 304Lpe 304L or A-167
SA-240 TyPool Liner Sheet Stainless Steel

Drywell Head, Personnel Lock, Equipment Hatch

Plate Carbon Steel SA-516 Gr 70 or SA-537 Class 1
,

Structural Steel Shapes Carbon Steel A-36, A572 Gr 50

Vent Pipe Plate Stainless Steel SA-240 Gr 304L
,

PCCS ,

Condenser Forging Stainless Steel SA-182 Gr F304L

Tube Stainless Steel SA-213 Gr TP304L

Pipe Stainless Steel SA-312 GrTP304L

Piping Pipe Stainless Steel SA312 Gr TP304L

Flanges Stainless Steel SA182 Gr F304L

Nuts and Bolts Bar Stainless Steel SA194 Gr 8, SA193 Gr B8

Engineered Safety feature Materials - Amendment 1 DRAFT 6.15
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RAI Number: EMCB.7
i

Quesuon:
i

SSAR Section' 6.1.2 Organic Materials

The SSAR imposes radiation exposure limit for organic materials of 1E10 rads. GE o

should state that this limit applies for the whole life of the plant.'

COL License Information should require that protective coatings in post-accident
emironments consider the generation of hydrogen from Zn containing primers and
topcoats.

The protective coatings should meet the requirements of ANSI 101.2, " Protective
Coatings (Paints) for Light Water Nuclear Reactor Containment Facilities."

GE Response:

As noted in Tables 3D-6, 3D-7,3D-8, and 3D-9, the integrated dose for normal operation .

conditions used in equipment qualification means the integrated value over the 60-year
life of the plants. In addition, as noted in Tables 3D-14,3D-15,3D-16, and 3D-17, the |
integrated dose for accident condidons means the integrated value over 6 months i

following a design basis accident. The radiation exposure limits for organic materials are
consistent with these integrated doses, the function of the component, and the design life -
of the component. !

Additional information regarding Zn<ontaining primers and topcoats is not considered
necessary. GE does not plan to use any Zn coatings, as none have been qualified for
nuclear senice to the relevant ANSI standards. Current Zn-rich coatings will not meet ,

EPA regulations as well. ;

All epoxy coatings will meet the requirements of ANSI N101.2, N101.4, and N5.12, as well !
*as Regulatory Guide 1.54.

;

;
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RAI Number: EMCB.8
e

Question:
a

SSAR Section 6.2.7 COL License Information

SRP 6.2.7, " Fracture Prevention of Containment Boundary," requires that ferritic
'

materials that are part of conthinment pressure bounday meet the fracture toughness
invoked for Class 2 materials effective with Summer 1977 Addenda. The applicant must
make this commitment. :

:

GE Response: ,

As noted in SSAR Table 1.9-1, the SBWR complies with the requirements of SRP Section
6.2.7. However, information describing how compliance is met is currently not provided
in Chapter 6 of the SSAR. Therefore, a new SSAR section will be added (Subsection
6.2.7) in Amendment 1 (see attached) that explains how fracture prevention of the
containment boundag is assured for SBWR. Other subsections within SSAR Section 6.2
will be renumbered, as deemed appropriate.

.
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Dowell-to-suppression chamber leakage rate tests are performed with the dnwell
isolated from the suppression chamber. Vahes and system lineups are the same as for
the ILRT, except for paths that equalize dowell and suppression chamber pressure,
which are open during the ILRT and are isolated during the dowellleakage test. The
dnwell atmosphere is allowed to stabilize for a period of one hour after attaining the
test pressure. Leakage rate test calculations, using the suppression chamber pressure
rise method, commene- after the stabilization period.

The pressure rise method is based on containment atmosphere pressure and
temperature observations and the known suppression chamber volume. The leakage
rate is calculated from the pressure and temperature data, suppression chamber free air
volume, and elapsed time.

Chapter 16 specifies the periodic dowell-to-suppression chamber leakage rate test
pressure, duration, frequency, and acceptance criteria. <

fL2.7 Fracture Prevention of Containment Pressure Boundarv

The reactor containment svstem includes the fimctional capability of enclosine the
reactor system and of crosidine a final barrier acainst the release of radioactive fission

oroducts attendant oostulated accidents.

Fracture orevention of the containment pressure boundarvis assured The SBWR meets

the relevant renuirements of the followine Commission reculatior's:

a General Desien Criterion 1 (as it relates to the cuality standards for desien and

fabrication) - See Subsection 3.1.1.1.

m General Desien Criterion 16 (as it relates to the orevention of the release of
radioactivity to the environment) - See Subsection 3.1.2.7.

m General Desien Criterion 51 (as it relates to the reactor containment pressure

boundarv desien) - See Subsection 31.5.2.

9.2.7 COL-Licen:;c !nformation

6.2.8 COL License information

None.

6.2-55Containment Systems - February 28.1s93
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S.2.8 Referenece

G.2.9 References

6.2-1. W J. Bilanin, The G.E. 51 ark III Pressure Suppression Containment Analytical.

51odel, June 1974, (NEDO-20533).

6.2-2. F.J. N1oody,31aximum Discharge Rate of Liquid-Vapor 5 fixtures from Vessels,
General Electric Company, Report No. NEDO-21052, September,1975.

6.2-3. Subcompartment Analysis Niethods (SCAht). NEDE 2126; 76NED99; Class II

,

6.2-56 Containment Systems - February 28,1993
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RAI Number: EMCB.9

Question:
|

SSAR Section 9.3.2 Process and Post Accident Sampling System

The process and post accident sampling System (PASS) should meet the requirements of
Section ll.B.3 of NUREG-0737.

1

'

One of the requirements of NUREG-0737 is that PASS should have capability to analyze
liquid samples with the upper nuclide concentration of10 Ci/g. If the upper limit for
measuring PASS samples is only 1 Ci/g, it may take inordinately long time for the samples
to decay to this level of activity. In some cases, this decay time may cause unacceptable
delay in obtaining the results.

'

SRP 9.3.2, " Process and Post-Accident Sampling System," requires that, in addition to the
sampling described in the SSAR, process sampling system should have capability to take
the following samples: sump inside containment, main condenser evacuation system
offgas and inlet and outlet of gaseous radwaste storage tank.

.

.

GE Response:

Calculations show that reactor water sample radioactivity during post accident conditions
is not expected to exceed 1 Ci/g. The reactor water is rapidly diluted with Gravity Driven -
Cooling System (GDCS) water. If a break occurs in either the reactor vessel or any pipe
connected to the reactor vessel, suppression pool water will also dilute the reactor water.

The plant operators will respond to an accident using data from the Safety Parameter
Display System, Subsection 18.4.2.11, and will not need reactor water gross activity or
isotopic concentration data early in an accident. Samples for these data will be taken
later to support accident recovery planning.

Process monitoring for the sump inside containment and the main condenser evacuation
system offgas are discussed in Section 11.5.3.2.

There is no gaseous radwaste storage tank. Thus, sampling is not provided.

1

. . . - _ . --. . . -
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RAI Number EMCB.10
-

Question:

SSAR Section 9.3.9 Hydrogen Water Chemistry

The design of the hydrogen water chemistry system in SBWR should meet the
requirements of EPRI Report NP-1500-SR-LD, " Guidelines for Permanent BWR
Hydrogen Water Chemistry Installations."

GE Response:

SSAR Section 9.3.9.1 indicates that EPRI report NP-4947-SR "BWR Hydrogen Water
Chemistry Guidelines" (Reference 9.3-1) is udlized.

RAI EMCB.10 suggests utilization of EPRI report NP-4500-SR-LD " Guidelines for
Permanent BWR Hydrogen Water Chemistry Installations." This was a hmited
distribution document which was ultimately issued as NP-528SSR-A (same title). We will
revise Section 9.3.9.1 in Amendment 1 of the SSAR (see attached) to reference both NP-
4947-SR and NP-528SSR-A for use as appropriate.

-t
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9.3.8.5 Instrumentation Requirements |

,

The flow of nitrogen gas from the IIPNSS bottled nitrogen is automatically initiated
when a pressure switch in the main supply line indicates low nitrogen supply pressure.
The pressure switch also alarms in the main control room upon either low or high
pressure. The CACS supply isolation valve closes following a set dme delay.

9.3.9 Hydrogen Water Chemistry System

9.3.9.1 Design Bases

Safety Design Besis

The liydrogen Water Chemistry System (IIWCS) is non-nuclear, non-safety-related and
required to be safe and reliable, consistent with the requirement of using hydrogen gas.
The hydrogen piping in the turbine building is designed to Seismic Category II
requirements.

Power Generation Design Basis

The BWR reactor coolant is demineralized water, typically containing 100 to 200 parts
per billion (ppb) dissolved oxygen from the radiolytic decomposition of water. To
mitigate the potential for Intergranular Stress Corrosion Cracking (IGSCC) of
sensitized austenitic stainless steels, the dissolved oxygen in the reactor water can be
reduced to less than 20 ppb by the addition of hydrogen to the feedwater. The amount

of hydrogen required is in the range of 1.0 to 1.5 ppm. The exact amount required
depends on many factors including in-core recirculation rates. The amount required
will be determined by tests performed during the initial operation of the plant.

The concentration of hydrogen and oxygen in the main steam line and eventually in the
main condenser is altered in this process. This leaves an excess of hydrogen in the main

condenser that would not have equivalent oxygen to combine with in the offgas system.
To maintain the offgas system near its normal operating characteristics, a flow rate of

oxygen equal to approximately one-half the injected hydrogen flow rate is injected in
the ofTgas system upstream of the recombiner.

The llWCS utilizes the guidelines given in EPRI report 'BWR Ilydrogen Water
Chemistry Guidelines"(Reference 9.S1) and ' Guidelines for Permanent BWR
Hvdrocen Water Chemistry Installations" (Reference 932).

9.3.9.2 System Description

The IIWCS, illustrated in Figure 9.S1,is composed of hydrogen and oxygen supply

.|systems, systems to inject hydrogen in the feedwater and oxygen in the offgas and
several monitoring systems to track the effectiveness of the IIWCS. These systems

|
monitor the oxygen levels in the offgas system, the feedwater system, the lower plenum
region and the RWCU inlet; hydrogen and pII levels in the feedwater system, the lower

Process Auxiliaries - Amendment 1 DRAFT 9 3-29
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9.3.10.5 Instrumentation

The oxygen supply system has monitors which indicate to the operators when resupply
is required. A flow element willindicate the oxvgen gas flow rate at all times. The gas
flow regulating valves will have podtion indication in the main control room.

The oxygen monitors are discussed in Subsection 9.3.2.

9.3.11 COL License Information

Hydrogen Water Chemistry System

The COL applicant shall provide an oxygen supply consisting of high pressure gas
cylinders or a liquid tank sufficient to meet the requirements of the hydrogen water
chemistry system and the oxygen injection system as specified in subsections 9.3.9 and
9.3.10.

9.3.12 References

9.3-1 EPRI Report NP-4947-SR,1987 Revision, "BWR Hydrogen Water Chemistry
Guidelines."

9 S2
EPRI Reoort NP-528%SR-A. " Guidelines for Permanent BWR Hvdrocen Water
Chemistrv installations."

Process Auxiliaries - Amendment 1 DRAFT 9333
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RAI Number: EMCB.11

Question:

SSAR Section 9.3.10 Oxygen Injection System

SSAR Paragraph 9.3.10.1, " Design Basis," states that during power operation, deaeration
in the main condenser may reduce the condensate oxygen concentration below 20 ppb,

i
thus requiring that oxygen be added. The amount required is up to approximately 5
cubic feet per hour. The last sentence should read: The amount required is up to
approximately 5 standard cubic feet per hour.

GE Response:

SSAR Section 9.3.10.1 will be revised in Amendment 1 (see attached) to indicate that the
amount of oxygen required is up to approximately 5 standard cubic feet per hour. ,

!

,
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concentration below 20 ppb, thus requiring that oxygen be added. The amount
required is up to approximately 5 standard cubic feet per hour.

9.3.10.2 System Description

The oxygen supply system will be site dependent and will consist of high pressure gas
cylinders or a liquid tank. A condensate oxygen injection module is provided with
pressure regulators and associated piping, valves, and controls to depressurize the
gaseous oxygen and route it to the condensate injection modules. There are check
valves and isolation valves between the condensate injection modules and the
condensate lines downstream of the condensate demineralizers and the optional

injection point upstream of the filters.

The flow regulating valves in this system are operated from the main control room. The
oxygen concentration in the condensate /feedwater system is monitored by analyzers in
the Process Sampling System (Subsection 9.3.2). An operator will make changes in the
oxygen injection rate in response to changes in the condensate /feedwater
concentration. An automatic control system is not required because instantaneous
changes in oxygen injection rate are not required.

9.3.10.3 Safety Evaluation

The operadon of the Oxygen Injection System is not required to assure any of the
following:

integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;a

capability of shutting down the reactor and maintaining it in a safe shutdowna

condition; or

ability to prevent or midgate the consequences of accidents which can result ine

potential off-site exposures comparable to the guideline exposure of 10CFR100.

Consequently, the injecdon system itselfis not safety-related. The oxygen storage facility
is located in an area in which large amounts of burnable materials are not present.

Usual safe practices for handling high pressure gases are followed.

9.3.10.4 Testing and Inspection Requirements

The oxygen injection system is proved operable by its use during normal operation. The
1

system valves may be tested to ensure operability from the main control room. System
maintenance can be performed during refueling or maintenance outages.

I

l

|

|
!
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RAI Number: EMCB.12

Question:

SSAR Section 10.2.3 Turbine Integrity

SSAR Paragraph 10.2.3.1, " Materials Selection," states that Charpy tests will bc performed
in accordance with ASTM A-170. This is a typographical error and should be corrected to
read ASTM A-370.

SSAR Paragraph 10.2.3.4, " Turbine" states that the turbine rotor design will be solid
forged monoblock rather than shrunk-on disks. The applicant must specify that the
center of the shaft will be bored to remove metal impurities and permit inspection.

GE Response:

SSAR Paragraph 10.2.3.1 will be revised in Amendment 1 of the SSAR (see attached) to
correct the typographical error and to state that Charpy tests will be performed in
accordance with ASTM A-370.

SSAR Paragraph 10.2.3.4 will not be revised to specify that the center of the shaft will be
bored to remove metal impurities and permit inspection. The decision whether to bore a
hole in the center of a monoblock rotor shaft should be left to the combined operating
license (COL) applicant and the rotor vendor. As the manufacturing and inspection
technolo~ ies continue to improve, the need to bore to remove chemical impuritiesg
diminishes. During an ABWR meeting in November 1992, GE informed the NRC that
the presence of a bored hole in the shaft introduces additional stresses and reduces the
critical flaw size by a factor of 5. Therefore, boring a hole in the center of a monoblock
rotor shaft does not a prioriproduce a safer rotor.

1
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of the overspeed protection devices under controlled, overspeed condition is checked
at startup and after each refueling or major maintenance outage.

Provisions for testing each of the following desices while the unit is operating are
included:

main stop and control valves;a

turbine bypass valves;e

low pressure turbine combined intermediate valves;a

overspeed governor;e

a turbine extraction nonreturn valves;

condenser vacuum trip system;a

a thrust bearing wear detector;

remote trip solenoids;a

lubricating oil pumps; anda

a control fluid pumps.

10.2.3 Turbine Integrity

10.2.3.1 Materials Selection

Turbine rotors and parts are made from vacuum melted or vacuum degassed -

Ni-Cr-Mo-V alloy steel by processes which minimize flaw occurrence and provide
adequate fracture toughness. Tramp elements are controlled to the lowest practical
concentrations consistent with good scrap selection and melting practice, and
consistent with obtaining adequate initial and long-life fracture toughness for the
environment in which the parts operate. The turbine materials have the lowest fracture
appearance transition temperatures (FATrs) and big e Charpy V-notch energies

obtainable, on a consistent basis, from water <1uenched U-Mo-V material at the sizes

and strength levels used. Since actual levels of FATF and Charpy V-notch energy vary
depending upon the size of the part, and the location within the part, etc., these
variations are taken into account in accepting specific forgings for use in turbines for
nuclear application. The fracture appearance transition temperature (50% FATT)
obtained from Charpy tests performed in accordance with specification / T' ?.170
ASTM A-370 will be no higher than -18 C (O F) for low-pressure turbine disks. The
Charpy V-notch energy at the minimum operating temperature of each low-pressure
disk in the tangential direction should be at least 81.3 N-m (60 ft-Ib).

10.2 10 Turbine Generator - Amendment 1 DRAFT
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RAI Number: EMEB.O

Question:

The staff has preliminarily reviewed the critical valves for the SBWR plant design. A
crucial part of the review will be the reliability of these types of valves. In order for the
staff to begin its review, detailed technical information regarding the design and
reliability studies will be needed. The staff recognizes that some of this detailed
information may not be available at the design certification stage of the review. However,
pertinent assumptions that were used in determining valve design and reliability may be
beneficial to the staff and should be substituted in such cases where technical
information is unavailable. The staff will also need to conduct working-level meeting (s)
with GE to determine if the level of technicalinformation submitted to the staffis
adequate in order to complete the SSAR review.

GE Response:

Information Data Sheets have been prepared for those valves considered " critical" for the
SBWR plant design. The data sheets include a brief description of the valve,
specifications, functional requirements and reliability data and/or assumptions.

The data sheets are attached in response to RAI EMEB.1.

I
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RAI Number: EMEB.1
.

Question:

Detailed technical information on the design and component reliability are needed for
the following list of valves:

* B32 F001, F004 (isolation condenser) N2 rotary 10" and 6" gate MOVs,

* B32 F005 (isolation condenser) NC 6" gate MOV,
f

B32 F006 (isolation condenser) NC 6" N2 piston-operated globe valve,a

E50 F002A-F, F006A-C (gravity driven cooling system) 6" squib valves,*

* E50 F003A-F, F007A-C (gravity driven cooling system) 6" tilting disc, biased open check :
'

valve,
.

* E50 F009A-C (gravity driven cooling system) 4" squib valve,

* C41 F003A/B (borated water injection line) 2" squib valve,

SRVs -8 in all (automatic depressurization) dual mode solenoid-operated valve*

(SOV)/ steam-pressure operated, and

* DPVs-F004A-F (automatic depressurization) squib valves.

,

GE Response:
e

The attached data sheets have been prepared for the following valves:

B32-F001, F004, F005, F006- Isolation Condenser System (IC)

C41-F003 - Standby Liquid Control System (SLC)

B21-F006- Safety / Relief Valve (SRV)

B21-F004, F005 - Depressurization Valve (DPV)
:

Information for the following Gravity Driven Cooling System (GDCS) valves was
'

transmitted previously on May 14,1993, MFN No.077-93 : ,

E50-F002, F006, F009 - Squib Valves
E50-F003, F007 - Biased Open Check Valves i

,

1
,
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INFORMATION DATA SIIEET FOR CRITICAL VALVES

MPL Item No.: B32-F001

System Nomenclature: Isolation Condenser (IC) Isolation Valve

DESCRIPTION
,

Valve Name/ Description

12-inch Nitrogen Rotary Motor Operated Gate Valve (was previously a 10-inch design)

Ilow different from other desiens

Has pneumatic operator to provide diversity of actuator type compared with electric motor*

operated gate valve in series.
Double disk or split (parallel) disk design is anticipated for improved operation and*

performance.

Functional reauirements'

The purpose of this valve is to protect against loss of pressure boundary integrity of the*

outside- containment portion of the Isolation Condenser syste.m.
The valve closes upon either a signal of excess flow (high Ap) in the IC pipeline or a signal*

of high radiation in the IC/PCC pool vent line to atmosphere.

Valve and Actuator Characteristics

12 inch / minute stem motion;*

Fails as-is on loss of power.*

Eweeted Reliability
,

(A solenoid valve must open to allow N2 to operate gate valve. Four micro switches operate to
control valve operation.)

Failure of valve to close; estimate based on solenoid and electric motor operated valve data (as
'

reported in EPRI URD, Vol. III, Appendix A, "PRA Key Assumptions and Ground Rules):

Failure of solenoid to operate --- 1.0E-3 / demand
Failure of valve to operate (including actuator and switches) -- 4.0E-3 / demand

,

'

Failure Rate = 5.0E-3 / demand

Page 1 of 22 I
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INFORST ATION D ATA NHFET

!VALVE SPECIFICATIONS

Process Fluid Data
,

Steam, water, or steam / water mixture can be flashing mixture.*

1375 psig design pressure, saturation conditions. (110% of reactor system design pressure).*
,

Open/Close Reanirements

Must close against critical flow.*

Transient conditions decreasing from 1250 psig.*

Leakage Reauirements

5 lb/hr air or N2 with 20 psig across the seated disk, after 40 cycles of operation*

(closure / exercise) at 1250 psig/50*F to 575 F.

Expected Duty Cveles
,

410 pressurization and heat-up/ cool-down cycles without valve operation (0-1250-0 psig;*

70*F - 575 F - 70*F saturation).
240 full stroke closure / reopen tests at 1050 psig,550*F. ,*

30 closures at _< 1250 psig, w/o IC rupturea
_

2 closures under IC rupture conditions.*

-Environment Anticipated

Normal

t
Inside containment*

6135 F max,40590% RH,5x10 rads / year*

Up to 185*F max, local conditions, short duration*

i

Design Accident
,

IN/A for valve closure (applicable accident is an outside containment break)*

Must remain closed, once closed, for conditions 340 F, decreasing,*

hlateria_is |
.

Carbon steel body.*

Actuator may contain elastomeric seals and nonmetallic electric insulation.*

i

Page 2 of 22
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INFORM ATION D ATA SilFFT

VALVE TESTE
'

Vnive testinc

Engineering type test*

Environmental qualification test*

ASME code tests (e.g., hydrotest)*

Preservice operability test.*
,

Periodic in-service tests*

Code

Nondestructive examinations*

Hydrostatic testing (ASME Class 1)*

Encineerine Tests

Development test needed (low actuator Ap)*

Prototype testing will be performed to confirm the adequacy of design.*

Production tests and inspections will be performed on each unit.*

Pre-service

Valve will be stroked after installation to confirm operability.*

EQ

Operating history (actuator) includes pneumatic supply up to 1500 psi.*

IEEE-323/382 testing required to confirm durability in service / accident. (IEEE Class lE)*

In-service

Responsibility of Plant Owner*

Operational readiness tests anticipated every 3-months of plant operation.*

Page 3 of 22
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' INFORMATION DATA SHEET

MPL Item No.: B32-F004

System Nomenclature: Isolation Valve

I)E.ECRIPTION

Valve Name/Descrintion

6-inch Nitrogen Rotary Motor Operated Gate Valve

Ilow different from other desiens

Has pneumatic operator to provide diversity of actuator type compared with electric motor*

operated gate valve in series.
Double disk or split (parallel) disk design is anticipated for improved operation and*

performance.

Functional reauirements

The purpose of this valve is to protect against loss of pressure boundary integrity of the*

outside- containment portion of the Isolation Condenser system.
The valve closes upon either a signal of excess flow (high Ap) in the IC pipeline or a signal*

of high radiation in the IC/PCC pool vent line to atmosphere.

Valve and Actuator Characteristics

12 inch / minute stem motion;*

Fails as-is on loss of power.*

ExDected Reliability

(A solenoid valve must open to allow N2 to operate gate valve. Four micro switches operate to
control valve operation.)

'

Failure of valve to close; estimate based on solenoid and electric motor operated valve data (as
reported in EPRI URD, Vol. III, Appendix A, "PRA Key Assumptions and Ground Rules):

Failure of solenoid to operate -- 1.0E-3 / demand
Failure of valve to operate (including actuator and switches) --- 4.0E-3 / demand

|

Failure Rate = 5,0E-3 / demand

|

|
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INFORMATION DATA SliEET

VALVE SPFCIFICATIONS

Process Fluid Data

Saturated water or steam / water mixture. Can be flashing mixture.*

1375 psig design pressure, saturation conditions. (110% of reactor system design pressure)*

Open/Close Reunirements

Must close against critical flow.*

Transient conditions decreasing from 1250 psig.*

Leakare Requirements

5 lb/hr air or N2 with 20 psig across the seated disk, after 40 cycles of operation*

(closure / exercise) at 1250 psig/50 F to 575 F.

Expected Dutv Cycles

410 pressurization cycles without valve operation, 0-1250-0 psig, 70*F (no thermal cycles)*

240 full stroke closure / reopen tests at 1050 psig,550*F.*

135 thermal cycles,575'F-70 F-575*F*

30 closures at .s;.12.50 psig, w/o IC rupture*
;

2 closures under IC rupture conditions.*

Environment Anticipated
,

Normal

Inside containment*

6135 F max,40%-90% RH,5x10 rads / year*

Up to 185 F max, local conditions, short duration*

Design . Accident

N/A for valve closure (applicable accident is an outside containment break)*

Must remain closed, once closed, for conditions 340*F, decreasing.*

Malerials

Stainless steel body.*

Actuator may' contaL7 elastomeric seals and nonmetallic electric insulation.* ,

!
!
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EFORM ATION DATA SIIEET

I

VALVE TESTS
l
,

Vnive testine

Engineering type test*

Environmental qualification test*
'

ASME code tests (e.g., hydrotest)*

Preservice operability test.*

Periodic in-service tests*

Code

Nondestructive examinations*

Hydrostatic testing (ASME Class 1)*

Eneineerine Tests

Development test needed (low actuator Ap)*

Prototype testing will be performed to confirm the adequacy of design.*

Production tests and inspections will be performed on each unit.*

Pre-service

Valve will be stroked after installation to confirm operability.*

EG

Operating history (actuator) includes pneumatic supply up to 1500 psi.*

IEEE-323/382 testing required to confirm durability in service / accident. (IEEE Class lE)*

In-service

Responsibility of Plant Owner*

Operational readiness tests anticipated every 3-months of plant operation.*

,

i

1

|
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{NFORMATION DATA SHEET

MPL ltem No.: B32-F005 j
i
i

System Nomenclature: Isolation Condenser Condensate Return

DESCRIPTION

Valve Name/ Description

6-inch, DC Electric Motor Operated Gate Valve

Ilow different from other desiens

Electric motor operated gate valves are standard design.*

Split (parallel) disk or double disk type gate is anticipated for improved operation and*

performance.

Functional requirements

Normally closed; one of two IC condensate return valves in parallel; opens upon initiation of the
IC system to permit return of condensed reactor steam back to the reactor vessel.

Valve and Actuator Characteristics

12 inch / minute stem motion;*

Fails as-is on loss of power.*

Exoected Reliability

Failure to operate:

NPRDS Data

4" - 11.99" Electric Motor Operated Gate Valve :

Data based on past 10 years operation - all plants

Valve: 4641 records ; 4.1E+8 calendar hours ; 292 failures ; 7.lE-7 / hour

Motor Operator: 654 records ; 5.38E+7 calendar hours ; 407 failures ; 7.5E-6 / hr

i

Failure rate = 8.2F 6 / hour

Page 7 of 22
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INFORMATION D ATA SHEET
.

|
1

VALVE SPECIFICATIONS j
i

Process Fluid Data

Normally subcooled condensate*

Temperature increases to 575 F when valve is first opened*

1375 psig design pressure saturation conditions. (110% of reactor system design pressure.)*

Open/Close Requirements

Must open against 20 psi differential pressure from 0-1250 psig.*

>

Ledace Requirements

5 lb/hr air or N2 with 20 psig across the seated disk, after 40 cycles of operation*

(closure / exercise) at 1250 psig,50 F to 575 F.

Expected Duty Cycles
,

410 pressurization cycles without valve operation (0- 1250 -0 psig); 70*F (no thermal cycles)*

240 partial stroke openings; pressure differential negligible;*

135 thermal cycles,575*F-70 F-575 F*

Environment Anticipated

Normal
Inside containment*

6135 F max,40%-90% RH,5x10 rads / year*

Up to 185 F max, local conditions, short durationa

Design Accident
N/A for valve opening (applicable accident initiates valve opening)*

-

Must remain open, once opened.*

Materials

.itainless steel body..

Actuator may contain elastomeric seals ani nonmetallic electric insulation.*

!
1

!
Page 8 of 22
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INFORMATION DATA SiirET

VALVE TESTS

Valve testine

Environmental qualification test*

ASME code tests (e.g., hydrotest)*

Preservice operability test.*

Periodic in-service tests.*

,

Code

Nondestructive examinations*

Hydrostatic testing (ASME Class 1)*

Eneineerine Tee

* Prototype testing will be performed to confirm the adequacy of design.
Productian tests and inspections will be performed on each unit.*

Pre-servicy

Valve will be stroked after installation to coi. firm operability.*

,

EQ

* EQ (IEEE-323/382) may be by analysis (known hardware, similar conditions to existing
service).

In-service

Responsibility of Plant Owner*

Operational readiness tests anticipated every 3-months of plant operation.*

Page 9 of. 2
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MPL Item No.: B32-F006

System Nomenclature: Is'olation Condenser Condensate Return j

DESCRIPTION

Valve Name/ Description ,

,

6-inch, Pneumatic Piston-Operated Globe Valve

'

Ilow different from other desiens

Uses pneumatic operator to provide diversity of actuator type (mounted in parallel with*

F005); actuator holds valve closed; valve is opened by spring on shutoff or loss of
pneumatic pressure / electrical signal. ,

Functional reanirements
!

Normally closed; one of two IC condensate return valves in parallel; opens upon initiation of the
IC system to permit return of condensed reactor steam back to the reactor vessel.

>

Valve and Actuator Characteristics

12 inch / minute stem motion. !*

* Fails open on loss of power.
P

Ewected Reliability

.

(Two in-series solenoid valves must close to isolate from N2 source.)

Failure to operate or solenoid failure to close
'

NPRDS Data
All sizes of solenoid valves ;

Data based on past 10 years operation - all plants ;
'

4080 records ; 2.73E+8 calendar hours ; 480 failures
.

,

Failure Rate = 1.7E-6 / hour ; Two valves = 3.4E-6 / hour
&

Air operated valve - failure to operate to de-energized position
r

'

2.0E-6 / hour (ALWR Requirements Document, Chapter 1, Appendix A*)

Eailure Rate = 5.4F 6 / hour
!

* Note: Summary shows 1.0E-6/hr (typing error), but " Survey 7" survey data correctly |

shows 2.0E-6/hr. |

|
Page 10 of 22
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INFORMATION DATA SHEET
t

VALVE SPECIFICATIONS .

Process Fluid Data

Normally subcooled condensate*

Temperature increases to 575"F when valve is first opened*

1375 psig design pressure saturation conditions. (110% of reactor system design pressure.)*

Open/Close Reauirements

Must open against 20 psi differential pressure from 0-1250 psig.*

Leakane Reauirements
1

5 lb/hr air or N2 with 20 psig across the seated disk, after 40 cycles of operation*

(closure / exercise) at 1250 psig,50 F to 575 F.

Expected Duty Cveles j

410 pressurization cycles without valve operation (0- 1250 -0 psig; 70*F (no thermal cycles) i*

240 partial stroke openings; pressure differential negligible;* ,

135 thermal cycles,575'F-70*F-575"F*

Environment Anticipated

Normal

Inside containment*

6135*F max,40%-90% RH,5x10 rads / year*

Up to 185 F max, local conditions, short duration*

Design Accident

N/A for valve opening (applicable accident initiates valve opening)*

Must remain open, once opened.*

Materials
i
!Stainless steel body.*

Actuator may contain elastomeric seals and nonmetallic electric insulation.*

I
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INFORM ATION DATA SHEET !

!

VALVE TESTS |
.1

'
Valve testine

Environmental qualification test*

ASME code 'ests (e.g., hydrotest)*

Preservice Opcdility test.*

Periodic in-service tests.*

Code ,

Nondestructive examinations* ,

Hydrostatic testing (ASME Class 1)*

Encineerine Tests

Prototype testing will be performed to confirm the adequacy of design.*

Production tests and inspections will be performed on each unit.*

Pre-service

Valve will be stroked after installation to confirm operability.*

ED
'

EQ (IEEE-323/382) may be by analysis (known hardware, similar conditions to existing*

i

service).

In-service
,

Responsibility of Plant Owner=

Operational readiness tests anticipated every 3-months of plant operation.*

>

|

I
:
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INFORMATION DATA SHEFT

MPL Item No.: C41-F003A & B
.

System Nomenclature: Standby Liquid Control System Injection Valve

DESCRIPTION *

Valve Name/ Description

2-inch, nominal, squib-type SLC System Injection Valve

Ilow different from other desiens

Higher design pressure (2500 psig).*

Larger throat area for increased Cv, higher flow rates.*

Functional requirements

Normally closed; opens on signal to permit injection of sodium pentaborate solution for*

ATWS mitigation.
May serve isolation function (in closed position).*

I

Valve and Actuator Characteristics

Squib (explosive) actuated valve.*

Explosive is detonated by a signal to the firing circuit.*

Explosive drives a steel shaft (the " ram") vertically downward.*

Ram shears off a precisely-machined portion of the disk (the " cap").*

Ram is held (wedged) in a conical section to keep out of SLC piping.*

Exoected Reliability

Equal to or better than the EPRI URD, Vol. III, Appendix A, ' PRA Key Assumptions and*

!Ground rules."
Failure to open --- 3.0E-3 / demand*

'

(used in SBWR PRA; same as the EPRI URD value)
Inadvertent operation --- 5.74E-8 / hr*

(based on 696 years of BWR experience, SLC system,2 valves / plant, no inadvertent
operations. This is superior to the EPRI URD value of 4.0E-7 / hr)

;

;
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INFORM ATIoN D ATA SHEET

VALVE SPECIFICATIONS

Process Fluid Data

System design pressure is 2500 psig from accumulator to reactor entry nozzle.
Pressure of 12.57c concentration sodium pentaborate solution on valve inlet side is

25(X) psig
Normal condition on valve outlet side is demineralized water at reactor pressure (0 -

1250 psig design pressure) when valve is closed.

Ooen/Close Reauirements

. Opens on time-delayed ATWS -ignal (3 min, delay)
Fast-opening, 0.1 sec (actual).
Does not reclose without refurbishment. Internals (squib, ram, disk) are not reusable;

these must be replaced after use.

Leakage Reauirements

Zero leakage (leak tight).

Exoected Duty Cveles

Upstream side is exposed to 215 depressurization cycles (from 1250 psig to zero) for
squib replacement - anticipated every 4 years,60 year life

. Downstream side is exposed to reactor pressure cycles (pressure only, not
temperature).

Environment Anticioated

Normal
Room temperature (mild environment)-

0-1007c RH-

Design Accident
Approximately 150.

0-100% RH-

Materials

. Stainless steel body

. Explosive: Diazo dinitrophenol

. Primer: Lead azide

Page 14 of 22
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'

VALVE TESTS

Valve testing

Engineering tests*

Environmental qualification.*

ASME code tests.*

Operability monitoring.*

Code

Nondestructive examinations*

Hydrostatic testing (ASME Class 1)* ,

Engineerine Tests .

Engineering tests (by vendor).*

Production tests and inspections will be performed on each unit.*

Pre-service

Circuit continuity check.* ,

Bridgewire resistance check*

EG
i

EQ tests have been performed on similar designs which have identical clastomeric and*

explosive materials.
Seals have similar shape and function.*

EQ may therefore be established by similarity and analysis. (IEEE Class IE)*

In-service

Operational testing is not possible; instead, the firing circuit is capable of being monitored*

for circuit continuity.

.

.

|

|

|
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INFORMATION D ATA SIIEET

MPL Item No.: B21-F006 (SRVs)

System Nomenclature: Safety / Relief Valve

DESCRIPTION

i
Valve Name/ Description

8x10 Main Steam Line Direct Acting Safety / Relief Valve
(Over pressure Protection, ADS, and Manual Relief)
(8 inch inlet flange,10 inch outlet flange)

How different from other desiens

Expected to be the same design as existing SRVs used on currently-operating BWR/6 plants.*

Direct acting SRV; not pilot operated.
May add a position indicator, such as a LVDT, for stem position detection*

.

Functional requirements

Opened by steam pressure, which overcomes spring force to lift the disk (safety mode*

operation) - over pressure protection function.
Opened by auxiliary power actuator (relief mode operation) - ADS function and manual*

relief.
.

Valve and Actuator Characteristics

" Servo-air" solenoid-driven pneumatic control valve provides air or N2 to lifting cylinder*

which lifts a lever arm to lift the SRV stem.
Fast relief mode opening time; less than 0.2 seconds.*

Expected Reliability

Experience Basis: NPRDS data for direct acting Main Steam SRVs on GE BWRs, last 10
years of operation for Crosby and Dikkers SRV types; 1.07E+7 hours.

SRV stuck open beyond Tech. Spec. time limit: 2 events ::> 1.87E-7 / hr **

Inadvertent opening in relief (actuator) mode of operation: 3 events :> 2.80E-7 hr **

Failures to open in relief (actuator) mode of operation: 4 events -:, 3.74E-7 / hr * ,*

(2 - electrical connection; I - switch, 1 - unknown) ;.

* This performance is significantly superior to EPRI URD numbers because the EPRI URD
numbers are based on pilot-operated SRVs rather than direct acting SRVs.

Page 16 of 22
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INFORM ATION D ATA SifEET
|
4

SRV Safety mode (spring) setpoint data (found during surveillance / refurbishment) outside=

the allowable range of 3 % of nameplate setpoint: 15 events -> 1.40E-6 / hr
(12 known; 3 additional events estimatal on the basis of incomplete information)
Largest deviations from setpoint reported in the data base: 5.6% low : 4.45% high*

Theoretical frequency of failure to open in safety mode, based on the above experience basisa

and zero catastrophic failures to open reported to date: i

:

Failure Rate = 6.5F 8 / hour

VALVE SPECIFICATIONS

Process Fluid Data

Normally saturated steam,99% quality. ;-

baturated steam to 50% quality steam / water mixture, accident case (s).*

1375 psig design pressure, saturation conditions (110% of reactor system design pressure)*

Open/Close Reauirements

Safety mode - fully open with full rated capacity discharge at 103% of spring set pressure.*

Relief mode - open upon receipt of manual electrical signal to solenoids. 1*

!
Irak: Ige Requirements ,

:

Design capability - 120 lb/hr (steam) after 180 power (relief) actuation's plus 20 steam*

(safety) actuation's.

Expected Duty Cveles

410 pressurization and heat-up/ cool-down cycles without valve operation (0-1250-0 psig;*

70 F-575*F-70 F, saturation)
Approximately 40 full stroke open/close tests during 60 year life (one during startup after*

each outage).
Design capability > 1000 relief actuations per 5-year maintenance interval (> > expected*

service)
12 safety actuations per 60-year plant life.*

,

;

Page 17 of 22
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INFORMATION D ATA SIIFET

Environment Anticinated ,

Normal
,

Inside containment*

6 i135*F max,40%-90% RH,5x10 rads / year _*

1Up to 185*F max, local conditions, short duration*

i

Design Accident
,

340 F,100% RH for 3 hour*

303 F,100% RH for 3 additional hours*

303*F,100% RH, 6 hr.- 100 days (subject to change) - |*

Materials ;

,

Carbon steel body*

VALVE TESTS ,

Valve testing

:Engineering type tests.*

Environmental qualification tests.*

ASME code tests. i*

Preservice operability test (performed during startup)*

Recertification tests*

Post-outage startup tests*

Code
i

ASME, CLASS 1 AND OVER PRESSURE PROTECTION DEVICE
Nondestructive examinations.*

Hydrostatic testing*

Capacity certification*

Set point testing and adjustment j*

Blowdown adjustment j*

l

Encineerine Tests j

Will use same as existing designs; development tests not required (except possibly for |*

position indicator).
Prototype tests complete (except possibly for position indicator).*

Production tests and inspections will be performed on each unit.*

|
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INFORM ATION D ATA SIIEET

Pre-service

Relief mode operating during startup at _>_800 psi - operability test with steam under disk to*

minimize d( alopment of steam leakage past the seat.
i

ED

EQ tests have been performed on identical designs at similar or more severe environments*

(except that position indicator may require qualification).
IEEE-323/382, NUREG-0588 (IEEE Class 1E)*

In-service
:

Responsibility of plant owner.*

Should be performed per OM-1. (recerti6 cation testing - set point and leakage, actuator !*

refurbishment - on planned interval of 5 years or less per each SRV. ;

:

|

,

I
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1
,

MPL Item No.: _ B21-F004, F005 (DPVs)

System Nomenclature: Depressurization Valve
.

DESCRIPTION

Valve Name/ Description .

r

12 x 7 x 12 Main Steam System Depressurization (squib) Valve
(12 inch inlet flange; 7 inch orifice; 12 inch outlet flange)

Ilow different from other desiens

'

New technology*

Significantly larger model cf squib operated valve than any previous squib valve model used
*

*

in GE BWR plants
Technically a propellant-operated valve (not an explosive-operated valve).*

Functional reauirements

Normally closed; opens in response to LOCA/ low reactor water level events to depressurize*

the reactor

Valve and Actuator Chart:cteristics ,

Squib (propellant) actuated valve.*

Propellant is ignited by a signal to the ignitor circuit.*

Propellant drives a piston vertically downward. ;*

Piston shears off a precisely machined portion of the disk (" nipple"), opening the valve.*

Disk is held in place by a hinge pin, so as not to become a projectile.*

Expected Reliability

Significantly better* than the figures given for " explosive valves'' by EPRI URD, Vol. III,*
,

Appendix A, "PRA Key Assumptions and Ground rules."
Fail to open: 3.0E-3 / demand (used in SBWR PRA; same as the URD value)*

Inadvertent operation: 5.74E-8 / hr (Based on 696 years of BWR experience, SLC system, .

*

2 valves / plant, no inadvertent operations. This is superior to the URD value of 4.0E-7 / hr)

"Significantly better", based on the following:*

Historical data for reliability of the BWR explosive valves is based on the explosive valves
used in the SLC system. These valves use a lead azide primer and diazodinitrophenol squib.
The DPV primer uses a zirconium / potassium perchlorate primer and a carbon / potassium
nitrate squib.

|

I
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INFORM ATION D ATA SIIEET

From the standpoint of failure to open, the zirconium / potassium perchlorate primer is*

more likely to fire reliably upon receipt of the electrical signal. (Both squib types will
fire reliably when the primer is ignited.)
From the standpoint ofinadvertent operation, both primers are stable. The zirconium /*

potassium perchlorate squib is much more stable than the diazodinitrophenol squib, and
remains stable at much higher temperature and radiation levels

VALVE SPECIFICATIONS

Process Fluid Data

Normally saturated steam,99% quality.*

Saturated steam to 50% quality steam / water mixture, accident case (s). i*

1375 psig design pressure, saturation conditions (110% of reactor system design pressure)*

Open/Close Requirements *

Opens on signal to the ignitor circuit.*

<0.45 sec (spec); < <0.I sec (actual).*

Does not reclose without refurbishment. Internals (squib, piston, disk) are not reusable;*

these must be replaced after each use

Leakace Requirements

Zero leakage (leak tight).*

Ewected Duty Cveles -

410 pressurization and heat-up / cool-down cycles without valve operation (0-1250-0 psig;*

70 F-575'F-70*F, saturation)
__2 operations during 60-year service<*

Environment Anticioated

Normal

Inside containment*

6135 F max,40%-90% RH,5x10 rads / year*

Up to 185 F max, local conditions, short duration*

Design Accident

340 F,100% RH for 3 hour*

303*F,100% RH for 3 additional hours*

303 F,100% RH,6 hr.-100 days (subject to change)*

Page 2I of 22
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i

Materials
_

* Stainless steel body
Propellant: Carbon, Potassium Nitrate*

Primer: Zirconium Potassium Perchlorate*

'

VALVE TESTS

Valve testing

Engineering type tests.*

Environmental qualification tests.*

ASME code tests.*

Operability monitoring*

Code
,

Non destructive examinations*

Hydrostatic testing (ASME Class 1)*

Eneineerine Tests

Development tests are completed.*

Prototype tests are complete.*

Production tests and inspections will be performed on each unit.*

Pre-service

Circuit continuity check.*

Bridgewire resistance check.*

EQ

EQ tests have been performed on a prototype unit including multiple primers.*

EQ for production units will be by identity / similarity analysis.*

(IEEE Class 1E)

In-service

Operational testing is not possible; instead, the firing circuit is capable of being monitored*

for circuit continuity.

i

i
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RAI Number: HHFB.2
;
:

.

,

Question: !
.

SSAR Section 13.2.1-2, " Training"

The details of the site-specific training program are not within the scope of the SB%R
standard design certification. However, the application should provide a description of -
the process to ensure that technically relevant training information is provided to the
COL applicant. ,

GE Response:

GE agrees that the details of the site-specific training program are not within the scope of
the SB%R standard design certification. GE also recognizes the need to provide

.

~

-

technically relevant training information beyond the design certification information to ;

the COL applicant. It is GE's intent that the details of the agreement (s) in this area will
be established between GE and the applicant sometime during the procurement process. |
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RAI Number: HHFB.3
^

i

Question: ;

SSAR Section 13.5.2, " Plant Procedures" |
!

The details of the site-specific procedure development program are not within the scope- -. :

of the SBWR standard design certification. However, the application should provide a !
description of the process to ensure that technically relevant procedure development j

information is provided to the COL applicant. j
;

GE Response: |
.

GE agrees that the details of the site-specific procedure development program are not' |
within the scope of the SBWR standard design certification. GE also recognizes the need
to provide technically relevant procedure development information beyond the design !

certification information to the COL applicant. It is GE's intent that the details of the ,

agreement (s) in this area will be established between GE and the applicant sometime i

during the procurement process.
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RAI Number: H HFB.4.2 l
4

t

Question: :
i

DAC for this chapter were not included in the application.

!
:

GE Response:

The Design Acceptance Criteria (DAC) for Human Factors Engineering (HFE) were not !
available at the time of the August 1992 or February 1993 submittals of Chapter 18. !
However, the Inspections, Tests, Analyses and Acceptance Criteria (ITAAC) were !
included in the February 1993 submittal. SBWR SSAR Amendment I will include the '

DAC for Chapter 18 based on the resolution of the DAC for ABWR. ,

;
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RAI Number: HHFB.4.5 !

Question: ,

The application does not identify the specific sources of operational experience used to ,

develop the control room standard design features, nor how the lessons learned from !

such experience were incorporated into the SBWR MMIS design and implementation j
iprocess described in Appendix 18E.
!,

GE Response:
. - .

The standard design features of the SBWR MMIS are identical to those in the ABWR |

MMIS. The specific sources of operational experience and other information utilized in - |
'

the development of the standard design features are discussed in Appendix 18G of the
'i

ABWR SSAR (GE Document 23A6100).

Appendix 18E is being revised to document the design implementation process in . ;

Amendment 1 of the SSAR. i

1
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RAI Number: H H FB.4.6

i

Question:

The application does not identify the methodology used for selection of the design goals, ;
the bases and the criteria used for selection of an individual standard design feature, or -;

why the feature was selected for use.

GE Response:

The design goal and design bases, described in Section 18.2, were formulated through
the application of engineeringjudgement to the problem of creating a truly modern -

AIN11S. A five-year development program, which included surveys of trends in control
station design in all industries, research in the fields of automation, display technology, i

operator work load and many other related areas and questionnaires to many segments
of the management and workers in industry, contributed information which was utilized
in formulating the design goal and design bases of the ABWR and SBWR A1511S.

The selection of the individual standard design features was based upon the results of
validation testing which was the culmination of the five-year program mentioned above. .

The development program and validation testing are described in Appendix 18G of the
ABWR SSAR (GE Document 23A6100).
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RAI Number: ~ HHFII.4.7

Question:

SSAR Section 18.5 states that the remote shutdown system (RSS) design is described m )
'

SSAR Subsections 7.4.1.4 and 7.4.2.4, and that the controls and instrumentation required
for system operation are discussed in SSAR Subsection 7.4.1.4.4. None of these :

subsections are included in the application, and the information is not included in the >
,

application. i

:

GE Response:

The Remote Shutdown System design is described in SSAR Section 7.4.2. The previous .

references were in error and will be corrected in Amendment 1 of the SSAR (see !

attached). !
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18.5 Remote Shutdown System

The Remote Shutdown System (RSS) prenides a means to safely shut down the plant
from outside the main control room. It p. ovides control of the plant systems needed to
bring the plant to hot shutdown, with the s ubsequent capability to attain cold shutdown,
in the event that the control room becomes uninhabitable.

The RSS design is described in Sehcuc: ' ' 4 1 1 r d ' 1.2.-1 Section 7.4.2. All of the
controls and instrumentation required for RSS operation are identified in SubsecFe,
' ! ! -1 i Section 7.4.2 and in Figure 21.7.42.

The RSS uses conventional, hardwired controls and indicators to maintain diversity
from the main control room. These dedicated devices are arranged in a mimic of the
interfating systems process loops.

Remote Shutdown System 18.5-1.2

.__
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RAI Nurnber: HHFB.4.8
-

$
Question:

i

The bases, criteria, and inventory of controls, displays, and alarms for design of the RSS i
control panel are not contained in the apphcation. ;

,

-I
L

GE Response:
-

,

!Please see the response to RAI HHFB.4.7.
)
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RAI Number: HHFB.4.9 .

!

Question: i

The application does not identify any standard design features for the RSS control system !

or control panel. |
>

!
>

GE Response: .i
!
t

It is true that no standard design features are identified for the Remote Shutdown |

System. However, the design of the RSS is subject to the same detailed implementation j

process as is that for the main control room MMIS. ;
,
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RAI Number: HHFBA.10

Question:

The application does not state whether the process described in Appendix 18E will be -!

applied to the design of any portion of the RSS, including the RSS control panel. i

:
i

|:GE Response:
:

The revised process to be described in the revised Appendix 18E (See response to :

HHFB.4.5) will be applied to the design of the Remote Shutdown System (RSS). The |
Human Factors Engineering (HFE) Design Acceptance Criteria (DAC) to be included in
SSAR Amendment I will also apply to the RSS. |
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RAI Number: HHFB.4.ll .

!

Question:
t

The plant systems and controls to which the SBWR MMIS design and implementation :
;

process will be applied are not explicitly identified in the application.
+

,

GE Response:

The SBWR MMIS design and implementation process as described in Appendix 18E will
'

,

he applied to the Remote Shutdown System and to all of the systems which make up the 7

plant process man-machine interface in the main control room as determined from the
task analysis. |
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RAI Number: HHFB.4.12

Question: ,

The process described in Appendix 18E reiterates the process depicted in Drawing
21.18E-1. However, the application does not:

* describe the qualifications and experience of the team that developed the process
described in Appendix 18E;

+- identify what standards and/or guidance were used to develop the process described in
Appendix 18E;

* provide the MMIS design definition used as the basis for the MMIS design and
implementation process mentioned in SSAR Section 18E.3.6.;

state the purpose for each process element;e ,

identify who is responsible for performance of each process element; ande

describe how the individual process elements are performed, i.e., methodology to be*

used and the criteria to be applied.

GE Response:

Appendix 18E will be revised in Amendment 1 to the SSAR and will address all of the
above items.

i
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RAI Number: HHFB,4.13

Question:

The application does not contain a description of the human factors engineering
verification and validation program to be used throughout the SBWR hihilS design and
implementation process.

,

GE Response:

Appendix 18E will be revised in Amendment I to the SSAR and will address the above
item.

e
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RAI Number: HHFB.4.14

Question:

According to the process as described in Appendix 18E, completion of process Elements
1 through 6 precedes submittal of the SSAR. No information regarding the conduct,
results, or documentation of these efforts are contained in the application.

GE Response:

Appendix 18E will be revised in Amendment 1 to the SSAR and will~ eliminate the
disucssion of earlier process elements. Refer to Appendix 18G of ABWR (GE Document
23A6100) for discussion of design and development activities.

1
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RAI Number: HHFBA.15

Question:

The a n : tien does not discuss the methodology used for and results of the following !

tasks-

* operating experience review;

'

* system functional requirements;

* allocation of functions;

* task analysis; ;

* human factars verification and validation program.

GE Response:
,

Appendix 18E will be revised in Amendment 1 to the SSAR and will include discussions ,

of the plans for each of the tasks listed.

i
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RAI Number: HHFB.4.16

Question:

Appendix 18E discusses Figure 18E-1 and Table 18E.2-1; however, neither the figure nor :

the table are contained in the application. ;
1

?

GE Response:

Appendix 18E will be rev? sed in Amendment 1 to the SSAR to resolve'the above item.
|
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RAI Number: HICB.1

Question:
.

In general, the SSAR has addressed the SRP but has not addressed the substantial amount ,
'

of addidonal criteria related to the use of digital control equipment in the I&C systems
that has been addressed in the ABWR design review.

'

W

GE Response:

The criteria related to the use of digital control equipment in the I&C systems is -

addressed in the following SBWR SSAR sections: Section 7.1.2, Idendlication of Safety
'

Criteria; Section 7.3.4, Safety System Logic and Control; Secdon 7.3.5 Essendal
Multiplexing System; and Section 7.7.7, Non-Essential Multiplexing System. >

Industry codes and standards applicable to the design of the SBWR Standard Plant are
listed in Table 1.9-3. More detailed criteria are established in system design
specifications, procurement specifications, and installation specificadons.

Where applicable, the criteria related to the use of digital control equipment is the same ,

as that used in ABWR. Any forthcoming question of a specific nature will be responded
'

to in a more specific manner.
,
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!RAI Number: HICB.2

Question: ,

,

There is no comparison of the SBWR design to the EPRI ALWR (Passive Plant) Man-
Machine Interface System (MMIS) Requirements Document. ,

;

GE Response: .

An assessment of the conformance of the contents of Chapter 18 to the EPRI Passive |
'

Plant Requirements Document has been made. This is part of an overall assessment of
the SBWR Standard Safety Analysis Report against the EPRI Requirements Document
that is contained in Appendix IC. ;

,
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RAI Number: HICB.3

Question:

There is no submittal for the Tier 1 design description or ITAACs. The review of the i

SSAR must be concurrent with the review of the ITAACs. .|

GE Response:
J

The submittal of the Tier 1 design description or ITAACs is included with the Februaq, ;
<

1993 SSAR update.
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RAI Number: HICB.4

Question:

There is no specific description of the SBWR I&C systems hardware design. The SSAR
states that the emironmental qualification information will be submitted on Febniary 28,
1993. The SSAR does not address electromagnetic compatibility, fiber optic qualification,
or other issues specific to the digital equipment that is described in the SSAR submittal.

,

GE Response:

Environmental equipment qualification is addressed in Section 3.11 and Appendix 3D
'

(submitted in February 1993).

The interconnecting fiber optic links of the multiplexing system and Safety System Logic
and Control (SSLC) are not subject to electromagnetic interference (EMI) effects.
Optical fiber, being a non-electrical medium, has the inherent properties ofimmunity to
electrical noise, such as EMI, radio frequency interference (RFI), and lightning; point-to-
point electrical isolation; and the absence of conventional transmission line effects. Fiber
optic multiplexing is also unaffected by the radiated noise from high-voltage conductors,
by high-frequency motor control drives, and by transient switching pulses from

*

electromagnetic contactors or other switching devices.

However, the electrical-to-optical interface at the transtnitting and receiving ends must
still be addressed to ensure complete immunity to EMI. The control equipment
containing the electrical circuitry use standard techniques for shielding, grounding, and
filtering and are mounted in grounded equipment panels provided with separate
instrument ground buses. Panel location, particularly in local areas, is carefully chosen to
minimize noise effects from adjacent sources. The use of fiber optic cables ensures that ,

current-carrying ground loops will not exist between the control room and local areas.
:

As part of the premperational test program, the system will be subjected to EMI testing.
'

EMI and RFI test measurements will be developed using the guidelines described in 3

ANSI /IEEE C63.12-1987, American National Standard for Electromagnetic Compatibility
Limits - Recommended Practice. For testing susceptibility to noise generation from
portable radio transceivers, tests will be developed from ANSI /IEEE C37.90.2-1987, IEEE
Trial-Use Standard, Withstand Capability of Relay Systems to Radiated Electromagnetic
Interference from Transceivers. Section 5.5.3 of this standard describes tests for digital
equipment using clocked logic circuits.

With the system connected, each microprocessor-based controller (one at a time) will be
required to demonstrate immunity to the defined conducted and radiated tests. Units
shall also comply with standard surge withstand capability tests, as follows:

(a) ANSI /IEEE C62.41 (1980), Guide for Surge Voltages in Low-Voltage AC Power
Circuits

1

_ - ._ __



(b) ANSI /IEEE C62.45 (1987), Guide on Surge Testing for Equipment Connected to
Low-Voltage AC Power Circuits

~

For design guidance and additional test development guidance, the following military
standards shall be used:

(a) Mll STD-461C (1987), Electromagnetic Emission and Susceptibility Requirements ;

for the Control of Electromagnetic Interference |
:

(b) MII,STD-462 (1967), Measurement of Electromagnetic Interference Characteristics

Because of the comprehensive nature of these documents; their applicability to ground, \
airborne, and shipboard equipment; and the differences in requirements for the Army,
Navy, and Air Force, the use of these standards shall be limited to the susceptibility
requirements and limits for class A3 equipment and subsystems (ground, fixed). Within
these limits, the guidelines for Army procurements only shall be used. Tests for
transmitting and receiving equipment, power generators, and special purpose military
devices are not applicable.

The NRC staffis working with EG&G to develop comprehensive guidance on the type of
'

fiber optic cable, transmitter, and receiver combinations that will provide optimum
compliance with qualification requirements. The guidance will be based on the existing
IEEE cable standards, such as IEEE-323 and IEEE-384, on the ANSI standards for fiber
optic cables, and the results of the EG&G work. t

These and other issues specific to the digital equipment described in the SSAR submittal
have been previously addressed in the ABWR SSAR (GE Document 23A6100) Appendix
7A and responses to Chapter 7 questions.

t
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RAI Number: HICB.5
i

Question: ,

i

There is no documentadon of the SBWR software design verification and validation,
configuration management control, or other aspects of software design management.
The SSAR does not describe the software standards and design methods to be used.

GE Response:

The SBWR software design verification and validation, configuration management
control, and other aspects of software design management are described in Section 3.3,
Software Development, of the SBWR Tier 1 Design Certification Document submitted in
Februaq 1993. The Software Management Plan establishes the software standards and
design methods to be used.

I

Software standards are listed in SBWR SSAR, Section 7.3.4.5, under Software
Requirements. -

;
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RAI Number: HICB.6
_

.,

Question:

. There is no documentation of confonnance with the TMI action items. The SSAR states ,

that this information will be submitted on Februaq 28,1993.
;

:;

GE Response: 1

Conformance with the TMI action items is documented in Appendix 1A, " Response to
TMI Related Matters," and was submitted on February 28,1993, as planned.

'
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RAI Number: HICB.7 ;

,

Question: j
f

There is no documentation of failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA) for the I&C ;

systems. The SSAR states that a FMEA will be submitted on Februay 28,1993. However,
the SSAR does not describe if the I&C systems will be specifically addressed. :

,

't

GE Response:
;

The I & C systems will not be specifically addressed with a FMEA. The basis for this is |
discussed in Section 1B.1 of the Februaq 28,1993 SBWR SSAR submittal. i

;
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RAI Number: HICB.9

Question: ,

The TS have not been provided. Several issues such as bypass capability and suneillance
intenals and methods described in the TS must be evaluated prior to a staff final safety |

evaluation report.

GE Response:
e

GE is working closely with the NRC staffin the development of Section 3.3,
Instrumentation, of the ABWR Technical Specifications. When this activityis completed,
Section 3.3, Instrumentation, of the SBWR Technical Specifications (TS) will be updated ;

to make the SBWR approach consistent with the ABWR resolution of these issues.

!
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RAI Number: HICB.10 !

Question:

The applicant has not provided a defense-in-depth study to address potential common-
mode failures ofI&C system equipment.

.

GE Response

Common-mode failures ofI&C system equipment have been addressed in the SBWR
design as part of the probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) in SSAR Attachment 19AB, .

Dependent Failures. These dependencies are modeled and quantified in compliance
with the ALWR EPRI requirements methodology of the EPRI Advanced Light Water
Reactor Requirements Document; Vol. III, Appendix A to Chap.1 - Rev. 3, May,1992.

SBWR design incorporates defense-in-depth principles through maintaining separation
-

of control and protection functions even though sensors are shared within protection
systems. In addition, the shared sensors are designed within a full four division
architecture with 2-out.of-4 voting logic.

Diversity principles are incorporated at both the signal and system levels: (1) Diverse
parameters are monitored to automatically initiate protective actions which are also ,

manually controllable; (2) Multiple diverse systems are available to both shut down the
'

reactor to cool its core.

As discussed in SECY-93-087 and SECY-91-292, the NRC staffis continuing to (1) develop
regulatory guidance that could be used to assess diversity; (2) define the criteria needed
to satisfy the requirements for engineering activities and design implementation; and (3)
develop safety classification criteria for I&C systems in ALWR designs. As stated in SECY-
93-087 the NRC staff revised the initial position proposed in the draft Commission paper
datedJune 25,1992, for assessing the defenses against common-mode failures in a
design.

SBWR will address this issue by extending the ABWR study performed by Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory to account for design differences of SBWR and any
forthcoming regulatory guidance.

I



RAI Number: OTSB.O

Question:

The staff has completed its initial acceptance review of the technical specification (TS)
selection criteria and content for the SBWR application, as presented in Section 16.0 of
the Standard Safety Analysis Report (SSAR). Based on the staffs review, further
clarification is needed for the following OTSB RAls.

GE Response:

See GE's response for RAIs OTSB.1, OTSB.2, and OTSB.3.
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RAI Number: OTSB.1

!

Question:

The SSAR states that in accordance with the criteria of the Commission's " Policy
Statement on Technical Specification Improvements," limiting conditions for operation

~

,

(LCOs) are provided. In order to verify this, a complete set of LCOs for the SBWR's
passive systems is needed (as well as providing schedules for those systems designated as
to be determined (TBD)).

+

GE Response:
:

Following is a list of the Technical Specifications (TS) LCOs for the SBMTs passive
systems. Four systems TS contain information designated as to be determined (TBD).
The ICS/PCCS Pool Level, TS 3.6.2.4 information is available at this time and the SR
3.6.2.4 has been updated to provide this data (see attached). The other three systems
involve Completion Times labeled TBD. These are TS 3.1.7 Standby Liquid Control '

(SLC) System, TS 3.8.1 DC Sources-Operating, and TS 3.8.6 Distribution System-
Operating. These Completion Times are expected to be available in Amendment 1 of the ;

SSAR. .

SBWR Passive Systems LCOs

TS 3.1.7 - Standby Liquid Control (SLC)
TS 3.4.6 -Isolation Condenser System (ICS)

'

TS 3.5.1 - ECCS-Operating
TS 3.5.2 - ECCS-Shutdown
TS 3.6.2.3 - Passive Containment Cooling System (PCCS) |
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25A5113 Rev. A

SBWR standant sarery Analysis nepois

- Amendment 1 DRAFT

3.6 Containment Systems

3.6.2.4 iCS/PCCS Pool

I.C O 3.6.2.4 ICS/PCCS Pool shall be OPERAllLE.

APPLICAlllLITY: MODES 1,2, and 3.

ACflONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION CO5PIETION TIME

A. ICS/PCCS Pool A.1 Restore ICS/PCCS Pool to 8 hours

inoperable. OPERABLE status.

fl. Required Action and B.1 Be in MOL)E 3. 12 hours

associated Cornpletion
AND

.Fime not met.

B.2 Initiate actions to be in Immediately upon
MODE 4. achieving MODE

3.

C. Unable to attain MODE 4 C.1 Maintain reactor coolant As soon as

as required by Required temperature as low as practical
Action B.2. practicable by use of

alternate decay heat
removal methods.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS ,

SURVEILIANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.2.4.1 Verify for each subcompartment of the ICS/PCCS pool REFUELING

that the manualisoladon valves are in their locked open INTERVAL

position.

SR 3.6.2.4.2 Verify that ICS/PCCS Pool water level is at least 31 days

[TED] n ({TPD] fec04.4 m (14.4 feet).
SR 3.6.2.4.3 Demonstrate that each ICS/PCCS poo: REFUELING i

INTERVALsubcompartment vent has unobstructed air flow path
through the vent line and moisture separator to the
atmosphere. j

l
l

Technical Spectfications 16.3 6-19
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RAI Number: OTSB.2 -

-

t

Question:

GE needs to identify the specific differences in the proposed TS requirements from those
contained in Rev. O of NUREGs 1433 and 1434.

GE Response:

A markup of the appropriate sections of NUREGs 1433 and 1434 will be undertaken with
completion and submittalin April 1994.

Because the ABWR I&C Technical Specifications (TS) are being developed now with a
final submittal onJanuary 24,1994, the ABWR I&C TS will be marked up to reflect the
differences for the SBWR I&C TS.

>
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RAI Number: OTSB.3 '

r

Question: )
i

GE needs to provide specificjustification for the changes to the completion times and
,

surveillance intervals in accordance with the basis for the staff's evaluation of related '

topical reports. |
|

GE Response: |
,

Where appropriate, the bases submitted with the SBWR Technical Specifications have ;

been established based upon the BWR Standard Technical Specifications, NUREG 1433 i

and 1434, Rev. O. Where the SBWR Technical Specifications differ significantly from the '

. BWR/4 and BWR/6 designs, the bases have been expanded to provide thejustification
for the selected completion times and surveillance intervals.
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RAI Number: PEPB.O I

Quesdon: _;

t

In general, the staff has concluded that GE's application for FDA and SBWR design
certification regarding emergency preparedness requirements contained sufficient j

information to establish that emergency preparedness requirements have been factored -

into the design bases of the SBWR, with the exception of SSAR Section 1.8. The i

following PEPB RAI's discusses the staffs concerns regarding SSAR Section 13.3. :

GE Response:

SSAR Section 1.8 has been included in the February 28,1993 SSAR submittal. '

:
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RAI Number: PEPB.1

Question:

Table 13.Sl contains a summary list of SBWR design considerations pertaining to
emergency planning. The table lists a Technical Support Center (TSC), Emergency
Operations Facility (EOF), Operations Support Center (OSC), Emergency Operations
Center (EOC), Fixed or Mobile Laboratory Facilities, Post-Accident Sampling (PASS)
Capability, and Onsite Decontamination Facility (ODF). The staff agrees that the EOF
and EOC are not within the scope of the SBWR design. However,it is the staIPs position
that the OSC and ODFs are required for SBWR design certification. The staff also notes
that the reference as well as the emergency preparedness requirements given for the
EOC in Table 13.Sl are apparently incorrect. The EOC is usually a state or local
government ofTsite facility. Please provide the basis for inclusion of this facilityin Table
13.SI .

GE Response:

Table 13.Sl does state that the Emergency Operations Center (EOC) is not within the
scope of the SBWR Standard Plant. The listing will be deleted (see attached).

1
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c; Table 13.3-1 SBWR Design Considerations for Emergency Planning Requirements (Continued) (4
9 10Primary Document /*

Facility Section Emergency Planning Requirements SBWR Design Consideration

Emergency NUREG-0696/1.3.3 The EOF is an off site support facility for the The EOF is not within the scope of the SBWR
Operations management of overalllicensee emergency Standard Plant. It is the responsibility of the COL
Facility (EOF) response, coordination of radiological and applicant to identify the EOF and the ,

environmental assessments, and determination communication interfaces for inclusion in the
of recommended public protective actions.The detailed design of the TSC and control room.
EOF has appropriate technical data displays and (See Subsection 13.3.3.2 for COL license
plant records to assist in the diagnosis of plant ' information requirement.)The detailed
conditions to evaluate the potential or actual requirements are provided in Section 4 of
release of radioactive materiais to the NU REG-0696.
environment. A senior licensee official in the
EOF organizes and manages licensee off-site
resources to support the TSC and the control
room operators. The OSC is an on-site assembly
area separate from the control room and the g
TSC and shall be provided for operations 3:
support personnel to report to in an emergency. 3
There shall be direct communications between ip
the EOF and the TSC so that the personnel 5

h
reporting to the EOF can be assigned to duties
in emergency operations.
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RAI Number: PEPB.2

Question:
,

More detailed information concerning the following facilities is needed:
'

* OSC - provide information on the OSC for the SBWR in suflicient detail to determine
that the facility will meet the requirements of Supplement I to NUREG-0737 and the
guidance of NURECr0696.

* ODFs - provide sufIicient information to determine that the ODFs for the SBWR will be
adequate in accordance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E, Section IV.E.3. ;

* TSC - provide information on the TSC for the SBWR in sufIicient detail to determine
Ithat this facility will meet the requirements of Supplement I to NURECr0737 and the

guidance of NURECr0696.

* Mobile or fixed laboratory facilities - provide information on laboratory facilities for the
SBWR clarifying the role of mobile or fixed laboratory facilities in the SBWR design and ,

the provisions made to acquire data from these facilities.

* PASS - provide sullicient information to determine that the PASS for the SBWR will
meet the requirements of NURECr0737. including the onsite counting labs and their
design-basis radiation levels; location of all post-accident vital areas and their
access /cgress routes during accident conditions.

|GE Response:

| Table 13.3-1 SBWR Design Considerations for Emergency Planning Requirements has
"

been revised to provide the additional detailed information requested (see attached).

;
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$ Table 13.3-1 SBWR Design Considerations for Emergency Planning Requirements
"

g|g
Primary Document /

Facility Section Emergency Planning Requirements SBWR Design Consideration

Technical NUREG-0696/1.3.1 The TSC is an on-site facility located close to the The SBWR Standard Plant w4 complies with all
Support Center control room that shall provide plant the TSC design requirements. Specifically, a
(TSC) management and technical support to the TSC of sufficient size to support 26 people is

reactor operating personnel located in the located in the reactor building above the control
control room during emergency conditions. It room. Display capability in the TSC is described
shall have technical data displays and plant in Subsection 18.4.2.11.
records available to assist in the detailed Ihe TSC is located in a Seismic Category I
analysis and diagnosis of abnormal plant structure which is environmentally _cQD1 rolled to
conditions and any significant release of orovide room air temocrature. humidity 3nd_
radioactivity to the environment. The TSC shall cleankness_acorooriate for pCIsonDcLand.
be the primary communications center for the cauioment.
plant during an emergency. A senior official, The room is orovided with radiological
designated by the licensee, shall use the orotection and monitorino coujoment necessary
resources of the TSC to assist the control room to_casure that radiation exoosure to any oerson M
operators by handling the administrative items, workino in the TSC would notexceed 5 rem $
technical evaluation, and contact with off-site whole bodv. or its eouival.cnt. to any oart of the C1

activities, relieving them of these functions. The hadv. identical to the main control room exceot {
TSC facilities may also be used for performing that in the event of an accident requirino use_QL i
normal functions, such as shift technical . the emeroency breathino air system (EBAS). the
supervisor and plant operations maintenance ISC would be evacuated and the TSC
analysis functions, as well as for emergencies. manacement function would be transferred _to_m

! the control room ooerators as described in
i Section 6.4.
8 The TSC is orovided with reliable voice and data
3 communication with the main control room and b
'g EOF and reliable voice communications with the k
g OSC. NRC Ooetations Centers and state and g
i local ooerations centers. Control room data w
g communication throuch the emergency
g response data system IERDS) wit _h the NRC.

_ ,

) .Qpelations Centers will also be otovided as g
aoorooriate, T*
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y Table 13.3-1 SBWR Design Considerations for Emergency Planning Requirements (Continued) m
tg*

Q Primary Document /

$ Facility Section Emergency Planning Requirements SBWR Design Consideration g
@ Operational NUREG-0696/1.3.2 The OSC is an on-site assembly area separate 'Sc OSC is not Wi"-:Sc cecpc of the SSWR-
j. Support Center from the control room and TSC where licensee Standard P!cnt. The COL applicant is
S (OSC) operations support personnel report in an responsible for idantifying the OSC and the
i emergency. There is direct communications communication interfaces for inclusion in th6
I between the OSC and the control room and detailed design of the control room and TSC.
E between the OSC and the TSC so that the (See Subsection 13.3.3.1 for COL license -

k personnel reporting to the OSC can be assigned information requirement.) The detailed
a to duties in support of emergency operations. requirements are provided in Section 3 of

G NUREG-0696.
* The habitability reouirements of the available

b OSC lQcations in the SBWR are not comoarable
to that of the control room. Thus. the COL
aoolicant's emeroency olan shall include _
orovisions for evacuation of OSC oersonnelin g
the event of a laroe radioactive release. &
The OSC communications system shall have at 5
least one dedicated teleohone extension to the ;p
control room. one dedicated teleohone {
extension to the TSC. and one touch-tone
teleohone caoable of reachino on-site and off-
site locations. as a minimum. Portable radio _
communications are also contemolated to be
soecified by the COL anolicant.
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c - Table 13.3-1 SBWR Design Considerations for Emergency Planning Requirements (Continued) to
4 40Primary Document /

.

*

Facility Section Emergency Planning Requirements SBWR Design Consideration,

Emergency NU REG-0696/1.3.3 The EOF is an off-site support facility for the The EOF is not within the scope of the SBWR.
Operations management of overalllicensee emergency Standard Plant. It is the responsibility of the COL
Facility (EOF) response, coordination of radiological and applicant to identify the EOF and the

environmental assessments, and determination communication interfaces for inclusion in the
of recommended public protective actions. The detailed design of the TSC and control room.
EOF has appropriate technical data displays and (See Subsection 13.3.3.2 for COL license
plant records to assist in the diagnosis of plant information requirement.)The detailed
conditions to evaluate the potential or actual requirements are provided in Section 4 of
release of radioactive materials to the NUREG-0696.
environment. A senior licensee official in the -
EOF organizes and manages licensee off-site
resources to support the TSC and the control
room operators. The OSC is an on-site assembly
area separate from the control room and the g
TSC and shall be provided for operations g;

support personnel to report to in an emergency. $
There shall be direct communications between ;p

5the EOF and the TSC so that the personnel x
reporting to the EOF can be assigned to duties
in emergency operations.

Em rgency NUREG 000'!!! 9.S 'E 05 !!: n = 0 05:!! m eh p = vic? n :: ::q uir: Not it" th::: p Of the ES?' Stenderdm
| Op =ti:n: det fr m or f : Omerg:ncy ;x::::: " !! P|:nt 90= ver,th:::i n; imp = :n SS?!

$- Center 'EOC) merher ng equipm:nt 'n:!uding g phy-!: ! deetge-

$ phencm:n: nd =d! ! g?;;! mer ::=.
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p Table 13.3-1 SBWR Design Considerations for Emergency Planning Requirements (Continued) m ,

d Primary Document /

J Facility Section Emergency Planning Requirements SBWR Design Consideration

? Laboratory NUREG-0654/ II.H.6 c Provisions shall be made to acquire data from or The SBWR design is compatible with this |

8 Facilities, Fixed for emergency access to off-site monitoring and requirement. {
d or Mobile analysis equipment for laboratory facilities, Laboratory facilities for the SfhvR Standard _ |

I fixed or mobile. Plant will be located in the servico buildina
I which is of conventional size and desian. The_

[ service buildino is not included in the SBWIL ,

g Standard Plant desion stapt

a Provisions for emeroency_ access _to_offl le_

G monitorina and analysis eauioment anc

s laboratory facilities. fixed or mobile, wit; denend_
4 upon arrangements under the ourylew.af the

COLJicensee. These orovisions will des and_
unon the site location and COLJicensee and
sunanILofganization existino capabilities and 3
aIIanaements for handlipa similar or duplicale_ b;

activities. $i

Post accident NUREG-0737/ll.B.3 Post accident sampling capability Post Accident Sampling System of Subsection {
sampling 9.3.2 meets requirements except as described in i
capability Section 1 A.2.7 for the upper limit of activity in

the samples at the time they are taken.

On-Site 10CFR50 Appendix E/ Provisions shall be made for the Decontamination facilities and supplies at the
Decontamination IV.E.3 decontamination of on-site individuals. site for decontamination of on-site individuals
Facihty will be provided by the COL applicant in the

reactor buildin0 adjacent to the main change
rooms. (See Subsection 13.3.3.3 for COL license $
information requirement.) h
Showers and waste collection eouioment.willbc_ a.
used to ensure soread of contamination is La

controlled and disoosal cost of waste materialis {
minimized. The central IQcation is convenient to 5

health ohvsics suonort oersonnel who will $
suoervise this activity. g

.
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RAI Number: PRPB.0

Question:

SSAR Chapter 12 has been partially reviewed by the staff. The general finding of the
staffs review is that S AR Chapter 12 is incomplete. Specifically, the description ofin-S

plant airborne and contained radioactive sources are inadequate. Contained sources in
the radwaste building have not been submitted. A note in SSAR Section 12.2.5 indicates
that this will be submitted in February 1993. The plant locations and source geometries
are not given for those contained sources that are described in Chapter 12. No in-plant
airborne radioactive sources are described for the SBWR design. In addition, our review
found significant omissions / deficiencies in the radiation zone diagrams provided. Some
diagrams are missing. The staff counted 8 plant layout figures (Figures 21.1.2-2, Sheets 1
through 21.1.2.4) that do not have corresponding radiation zone figures. Missing

*

features on the zone diagrams that are provided included: boundaries for the
contamination / radiation control areas and their access traffic patterns; identification of
very high radiation areas, as defined in 10 CFR Part 20; location of health physics (HP)
facilities, including the onsite counting labs and their design-basis radiation levels;
location of all post-accident vital areas and their access / egress routes during accident
conditions.

GE Response:

a) Please see item (c) below for discussion of airborne contamination. Radwaste sections
have been submitted in the February 28,1993 SSAR submittal.

b) A separate table of approximate source geometries and locations with respect to the ,

'

radiation zone drawings will be provided in a future SSAR amendment.

c) In-plant airborne contaimination will be evaluated in accordance with the Radiation
Protection design acceptance criteria (DAC) and will be a COL applicant requirement.

d) Only floor levels and intermediate levels where radiations zones were changed were
provided in the radiation zone package. The base drawings also show other intermediate
levels for clarification of steel or equipment arrangement which do not change the
radiation zone. A correspondence table is shown below.

e) (1) Radiation / contamination areas are clearly defined. Access traffic patterns will be
added in a future SSAR amendment.

e) (2) Please provide clarification. The reactor building and radwaste building are
divided into zones A through H and zones A through F in the Turbine Buildings. All
drawings will be revised to the same zone designations in a future SSAR amendment. :

|

c) (3) Health Physics facilities and counting facilities will be clearly identified in a future |
SSAR amendment after the service building functionality is completed. Currently, l

monitoring and change facilities are found in all three main buildings with a counting i

facility identified in the radwaste building.
'

1

1
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|

e) (4) LOCA access pathways are identified but the definition of LOCA post accident
areas and routes will be expanded and clarified in a future SSAR amendment.
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RAI Number: RPEB.1 ;

Question:
-

SSAR Section 14.2.1.1 Construction Test Objectives
'

SSAR Section 14.2.1.1 provides the purpose and scope of the construction and
installation test program. This section states that the test abstracts will not be provided. ,

it is the staffs position that GE should state how the construction and installation tests
will be developed and who will be responsible for perfonning those tests.

,

,

GE Response:

The AE/ Construction company will decide the details of the construction and i

installation test program along with the COL Applicant. For the Design Cernfication,it is -
'

not appropriate that the NSSS designer establishes responsibility for this testing.
>

,
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RAI Number: RPEB.2 [
.

Question: |

SSAR Section 14.2.2 Test Procedures j
i

SSAR Section 14.2.2 discusses, in part, resiew, evaluation, and approval ofinitial plant test |
results. It is stated that the final approval of test results is obtained from the Sartup |
Coordinating Group and the appropriate level of plant management as defined in the 1

Startup Administrative Manual. It is the staffs position that this section of the SSAR :
!should be modified to clarify that the resiew and approval of preoperational test results

are normally required prior to fuel loading. If portions of any preoperational tests are ;

intended to be conducted, or their results approved, after fuel loading, the staff has .

determined that the applicant referencing the GESB%%DC should be required to: ,

(1) list each test; (2) state which portions of each test will be delayed until after fuel :
loading; (3) provide technicaljustification for delaying these portions; and (4) state the i

power levels where each test will be completed.
*

,

i
GE Response: ,

,

GE agrees that the review and approval of preoperational test results are normally .

*

required prior to fuel loading. Some preoperational tests may be postponed until after
initial fuel load and during the startup test phase. The combined operating license |
(COL) applicant is required to document the four requirements stated above, as .j

described in SSAR Section 14.2.6, first paragraph. ,

t
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RAI Number: RPEB.3

'

Question:

' AR Section 14.2.3 Test Program's Conformance with Regulatory Guides
.

It is the staff's position that SSAR Section 14.2.3 should be modified to include the :

following items:

* RG 1.95, " Protection of Nuclear Power Plant Control Room Operators Against an
Accidental Chlorine Release,"in accordance with SRP Section 14.2; ;

* The applicable portion (shutdown cooling) of RG 1.139, " Guidance for Residual Heat
Removal,''in accordance with SRP Section 14.2. !

GE Response: ;

SSAR Section 14.2.3 will 5e modified as the staff's position indicates in Amendr.ent 1 of
the SSAR (see attached).

,

i
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Reculatorv Guide 1.95 " Protection of Nuclear Power Plant Control Room |
s

Ooerators Acainst an AccidentalChlorine Release "in accordance with SRPSection
14 2:

The aoolication nortion (shutdown cooline) of RG 1.139. " Guidance for Residualm

Heat Removal."in accordance with SRP Section 14 2.

Regulatory Guide 1.140 " Design, Testing and Maintenance Criteria for Normalm

Ventilation Exhaust System Air Filtration and Adsorption Units of Light Water

Cooled Nuclear Power Plants."

14.2.4 Utilization of Reactor Operating andTesting Experience in the Development
of Test Program

Since every reactor / plant in a GE-NE BWR product line is an evolutionary development

of the previous plant in the product line (and each product line is an evolutionary
development from the previous product line), it is evident that the SBWR plants have
the benefits of experience acquired with the successful and safe startup of more than 30

previous BWR-1/2/3/4/5 and BWR-6 plants. The operational experience and
knowledge gained from these plants and other reactor types have been factored into the
design and test specifications of GE-NE-supplied systems and equipment that will be
demonstrated during the preoperational and startup test programs. Addidonally,
reactor operating and testing experience of similar nuclear power plants obtained from
NRC Licensee Event Reports and through other industry sources will be utilized to the

extent pracdcable in developing and carrying out the initial test program.

14.2.5 Trial Use of Plant Operating and Ernergency Procedures

To the extent practicable throughout the preoperational and 14 ial startup testt

program, test procedures will utilize operating, emergency, and abnormal procedures
where applicable in the performance of tests. The u : these procedures is intended
to do the following-

prove the specific procedure or' illustrate changes which may be required;a

provide training of plant personnelin the use of these procedures; anda

increase the level of knowledge of plant personnel on the systems being tested.e

A testing procedure utilizing an operating, emergency, or abnormal procedure will
reference the procedure directly, extract a series of steps from the procedure, or beth.
in a way that is optimum to accomplishing the above goals while efficiently perforn.mg

the specified testing.

1427
Initial Plant Test Program - Final Safety Analysis Report - Amendment 1 DRAFT
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RAI Number: RPEB.4

Question:
!

SSAR Section 14.2.4 Utilization of Reactor Operating and Testing Experience in the ;

Development of Test Program
,

While the stafragrees with the statement in SSAR Section 14.2 that many parts of the ;

SBWR plant design have the benefits of experience acquired with the successful and safe ;

startup of more than 30 previous BWR design plants, the SBWR design is one of the first j

standardized nuclear power plant designs which uses simplified, inherent, and passive- ,

!

means to accomplish its safety functions. Therefore,it is the staff's position that SSAR
Section 14.2.4 should address a review of the vendor test program as required by . !

10 CFR 52.47(b)(2)(i)(A) and incorporate results of the vendor test program into the -!

initial test program, as appropriate.

GE Response:

GE agrees that the safety features must be demonstrated by one of the methods described
in 10CFR52.47(b)(2)(i)(A), but this regulation appears to apply to certification and not
the initial plant test program. Once a design reaches the initial plant test phase, the
Design Certification will have been issued.

GE intends to utilize the infbrmation gained in the experiences, tests and analyses to |

enhance the startup testing program. Additionally, the startup test program includes
testing to insure that Chapter 15 analyses are valid. Vendor test program information will ,

be utilized to meet requisition specifications and to understand SSC limitations, but it will |
be the operational and safety limits that will be the Ibcus of the initial test program, not
SSC ultimate capability. Vendor tests are more useful to establish component suitability
for a particular application during the component selection process and directly applied
in the construction and installation phase.

10 CFR 52.47(b)(2)(i)(A), April 30,1992, addresses what must be done for Cerdlication
and does not make a specific reference to the initial test program testing or a vendor test
program. Information required by 10CFR52.47(b)(2)(i)(A) has been provided by GE to
the NRC letter dated May 7,1993, and will be included in Amendment 1 of the SSAR.

|
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RAI Number: RPEB.5

i

Question: !

SSAR Section 14.2.7 Test Program Schedule and Sequence .

It is the staff's position that SSAR Section 14.2.7 should address the requirement of the j

applicant referencing the GESBWR-DC to: (1) list each test, that will not be performed
-

1prior to exceeding 25-percent power, for all plant structures, systems, and components
that are relied upon to prevent, to limit, or to mitigate the consequences of postulated .

accidents; (2) provide technicaljustification for delaying the tests; and (3) state the |
power levels where each test will be completed.

*

i

i
GE Response: :

SSAR section 14.2.7 lists the test program schedule and sequence and states, in part, that -|
. . . To the extent practicable, the schedule should establish that, prior to exceeding 25%

~

"

power, the test requirem ents will be met for those plant structures, systems,~and
components that are rel.ed on to prevent, limit, or mitigate the consequences of |

postulated accidents." '.his means that the testing shall be accomplished as scheduled in
'

the precperational testing phase and as required by Table 14.2-1. If not, the COL :

Applicant shouldjustifb it accordingly. This is wordedjust as the equivalent section of the |

ABWR SSAR and appears to address the question. ;
>

>
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RAI Number: RPEB.7

Question:

General Comments on SSAR Section 14.2

It is the staffs position that indisidual tests listed in Section 14.2 of the SSAR for
structures, systems, components, and features that are not essential to the demonstration
of conformance with design requirements important to safety, but which meet any of the
following criteria, should be identified.

* Those that will be used for shutdown and cooldown of the reactor under normal plant
conditions and for maintaining the reactor in a safe condition for an extended shutdown -
period.

* Those that will be used for shutdown and cooldown of the reactor under transient
(infrequent or moderately frequent events) conditions and postulated accident
conditions and for maintaining the reactor in a safe condition for an extended shutdown
period following such conditions.

* Those that will be used for establishing conformance with safety limits or limiting
conditions for operation that will be included in the facility technical specifications.

* Those that are classified as engineered safety features or will be used to support or
ensure the operations of engineered safety features within design limits.

* Those that are assumed to function or for which credit is taken in the accident analysis
for the facility, as described in the SSAR.

* Those that will be used to process, smre, control, or limit the release of radioactive
materials.

GE Response:

This quest;on asks for lists of tests for structures, systems, components and features that
are not essential to the demonstration of conformance with design requirements
impm tant to safety. Systems that are both safety-related and non-safety-related and meet
tne criteria are provided in the following lists in the order of the six criteria:

1) The Reactor Water Cleanup / Shutdown Cooling (RWCU/SDC) System is used for cold
shutdown of the reactor during normal plant conditions and for an extended shutdown
period. It is a non-safety-related system. The applicable sections are 14.2.8.1.6 and
14.2.8.2.18.

2) Systems used to reach the safe shutdown condition during transient conditions are the
engineered safety features listed in the response to item 4). The RWCU/SDC System
listed in response 1) is the non-safety-related system used to reach cold shutdown during

1

_
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i
1

-!
1

infrequent or moderately frequent events. Tests for infrequent or moderately frequent ;
'

events are listed in Subsections 14.2.8.2.24 and 14.2.8.2.28.
!

3) There are no preoperational or startup tests that establish conformance with Safety '

Limits or Limiting Conditions for Operation. These limits are controlled by ITACC tests I

and by operating procedures developed by the COL applicant.
,

4) The engineered safety features are listed in Section 6.0. The systems are the
Containment, Containment Isolation System, the Safety System Logic and Control
(SSLC), the Leak Detection and Isolation System (LDIS), the Isolation Condenser (IC)

,

System, the Passive Containment Cooling System (PCCS), the safety envelope, the
Flammability Control System (FCS), the Gravity-Driven Cooling System (GDCS), and the
Automatic Depressurization Subsystem (ADS), the Sealed Emergency Operating Area '

(SEOA), and the Emergency Breathing Air System (EBAS). They are all safety-related
systems. Applicable sections are 14.2.8.1.1,14.2.8.1.7,14.2.8.1.9,14.2.8.22,14.2.8.2.23, ,

14.2.8.2.29,14.2.8.1.30,14.2.8.1.31,14.2.8.1.32,14.2.8.1.33,14.2.8.1.34,14.2.8.1.35, '

14.2.8.1.36,14.2.8.1.37,14.2.8.1.40,14.2.8.1.67,14.2.8.1.70,14.2.8.1.71,14.2.8.1.72, i
14.2.8.1.73, and 14.2.8.1.74.

5) These systems are the engineered safety features listed to in response 4).

6) The Gaseous Radwaste System, the Solid Radwaste System, and the Liquid Radwaste
System are described in Chapter 11 of the SSAR. These are non-safety-related systems.
Applicable sections are 14.2.8.2.30,14.2.8.2.$3,14.2.8.1.45,14.2.8.1.53, and 14.2.8.1.69.

i
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RAI Number: RPEB.8 !
- !

Question: '|
|

General Comments on SSAR Section 14.2.8 !

<

It is the staff's position that the Table of Contents in Sections 14.2.8.1 and 14.2.8.2 should -|
be extended to list all preoperational tests and startup tests covered in Section 14.2 of the i

SSAR.

i

GE Response: .;
:

GE concurs and will revise the Table of Contents for Chapter 14 in Amendment I to
include two levels of entries below Subsection 14.2.8.

;

,
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RAI Number: RPEB.9

Question:

Chapter 17.3, Reliability Assurance Program During Design Phase, GE initially developed
a design reliability assurance program (D-RAP) for the ABWR. Most of the specific
comments listed in the following RPEB RAls are based on the differences the staff noted
between the text of the ABWR and SBWR D-RAP submittals GE should identify if these
two programs are to be maintained independently or if common methodology and
management of the programs will be used as, for example,in the Quality Assurance
Program.

t

SSAR Section 17.3.1 states that a plant owner / operator will have an operational reliability
assurance program (0-RAP). However, an owner / operator will also be required to have
a D-RAP for those risk-significant systems, structures, and components (SSCs) that are not
covered by the GE-NE D-RAP and those risk-significant SSCs"that are designed or
procured by the owner / operator or their agent. GE should clarify that SSAR Section
17.3.1 describes the GE-NE D-RAP and GE should state that an owner / operator will be
required to provide both a D-RAP and an O-RAP.

GE Response:
-

,

The text of both the ABWR and the SBWR Reliability Assurance Programs should be
identical for both programs with the exception that the examples will be different for
ABWR and SBWR. The text of the SBWR will be revised in Amendment 1 (see attached)
to state that the owner / operator will be required to provide a D-RAP for those risk-
significant structures, systems, and components (SSCs), if any, that are not covered by the
GE-NE D-RAP, and an 0-RAP. (The attached draft SSAR Amendment I also applies to
attachments mentioned in RAls RPEB.11, RPEB.14, RPEB.15, and RPEB.16.)

1
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17.3 Reliability Assurance Program During Design Phase

This section presents the SBWR Design Reliability Assurance Program (D-RAP).

17.3.1 Introduction
:
'

The SBWR Design Reliability Assurance Program (D-RAP) is a program that will be
performed by CE Nu&= F=gy (CE PE) during detailed design and specific

'
equipment selection phases to assure that the important SBWR reliability assumptions
of the probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) will be considered throughout the plant life. |
The plant owner / operator will comolete the D-RAP for those risk-sienificant structures.
systems, and components. if any. that are not covered by the GE-NE D-RAP and will also ;;

have an Operational Reliability Assurance Program (0-RAP) that tracks equipment :

reliability to demonstrate that the plant is being operated and maintained consistent
1

with PRA assumptions so that overall risk is not unknowingly degraded.
!

The PRA evaluates the plant response to initiating events to assure that plant damage I
''

has a very low probability and risk to the public is very low. Input to the PRA includes '
details of the plant design and assumptions about the reliability of the plant risk- ,

significant structures, systems and components (SSCs) throughout plant life. SSAP, ,

'

Aooendix 19K. PRA Based Reliability and Maintenance. identifies certain risk-

sienificant SSCs. The results of Anoendix 19K can be used as a startine coint for the D-
RAP.

''
The D-RAP will include the design evaluation of the SBWR. It will identify relevant

aspects of plant operation, maintenance, and performance monitoring ofimportant ,

!plant SSCs for owner / operator consideration in assuring safety of the equipment and
ilimited risk to the public. The policy and implementation procedtu es will be specified

by the owner / operator.

Also included in this explanation of the D-RAP is a descriptive example of how the
D-RAP will apply to one potentially important plant system, the Isolation Condenser
System (ICS). The ICS example shows how the principles of D RAP will be applied to
other systems idendfied by the PRA as being significant with respect to risk.

17.3.2 Scope

The SBWR D-RAP willinclude the future design evaluation of the SBWR, and it will ,

idendfy relevant aspects of plant operation, maintenance, and performance monitoring
of plant risk-significant SSCs. The PRA for the SBWR and other industry sources will be
used to identify and prioritize those SSCs that are important to prevent or mitigate plant j

*

transients or other events that could present a risk to the public.

;

Reliability Assurance Program During Design Pnsse - Amendment 1 DRAFT 17.3-1
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17.3.3 Purpose

The purpose of the D-RAP is to assure that the plant safety as estimated by the PRA is
maintained as the detailed design evolves through the implementation and

procurement phases and that pertinent information is provided in the design
documentation to the future owner / operator so that equipment reliability, as it affects

plant safety, can be maintained through operation and maintenance during the entire
plant life.

17.3.4 Objective

The objective of the D-RAP is to identify those plant SSCs that are significant
contributors to risk, as shown by the PRA or other sources, and to assure that, during -

the implementadon phase. the plant design continues to udlize risk-significant SSCs
whose reliability is commensurate with the PRA assumptions. The D-RAP will also
identify key assumptions regarding any operation, maintenance and monitoring
acdvities that the owner / operator should consider in developing its O-RAP to assure
that such SSCs can be expected to operate throughout plant life with reliability
consistent with that assumed in the PRA.

A major factor in plant reliability assurance is risk-focused maintenance, by which
maintenance resources are focused on those SSCs that enable the SBWR safety-related

systems to fulfidl their safety-related functions and on SSCs whose failure may directly
inidate challenges to safety-related systems. All plant modes are considered, including
equipment directly relied upon in emergency operadng procedures (EOPs). Such a
focus of maintenance will help to maintain an acceptably low level of risk, consistent
with the PRA.

17.3.5 GE-NE Organization for D-RAP

-T-h :::: r : perden af a rfpi;;! CE '!E crganim::ca cha : for a SEl'E D RtP b d; -
- Figur F.31 The Manager of S Nut!:;r St-ice: and Prcj :e Depar':nen: repar,
- 1:'h P:::Mer: and Cent ! '!; nager -f CE NE ':u&;r Energy. T cc ::::'-
. =!- c d c2d an SE'r" D R*.P :: i fam d R ;na- P cp;;r Sen : and ic

r. _.3.. _ ... 3 _e__ n. - _e__.u._ .
_: _ __: _ _ __ _
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The D-RAP definition. reliability analyses. and the PRA. includine Apoendix 19K. were
oerformed by CE Nuclear Enerev (GE-NE).
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Responsibility for the design of key equipment, components and subsystems kwas
. togethershared by GE-NE ^. . s n': ^ ' 'va:n. c:' " c - P agrar cc:...

with external organizations, including the architect engineer. Rep: ng dirc :'y
, ' - ng;; s s .ng ~ au! - ugc: i!! ';c perf - ng : agince: : 'u di ng :.p;c:n-f ,
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,

. ," P~; f- nun;c F,g;. m ng U .

! . cg: - - -! "c-f . nan c ng;ncu ng, ~i!! herc~ -The manacer "unage- s .

assigned the responsibility of managing and integrating the D-RAP Program. He "
lee had direct access to the SBWR Project Manager andlept : cp him abreast of2"'

e

D. RAP criticalitems, program needs and status. He had hawarganizational freedom to:

Identify D-RAP problems.a

Initiate, recommend or provide solutions to problems through designatedm

organizations.

Verify implementation of solutions.m

Function as an integral part of the fmal design process.m

"-!!ab:" una!7s , c'u:"ng :Sc "Rt. are pe:fc:- c! by 'c RcFabiF:y F,g;: . c ng

_.f*_- t. s- Y_: , , _ . . : _ ,_ . _ ,1 e, , _ , . . t . ' . s. ,, _._..,_c.._2.~,._c..t_,.... . . . t . L. . r _ . J. ._ . m . _ . . .c,._ , . .

m. ..3 .3. . . .
....3...m.

Er c; cru - (Figurc '~ 3 !). T'n , he P%mpw ^c D rip and nany uf hcz

CE"'" cLbiF:j ana!y vi" he pm-f^rme:' t- hi,: p ^ , 2 :", :W Sudeer-

&rita an ! P cjecu Depar: ncet Reapen;ibill:y ft: rc!!abiky rc;ic : cf da:gned
FE"" , ac:n; an .! : , npon ;u ;!: ; fa!b c ^c Rc!!abiF:y Engineering Fer4c; U: .

57 m_7; 3 r_; .tc
. . ,_.7g7;. _; ;_3 pe_f; _ _;;_, 7 y_;g;n : _;g ggc.

The combined coeratine license aoolicant will need to sunolv a D-RAP orcanization
descriotion at the time of arplication for these risk-sienificant SSCs that are desicned or

orocured bv the aoolicant.

17.3.6 SSC Identification /Prioritization

The PRA prepared for the SBWR will be the primary source for identifying
risk-significant SSCs that should be given special consideration during the detailed
design and procurement phases and/or considered for inclusion in the O-RAP. The
method by which the PRA is used to identify risk-significant SSCs is described in Chapter

19. It is also possible that some risk-significant SSCs will be identified from sources other
than the PRA, such as nuclear plant operating experience, other industrial experience,

and relevant component failure data bases.
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17.3.7 Design Considerations

The reliability of risk-significant SSCs, which are identified by the PRA and other
sources, will be evaluated at the detailed design stage (under contract to the combined

ooeratine license aoolicant) bv appropriate design reviews and reliability analyses.
Current data bases will be used to identify appropriate values for failure rates of

equipment as designed, and these failure rates will be compared with those used in the
PRA. Normally the failure rates will be similar, but in some cases they may differ because

of recent design or data base changes. Whenever failure rates of designed risk-
significant SSCs are significantly greater than those assumed in the PRA, an evaluation
will be performed to determine if the equipment is acceptable or ifit must be
redesigned to achieve a lower failure rate.

For those risk-significant SSCs, as indicated by PRA or other sources, component
redesign (including selection of a different component) will be considered as a way to
reduce the core damage frequency (CDF) contribution. (If the system unavailability or
the CDF is acceptably low, less effort will be expended toward redesign.) If there are
practical ways to redesign a risk-significant SSC, it will be redesigned and the change in
system fault tree results will be calculated. Following the redesign phase, dominant SSC
failure modes will be identified so that protection against such failure modes can be

accomplished by appropriate acdvities during plant life. The design considerations that
will go into determining an acceptable, reliable design and the SSCs that must be
considered for O-RAP acdvities are illustrated in Eg=c 1~ ',2 Ficure 17.Sl .

GE-NE willidendfy in the PRA or other design documents to the plant owner / operator
the risk-significant SSCs and their associated failure modes and reliability assumptions,
including any pertinent bases and uncertainties considered in the PRA. GE-NE will also
provide this informadon for the plant owner / operator to incorporate into the O-RAP
to help assure that PRA results will be achieved over the life of the plant. This
infmaation can be used by the owner / operator for establishing appropriate reliability
targets and the associated maintenance practices for achiesing them.

17.3.8 Defining Failure Modes

The determination of dominant failure modes of risk-significant SSCs will include
historical information, analytical models and existing requirements. Many BWR systems
and components have compiled a significant historical record, so an evaluation of that
record comprises Assessment Path A in Egu:: l' * 3 Ficure 17.S2. Details of Path A are

shown in Figu: l' * 1 Ficure 17.S3.

For those SSCs for which there is not an adequate historical basis to identify cridcal

failure m. odes, an analytical approach is necessary, shown as Assessment Path B in

E;;=c ''.3 3 Ficure 17.S2. The details of Path B are given in Eg=c l'.3 5 Ficure 17 %

1. The failure modes identified in Paths A and B are then reviewed with respect to the

17.3-4 Reliability Assurance Program During Design Phase- Amendment 1 DRAFT
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existing maintenance activities in the industry and the maintenance requirements,
Assessment Path C in Epre l' * 2 Ficure 17.S2. Detailed steps in Path C are outlined

in Epne 1~ $ $ Ficure 17.%5. ;

17.3.9 Operational Reliability Assurance Activities
>

IOnce the dominant failure modes are determined for risk-significant SSCs, an

assessrnent is required to determine suggested 0-RAP activities that will assure j

acceptable performance during plant life. Such activities may consist of periodic j

surveillance inspections or tests, monitoring of SSC performance, and/or periodic !
f

preventive maintenance (Reference 17.S1). An example of a decision tree that would
'i

be applicable to these activities is shown in Egn l'3 ' Ficure 17.%6. As indicated,
'

some SSCs may require a combination of activities to assure that their performance is
consistent with that assumed in the PRA. ;

Periodic testing of SSCs may include startup of standby systems, surveillance tesdng of
instrument circuits to assure that they will respond to appropriate signals,'and
inspection of SSCs (such as tanks and pipes) to show that they are available to perform
as designed. Performance monitoring, including condition monitoring, can consist of -
measurement of output (such as pump flow rate or heat exchanger temperatures),
measurement of magnitude of an important variable (such as vibration or
temperature), and tesdng for abnormal conditions (such as oil degradation or local hot

spots).

Periodic preventive maintenance is an activity performed at regular intervals to
preclude problems that could occur before the next preventive maintenance (PM)
interval. This could be regular oil changes, replacement of seals and gaskets, or
refurbishment of equipment subject to wear or age related degradadon.

Planned maintenance activities will be integrated with the regular operating plans so !

that they do not disrupt normal operation. Maintenance that will be performed more ,

frequently than refueling outages must be planned so as to not disrupt operation or be
likely to cause reactor scram, engineered safety feature (ESF) actuation, or abnormal

.
i

transients. Maintenance planned for performance during refueling outages must be
conducted in such a way that it will have little or no impact on plant safety, on outage
length or on other maintenance work.

,

17.3.10 Owner / Operator's Reliability Assurance Program

The O-RAP that will be prepared and implemented by the SBWR owner / operator will
make use of the information provided by GE-NE. This information will help the
owner / operator determine activities that should be included in the O-RAP. Examples
of elements that might be included in an O-RAP are as follows:

.
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Reliability Performance Monitoring- Measurement of the performance of equipment
to determine that it is accomplishing its goals and/or that it will continue to operate
with low probability of failure.

Reliability Methodology- Methods by which the plant owner / operator can compare
plant data to the SSC data in the PRA.

Problem Prioritization - Identification, for each of the risk-significant SSCs, of the
importance of that item as a contributor to its system unavailability and assignment of
priorities to problems that are detected with such equipment.

Root Cause Analysis - Determination, for problems that occur regarding reliability of
risk-significant SSCs, of the root causes, those causes which, after correction, will not
recur to again degrade the reliability of equipment.

Corrective Action Determination-Identification of corrective actions needed to
restore equipment to its required functional capability and reliability, based on the
results of problem identification and root cause analysis.

Corrective Action Implementation - Carrying out identified conective action on risk-
significant equipment to restore equipment to its intended function in such a way that
plant safety is not compromised during work.

Corrective Action Verification - Post-corrective action tasks to be followed after
maintenance on risk-significant equipment to assure that such equipment will perform
its intended functions.

Plant Aging- Some of the risk-significant equipment is expected to undergo age
related degradation that will require equipment replacement or refurbishment.

Feedback to Designer - The plant owner / operator will periodically compare
performance of risk-significant equipment to that specified in the PRA and D-RAP, and,
at its discretion, may send SSC performance data to plant or equipment designers in
those cases that consistently show performance below that specified.

Programmatic Interfaces - Reliability assurance interfaces related to the work of the
several organizations and personnel groups working on risk-significant SSCs.

The plant owner / operator's O-RAP will address the interfaces with construction,
startup testing, operations, maintenance, engineering, safety, licensing, quality
assurance and procurement ofinitial and replacement equipment.

1

1
,

i
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17.3.11 D RAP Implementation

An example ofimplementation of the D-RAP is given for the ICS. For this example it is
assumed that some ICS components have been identified by the PRA as making a

significant contribution to the core damage frequency (CDF).

The purpose of the ICS is to control reactor pressure and water level within acceptable
ranges so that emergency reactor depressurization trips will not occur following reactor
isolation and shutdown from full power without feedwater makeup. The ICS must also,
over a longer duration, remove excess sensible and core decay heat from the reactor
with minimal loss of coolant inventory from the reactor when the normal heat removal

systems are unavailable for any reason.

The ICS is expected to operate during transients for a reactor pressure vessel (RPV)
gauge pressure between 6.205 and 8.618 MPa (900-1250 psig).

17.3.11.1 ICS Description

The ICS basically consists of three high pressure, totally independent loops, each
containing a condenser that condenses steam on the tube side and transfers heat to
water in a large pool, the isolation condenser / passive containment cooling (IC/PCC)
pool, which is positioned above and outside the containment (drywell). The surface of
the poolis vented to the atmosphere. A simplified ICS P&lD is shown in Fig =c F.3 ?
Figure 17 3-7. (Refer to Section 5.4.6 for a detailed ICS System description which is

summarized below.)

The condenser is connected by piping to the RPV and is placed at an elevation above
the source of steam. When the steam is condensed,it returns to the vessel through a

condensate return pipe. The steam side connection between the vessel and the IC is
normally-<> pen and the condensate line is normally-closed. This allows the isolation
condenser and drain piping to fill with condensate which is maintained at a subcooled

temperature by the pool water during normal reactor operation.

The steam supply line is vertical and feeds two horizontal headers through four pipes.
The steam line is properly insulated and enclosed in a guard pipe which penetrates the
containment roof slab. Two nor mally-open, fail-as-is isolation valves in series (nitrogen-
motor-operated F001 and motor-operated F002) are located in the run of steam supply
line piping inboard of the containment boundary. They are used to isolate that part of
the ICS that is located outside the containment Two different valve actuator types are

used to provide diverse means for flow path closure.

Steam is condensed inside vertical tubes of the condenser and is collected in two lower
headers. Two pipes, one from each lower header, take the condensate to the common
drain line which vertically penetrates the containment roof slab. On the condensate
return piping, two normally-open, fail-as-is isolation valves in series (motor-operated

1737Relisbilsty Assurance Program During Design Phase - Amendment 1 DRAFT
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than 6.7 meters (264 in.)to proside adequate column height for natural circulation
f ow.

The pool subcompartment interconnections are as follows: The individual IC/PCC
pool subcompartments are connected to the other pool subcompartments below the
water level by locked-open valves, one for each subcompartment, so that each IC has
access to the entire pool. These valves ca9 5 f closed to isolate and empty the individual

partitioned IC pool for maintenance of the unit. All other pool subcompartments are
interconnected below the pool water level.

The water volume above the top of the IC tubes is at least 1100 cubic meters (38,846
cubic feet) in order to meet the 72 hours decay heat boiloff requirement. The remote
handwheels on the locked open valves extend above the water level to locations
accessible to the operator.

r

The walls containing the airspace flow path extend above the normal water level; this
enhances the flow stability and heat removal capability of the condensers by establishing

a flow path for steam leaving the pool and for the pool make-up water through the lower
pipes.

17.3.11.2 ICS Operation

During normal plant operation, the IC loops are in " ready standby," so ICS operation
will start upon opening of one valve. Both steam supply isolation valves and both
isolation valves on the condensate return line are in a normally-open position, the
condensate levelin the IC extends above the upper headers, the condensate return
valves are both closed, and the small vent lines from the IC top and bottom headers to

the suppression pool are closed.
1

I

A small amount of steam flows fiom the steam piping above the ICs through the purge

line by the pressure differential caused by main steam line flow. For each IC loop the
four normally-open oper , :. ra;;r ape:=cd isolation valves (two nitrocen-ooerated
cate valves and two motor-ooerated gate valves) fail as is; the four normally-closed,
solenoid-operated vent valves (globe valves) fail closed; the two normally-closed, motor-
operated vent valves (globe valves) fail as is; the normally-closed, motor-operated
condensate return valve (gate vahe) fails as is; the normally-closed, nitrogen-operated
condensate return bypass valve (globe valve) fails open; and the normally-open, motor-
operated purge line valve (globe valve) fails as is.

During refueling, the IC is isolated from the reactor. All isolation valves (F001 through
F004) and all vent valves (F007 through F012) are closed.

During plant operation, one of the ICS initiation signals opens the condensate return
valve F005 within 30 seconds, thus stardng the IC operation. If the IC does not operate,

the RPV gauge pressure will increase to the SRV setpoint 8.618 MPa (1250 psig). Also,
17.3 9Reliebihry Assurance Program During Cesign Phase - Amendment 1 ORAFT
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isolation valves (F001,2,3, and 4) are signaled to open to assure that they were

reopened during or after a test closure of the valves. Condensate bypass valve F006 will

open to initiate ICS operation by remote manual operation or if there is a loss of
nitrogen pressure or of dc power.

If, during IC operation and after the initial transient, the RPV gauge pressure increases
above 7.653 MPa (1110 psig), the bottom vent valves F009 and F010 autonatically open
to vent to the suppression pool. When the RPV gauge pressure decreases below 7-643-
MPa7.585 MPa (1100 psig) reset value, and after a time delay to avoid too many cycles,
these two valves close.

The three initiation signals which actuate all three ICS loops at the same dme, opening
the condensate return valve F005, are described as follows:

The " reactor mode switch is in RUN" and the inboard or outboard MSIV position isa

< 90% open on both MSL(A) and MSL(B). (MSIV closure is initiated on reactor
water level below L2 and other isolation closure signals). There are two main steam
isolation valves (MSIVs) on each main steam line. The logic is: one-out-of-two limit

switches of the MSIVs on one line plus one-out-of-two limit switches of the MSIVs on

the other line (logic one-out-of-two twice). During MSIV testing, one MSL is out of
service;if a one-out-of-two signal comes from the limit switches of the MSIVs of the

other line, the IC goes into operation.

RPV gauge pressure (with logic two<>ut<>f-four) is 2 7.446 MPa (1080 psig) for 10m

seconds or more.

Operator manualinitiation.a

When the RPV gauge pressure decreases below the IC System reset value 5.516 MPa

(800 psig), the operator may stop the ICS loops individually, overriding the system
,

initiation signals coming from closure of the MSIVs.

Condensate return valve F005 fails as is on loss of electrical power supply. Condensate

return bypass valve F006 opens automatically upon a loss of the nitrogen supply, loss of
two electrical power divisions, manually, by operator action, or on reactor water level
below Level 2.

Automatic actuation for the vent valves (F009 and F010, located in series) is prosided

by a high RPV pressure (above system actuation value) and either of the condensate
return valves not fully closed (with time delay to avoid the vents opening during the
initial transient). The valves close, preventing loss ofinventory, when the RPV pressure

decreases below a reset value.

Four radiation sensors are installed in the IC/PCC pool exhaust passages that vent air

and coolant vapor to the en ironment. Detection of a low-level leak (radiation level

Reliabihty Assurance Program During Design Phase - Amendment 1 DRAFT |
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above background, logic two-out-of-four) initiates an alarm. Detection of a high
radiadon level (exceeding site boundary limits, logic two cut-of-four) isolates the
leaking isolation condenser automadcally (closure ofisoladon valves F001 through
F004). The high radiation may be caused by a leak from any IC tube and a subsequent
release of noble gas to the air above the IC/PCC pool.

Four redundant sets of differential pressure instrumentation (dPT) on the steam line
and another four sets on the condensate return line are used to detect a possible loss-

of-coolant accident (LOCA). A high dPT signal coming from two-out-of-four dPTs on
'

the same line (steam or condensate) will result in alarms to the operator and automatic
closure of all isolation valves, rendering the IC inoperable.

Alarm and closure of the isolation valves (F001 through F004) are automatic on the

following signals coming from a single loop (logic two-out-of-four):

high mass flow in the IC steam supply line; ,6

high mass flow in the IC condensate return line; anda

high radiation in the pool steam flow path.a

The operator cannot override the high radiation signals from the IC atmosphere vents
and high differential pressure IC-isolation signals.

A temperature element is provided downstream of the valves in each vent line to
confirm functioning of vent valves. A tempcrature element is similarly provided in the
condensate return line, downstream of the isolation valve F004.

17.3.11.3 Major Differences from Operating Boiling Water Reactors

The ICS design is similar to that of the few operating boiling water reactors 84%
(BWRs) that have ICs. Automatic and manual actuadon of the SBWR ICS is similar to
that incorporated in operadng BWRs. The major different es for the SBWR are (1) use
of three heat exchangers (HXs) instead of the one or two in operating plants; (2) use
of vertical tube HXs instead of horizontal tubes; (3) use of both NOVs and MOVs for
condensate return valves instead of only MOVs; and (4) use of a large pool instead of ,

an HX shell.

The number of HXs for the SBWR is partly determined by the desire for equipment
redundancy and for limiting the length and number of tubes in each IlX. Vertical tube
HXs of the SBWR provide for greater stability of flow and less problems with
noncondensable gases. Since the condensate return bypass valves are operated by

nitrogen, and fail open on loss of nitrogen pressure or electrical power, they do not
require electrical power as do the motor-operated condensate return valves. ;
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The large IC/PCC pool provides cooling water capacity for 72 hours following SBWR
scram. Following that time makeup water can be provided by water trucks through
safety-related piping providing makeup connections at grade level outside the reactor
building. Operating BWRs have typically 20 to 30 minutes of water capacity in IC HXs,
with make up provided by pumping from the condensate storage tanks or from the fire
main.

17.3.11.4 Identification of Risk-Significant SSCs

An example top level fault ree for the ICS is shown in Egn:c !~ ? 9 Ficure 17.%8.with
the top gate defined as failure of the ICS to inject water into the RPV when required.
Four major events were analyzed, loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCAs), transients, loss of
off-site power (LOSP) and anticipated transient without scram (ATWS). For the LOCA
adequate ICS water injection is accomplished with one of the three ICs, so all three ICs
must fail to result in system failure. The other events can be accommodated by any two
ICs, so failure of two-out-of-three ICs results its system failure. One detail not showri in
the fault tree is that, for water injection following LOCA or ATWS events, at least one
vent path to the SP must be established. This means that valves F009 & F010 or F011 &
F012 must open, as can be seen from Egurc '~ ? 9 Ficure 17.S7.

Based upon the fault tree analysis a ranking of the ICS components or events by
importance allows identification of those SSCs with greatest importance. Such
components and events are shown in Table 17.11.

For this example, the most risk significant SSCs are listed in Table 17.12. These SSCs
should be considered as risk-significant candidates for 0-RAP activities. No SSCs appear

to be risk-significant because of aging or common cause considerations.

17.3.11.5 System Design Response

The-t4 wee two types ofICS risk-significant components identified in Table 17.12 as
having high importance in the ICS fault tree are now considered for redesign or for
0-RAP activities. The flow chart of Egu e '~ ' 2 Ficure 17.11 guides the designer.

The components identified in Table 17.52 are IC loop isolation valves, !C 'mp ver,
wAes and condensate return valves. The most significant failure of these valves is
mechanical failure. Isolation valves have a relatively high probability of mechanical
failure to open following a closure test, which is assumed to occur quarterly. Any one of
the four isolation valves in each loop could disable that loop ifit failed to open. Failure
of a condensate return valve to open when IC operation is signaled, coupled with failure
of the bypass return valve, would also disable that loop. Fai!ure "- - : valve::c ap;:
:' ::g cc::am c.c : : #! ' .e :he I'' ' efTc:: c be:ea " :/ m .dc:. ab!c gmc:.

. . hc ! op: . These + Wee two components are identified for special attention with
regard to reducing the risk of system failure.
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Identification of Maintenance Requirements
For each identified failure mode the appropriate maintenance tasks will be identified
to assure that the failure mode will be (1) avoided (2) rendered insignificant, or (3)
kept to an acceptably low probability. The type of maintenance and the maintenance
frequencies are both important aspects of assuring that the equipment failure rate will
be consistent with that assumed for the PRA. As indicated in Figure 17.S7, the designer
would consider periodic testing, performance testing or periodic preventive
maintenance as possible O-RAP activities to keep failure rates acceptable.

For the ICS isolation valves. a - ?c .:.a:c - - . A c, an" m.. v;hr: and condensate

return valves which normally have no required cycles during operation, a quarterly full-
stroke test isjudged (for this example) to be appropriate. Such tests are in compliance
with ASME Code requirements for valves in nuclear plants. Detailed disassembly,
inspection and refurbishment of valves would be done less frequently. Examples of
maintenance acdvides and frequencies are shown in Table 17.S3 for each identified

,

failure mode. The D-RAP willinclude documentation of the basis for each suggested
0-RAP activity.

17.3.12 Glossary of Terms

Core Damage Frequency- As calculated by the probabilistic risk assessment.

Design Reliability Assurance Program - Performed by the plant designer to assure that
the plant is designed so that it can be operated and maintained in such a way that the
reliability assumptions of the probabilistic risk assessment apply throughout plant life.

GE Nuclear Energy- SBWR plant designer.

Owner / Operator-The utility or other organizadon that owns and operates the SBWR
following construction.

Operational Reliability Assurance Program - Performed by the plant owner / operator
to assure that the plant is operated and maintained safely and in such a way that the
reliability assumptions of the PRA apply throughout plant life.

Piecepart - A portion of a (risk-significant) component whose failure would cause the
failure of the component as a whole. The precise defimidon of a "piecepart"will vary
between component types, depending upon their complexity.

|

Probabilistic Risk Assessment - Performed to identify and quantify the risk associated ;

with the SBWR. j

Risk.Significant - Those structur es, systems and components which are idendfied as
contributing significantly to the rpa . un;=HabiE:y core damage frecuency.
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Table 17.3-1
ICS Components with Largest Contribution to Core Damage Frequency

Risk
Fussel-Veselv Achievement

Component Imnortance Worth

ICA-UNVL IC "A" unavailable due mainly to the failure to Q.2.1 L.1 ;

reopen isolation valves after test ,
.

!CE"V^^5CO ":ter ep:::'.:d v:!v: F0059 f:!!: t Oper i

!CCa.'V005C O ":ter Oper:::d v:!v F^^5Cf:!!:t: p:r

ICBMOD02 IC "B" mechanical failure of valve F0068 QE 2Q

ICCMOD02 IC "C" mechanical failure of valve F006C IL12 20 (

ICBMV005GO Motor operated valve F0058 fails to open Q.QQ2 12 .

ICCMV005GO Motor operated valve F005C fails to open 0.002 12

4GBKVOG9FA !C "S" m::S:n!::! f:i!;r: Of v:!v: F^^99

!CSO!010F ^ !C "S" m :h:n!::! f:!! :: Of v:!v: F010B .

!CCr!^^9F ^ !C "C" m::h:n!::! f:!! :: Of v:!v: F000G ,

!CCr/0? OF ^ !C "C" m::h:n!::! f:?! :: Of v:!v:"?E
1

NOTE:

Although the " failure to reopen isolation valves after test" is assigned to IC "A", and mechanical
failure of condensate return valves or IC vent valves is assigned to ICs "B" and "C", each type of
failure could occur in any of the three loops. ,

f

i

Table 17.3-2 Risk-Significant SSCs for ICS
'

Component Valve Number

Isolation Valves F001 A, B & C
F002A, B & C
F003A, B & C
F004A, B & C

.

Condensate Return Valves F005A, B & C
F006A, B & C

V:nt V:!v:: F^^^ ^ . S i C
F010.^, E i C

.
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Table 17.3-3 Examples of ICS Failure Modes & O-RAP Activities
r

Recommended Maintenance
Component Failure Mode /Cause Maintenance ' Interval Basis *

i

isolation Failure to open Stroke test 3 months Experience; |

valves because of mechanical ASME Code ISI. !

or pneumatic problems Visual and penetrant 10 years Low failure rate;
'

inspection of stem,
.

ASME Code ISI.
ultrasonicinspection of
stem; replace if [
necessary. |

Failure to open Electrical circuit test 3 months Experience

because of electrical (may be part of stroke .

problems test) |
,

Condensate Failure to open Stroke test 3 months Experience; i

return valves because of mechanical ASME Code ISI. !

ior pneumatic problems Visual and penetrant 10 years Low failure rate;
,

inspection of stem; ASME Code ISI. [
replace if necessary. .

4

Failure to open Electrical circuit test 3 months Experience i.
because of electrical (may be part of stroke

'

,

problems test) j

"On:;;!ee: Fai!ur t: 0;;r Stroh: t:= 3 m en'5: Ex;;r?;nn;
b=: = cf m= hen!=! ^S??E C d:!S!.

,

m m k l e --

'M;;;! nd ;;n ^r0nt 10 y n -- lot'10!!; : 7'; |"~~
f

t;=Sn of : , ^S?ME C d:!E!.
70;!:= i' n=:=:ri. ,

F !!ur;t: 0;;r E! =r!=! !r;uit !=" O men'h: E;;;r?;n:: ;

|b000;= cf !=tri=! (m y 50 ;;P. Of :: h^
prob!:m: tese . !

'

,

* These types of ICS valves have been used in operating BWRs, so there is much experience to guide
>

owners / operators in care of the equipment. |

>

,

t

a
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. -;
-t

i

!
,

!

.

GE NUCLEAR ENERGY (GE-NE)
Vice President and I

General Manager

Nuclear Services and
Projects Department,

!

Advanced Other Design Sections Product Engineering
Reactor - Quality g,7y;c,, .;

Programs Assurance

|II i

:

System and
Licensing and -|Q/A Component

Consulting |Design Units
Systems integration Services- t

and Performance ,

Procurement Engineering
,

!
>

;

D-RAP
,

PRA Reliability
SBWR Project Engineering -

Manager Services

t

k

Extemal
GENE Support

iOrgan.izations
,

'!
-

!
,

!

!

;

,

1

F!;ur: 17.31 Typ!::! G5."?5 Org:n!::t!:n Ch:d f: :n SS"!P. Pr ,' 2 ;
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-

RISK SIGNIFICANT
SSCs IDENTIFIED

BY PRA 1
,

;

I

I

SYSTEM
COMPONENT4 FAULT TREE p

REDESIGN ')RECALCULATION

V

ARE PRA RESULTS YESRELIABILITY ASSESSMENT YES
IN DESIGN PHASE: y SIGNIFICANTLY CHANGED >

ARE FAILURE RATES > BY HIGHER FAILURE
THOSE IN PRA7 RATE?

i

NO NO
A |

V
IS COMPONENT YES

DOES SSC FAILURE HAVE YES
REDESIGN FEASIBLE, 'm

A LARGE IMPACT ON -
PRACTICAL AND COST

SYSTEM UNAVAILABILITY? EFFECTIVE 7 -!

I

NO NO
4

V

SSCs FOR O-RAP

Figure 17.3-1 Desian Evaluation for SSCs

Eger: 17.3 2' D::ig : Ev:! : tic 'er SSC:
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.

i

RISK-SIGNIFICANT SSCs i

FOR O-RAP

t

V

ASSESSMENT PATH A
YES

'

DOES FAILURE HISTORY
IDENTIFY CRITICAL FAILURE

MODES AT PIECEPART LEVEL 7 '

NO

V
^

ASSESSMENT PATH B -

IDENTIFY EXISTING'
"

IDENTIFY CRITICAL FAILURE MAINTENANCE-RELATED
MODES AT PIECEPART LEVEL ACTIVITIES AND
USING ANALYTICAL METHODS REQUIREMENTS

.

V

V V

DEFINE DOMINANT
IDENTIFY MAINTENANCEFAILURE MODES TO

REQUIREMENTSDEFEND AGAINST

!

Fiaure 17.3-2
Process for Determinino Dominant Failure Modes of Risk-Sianificant SSCs

Figue: 17.3.3
Prc:::: for Determ'-hg D: min:nt F:!!=:: "acde: ef P.!:S Sig. "!::nt SSC:
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,

4

4

1

INFORMATION NEEDED ASSESSMENT PATH A
&
" DATA ASSESSMENT TO

INPUT FROM ACCEPTED ESTABLISH FAILURE HISTORY
+

INDUSTRY DATA BASES - 3

CONSULTATION WITH
'

+

KNOWLEDGEABLE
ENGINEERING, OPERATIONS qy
AND MAINTENANCE
PERSONNEL DETERMINETHE ANALYSIS

ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS BOUNDARY (INDIVIDUAL*

DESIGN REVIEWS COMPONENT, COMPONENT TYPE t+

SYSTEM WALKDOWNS IN SIMILAR APPLICATIONS, ETC.)*

lI

FROM FAILURE HISTORY.
CONSTRUCT LIST OF FAILURE r

'
MODES /CAUSES AT PIECEPART

LEVEL

'
1I

.

'

IF APPROPRIATE DEVELOP
FAILURE MODE CATEGOR!ES AND |

ASSIGN EACH PIECEPART
'

FAILURE TO A CATEGORY

!

If ,

,

OBTAIN OCCURRENCE
FREQUENCY OF EACH CATEGORY

(OR PIECEPART FAILURE) t

IP

DEFINE THE DOMINANT FAILURE ,

MODE LIST FROM DATA
CONSIDERATIONS

i,

f

Fiaure 17.3-3 Use of Failure History to Define Failure Modes ,

F:;; ::17.3 4 U:: Of F:?! :: M!: tor; te C:' n: ":!! :: "':d::
!
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INFORMATION NEEDED ASSESSMENT PATH B

QUALITAME ANAMCAL
ENGINEERING DIAGRAMS OF A S SS Em .

CRITICAL COMPONENT UNDER
ASSESSMENT

,

V

PERFORM A FAULTTREE OR
FMEA ANALYSIS ON

'
COMPONENTS TO
PIECEPART LEVEL

V
f

IDENTIFY: !

SINGLE PIECEPART FAILURES THAT FAllTHE*

COMPONENT'S FUNCTION (AND THAT ARE
LIKELY TO OCCUR).

LATENT PIECEPART FAILURES NOT* ,

DETECTED THROUGH ORDINARY DEMAND
TESTING,

.

PIECEPART FAILURES THAT HAVE COMMON*

CAUSE POTENTIAL, INCLUDING BY AGING OR

WEAR. AND

PIECEPART FAILURES THAT COULD CASCADE*
,

TO MORE SERIOUS FAILURES.

V

DEFINE THE DOMINANT
FAILURE MODE LIST FROM

ANALYSIS CONSIDERATIONS

,

9

Fiaure 17.3-4 Analvtical Assessment to Define Failure Modes

FI;;ur: 17.3 5 An:!y'!::! A:::::r.:nt te C:9.: F:!! ::"'ed::
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'

:

!

INFORM ATION NFFDFn ASSESSMENT PATH C

* ASME SECTION XI REQUIREMENTS MAIN ENA CEP OGRAM AND 2

* VENDORRECOMMENDATIONS REQUIREMENTS .

* EO REQUIREMENTS

* TECHNICALSPECIFICATION qy

FORTESTING & CALfBRATION
,

* OTHER LIST ALL MAINTENANCE

REGULATORY-MANDATED REQUIREMENTS AND ,

RECOMMENDATIONS FROMREQUIREMENTS
ALL SOURCES j

U

PARTITION LIST INTO THOSE MAINTEN ANCE
REQUIREMENTS ANDRECOMMENDATIONS ACTUALLY

PLANNED ANDTHOSETHAT ARE NOT

,

V V

MAINTENANCE
ACTUALLYPLANNED |

NOTPLANNED t

,

V V :
,

RECORDRATIONALE RECORD RATIONALE

FORPERFORM!NG FORNOTPERFORMING :

THEMAINTENANCE THEMAINTENANCE

i

V U '

IDENTIFYFAILURE IDENTITYFAILURE MODES
MODESAFFECTED NOTPROTECTED BY

ANDFREQUENCYOF MAINTENANCE j

MAINTENANCE OFANY) !

i

!

U ,

DEFINETHE -

,

DOMINANTFAILURE t

MODES

Fiaure 17.3-5 ;

Inclusion of Maintenance Reauirements in the Definition of Failure Modes

Fi;;ur: 17.3 S
In:! :!:n Of "':intenene: Require.v.:nt:in th: D:En!!!:n of F:!!=re **:d::
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-

|
i

DOMINANT FAILURE FODES !

OF RSK-SIGNIFICANT SSCS

V
YES

DOES SSC REQUIRE > SPECIFY REQUIRED
PERIODICTESTING7 TESTS

NO -

4

V
'

YES SPECIFYDOES SSC REQUIRE
PERFORMANCE .PERFORMANCETESTING7 -

MONITORING |

NO

4

V
YESDOES SSC REQUIRE p p

PERIODIC PREVENTIVE py7

MAINTENANCE 7

NO
4

V
DOCUMENT, FOR

OWNEROPERATOR.
MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES r

ANDBASES, PLUS
UNCERTAINTIES, FORTHE
RISK-SIGNIFICANT SSCS. *

>

;

i
!

Fiaure 17.3-6 Identification of Risk-Slanificant SSC 0-RAP Activities (Examolel

Eg=017.3 7 !d:ntiE::t!On Of P.!:h Signif!::nt SSC O P.^P ^.:^!vitic:'En mp! )
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!
.

!
,

;

.

FAILURE OF ICS TO
INJECT WATER INTO i

!
RPV WHEN REQUIRED

O !
,

T
| | | | n

LOSS OF 2 OF 3 ICs Fall 2 OF 3 ICs Fall 2 OF 3 ICs Fall i
"fALL 3 ICs TO INJECT WATER TO INJECT WATER DURING ATWS AFTER 1\
~ "'

FOLLOWING INTO RPV DURING INTO RPV DURING SLCS ACTUATION
,

LOCA TRANSIENTS LOOP (WITHOUT q ,

BATTERIES)
1 -

1
|

--

i

| I i

FAILURES THAT LOSS OF FAILURES THAT LOSS OF ,'

RENDERICS ALL 3 RENDERICS 2 2 0F. 3 ;

INOPERABLE ICs INOPERABLE ICs - ;

I ' O'
/ ;--

!I I I I I

IC "A" 10 "C" iC HX IC IC 'A' IC 'C'
FAILS FAILS LEAKS COMMON FAILS FAILS -|

INTO CAUSE !

POOL FAILURES *
IC "B" IC "B" .

FAILS FAILS |

LOSS OF IC/PCC ,

POOL WATER ;

i

SOME OF THE COMMON CAUSE FAILURES ARE DIFFERENT FOR DIFFERENT ,

-

ACCIDENT SCENARIOS.

:

.;
;

|
)

Fiaure 17.3-8 Example isolation Condenser System Too Level Fault Tree ].

!
i?!;ur: 17.3 9 E:::=p!: !::!: tion Centn;:: Sy:t:m T:p L:v:! F;2!t T ::'

4
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i

RAI Number: RPEB.10

Question:
,

SSAR Section 17.3.4 states a major factor in plant reliability assurance is risk-focused
maintenance. However, the description appears to be limited to safety-related -
maintenance and not risk-focused maintenance. GE should clarify what is rneant by risk- ,

focused maintenance in SSAR Section 17 3.4. ,

t

GE Response:

" Risk-focused maintenance"is defined in Section 17.3.4. This definition is from
NUREG/CR-5695, "A Process for Risk Focused Maintenance." Also refer to Section
17.3.1.

.

.

I

r

5

?

9

r
i

n

P

?

i
i

h

!

'

!

;

',i

|

;

I

1

|
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RAI Number: RPEB.11
.

Question:

SSAR Section 17.3.5 refers to Figure 17.3-1, " Typical GE-NE Organizational Chart for an
SBWR Project." The staff noted this organizational chart differs from the chart provided i

in the ABWR SSAR and pertains only to the GE-NE portion of the D-RAP. The section ,

,

also describes the correct D-RAP organization in the future tense. GE should: (1) state -

*

that a combined operating license applicant will need to supply a D-RAP organization
description at the time of application for those risk-significant SSCs that are designed or ,

procured by the applicant; (2) clarify the differences between the ABWR and SBWR D- 1

RAP organizations; and (3) use the present tense to describe the GE-NE D-RAP
organization that is currently in place.

:

$

GE Response: j

The organization description of Section 17.3.5 and Figure 17.3-1 will be rewritten to be
consistent with the ABWR SSAR and to address the comments above. (See Amendment I
to the SSAR attached to RAI RPEB.9.)

t

)

<

1

t

L

,

,

3

!

'
,

1
.
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RAI Number: RPEB.12

Question: ,

SSAR Section 17.3.7 states the reliability of risk-significant SSCs, which are identified by
the PRA, will be evaluated at the detailed design stage by appropriate design reviews and
reliability analyses. GE should clarify the meaning of " detailed design stage" and i

indicated ifit is before or after FDA. While the use of PRA to determine risk-significant
'

SSCs is preferred, there are systems or events (e.g., fires) where use ofimportance i

measures are limited by the level of detail in the PRA models. Therefore, GE should ,

expand its definition of ways ofidentifying risk-significant SCCs to include the use of
deterministic or other methods.

f

GE Response:

Risk-significant SSCs are " indicated by PRA or other sources "in Section 17.3.7. Please
refer to Section 17.3.6 regarding " sources other than the PRA."

!

I
|

.

1
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>

1

!

RAI Number: RPEB.14 ~

Question:
.!

SSAR Section 17.3.10 outlines portions of a referencing applicant's O-RAP. The O-RAP
will have various programmatic interfaces that are listed in this section including .

procurement of replacement equipment. However, the initial equipment procurement <

done by the combined operating license applicant is not addressed. GE should include ;
both initial and replacement equipment procurement in the list of programmatic
interfaces in SSAR Section 17.3.10. :

i

i

GE Response: i

Section 17.3.10 will be revised to include both initial equipment procurement and i
replacement equipment procurement. (See Amendment 1 to the SSAR attached to RAI i

RPEB.9.) i
i

f

1

:

;

;

1

,

!

|
.

!

I
i

I

!

|

|

!

I
1

I
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RAI Number: RPE13.15
.

Question:

SSAR Section 17.3.11.4 describes the identification of risk-significant SSCs. However, J

Table 17.S1, "ICS Components With Largest Contribution to Core Damage Frequency," 1

is not referred in this section or any other section in Chapter 17.3. Also, SSAR Table
17.Sl must include' risk importance measures (Risk Achievement and FussellNeseley) .
associated with the components listed in the table. GE should reference Table 17.Sl in
the text of the SSAR and should reference or discuss the associated importance measures
of the component's contribution to core damage frequency. :

GE Response:
1

Table 17.Sl will be revised to include FussellNesclcy values for components listed. Table
17.31 will be referenced in Sections 17.3.11 A and 17.3.11.5. (See Amendment I to the
SSAR attached to RAI RPEI3.9.)

.

i

!

!
i
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i
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RAI Number: RPEll.16

Question:
1

SSAR Section 17.3.11.5 refers to components in Table 17.S2 as having high importance
'

and uses that result to show how Figure 17.S2 does not provide a relative measures of the
components contribution to core damage frequency. As stated above, Table 17.Sl also i

lacks such a measure. GE should provide some relative risk importance measure in these
tables so that the system design response argument can be more easily followed.

GE Response:

In Amendment 1 of the SSAR, Table 17.Sl will have Fussell-Vaseley importance values i

added to the Risk Achievement worth of the valves listed in Table 17.Sl and included in
Table 17.32. (See Amendment 1 attached to RAI RPEB.9.) !

:
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RAI Number: SPLB.1

Question:

In Section 3.11.1 of the SBWR SSAR it is stated that "a list of all 10 CFR 50.49(b)
electrical and safety-related mechanical equipment that is located in a harsh emironment
area will be included in the Emironmental Qualification Document (EQD) to be
prepared as mentioned in Subsection 3.11.4."

-

The staff finds it acceptable to qualify both electrical and mechanical equipment in ,

accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.49. However,10 CFR 50.49 is not a
requirement for emironmental qualification of mechanical equipment. There are no
detailed requirements for emironmental qualification of mechanical equipment;
however, GDC 1, " Quality Standards and Records," GDC 4, "Emironmental and Missile
Design Bases," and Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50, Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear
Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants," (Section III, " Design Control," and XVil, ,

" Quality Assurance Records"), contain the following requirements related to equipment
qualification:

'

* Cornponents shall be designed to be compatible with the postulated environmental -
conditions, including those associated with LOCAs.

* Measures shall be established for the selection and review for suitability of application
of materials, parts, and equipment that are essential to safety-related functions.

* Design control measures shall be established for verifying the adequacy of design.
-

* Equipment qualification records shall be maintained and shallinclude the results of
tests and material analyses.

For mechanical equipment, the staff review will concentrate on materials (e.g., seals,
gaskets, lubricants, fluids for hydraulic systems, diaphragms, etc.) which are sensitive to
emironmental effects. Your review and evaluation should include the following:

1) Identification of safety-related mechanical equipment located in harsh emironmental
'.

areas, including required operating time.

2) Identif' cation of non-metallic subcomponents of this equipment.

3) Identification of the emironmental conditions this equipment must be qualified for.
The emironments defined in the electrical equipment program are also applicable to
mechanical equipment.

4) Identification of non-metallic material capabilities.

5) Evaluation of emironmental effects.

Ifit is decided that emironmental qualification of mechanical equipment will be in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.49, as is currently indicated in SBWR SSAR Section 3.11.1,

|

1



._.

then the electrical equipment and the mechanical equipment must be identified as a !
separate groupsc

l

GE Response: ]

The qualification program to be applied to the SBWR mechanical equipment will use
applicable portions of the NRC approved Licensing Topical Report (LTR) NEDE-24326-

i1-P, which complies (as noted in the reference below) with 10 CFR 50.49, Appendix A to
10 CFR 50 (GDC 1,2,4 and 23), and Appendix B to 10 CFR 50 (Sections III and XI). !

Thus, the program for safety-related mechanical equipment in a harsh environment |

complies with all five requirements addressed specifically in the question. The electrical !

and the mechanical equipment are qualified as separate groups; metallic pressure i

boundary of mechanical equipment is considered qualified by the application of an
ASME stamp and nonmetallic materials (e.g., seals, gaskets, lubricants, hydraulic system
fluids, diaphragms, etc.) are shown to be capable of maintaining their capabilities during
their life.

Reference: NRC Memorandum for FrankJ. Miraglia fromJames P. Knight, " SAFETY
EVALUATION REPORT (SER) FOR GENERAL ELECTRIC QUALIFICATION
PROGRAM, NEDE-24326-1-P," datedJuly 1,1983.

;

.
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RAI Number: SPLB.2
'

_

Question:

In Section 3.11.2.1 the radiation source term used in th, accident analysis must be
identified (e.g., will TID-14844 he used in accordance with guidan._e of NUREG-0588 and
RGs 1.3 and 1.4).

,

i
GE Response:

The SSAR. Subsections 3.11.2.1 and 3.11.2.3 and Appendix 3D (footnotes of Tables 3D-6
through 3D-9 and of Tables 3D-14 through 3D-17) will be resised in Amendment 1(see
attached) to specify that the radiation sources associated with the design basis accident
(DBA) and based on NUREG-1465 will be used for the DBA radiation (gamma and beta)
environmental conditions for equipment qualification (see attached). The basis for
sources will not use TID-14844 (or its associated regulatory guides or SRPs) or refer to _ *

SSAR Chapter 12. A basis that is acceptable to the NRC and consistent with thejune
1992 draft of NUREG-1465 will be used for SBWR equipment qualification.

,

t

R

P

i

t
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Safety-related mechanical equipment and 10CFR49(b) electrical equipment located in
a harsh environment must perform its proper safety function in environments during
normal, abnormal, test, design basis accident and post-accident conditions as

applicable. A list of all 10CFR49(b) electrical and safety-related mechanical equipment
that is located in a harsh emironment area will be included in the Emironmental
Qualification Document (EQD) to be prepared as mentioned in Subsection 3.11 A.

3.11.2 Environmental Conditions

3.11.2.1 General Requirements

Emironmental conditions for the zones where safety-related equipment is located are
calculated for normal, abnormal, 'est, accident and post-accident conditions and are
documented in Appendix 3D, Equipruent Qualification Emironmental Design Criteria
(EQEDC). Environmental conc'itions are tabulated by zones contained in the
referenced building arrangements. Typical equipment in the noted zones is shown in
the referenced system P&ID and IED design drawings.

F- - c -! p; ramc::: c '" 'c te:nper atu: c, pre:, .: c, :-!an c '". ..d(), a x'
c - :'mc ar . ' ' cg ~' -!re. Radia:. 'mc' garr :a:i'n d^ufr
'" ''- aal and ars :de:: :, n' int . i!!' pr- ided b) he COL applica:.:
refer t , ng :he FF"? de::gr ;arterdu :e "'::5c c:;a-cne:: .

c"' m : ' 12.2.3? The -4:e mju rc:ne:.t; rc '-d curc :.per$c : ng :a ht

,,ci- de!:5capct c equipn. : : c be deplayri "'' cre appli;ab!r, th:;cm
.

af t r r bar.cd pref.!c::p;; , :r:3 are gi;c . . r,: .

Environmental oarameters include thermodynamic narameters (temocrature. nressure
and relative humidityt radiation oarameters (dose rates and intecrated doses of
neutron. camma and beta exoosure) and chemical snrav parameters (chemical

composition and the resultine pH). Subsection 3.11.2.3 describes further the chemical
and radiation emironments.

The magnitude and 60-year frequency of occurrence of significant desiations from
normal plant environments in the zones have insignificant effects on equipment total
thermal normal aging or accident aging. Abnormal and test condition emironments
are overshadowed by the normal or accident conditions according to the Appendix 3D
tables.

1

Margin is dermed as the difference between the most severe specified senice conditions ,

of the plant and the conditions used for qualification. Margins shall be included in the |
.

qualification parameters to account for normal variations in commercial production of |
|

equipment and reasonable errors in defining satisfactory performance. The
emironmental conditions shown in the Appendix 3D tables do notinclude margins. !

3.11 2 Environmental Quahtication Of Safety Related Mechanical And ElectricalEquipment - Amendment 1 DRAFT
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Radiation Environment
Safety-related systems and components are designed to perform their safety-related
function when exposed to the normal operational radiation levels and accident
radiation levels.

The normal operational exposure is based on the radiation sources provided in
Chapter 12.

.:cd ^ ^ c DP.A .d 'c tped t c cc~!nt: -%W"- .. , rc: . s. .

'T"FC ^~ o (".cfr c: : c '' ' ' 2) ; pr- E!c:' : - C' ap:. '

'ed . h .. :nal pla:.: uper". n ard nc :'c -;gn '; . ., i'c:a-In cp a:c" "- , 2,

" -- c ?carribed '; ippen !! : SD., , m: ;foruni a plc : :: npa- :,

The radiation sources associated with the desien basis accident (DBA) and develooed
in accordance with NUREG-1465 are used. Dose rates and intecrated doses of neutron.
camma and beta radiation that are associated with normal clant operation and the DBA

condition for various olant comoartments are cresented in Anoendix '4D: these
carameters are cresented in terms of time-based orofiles where aoolicable.

The camma and beta doses in Accendix 3D are boundine values based on ceneric
desien considerations. and are to be revised and /or verified by t he Col. aonlicant based
upon the site-soecific couloment considerations (exact desien. soecific location.

materials of construction and leakace characteristicst

3.11.3 Qualification Program, Methods and Documentation

10CFR49(b) electrical equipment that is located in a harsh environment is qualified by
test or other methods as described in IEEE 323 and permitted by 10CFR50.49(f)
(Reference 3.11-1). Equipment type test is the preferred method of qualification.

Safety-related mechanical equipment that is located in a harsh environment is qualified
by analysis of materials data which are generally based on test and operating experience.

.

The qualification program and methodology are described in detailin the NRC
approved licensing Topical Report on GE's emironmental qualification program
(Reference 3.11-3). This report also addresses compliance with the applicable portions
of the General Design Criteria of 10CFR50, Appendix A, and the Quality Assurance
Criteria of 10CFR50 Appendix B. Additionally, the report describes conformance to
NUREG-0588 (Reference 3.11-2), and Regulatory Guides and IEEE Standards

refer enced in SRP 3.11.

.Niild emironment is that which, during or after a design basis event (DBE, as defined
in Reference 3.11-3), would at no time be significantly more severe than that existing

during the normal, test and abnormal events.

3.11-4 Environments! Qualification Of Safety-Reinted Mechanical And Electrical Equipment - Amendment 1 DRAFT
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Table 3D 6 Radiation Environment Conditions inside Containment Vessel
for Normal Operating Conditions

Operating Dose Rate ' integrated Dose *i*

Gamma
Plant Zone / Typical Equipment (R/h) Beta (R/h) Gamma (R) Beta (R)

(b-1) Upper dryweil
*

[ Figs 1.1-1 and 21.1.2-2 Shl&2)

(b-2) Upper area of lower drywell
[ Figs 1.1-1 and 21.1.2-2 Shl&21

(b-3) Lower area of lower drywell
[ Figs 1.1-1 and 21.1.2-2 Shl&2)

(b-4) Suppression Chamber- Suppression
pool and gas space

[ Figs 6.2-5 and 21.1.2-2 Shl&2)

* Operating dose rate is at 100% rated power and away from radiation source.
t The doses . "" b p::vided v 5:n acept:bk :: dict; n : w ::::T.: ::: d:S dare based on the

radiation sources orovided in Chanter 12.

t integrated dose means the integrated value over 60 years.

3D 9Equipment Quahf> cation Design Environmental Conditions - Amendment 1 DRAFT
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* Operating dose rate is at 100% rated power and away from radiation source.
1 The doses . "" 5: p :vid:d ."h;n ;;;;pt b!: ;6;;; n seura t;: .:::: d:Snedare based on the

radiation sources orovided in Chaoter 12.

t Integrated dose means the integrated value over 60 years.

,

Equipment Qualification Design Environmental Conditions - Amendment 1 DRAFT 3D 11
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Table 3D 8 Radiation Environment Conditions inside Reactor Building
for Normal Operating Conditions

t tOperating Dose Rate Integrated Dose *

Plant Zone / Typical Equipment Gamma (R/h) Beta (R/h) Gamma (R) Beta (R) *

MS and FW Tunnel
MSL isolation valve
MSL drain isolation vaive
Feedwater isolation valve
IFigs 5.4-2,21.1.2-2 Sh 7)

ICS condenser and piping outside
containment
[ Fig 21.5.4-1)

FAPCS emergency makeup water lines
(Figs 21.9.1-1,21.9.1-2,
and 21.1.2-2 Sh 13]

P

* Operating dose rate is at 100% rated power and away from radiation source.
t The doses "" b p :vided vten :::picb!:::d:::!:nscurce t; .:::: &S;dare based on the

adiation sources orovided in Chanter 12.
4 Integrated dose means the integrated value over 60 years.

Table 3D-9 Radiation Environment Conditions inside Control Envelope
for Normal Operating Conditions

Operating Dose Rate integrated Dose' 8*I

Plant Zone / Typical Equipment Gamma (R/h) Beta (R/h) Gamma (R) Beta (R)

Main control room panels
IFig 21.1.2-2 Sh 13]

Emergency breathing air system
[ Fig 21.6.4-1]

,

* Operating dose rate is at 100% rated power and away from radiation source.
t The doses . "" b: p :vided v 5:n : ;;ptab!: :cd::Sn ::urc; ter .:::: d:S dare based on the

radiation sources orovided in Chaoter 12.

t integrated dose means the integrated value over 60 years.

3D- 12 Equipment Qualification Design Environmental Conditions - Amendment 1 DRAFT
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Table 3D-14 Radiation Environment donditions inside Containment Vessel
for Accident Conditions

Operating Dose Rate Integrated Dose **t t

Plant Zone / Typical Equipment Gamma (R/h) Beta (R/h) Gamma (R) Beta (R)

(b-1) Upper drywell
[ Figs 1.1-1 and 21.1.2-2
Shl&2)

(b-2) Upper area of lower drywell
[ Figs 1.1-1 and 21.1.2-2
Shl&2)

(b 3) Lower area of lower drywell
[ Figs 1.1-1 and 21.1.2-2
Shl&21

(b-4) Suppression Chamber -
Suppression pool and gas
space
[ Figs 6.2-5 and 21.1.2-2
Shl&2]

Auemes4het 100% of ?he ine- go:::,50% of ":! gen, end '% cf th:: !!d ':::::n product: :::*

:::::::d f cm 'h :::: du Ing LOCAThe radiation sources develooed in eccordance with NUREG-
1465 are used,

t The g mm :nd bet: d;;;; . '" h: pt:vided by th: app!:::n' :f :en;:ng :h: SSWR design %
m :::dano: . ith4h :::;u:::.m:nt: ef S : tion 12.2.3The comma and beta doses are boundina
values based uoon aenerie desian considerations. and are to be revised and/or verified by the COL

soolicant bastsi uoon the site-soecific eauioment considerations (exact tiesion. soecific loca1LoJL
materials of construction and leakaae charaderistics.

* Integrated dose is for 6 months.

!

I
|

|
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!

,t
b

,

? zum.x 'h:: 1009', cf 'h: in; ' gxx,50?'. Of 'k! g:n, :nd *. Of 'h ::!!d S;bn p :d;=: :::* ,

'

::! :xd 17;m 'h:;;;; during LOCAThe radiation sources devefooed in accordance with NUREG-
1465 are used.

t Th ;;mm: :nd b :: dx:: . '" h: provided by th :ppS:n'::feren;:ng the SS?!" d::!;n '-
'

cx::d== ..' '- th: ::qu.::n.:n:: ef S:::i n 12.2.3The aamma and beta doses are boundina ,.

values based uoon aenerie desian considerations. and are to be revised and/or verified by the COL |

aoolicant based uoon the site-soecific eauioment considerations (exact desian. soecific location. ,

materials of construction and leakace characteristics.

* Integrated dose is for 6 months. !
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Table 3D-16 Radiation Environment Conditions inside Reactor Building
for Accident Conditions

Operating Dose Rate ' Integrated Dose' *
*

Gamma
Plant Zone / Typical Equipment (R/h) Beta (R/h) Gamma (R) Beta (R)

MS and FW Tunnel
MSL isolation valve
MSL drain isolation valve
Feedwater isolation valve
[ Figs 5.4-2,21.1.2-2 Sh 7)

ICS condenser and piping outside
containment
[ Fig 21.5.4-1]

FAPCS emergency makeup water lines
(Figs 21.9.1-1,21.9.1-2, and 21.1.2-2 Sh
13]

. :umn th t 100% of the inen gn;;,50% :f44e! ge , :nd "C of'h:::Ed E=Sn p : duct;; :^*

+ ele:::d f :- 'h :::: du-Ing LOCAThe radiation sources develooed in accordance with NUREG-
1465 are used.

t The gam- .: :nd bet; d:::: . '! be p vided by th: app!!=n' ref : ncing45: SB'."". d;;?gn H
;;;; d ne ; ith th: ::qu:::m:nt: ef Section 12.2.3The aamma and beta doses are bounding '

values based uoon aeneric desian considerations. and are to be revised and/or verified by the COL

A2clicant based uoon the site-soecific couloment considerations (exact desian. soecific location.
materials of construction and leakage characteristics.

4 Integrated dose is for 6 months.

Table 3D-17 Radiation Environment Conditions inside Control Room Envelope
for Accident Conditions

LOCA*' Integrated Dose' *

Plant Zone / Typical Equipment Gamma (R/h) Beta (R/h) Gamma (R) Beta (R)

Sealed Emergency Operating Area
Main control room panels i

[ Fig 21.1.2-2 Sh 13] |
|

Emergency breathing air system (EBAS) j

[ Fig 21.6.4-1]

* ^=ume; th:: 100% of 'h ; : ' g;x:,50% cf * b!:ger, and "; cf th: ::Ed Enb . product; m.

::k;x d f::m 'h =r: during LOCAThe radiation sources develooed in accordance with NUREG-
1465 are used.

Equipment Oushfication Design Environmental Conditions - Amendment 1 DRAFT 3D 21
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t the g:.TT. nd bet: d ::: . "! be p c;;d:d by th: pp!! n' ::ft :=:ng th: SBV'9 d:::;n :--
n : d no: .." th: ::aw :m- ,t: cf Sect::-;- 12.2.3The camma and beta doses are boundina
values based upon eeneric desian considerations. and are to be revised and/or verified bv the COL
aco!icant based uoon the site-soecific ecuioment considerations (exact desion. soecific location.
materials of construction and leakaae characteristic.g.

t Integrated dose is for 6 months.

!

|

J

l

i
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RAI Number: SPLB.3
,

Question:

Confirmed that the emironmental qualification records discussed in SBWR SSAR Section
3.11.4 will be in accordance with requirements of 10 CFR 50.490).

The following 21 RAls refer to Section 3.4.1, Flood Protection.

GE Response: ;

'
The paragraph, Emironmental Qualification Records, in SSAR Subsection 3.11.4 will be

'

revised in Amendment 1 of the SSAR (see attached) as follows: "The results of the
qualification tests shall be recorded and maintained in an auditable file in accordance
with requirements of 10 CFR 50.490)."

i
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The vendors of equipment located in a mild environment are required to submit a
certificate of compliance certif)ing that the equipment has been qualified to assure its
required safety-related function in its applicable environment. This equipment is
qualified for dynamic loads as addressed in Sections 3.9 and 3.10. Further, a surveillance
and maintenance program will be developed to ensure the operability during its
designed life.

The procedures and results of qualification by tests, analyses or other methods for the
safety-related equipment will be documented, maintained, and reported as mentioned
in Subsecdon 3.11.4. The requirements for this documentation are presented in CE's
environmental qualification program (Reference 3.11-3).

3.11.4 COL License Information

Environmental Qualification Document
The EQD shall be prepared summarizing the qualificadon results for zll equipment
identified in Subsection 3.11.1. The EQD shallinclude the following:

The test environmental parameters and the methodology used to qualify thes

equipment located in harsh environments shall be identified.

A summary of emironmental conditions and qualified conditions for them

equipment located in a harsh environment zone shall be presented in the system
component evaluation work (SCEW) sheets as described in Table 1-1 of GE's
environmental qualification program (Reference 3.11-3). The SCEW sheets shall be
compiled in the EQD.

Environmental Qualification Records
The results of the qualification tests shall be recorded and maintained in an auditable
file in accordance with reonirements of 10 CFR 50.49 (i).

3.11.5 References

3.11-1 Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10, Chapter 1, Part 50, Paragraph 50.49,
Environmental Qualification of Electric Equipment Important to Safety for
Nuclear Power Plant.

3.11-2 Interim Staff Position on Ernironmental Qualification of Safety-Related
Electrical Equipment, NURECr0588.

3.11-3 General Electric Environmental Qualification Program, NEDE-24326-1-P,

Proprietary Document, January 1983.
,i

Environmental Qualification Of Safety-Related Mechanical And Electrical Equipment - Anendment 1 DRAFT 3.11-5/6
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RAI Number: SPLB.4

Question:

Identify all safety-related equipment and equipment important-to-safety (ITS) (i.e., non-
safety related equipment whose failure could adversely affect the ability of safety-related
equipment to perform its safety function) requiring protection from internal and >

external flooding.

GE Response:
,

There is no non-safety-related equipment whose failure, due to either external flooding
or internal flooding resulting from a moderate energy pipe failure, could adversely affect
the ability of safety-related equipment to perform its safety function.

r

'

All safety-related equipment is located within the containment, safety envelope, steam
tunnel, and isolation condenser / passive containment cooling (IC/PCC) pool. These
areas are protected from external flooding by the Reactor Building, which is sealed to
Elevation 10000 mm, which is 0.3048 meter (1 foot) above the site flood elevation. Any
potential for flooding due to failure of external tanks or basins will be prevented by
ensuring the resulting flood water will be directed away from the Reactor Building by site
drainage characteristics. Flooding of the Reactor Building from other buildings via any
connecting tunnels will be prevented by provision of watertight barriers where required.

Safety-related equipment within the containment is qualified for loss-of-coolant-accident
(LOCA) conditions which will envelope the conditions for moderate energy pipe failure.
Safety-related equipment within the steam tunnel is qualified for main steam line breaks ,

*and feedwater line breaks in the steam tunnel. Water will drain into the turbine building
and away from other safety-related areas. ,

The floor drainage system for the Reactor Building, both within and outside the safety
envelope, for spaces above Elevation -6400 mm,is sized to discharge the water from the
maximum postulated moderate energy line break or from fire fighting activities, thereby .

limiting the height of water buildup. Equipment will be installed above the maximum
calculated flood height.

All moderate energy pipe break leakage or fire fighting water discharged in the Reactor ,

Building will be drained to the sumps on Elevation -6400 mm. These sumps and the
drainage to them are hydraulically separate so that flooding from spaces containing one

.

f

equipment train or division will not flood a redundant train or division via the drainage
system.

In the analysis, the sump pumps are conservatively assumed to be out of service. All
leakage drained to or originating on Elevation -6400 mm is distributed over the area
connected to the associated sump by the floor drainage system. Drainage is arranged so

~
,

that all drainage from "A" train of non-safety-related equipment rooms and "A" and "C"
divisions of safety-related equipment rooms drains to one sump and drainage from "B"
train of non-safety-related equipment rooms and "A" and "C" division safety-related

1
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.
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I

equipment rooms drains to the other sump. Each sump also is connected to two of the
four safety-related division rooms within the safety envelope on Elevation -6400 mm. An !

~

isolation valve will isolate each safety-related division room on rising water level to !

prevent back flooding through the drainage system from outside the safety envelope. !
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RAI Number: SPLB.5
,

Question:
;

Provide a flood analysis that identifies potential sources ofinternal flooding on a floor-by- ,

floor basis in all buildings containing safety-related equipment. Howwill safety-related i

equipment and equipment ITS be protected from flooding from these sources?

GE Response:

Section 19CC.4 of Appendix 19C, submitted in February 1993, provides a description of
the deterministic flood analysis performed to demonstrate that moderate energy pipe
failures will not prevent safe shutdown and provides a description of the plant features
protecting safety-related equipment from internal sources of flooding.
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RAI Number: SPLB.6

Question:

Identify which safe shutdown equipment will be located above the maximum flood height
and which will be qualified for flooded conditions.

R

GE Response: ;

All equipment required for safe shutdown, except for the Isolation Condenser System
condensers and Passive Containment Cooling System condensers, will be located above
the maximum water accumulation height resulting from failure of a moderate energy .

pipe or fire fighting activities, as indicated in the SPLBA and SPLB.5 responses. The
maximum height due to moderate energy pipe failures in the Reactor Building is less
than 0.3048 meter (1 foot) and no accumulations due to external sources are credible for ,

the reasons stated in the response to SPLBA.

,
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RAI Number: SPLB.7 !
:

Question:

Discuss the ability of safety-related u;uipment to perform its safety function while fully .

flooded, partially flooded, or wet (e.g., from spray)? :

GE Response:

F'< ty , lated equipment is designed to operate when flooded; protected from partial
'ea ling, comple'.e flooding, or wetting; or not required to function when partially

ib .ed, . mp, Aely flooded, or wetted. All safety-related components located inside the.

sicinw tre designed to perform their safety-related functions in the requiredr

emirone, at in 'luding fully flooded,I artially flooded, or wet condition, as applicable.
Safety-resa V. A wpment outside the containment will be located above the highest flood
level resuluag i v a moderate energy pipe break or fire fighting activities. Also, it may
be possible for safety-related equipment outside the containment to be wetted by spray
from failed moderate energy piping or fire fighting activities. However, only one safety-
related division is expected to be affected during any postulated event. Once all piping
and equipment is located, a review will be performed to identify safety-related equipment ,

required to remain functional and vulnerable to spray from postulated moderate energy -

pipe failures. Such vulnerabilities will be addressed by showing the safety-related
equipment can withstand the spray condition. rnoving the safety-related equipment,

'

moving the pipe, and/or adding spray shiek. + ' eliminate the spray concern. This-

review will be done by GE as part of the stanea i plant design. ,

,
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RAI Number: SPLB.8

Question:

The SSAR states that exposure to water spray will be evaluated once equipment locations
and piping routings are finalized. Who will perform this evaluation, GE, or the COL i

applicant?

,

GE Response: ;

i

As indicated in the response to SPLB.7 it is intended that GE will evaluate the exposure
of safety-related equipment to spray from failed moderate energy piping which is part of
the standard design and from fire fighting activities to ensure the acceptability of the ,

standard design.
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RAI Number: SPLB.9

Question: ,

,

Is flooding associated with the break of a high-energy line considered in the flood
analysis? ,

;

GE Response:

Section 3A did not consider flooding due to high-energy pipe failure. However, there .t
'

will be no adverse flooding of safety-related equipment in the Reactor Building due to
high<nergy line breaks. Three high-energy line break scenarios have been evaluated.
Flooding due to a main steam or feedwater line break in the steam tunnelis contained in
the steam tunnel and directed into the Turbine Building away from safety-related ;

'

equipment. Normally closed isolation valves in the steam tunnel drains prevent water ;

from flooding from the steam tunnel to the Reactor Building through the drains.
~

Flooding due to a reactor water cleanup / shutdown cooling (RWCU/SDC) line break
outside of containment is confined to areas of the Reactor Building which do not contain ;

safety-related equipment and is enveloped by moderate energy line breaks. Flooding due
to an isolation condenser (IC) line break outside of containment will be contained in the
isolation condenser / passive containment cooling (IC/PCC) pool and will not flood the
Reactor Building. ,

;
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RAI Number: SPLB.10
. ,

Question:

Is separation of equipment utilized as a means of flood protection? If so, which safety-
related systems utilize separation to provide flood protection?

t

GE Response:
7

Separation of equipment to protect against the effect of flooding is not specifically done,
although equipment may be separated for other reasons. Leakage from a moderate
energy pipe failure or water from fire fighting activities in the Reactor Building is
removed from floor slabs at all elevations above -6400 mm by the floor drain system. The
fire protection separation barriers between the safety-related divisions within the safety
envelope provide some protection against internal flooding affecting more than one
division. However, the walls are only required to withstand a maximum of 0.3048 meter
(1 foot) water. The fire barriers forming the floor and walls of the steam tunnel are also
designed as watertight barriers. By not separating the various areas for flood control, the
largest number of floor drains will be available for leakage removal to effectively limit the
accumulation level. The various internal equipment compartment floors and walls,
however, will be effective in limiting extent of spray.

On Elevation -6400 mm of the Reactor Building, the drains from the four safety division
equipment rooms are separated so that two flow to one sump and the remaining two flow ,

to the other sump. The leakage accumulation, when collected in one of the sumps, can
only flow back through the connecting floor drain system to the associated non-safety-

'

related train equipment rooms on Elevation -6400 mm and to two of the four safety
division equipment division rooms, if the sump pumps are out of senice. Under these
conditions, the maximum level of accumulation will be less than 0.3048 meter (1 foot)
and all electrical equipment will be mounted above that level. As further assurance that
safety-related equipment in the safety envelope will not be damaged by back flooding, an
isolation valve, which will close on a rising water levei, is provided in the drain line from
each safety division at Elevation -6400 mm to avoid back flooding the safety division
through the interconnected floor drain system.

!
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RAI Number: SPLB.12

Question:
*

Are any internal passageways too large to close with a single door? If so, how will leakage
be prevented?

:

GE Response:
!

No internal passageways too large for closure with a single door or requiring leak-tight :3

closure are currently required to accommodate flooding in the Reactor Building from ;

either a mcderate energy pipe failure or fire fighting activities. '

.
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RAI Number: SPLB.13
_

Question:

iProvide design information on water seals, waterstops, watertight doors, and other
protective features.

r

GE Response: ;

:

Detailed design of waterseals, waterstops, and watertight doors will be of standardized
design for such features. Reactor Building moderate energy pipe failure leakage will flow i

via the floor drains sening the leak area to Elevation -6400 mm. Each sump and the '

associated drains are hydraulically separated from the other sump and drains. The
compartments served by these drainage systems are separated from each other and
common corridors by suitably rated, commercially available, watertight doors. Piping, '

wiring, ducting, etc., that penetrate the walls of these compartments will generally be
above the anticipated flood water level. If they are located below the anticipated flood !

level, they will be adequately sealed.

:
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RAI Number: SPLB.14 -)
i

Quesuon:

Identify all monitors which detect flooding in areas containing safety-related equipment ;

and equipment ITS safety related. Are these monitors safety related?

GE Response: >

,

Allleakage flows to the Reactor Building sumps at Elevation -6400 mm. The level
instrumentation in these sumps, which are not safety related, will provide appropriate

'

,

leak detection. These monitors have suflicient redundancy and are normally in senice
during plant operauon to provide a reliable indication of water accumulation in the
sumps. The high-high alanns are not typically expected to activate during normal ;

operation and will provide an indication that the sump pumps cannot control the
drainage flow. Additionally, signals from the Radwaste Collection System will indicate '

excessive sump discharge volume.

A water-level sensor in each safety-related division in the safety envelope at Elevation ,

-6400 mm will detect rising water level and isolate the associated drain for that division to
prevent back flooding through the drain lines from affecting more than one division.
These level detectors are safety related. ;

f
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RAI Number: SPLB.15 -]
,

1

Question: i

Do any open-cycle systems enter any buildings housing safety- related equipment and
equipment ITS? If so, how will this equipment be protected from the effects of a break in
that part of the open-cycle system within the building? ,

i

GE Response:
;
'

In the standard design, there are no open-cycle systems. However, since portions of the
Plant Service Water System (PSWS) are site specific, the combined operating license
(COL) applicant could elect to have it become an open-cycle system. In either case, '

flooding is controlled in the same mannen. ;

The PSWS enters the Reactor Building. The safety-related equipment is protected since
it is installed above maximum calculated flood height and is isolated from the postulated ,

flood plain. Additionally, shutoff valves are provided exterior to the building so the pipe :

inventory of water can be isolated in the event of a crack in the pipe within the Reactor
Building.

2
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RAI Number: SPLB.16 |
!

Question: ]
~

How will safety-related equipment and equipment ITS be protected from failures of
structures, systems, and components which are not within the SBWR design scope?

!

GE Response: .

There are no failures of structures, systems, and components outside the SSWR standard .

'

design scope from which safety-related equipment and equipment importar t to safety
(ITS) require protection from flooding provided that the site meets the desagn
parameters and the site contours are controlled by the combined operating license

~

(COL) applicant to ensure that potential flooding is directed away from the Reactor
Building. ,

;
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RAI Number: SPLB.17

Question:
'

How will the remote shutdown panel (RSP) be protected from external and internal
flooding? '

GE Response: '.
The remote shutdown panel is located at Elevation +10000 mm in the Reactor Building. ,

The Reactor Building is not subject to external flooding, above Elevation +9695.2 mm. ,

'

Also, the maximum flood level in the Reactor Building, due to moderate energy pipe
failure or fire fighting activities, is less that 0.3048 meter (1 foot). This panel will be !
mounted at least 0.3048 meter (1 foot) above Elevation +10000 mm. ,

i
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RAI Number: SPLB.18

!Question:

The SSA.R states that the drain collection system and sumps are designed and separated
so that drainage from a flooding compartment containing equipment for a train or
division does not flow to compartments containing equipment for another system train or
division. Proside design details of the drain collection system and sumps.

GE Response:

The sumps are hydraulically separated by partitions so that the highest water level that is
calculated to occur at Elevation -6400 mm cannot overflow from one surnp to another.
The drain collection system is designed so that drainage from the "A" train equipment i

rooms outside the safety envelope and from the "A" and "C" safety-related division rooms
inside the safety envelope are drained to one sump. The "B" train equipment rooms, the
"B" and "D" safety-related division rooms, and the common corridors are drained to the
second sump. Accordingly, if the sumps are out of service during a moderate energy pipe
break or fire fighting event in the Reactor Building, all drainage will be directed to one of
the two sumps. An isolation valve is provided to isolate each safety-related division drain
on Elevation -6400 mm from its associated sump on rising water level so that back
flooding into the safety-related division rooms from outside the safety envelope will not
occur. It will be possible for all of the rooms at Elevation -6400 mm draining to one of
the sumps to experience water accumulation due to backflow through the drainage
system. However, since each of these rooms is fitted with watertight doors or isolated by :

valves and since the sumps are separated, accumulation of water in the train or divisions
served by the other sump is not possible provided the water level stays below the
calculated level. ;

,
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RAI Number: SPLB.19

1

Question:
!

Identify whether flood protection depends upon the use of a dewatering qstem. If so,
provide seismic, safety class, and quality group classifications. ;

!GE Response:

Flood protection for the standard design SBWR does not depend on the use of a
dewatering system. All safety-related equipment is in the Reactor Building. The Reactor
Building grade elevation is above the site flood level, as are all exterior access openings.
Exterior penetrations, walls, and floors below design flood and groundwater levels are
sealed to withstand the hydrostatic pressure. Any seepage should be minimal and will be
handled by the floor drainage collection system and discharged by the floor drain sumps.
The floor drainage system and floor drain sumps are not seismic or safety grade systems. |
Any seepage will not have a significant effect on the volume ofleakage during a Reactor
Building moderate energy pipe failure or fire fighting event. !
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RAI . Number: SPLB.20 ;

Question:
;

Identify potential sources of external flooding from components which are within the
'

SBWR design scope.

i

GE Response: :

Reactor Building flooding from external sources is not considered viable since the plant
grade is above site flood elevation. Also, the site grading and drainage, as well as sealing
openings located below grade, will divert or provide barriers to site-generated flows from
failed facilities. Typical of facilities which might have flooding potential if appropriate
preventive design features were not provided are the circulating water cooling tower
basin, Circulating Water System piping, plant senice water cooling tower basin, plant ,

senice water piping, condensate storage tank, and makeup water storage tank.

,
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RAI Number: SPLB.21 )

Question: j

Identify safety-related equipment and equipment ITS which are subject to groundwater
seepage, and discuss how this will be controlled.

:

7E Response:

All safety-related equipment located below grade is within the safety envelope portion of -
the Reactor Building. Groundwater seepage will be controlled by appropriate sealing of
below-grade exterior penetrations, walls, and floors and by the Reactor Building floor

'

,

drainage system. In the event that the Floor Drainage System cannot handle the seepage
flow, the Safety Envelope Drainage System will be automatically isolated from the
remainder of the Reactor Building Floor Drainage System on rising water level before the
level in the safety envelope could threaten the operation of the safety-related equipment.

!
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RAI Number: SPLB.22

Question:

Provide a discussion of possible flood hazards resulting from below-grade tunnels
between buildings.

GE Response:

A tunnel connects the Reactor Building, which contains all of the safety-related
equipment, and the Turbine Building. Flooding of the Reactor Building from the
Turbine Building through the tunnel, due to failure at a circuladng water expansionjoint -
connecdon to the condenser water box or other Turbine Building flood sources, is ,

prevented by providing suitable curbing at the tunnel entrance to divert the Turbine
Building flooding away from the tunnel, and/or providing a waterdght tunnel pardtion
with sealed piping penetrations and watertight doors as required. ,

,
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RAI Number: SPLB.23

Question:

SSAR Section 5.2.5 Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary

Identify and describe the monitoring of all potential intersystem leakages that are not
included in SSAR Section 5.2.5.2.2 subparagraph, "Intersystem Leakage Monitoring."
Your response should include all the applicable (for the SBWR) systems and components
connected to the reactor coolant system that are listed m Table 1 of SRP Section 5.2.5
and other systems that are unique to SB%R Revise SSAR accordingly.

GE Response:

Section 5.2.5.2.2, subparagraph "Intersystem Leakage Monitoring" will be revised in
Amendment I as follows:

"Intersystem leakage of radioactive materialinto each RCCWS train is monitored
continuously by the PRMS. An in-line radiation monitor is provided at the RCCWS
common discharge line that connects the cooling water output flows from the
RWCU/SDC non-regenerative heat exchanger, the FAPCS heat exchanger, the upper
and lower drywell coolers, the reactor building chiller, and the RCCWS air cooler. A
high level of radioactivity is indicative of reactor coolant leakage into the closed loop
RCCWS train. The high radiation level will be alarmed in the control room."

1

~
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Isolation Condenser Radiation Leakage Monitoring
The vent discharge from each isolation condenser into the pool area is monitored

separately for high radiation levels by the PRhiS. Four didsional channels per isolation
condenser are provided to sense for gamma radiation leakage using digital gamma
sensitive detectors. A high radiation level willbe annunciated in the main controlroom

and will cause isolation of the defective isolation condenser.

Main Steamline Low Pressure Monitoring
The main steamline flow is monitored for low pressure by four pressure transmitters

(two in each line) that sense the pressure downstream of the outboard 51SIVs. The

sensing points are located as close as possible to the turbine stop valves. A low steamline

pressure can be an indication of a steamline leak or a malfunction of the reactor
pressure control system. The isolation logic will automatically initiate closure of all
51SIVs and the main steamline drain valves if pressure at the turbine falls below the

setpoint during reactor operation.

Main Condenser Low Vacuum Monitoring
The pressure in the main condenser is monitored for low vacuum, which could indicate
that primary reactor coolant is being lost through the main condenser. Four dhisional
pressure monitoring channels are provided to generate the trip on low vacuum level.
The trip signalis used by the isolation logic for closure of the 51SIVs and the steam drain
line valves. The condenser vacuum measurement is bypassed during startup and

shutdown operations to guard against unnecessary isolation.

Intersystem Leakage Monitoring
Ic a :c: ra" -!cakage : . hc RCO'F ' :. - :ared and v:a!yed by :he P""E -
M 4.mp!c: c c u;cd : ; ca :at:;;:np!c; cf 5 cco!!ng ::: tu nuh equip:nc: -

9
. :cgcarra:c.c heat exchange:: cf the R"'CU/SDC Sp:cr: fc: an;!p;:. Enththe s

9ml . .nplcr ud!Lc: a x:.. ^!!ausa de:ct:cr :c ;cn;c fcr '.:c :p:c .. adL :cr !ca' ageh
A 5 gh radiau:,!c.c!:ndita:c;!cahage rf:ca;;;c coolan. n._ :he RCC"!S Spcr Thr-

high '~.c! "". balarn M in he n"n cor :: ' :co :.

Intersystem leakace of radioactive materialinto each RCCWS train is monitored
continuousiv bv the PRhtS. An in-line radiation monitoris provided at the RCCWS

common discharce line that connects the cooline water outout flows from the
RWCU /SDC non-recenerative heat exchancer. the FAPCS heat exchancer. the unoer
and lower drwell coolers. the reactor buildinc chiller. and the RCCWS air cooler. A
hich level of radioactivity is indicative of reactor coolant leakace into the closed loon

RCCWS train. The hich radiation level will be alarmed in the control room.

Differential Temperature Monitoring in Equipment Areas
Differential temperature monitoring is provided in key areas in the reactor building to
detect for small leaks, Such areas as the main steamline tunnel and the equipment areas

Integnty of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary - f.mendment i DRAfr
5.2 34
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' RAI Number: SPLB.24

Quesdon: {

SSAR Section 5.2.5 Reactor Coolant Pressure Bounday

RG 1.45 Position C.7 states that procedures for converting various indication to a
common leakage equivalent should be available to the operators. Explain how SBWR will
comply with this position.

GE Response: ;

SBWR SSAR Section 5.2.5.8, Position C.7 subparagraph will be revised in Amendment 1
of the SSAR (see attached) as follows:

"Each monitored leakage parameter is indicated in the main control room and will
activate an alarm on abnormal indication. Procedures will be provided to the operator to
convert the identified and unidentified leakages into a common leakage rate equivalent
to determine that the total leakage rate is within the technical specification limit. Each
monitored leakage channel of LD&lS can be tested and calibrated separately during
normal plant operation without causing a plant outage. This information satisfies RG
1.45, Position C.7."

1
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SBWR standard sarery Analysis Report
!
'

I

.

5.2.5.6 Separation of identified and Unidentified Leakages in the Containment
!

Identified and unidentified leakages from sources within the drywell are collected and ;

directed to separate sumps, the LCW equipment drain sumps for identified leakages
and the IICW floor drain sumps for unidentified leakages. i

!

5.2.5.7 Testing, Calibration and Inspection Requirements |
|

The requirements for testing, calibration and inspection of the LD&IS are covered in
Subsection 7.3.3.4.

(
I

5.2.5.8 Regulatory Guide 1.45 Compliance
!

This regulatory guide specifies acceptable leak detection methods and flow rate limits
for use in monitoring and detecting leaks from the reactor coolant pressure boundary.

Leakage is collected separately in drain sumps from identified and unidendfied sources
in the containment and total flow rate from each sump is independently monitored,

thus satisfying Regulatory Guide 1.45, Position C.I.

Leakage from unidentified sources from inside the drywellis collected into the floor
drain sump and monitored with an accuracy of 3.8 liters / min (I gpm), thus satisfying

Regulatory Guide 1.45, Posidon C.2.

There are three separate detection methods are used for leakage monitoring: (1) the j

floor drain sump level and pump operating frequency, (2) radioactivity of the airborne

particulates, and (3) the dowell air coolers condensate flow rate, thus satisfying
Regulatory Guide 1.45, Position C.3.

Intersystem radiadon leakage into the Reactor Component Cooling Water System is
monitored as described in Subsection 5.2.5.2.2, thus satisfying Regulatory Guide 1 A5.

Position 'C.4.

The monitoring instrumentation of the drywell floor drain sump, the air particulates
radioacthitv, and the drywell air cooler condensate flow rate are designed to detect
leakage rates of 3.8 liters / min (1 gpm) within one hour, thus satisfying Regulatory
Guide 1.45, Position C.5.

|

The leak detection system required to perform isolation functions is classified Class 1 E. |

Seismic Category I; and the system is designed to operate during and following seismic
es ents. The airborne particulate radioactivity monitor is designed to operate during an
SSE event. Thus. Regulatory Guide 1.45, Position C6 is satisfied.

"
:cd 'M ic:c; =n pura:ne:c::, and a'a: . m c pr- 1"TL upp:np: :c - .

: n:r'- . T'; . c Fr ",cgu!ua ; m dc ! 15, " - . , - C.~ Th e LD&F,
.

integnty of Peactor Cociant Pressure Boundary - Amenament ? CRM'5236
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Each monitored leakace narameter is indicated in the main control room and will
activate an alarm on abnormal indication. Procedures will be nrovided to the operator

to convert the identified and unidentified leakaces into a common leakace rate
enuivalent to determine that the totalleakace rate is within the technical specification

limit. Each monitored leakace channel of LD&IS can he tested and calibrated
senaratelv durinc normal niant oneration without causine a niant outace. This
information satisfies RC 1.45. Position C.7.

The LD&lS sensors and channels are periodically tested and calibrated during reactor

operation, thus satisfying Regulatog Guide 1.45, Position C.8.
.

The following methods are used to verify operability:

simulation of signals to initiate trips;a

channel-to-channel comparison of the same monitored leakage parameter;a

operability checks by comparing one method with another; ande

continuous monitoring of leakage parameters.a

The limits established for alarming unidentified and identified leakages are 19

liters / min (5 gpm) and 95 liters / min (25 gpm), respectively. This satisfies Position C.9

of Regulatog Guide 1.45.

5.2.6 COL License Information

Overpressure Protection
The COL applicant is required to submit an overpressure protection analysis for core
loadings different than the r eference SBWR core loading.

5.2,7 References ,

5.2-1 -Guideline for Permanent BWR Hydrogen Water Chemistry Installations:
1987 Revision", EPRI NP-520%SR-A.

B.$1. Gordon, " Corrosion and Corrosion Control in BWRs", NEDE-30637,5.2-2

December 1984.

5.2-3 B.51. Gordon et al, -llydrogen Water Chemistg for BWRs - 51aterials
Behavior *, EPRI NP-5080 Palo Alto, CA, $1 arch 1987.

52 37
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!RAI Number: SPLB.25

Question: ,

i

SSAR Section 6.7, Main Steam Isolation Valve Leakage Control System, states that the |

SBWR alternate to a main steam isolation valve leakage control system is contained in
Appendix 19H. The staff finds that Appendix 19H to the SSAR, endtled as USl/GSI |

Applicability, does not contain any information, and the applicant indicates that the
.|information will be provided by February 28,1993. The staff cannot start resiew of this

subject until the promised information is provided, and the review schedule should be j

developed based on the revised schedule of the submittal.

The staff has reviewed the information on the same subject in the EPRI Requirements ;

Document for Passive Plants. It was identified as an open issue, page 1B.O-6 in the staff's
evaluation documented in the draft safety evaluation report (DSER), Section 2.3.1 and
Item II.E of Annex A of Appendix of Chapter 1. The applicant's submittal should
address the staff concern identified in the above DSER.

;

GE Response:

Section 6.7 will be revised in Amendment 1 (see attached) to delete reference to generic
issue C-8 and Appendix 19H. ;

Specific requirements for MSIV leakage path integrity during and following an SSE will
be added to Sections 3.2 and 10.4 in Amendment 1 of the SSAR, as identified in response

'

to ECGB.S. These additional seismic analyses and quality group requirements will be i

consistent with the ABWR approach, based on EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER Section 2.3.1.

i

e
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,

6.7 Main Steam Isolation Valve Leakage Control System (BWR) ,

a a main steam isolation valve leakage controlThe SBWR does not have " s -- -
" -'-system i he p::;p: .c " , . gm , cC "; c ra:n I .s.

-

.s ,

"'c!s 3 age C-- 3 S;. s s :a : cd i '.pp; . 'ix ""!. The ah - es c:;u. s t';a:
.

die-main steam piping, hvpass lines, and the condenser retain their pressure and
structural integrity during and following a safe shutdown earthquake (SSE). In this
manner, fission products that leak past the closed MSIVs can be plated out on the large
surfac e volume of the main steani piping plus the condenser hotwell which will
minimize release to the external environment.

|

|
.

Mein Steam isolation Valve Leakage Control System (BWR)- Amendment 1 DRAFT 6.7-12
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RAI Number: SPLB.27

Question:

SSAR Section 6.4 Control Room Area Ventilation System
,

SSAR Figure 21.6.4-1, Emergency Breathing Air P&lD, indicates that (1) the Pressure and |
Integrity of Nuclear Components (SPEC) and (2) Emergency Breathing Air System P&ID !

data will be provided "later." The above information is needed for the staff's compliance
review of the emergency breathing air system (EBAS). ]

,

GE Response:

The additional information for the Emergency Breathing Air System _(EBAS) will be' ,

provided in Amendment 1 of the SSAR.

P
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RAI Number: SPLB.28 >

Question:

Provide detailed specific conformance review for each of the HVAC subsystems under
SBWR SSAR Section 6.4 and Subsections 9.4.1-9.4.4 and 9.4.6-9.4.8 against the guidelines
of NUREG-0800, SRP, SRP Sections 3.4.1 for flood protection, SRP Section 3.5.1.1 for
protection against internally generated missiles, SRP Section 3.5.2 for protection against !

extremely generated missiles and SRP Section 3.6.1 for protection against high- and
moderate-energy pipe breaks. This review should be in detailed fashion for each involved
system and its components versus cross-referenced generalized conformance in SBWR ;

'

SSAR Section 3.0.

GE Response: ;

The specific conformance review of each of the HVAC subsystems listed under SSAR
Section 6.4 and Subsections 9.4.1 through 9.4.4 and 9.4.6 through 9.4.8 against the
guidelines of NUREG-0800, SRP Sections 3.4.1, 3.5.1.1, 3.5.2, ana 3.6.1 will not be
required for the following reasons:

As noted in SSAR Section 6.4, the safety-related HVAC for the control room consists
of the Emergency Breathing Air System (EBAS), which is completely enclosed within
the Scaled Emergency Operating Area. Details of the EBAS are prosided in
Subsection 9.4.1, and the safety design basis is provided in Subsection 6.4.1.1.

.

The HVAC subsystems noted in SSAR Subsections 9.4.1 through 9.4.4 and 9.4.6
through 9.4.8 (with the exception of the EBAS referred to above) are all classified as
non-safety related.

,
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RAI Number: SPLB.29

Question:

SSAR Subsection 6.4.1.1 states that the " Sealed Emergency Operating Areas (SEOA)"
envelope is sufficiently leak tight to maintain positive differential pressure of 34.5 Pa
(0.005 psi) with the EBAS in operation. Also, SEAR Subsection 6.4.3 states that the SEOA
boundary walls are designed with low leakage constructions, all boundary penetrations
are sealed. SSAR Table 15.6-9 identifies unfiltered in flow of equivalent to 0.5 cubic feet
per minute (cfm).

The staff c,nsiders 0.5 cfm unfiltered inleakage for the entire control room envelope
unrealistic asjudged from the to< late experience of the existing operating plants.
Reassess the unfiltered infiltration inside SEOA envelope and provide credible
infiltration inleakage which can be supported by approved methodology and which can
be tested periodically and verified. Also, provide (1) the expected revised unfiltered i

infiltration rate in the SEOA envelope and (2) value credited for the entire SEOA
envelope infiltration rate in accident dose calculations. Explain in detail how the SEOA
envelope is isolated during accident conditions in order that it does not exceed the to be
revised value of the unfiltered infiltration rate used in accident dose calculations.
Identify the permanent measures to be implemented including sealing the SEOA
envelope and periodic verification and testing provisions. If sealants are used, prmide
their acceptability and qualification to maintain needed isolation through the proposed
design plant life.

P

GE Response: -

The Sealed Emergency Operating Areas (SEOA) for the SBWR are designed using
methods and design features that are significantly improved compare to those used on
currently licensed plants. Some of the SBWR design features include double air lock
door entrances with positive clean air flushing; electrical power penetrations similar to
those used for containment penetrations; and instrumentation signal transmission using
laser light through a permanently sealed glass barrier. The use of these advanced and

'

conservative design features will result in net inflow leakage into the SEGA which is 0.5
cfm or less. The leakage rate of the SEOA is measured as part of the Emergency
Breathing Air System (EBAS) surveillance requirement. See SR 3.7.1.2 in SSAR Section ,

3.7.1

!

l .
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RAI Number: SPLB.30 }

Question: j

The SSAR states that onsite storage tanks will be located to allow drainage without
damaging site facilities. How will this be accomplished?

,

!

GE Response:
!

All major, above-grade, onsite storage tanks will be located so that if catastrophic tank i

failure occurs, the liquid released will not flood the Reactor Building. The site contour !
'

will be controlled by use of appropriate berms, drainage ditches, and/or grading to
direct water away from the Reactor Building. ;

,
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RAI Number: SPLB.31

Question:
'

What are the probable maximum precipitation and probable maximum flood?

'

GE Response:

The probable maximum precipitation and probable maximum flood are site-specific
parameters. The probable maximum flood (PMF), as described in ANSI /ANS 2.8,is 0.3

'

meter (1 foot) below grade. The probable maximum precipitation (PMP) is defined as
49.3 cm/hr (19.4 in./hr) or 15.7 cm (6.2 in.) in 5 minutes for rainfall and 2.394 kPa (50
lbf/ft ) for snow loads. The plant grade will be established so that the Reactor Building2

exterior access openings will be at least 0.31 meter (1 foot) above the design flood level
resulting from either condition. Site grading and drainage, as well as the Reactor
Building roof drainage, will be designed to ensure that the maximum rainfall
accumulation is limited to design values necessary to achieve the design discharge
flowrate.

1
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RAI Number: SRXB.1 1

Question: |

SSAR Section 1.2.2.6 Remote Shutdown System. Traditionally controls for safety relief ,

valves (SRVs) are given in the remote shutdown panel. But for the SBWR, no controls
are provided for SRVs or automatic DPVs in the remote shutdown panel. Explain why no
controls are required for SRVs or DPVs. Also, provide the basis for selection of controls
and instrumentation to be included on the remote shutdown panel.

GE Response:
.

Normally the turbine bypass valves will automatically control reactor pressure. With this
function available reactor cooldown is achieved through the normal heat sinks. This cool -

down process can be supplemented from the remote shutdown panel using the Reactor
*

Water Cleanup / Shutdown System (RWCU/SDC). The RWCU/SDC system provides the
capability to bring the reactor from high pressure to cold shutdown.

,

If main steam line isolation occurs, the Isolation Condenser system, (ICS), will
automatically control reactor pressure. Since the logic processing equipment for the ICS
is located in the Safety Envelope, the event necessitating control room evacuation will not
impact ICS operation, and continued operation of the isolation condensers can be
assumed. >

The SBWR systems and equipment needed to achieve an orderly shutdown were
identified. Then functional task analyses were performed for each identified system to
establish the controls and indicators needed for RSS control.

|
,
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RAI Number: SRXB.2

Question:

SSAR Section 1.2.2.6 Remote Shutdown System. Electrical power distribution system is
included in the remote shutdown panel. But it is not clear whether diesel generators
controls are provided in the remote shutdown panel.

GE Response:

If the diesel generator needs to be started the RSS has a control switch that, when
actuated, disables the control of the start and stop signals from the control room. Then
the diesel generator can be stopped or started by a local switch located near the diesel
generator.

1

.
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RAI Number: SRXB.4 j

\

. Question:

SSAR Section 1.2.2.4.1. Reference to reactor water cleanup / shutdown cooling system is ;

incorrect because it refer to the same section in the SSAR (Section 12 2 41)
~

.... . ,

;

!

!

GE Response: |
Section 1.2.2.4.1 will be corrected to refer to Section 5.4.8 in Amendment 1 of the SSAR :

(see attached). ;
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1.2.2.4 Core Cooling Systems

1.2.2.4.1 Reactor Water Cleanup / Shutdown Cooling System

See discussion in SAcc=. '.2.2. ! ! Subsection 5.4.8.

1.2.2.4.2 Isolation Condenser System

The Isolation Condenser System (ICS) removes decay heat after any reactor isolation

during power operations. Decay heat removal limits further pressure rises and keeps the
RPV pressure below the SRV pressure setpoint. It consists of three independent loops,
each containing a heat exchanger that condenses steam on the tube side and transfers

)
heat by heating / evaporating water in the IC/PCC pool which is vented to the

atmosphere.

The ICS is initiated automatically on either a high reactor pressure, or MSIV closure, or

a Level 2 signal. To start an IC into oper: tion, the motor-operated condensate return
valve is opened whereupon the standing condensate drains into the reactor and the

steam-water interface in the IC tube bundle moves downward below the lower headers'

to a point in the main condensate return line. The ICS can also be initiated manually
by the operator from the MCR. A pneumatic-operated condensate retmn bypass valve
is prosided for each IC which opens if the 125 Vdc power is lost.

The ICS is isolated automatically when either a high radiation le tel or excess flow is

detected in the steam supply line or condensate return line. ]

The IC/PCC pool is divided into subpools which are interconnected at their lower ends
to provide full use of the water inventory for heat removal by any IC. The IC/PCC pool |

is normally cooled by the FAPCS. During IC operation IC/PCC pool water will boil, andl

the steam produced will be vented to the atmosphere. This boil-off action of
nonradioactive water is a safe means for removing and rejecting all reactor decay heat.

,

The IC/PCC pool has an installed capacity that provides at least 72 hours of reactor
decay heat. The heat rejection process can be continued indefinitely by replenishing
the IC/ PCC poolinventory. If normal make-up systems are unavailable, make-up can be

provided via post-LOCA pool water make-up connections locatedjust above grado level

f outside the reactor building. These lines are classified Quality Group C and Seis:nic

Category I. This make-up can be accomplished without any vahing changes in the ,

reactor building no matter what the prior operating mode of the FAPCS might have |

been.

The ICS passively removes sensible and core decay heat from the reactor (i.e., heat
transfer from the IC tubes to the surrounding IC/PCC pool water is accomplished by
natural convection, and no forced circulation equipment is requi' red) when the normal |

heat removal system is unavailable following any of the following events:

{ General Plant Description - Amendment 1 DRAFT
1.2 46
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RAI Number: SRXB.6
~

|

Question: ;
i

SSAR Section 1.7. Does this section include drawing standards, piping and
instrumentation diagrams (P&ID), P&ID standard symbols, graphical symbols for use in
instrument electrical diagrams (IEDs), etc., similar to the submittal given in ABWR SSAR
Section 1.7?

1

GE Response:

GE will incorporate a drawing standard in Amendment 1 of the SBWR SSAR that will be ,

similar to the ABWR SSAR Section 1.7.
,
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RAI Number: SRXB.7
.

Question:

SSAR Section 3.1 A.4. General Design Criteria (GDC) 33 requires a system to supply
reactor makeup for protection against small breaks in the reactor coolant pressure
boundary. GE takes credit for automatic depressurization (ADS) and integrated control
(ICS) systems even though they are not water injection systems or make-up systems to
meet GDC 33. The CRD system which can be used for water injection is not a safety-
grade system. GE should explain in detail why a safety grade high-pressure core injection
system is not necessary to meet GDC 33.

GE Response:

10CFR50 Appendix A, Criterion 33 requires that a system be provided to make up reactor
coolant that may be lost as a result of small breaks in the reactor pressure boundary. The
purpose of this system is to prevent degradation of specified acceptable fuel design limits.
The system must also be able to operate with the loss of either off-site or on-site power.
There are no requirements for a safety-related high-pressure injection system, although
Criterion 33 suggests that a safety system function that prosides reactor coolant inventory
control during normal operations may be used.

The SBWR meets the requirements of Criterion 33 by using the safety-related Gravity-
Driven Cooling System (GDCS) to provide emergency core cooling after any event that
threatens the reactor coolant inventory. The GDCS requires no external ac electrical
power source or operator action. The safety-related Automatic Depressurization
Subsystem (ADS),is capable of automatically and quickly depressurizing the reactor
vessel, to allow the GDCS to replenish core coolant and maintain core temperatures
below design limits. The ADS also requires no external ac power source or operator
action. The GDCS and ADS are designed such that they may also be manually operated
from the Control Room.

Although GDCS and ADS together provide the safety-related mitigation of all breaks
threatening reactor coolant inventory, it is desired to minimize the probability of their
actuation for small breaks of the type addressed in Criterion 33. This is accomplished in
SIMR with the non-safety-related high-pressure make-up function of the Control Rod
Drive (CRD) System. Make-up coolant water to the reactor is provided by the CRD System
via the Reactor Water Cleanup / Shutdown Cooling System piping to one of the feedwater
lines, and in turn to the core, any time feedwater flow is unavailable.This mode of
operation will actuate and operate automatically upon receipt of a low reactor water level
(Level 2) signal, or may be initiated manually by the operator. The flow capacity of the
CRD System is sufIicient to make up for the inventory lost through a break in the reactor
coolant pressure boundary with an effective flow area of up to 5.067 x 10 -4 m2 (0.00545
ft ). The system is designed so that it can perform its make-up function with or without2

off-site power available.

In summary, GDCS and ADS provide the ultimate safety-related mitigation of reactor
coolant pressure bound uy breaks. The high-pressure make-up function of the CRD

1
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System is provided to reduce the probability of GDCS and ADS actuation for small breaks
of the type specified in Criterion 33.
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RA1 Number: SRXB.8
.

. Question:

SSAR Section 4.1, Summary Description, references a non-existing Subsection 1.3.1.1 for :

a summary of the important design and performance characteristics, some of which are
given in SSAR Table 1.3-1 and Tables 4.4-1 and 4.4-2. Please provide a complete
summary table as required by the SRP Section 4.1.

GE Response:

In Amendment 1 (see attached), SSAR Section 4.1 will be revised to refer to Table 1.3-1,
which includes comprehensive data on reactor system design characteristics. This section
follows Regulatory Guide 1.70, Revision 3; an SRP Secdon 4.1 does not exist. Tables 4.4-1 .

and 4.4-2 include additional data required for SSAR Section 4.4.
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4.0 Reactor
4.1 Summary Description

The reactor assembly consists of the reactor pressure vessel, pressure containing

appurtenances including control rod drive (CRD) housings and in core
instrumentaden housings, plus the reactor internal components described in
Subsection 4.1.2. Figure 5.3-3 (Reactor Key Features) shows the arrangement of the
reactor assembly components. A summary of the important design and performance
characteristics of the reactor and plant is given in hbn ' '' ' ' Table 1.3-1.
Loading conditions for reactor assembly components are specified in
Subsection 3.9.5.2.

As explained in Section 4.2, a typical fuel and control rod design and core loading
pattern adapted for SBWR is used as the basis for the system response studies in
Section 6.3 and Chapter 15. The actual fuel and control rod designs and core loading
pattern to be used at a plant is required to meet criteria approved by the NRC, and will
be provided to the NRC for information. The typical fuel and control rod design and
core loading pattern are presented in this chapter;information to be provided by the
utility referencing the SBWR design is contained in the interface subsections.

4.1.1 Reactor Pressure Vessel

The reactor pressure vesselincludes the shroud support brackets. Flow restrictors are
included in the steam outlet nozzles and the GDCS/ equalizing line nozzles. The reactor
pressure vessel design and description are covered in Section 5.3.

4.1.2 Reactor Internal Components

The major reactor internal components include (1) the core (fuel, channels, control
rods and instrumentation), (2) the core support structures (shroud, shroud support,
top guide, core plate, and integral control rod guide tube and orificed fuel support),
(3) chimney and pardtions, (4) chimney head and steam separators assembly, (5) steam
dryer assembly, (6) feedwater spargers, (7) standby liquid control header, sparger and -

piping assembly, and (8) in-core guide tubes. Except for the Zircaloy in the reactor core,
these reactor internals are stress corrosion-resistant stainless steels or other high alloy .

steels. The fuel assemblics (including fuel rods and channels), control rods, chimney

head and steam separator assembly, steam dryers and in-core instrumentation
assemblies (Subsection 4.1.2.1) are removable when the reactor vesselis opened for

refueling or maintenance.

4.1.2.1 Reactor Core

Important features of the reactor core (Figure 4.1-1)are:

Summary Description - Amendment 1 DRAFT K11
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RAI Number: SRXB.9 ;

Question:

SSAR Subsections 4.1.4.2, Fuel Design Analysis,4.1.4.3, Reactor System Dynamics,4.1.4.4,
Nuclear Analysis and 4.1.4.6, Thermal-Hydraulic Calculations, state that nuclear and
thermal-hydraulic analysis techniques and computer codes are " based on" or " adapted"
using NRC-approved criteria. Please discuss and provide additional references and/or !

approved code names to satisfy SRP 4.1 and 4.3.3 requirements. |

4

GE Response:
,

For steady-state evaluation of the SBWR core performance, the following NRC-approved
codes are used:

(1) TGBLA-infinite lattice multi-group diffusion theory code to provide group
constants, infinite lattice neutron multiplication, and rod-by-rod power peaking for
input into the 3D BWR simulator PANACEA. TGBLA is used to evaluate each umque. :

lattice nuclear design in the SBWR core. 1

(2) PANACEA- 3D coupled nuclear and thermal-hydraulic BWR simulator. PANACEA i

takes input from TGBLA as well as reactor state user input and calculates core i

neutron multiplication and core power distributions to determine margin to
'

!minimum critical power ratio (MCPR) and maximum linear heat generation rate
(MLHGR) limits and to determine the cycle energy and fuel exposure distribution. .

'

PANACEA is also used to determine cold shutdown margin and hot excess reactivity.
PANACEA is also used to determine the scram reactivity and 3D void coefficient.

(3) VCOF - point model void coefficient to determine core void coeflicient as a function |

of void fraction.
i

(4) CRNC- used to supply reactor state IL neutronics parameters to the reactor / plant i

thermal-hydraulics transient codes.

,

B
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RAI Number: SRXB.10
_

Question: .

SSAR Section 4.2, Fuel System Design, states the fuel to be used in the SBWR is "any fuel
design that is based on an NRC-approved design or meets the criteria documented in
Appendix 4B." Reference is made to Amendment 15 to NEDE-24011-P-A, which applies
to 8x8 and 8x8R operating reactor lattice geometries. Explain why compliance with the
referenced acceptance criteria for operating reactor fuel is considered sufficient for the
shorter SBWR fuel. This approach was rejected in favor of a reference fuel and core -

'

design for the ABWR. Provide a reference design or explain why the SBWR fuel and core
design approach should be different from that approved for ABWR. ,

GE Resp _onse:

The SBWR fuel licensing approach is identical to ABWR, i.e., acceptance criteria are
given and an example fuel design is provided to show that the criteria can be met. ,

'

Neither the SBWR nor ABWR fuel designs described in their respective SSARs should be
considered a reference design. The referenced statement will be corrected to read in
Amendment 1 (see attached) of the SSAR "any fuel design that meets the criteria
documented in Appendix 4B."

,
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4.2 Fuel System Design

The fuel to be loaded in an SBWR is any fuel design that meets i ' c!; ;FRC

app: c! %;gr :. cc= the criteria documented in Appendix 4B. Using these designs
will assure that all fuel system design requirements are met.

'
To demonstrate the SBWR system response in this SSAR, a reference core (see
Figure 4.3-1) is used which is based upon a current NRC approved fuel design
(BP8x8R), but modified to account for the shorter active fuel length. BP8x8R fuel
design information is provided in Reference 4.2-1. Each utility referencing the SBWR
design may have different fuel and core designs which will be provided by the COL
applicant to the NRC for informadon (refer to Subsection 4.2.1).

The control rods perform the dual function of power shaping and reactivity control. A
discussion of the rod control drive system components is presented in Section 4.6.

The control rod design to be used in an SBWR is any design that is based on an NRC-

approved design or meets the criteria documented in Appendix 4C. To demonstrate
the SBWR system response in this SSAR, a reference SBWR control rod design is used
which is based upon a typical BWR design of sheathed cruciform array of stainless steel
tubes filled with boron-carbide but incorporates the shorter length. The SBWR control
rod design is shown in Figure 4.2-1, which may alternatively use a combination of boron-
carbide filled tubes and hafnium plates; the BWR design information is provided in
Reference 4.2-2. The control rod design to be used at a plant will be provided to the
NRC for information by the COL applicant (refer to Subsection 4.2.1).

4.2.1 COL License information

FuelDesign
The fuel bundle name and a reference to documentation of the fuel design will be

provided to the NRC for information by the COL applicant. (See Section 4.2.)

ControlRod Design
The control rod model and a reference to documentation of the control rod design will

be provided to the NRC for information by the COL applicant. (See Section 4.2.)

!

Fuel Systei : Design - Amendment 1 DRAFT 4.2- 1
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RAI Number: SRXB.11
-

!

Question:

SSAR Section 4.2 states that the control rod design to be used in the SBWR is "any design
that is based on an NRC-approved design or meets the criteria documented in Appendix -
4C." " Compliance with these criteria constitutes NRC acceptance and approval of the

'

designs without specific NRC review"is incorrectly stated. Please provide further ,

justification for the use of currently approved designs for SBWR applications. |

GE Response: !

|

The SSAR, Section 4.2 will be changed in Amendment I as shown on the attached
markup.

I
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4.2 Fuel System Design ;
a

The fuel to be loaded in an SBWR is any fuel design that meets ! '~ c" m "C '

appa -1 de:agn , ; .cca the criteria documented in Appendix 4B. Using these designs s

will assure that all fuel system design requirements are met.
;

iTo demonstrate the SBWR system response in this SSAR, a reference core (see
Figure 4.3-1) is used which is based upon a current NRC approved fuel design i

(BP8x8R), but modified to account for the shorter active fuel length. BP8x8R fuel ;

design information is provided in Reference 4.2-1. Each utility referencing the SBWR
design may have different fuel and core designs which will be provided by the COL
applicant to the NRC for information (refer to Subsection 4.2.1).

i

The control rods perform the dual function of power shaping and reactivity control. A
discussion of the rod control drive system components is presented in Section 4.6. ;

The control rod design to be used in an SBWR is any design that l' h;;cd en an "RC |
!

upp ' de:ag: , meets the criteria docurnented in Appendix 4C.Te de:non=.:e
:5i SSAR, c cference SR"". cc : c' rad de: gn S u:cdSc FF"". :., :c: ' :::pm :

'9 5 a F -ci up: .ypa n' EY" ;'c ;;gr cf":ca hed cru !f cr:ay : Eta:n!c:r .ce! i

mic:, fi!!cd .S 'n :, : ra:'dde F. .:,, rpc:=c Se sha:.c 'engi T5c SEV? cc:.. c!
:c"dcagn: h ~r .c. Egur 1.21, rhi? . ay rPerna:: c!y : ::c a t an61; ... ef ba- -

.

c 5Mc ""c;' ' be :: i 57 . , phs.:; ;'- B"? drugn -fr nai - !: p: 'dcd '- |

Refc:c: . : 12 2. The reference SBWR control rod desien consists of a sheathed |
cruciform arrav of stainless steel tubes filled with boron carbide (B4C) oowder.
Ficure 4 2-1 is an illustration of the reference desien. The main structural members of |
the reference desien are made of stainless steel and consist of a too handle. a lower '!

transition oicce with a control rod drive coucline. a vertical cruciform center oost. and
four U-shaced absorber tube sheaths. The too handle. lower transition piece. and the
U-shaced sheaths are welded into a single skeletal structure. The U-shaped sheaths are ;

welded into the center oost. handle. and lower transition oiece to form the housine for
'

'

the absorber rods filled with B4C. Above the handle extends four suoport ears which
orovide lateral sunoort of the unoer end of the control rod when the fuel assemblies !
have been removed. thereby eliminatine the need for blade cuides. Rollers at the too of !

the control rod cuide the blade between the fuel channels while rollers at the sides of
the couoline orovide lateral supoortand cuide the lower end of the control rod inside

'|the cruciform shaoed control rod cuide tube. as the rod is inserted and withdrawn from
the core. The B4C oowder in the absorber tubes is comoacted to aooroximately 70% of

its theoretical densitv. The B4C is sealed into the absorber tubes bv olues welded into
each end. and is loncitudinally seoarated into individu al compart ments by stainless steel
balls. Troical carameters of the reference SBWR control rod desien are orovided in
Table 4 2-1. The control rod design to be used at a plant will be provided to the NRC
for information by the COL applicant (refer to Subsection 4.2.1).

Fuel System Design - Amendment 1 DRAFT L2-1
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4.2.2 References

4.2-1 GE Fuel Bundle Designs, NEDE-31152P.

4M CF C::::tn' 'l' d De -:gr,- , (; - bc : :cd).

i
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i

i
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Table 4.2-1 Tvoical Parameters - Reference SBWR Control Rod Design

Control Rod Weight 77 kg (170 lb)

Overall Poison Length 2591 mm (102 in)

Control Rod Drive Stroke 2616 mm (103 in)

Absorber Rod-B C4
Number per control rod 72

Diameter 4.22 mm (0.166 in)

Density (% theoretical) 70%

Absorber Tube - B C4
Cladding material 304 S.S.

Outside diameter 5.59 mm (0.220 in)

Wall thickness 0.69 mm (0.027 in)

Sheath Thickness 1.14 mm (0.045 in)

Roller Material inconel X-750

Roller Pin Material PH13-8Mo

,

I

|

4.2- 4 Fuel System Design - Amendment 1 DRAFT
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RAI Number: SRXB.12 :

Question:

SSAR Section 4.3 provides an "e:: ample" core loading map for a typical equilibrium-cycle
core (with a currently approved fuel design (BP8x8R)) which is used for the system j
dynamic response analyses given in SSAR Section 6.3, Emergency Core Cooling Systems, '

and Chapter 15, Accident Analyses. Please provide results for a typicalinitial core and ,

discuss the requirements for transition cycle analysis.

GE Response: ,

The details of the nuclear design do not affect the loss-of-coolant-accident (LOCA)
'

analysis in Chapter 6.3 because the decay heat assumed bounds the core exposure in-
'

either case.

Sensitivity studies are performed to determine the effect of cycle exposure on Chapter 15
transients. SBWR does not have the flow increase transients, which are more severe at
low exposure. Events which must be reanalyzed for specific core configurations (e.g.,
initial, transition, and equilibrium cycles) are specifically identified as such in Chapter 15. ;

The approach used is consistent with the GESTAR approach in which a small set of events *
4

are reanalyzed for specific core configurations.

The results for a typical initial core are contained in Core Design andEvaluation -Initial. -;

Cycle, G.E. Doc. No. 25A5027, Class III (proprietary), which will be provided under a
separate cover letter. Each operating cycle is required to satisfy the safety envelope (i.e.,
limits on minimum critical power ratio. [MCPR], and maximum linear heat generation
rate [MLHGR], cold shutdown margin, stability decay ratio, etc., must be complied with . |
in the design and in operation). Some limits, such as MLHGR and MCPR, are explicitly
determined for each cycle of operation and feed directly into the design of the loading . |

pattern and bundle nuclear design and operating trajectory. They are also monitored by
the plant process computer, Compliance with other requirements, such as stability decay - ;

ratio, can be demonstrated by showing that the important core characteristics that define -
the dynamic performance (i.e., void reactivity coeflicient, power distribution, etc.) reside
within the bounds of the inputs used in the analyses provided in the SSAR Chapter 15.
Should the as-designed core not reside within the bounds of the analyses in Chapter 15 of r

the SSAR, then specific analyscs shall be performed to demonstrate compliance.
+

e

|
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RAI Number: SRXB.13

Question:
>

SSAR Section 4.3, by reference to Appendix 4A, Typical Control Rod Patterns, provides
an " example" set of control rod patterns for an equilibrium core at rated power / flow and
equilibrium xenon conditions along with the associated axial and radial power and
exposure distributions at 15 cycle exposure steps. Please provide equivalent results for an -

initial core and discuss the approach used for transition cycle analyses to ensure the
design or limiting power distributions remain within the design power peaking factor

,

components given in the comparative design SSAR Table 1.3-1 of Chapter 1.

F

GE Response:

The results for a typical initial core are contained in Core Design and Evaluation -Initial
Cycle, G.E. Doc. No. 25A5027, Class III (proprietary), which will be provided under a
separate cover letter. See the response to SRXB.12 for the approach used in generating
the transition cycle design.
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RAI Number: SRXB.14
_

Question:

The relationship of the inferred power distributions to the monitoring instrumentation is
not addressed as required by SRP 4.3.2.2. Please provide a discussion of the procedure
used to develop the power distribution and providejusdfication for use of only four fixed
axial incore detectors instead of having a detailed axial base shape from movable
traversing incore probe (TIP)-like detectors.

GE Response: ;

1) " . procedure used to develop the power distribution." |

The 3D core power distribution is determined based on the calculation by the 3D core <

simulator which uses plant inputs such as core flow, core thermal power, control rod
positions, feedwater flow and temperature, etc. The step-by-step procedure to determine
core power distribution is as follows:

a) Using plant inputs such as core thermal power, core flow, control rod positions, etc.,
the 3D core simulator calculates three dimension core power distribution based on the
three dimension neutron diffusion theon as its calculation method.

b) The local core power distribution information measured by the fixed in-core detectors ,

(gamma thermometers) located at four axial elevations next to the LPRMs at all LPRM
;

assembly locations in the core is sent to the 3D core simulator ( in the plant process
computer). (These measured local power data are equivalent to the TIP data used in
operating BWRs. The reason the axial power profile data points can be reduced from 24
or more to 4 is because of the specific diffusion theon adaptive model used. This is
explained more in the following paragraphs.)

i

c) The 3D core simulator " adapts" the diffusion theory solution to the measured local
power data so that the measured and estimated detector readings agree. This is the .
procedure under which the core power distribution is developed. The 3D core simulator
core power calculation method is documented in GE report, NEDO-20340-3, Revisions 1
and 2.

In GE's 3D core simulator model, there are two calculational models. One model uses >

TIP-type axial power profile data as adaptive inputs. This is called the "TIP Adaptive" .

method. The other model uses the four discrete axial data points as adaptive inputs, :
corresponding to the four LPRM locations. This is called the "LPRM Adaptive" method. |

The LPRM Adaptive method is used in the SBWR application with the gamma
'

-

thermometer design. That is, for each in core instrument location, only four measured
data points are provided to the 3D core simulator for core power distribution
calculations.

d) The axial power profile data calculated by the 3D core simulator are then used to
calibrate the LPRM detectors. This is done by comparing the measured LPRM data with

1
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the " calculated LPRM data" determined by the 3D core simulator. A gain adjustment
factor is then determined for the calibration of each of the in-core LPRM detectors based
on the difference of the two data values.

2) Discussion on "... justification for use of only four fixed axial in-core detectors instead ,

of having a detailed axial base shape from TIP-like detectors."

a) The GE 3D core simulator has been approved for three dimension core power
distribution calculation applications, as documented in the GE report, NEDO-20340-3,

'

Revisions 1 and 2. !

b) The GE 3D core simulator has two methods of measured data adaptation for core
power distribution calculations, the TIP Adaptive method and the LPRM Adaptive
method.

c) The bundle power accuracy determined by the TIP Adaptive method was documented
'

in NEDO-20340 (Rev. 3 and later revisions). (The uncertainty factors equivalent for
'

SBWR application based on the TIP Adaptive method is documented in Table 7A-10 of
Section 7A, SBWR SSAR, Document # 25A5113, Rev A.)

d) The additional uncertainty introduced between a core power distribution calculation
based on the TIP Adaptive method versus that based on the LPRM Adaptive method is
determined to be 1.4%. This is resulted from a simulation study of a whole cycle
exposure tracking calculation using simulated " measured" data based on SBWR core and
fuel design. The procedure and conditions of this calculation are documented in Section
7A.4.4. The result is shown in Figure 7A-19 and Table 7A-10.

e) With the additional uncertainty considered and included as shown in Table 7A-10, the
overall uncertainty based on LPRM Adaptive method is determined to be 6.3%. This is
better than the uncertainty value based on the conventional process computer core ,

power calculation method using TIP. For more detailed explanation, see Section 7A.4.4
and Table 7A-10 of Section 7A, SBWR SSAR, Document # 25A5113, Rev A. :

i(Note: In Table 7A-10, the value "7.0%" for "PC Power to Diffusion" under " Process
Comp. w/ Neutron TIP"is based on reload core data. The corresponding value of
"6.0%" for a group of components under "3D Core Simulator w/GT (Half Core)"is ,

based on 3D Core Simulator calculation with Gamma TIP Adaptive inputs. This "6.0%"
'

value, added by "1.4%" for half core interpolation error and "1.5%" for GT calibration .j
error, gives the overall RMS value of "6.3%." The above values "7.0%" and "6.0%" used in i

'

Table 7A-10 are taken from Revision 2 of NEDO 20340-3.)

!
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RAI Number: SRXB.15 i

- !

Question: i

A complete set of reactivity coefficients are not presented as required by SRP 4.3.2.3.
Please provide additional information to supplement the Table 1.3-1 design end-of-cycle
Doppler and void coefficient values.

GE Response: :

The hot operating Doppler and void reactivity coefficient results throughout the .

'
operating cycle for a typical equilibrium core are contained in the latest revision to Core -
Design and Evaluation -Equilibrium Cycle, G.E. Doc. No. 23A6891, Class III (proprietary), !

~

which will be provided under a separate cover letter. Compliance with the requirements
'

on the cold void coeflicient, moderator temperature coefficient, and prompt power
coefficient will be included in Amendment 1 of the SSAR. i

,
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RAI Number: SRXB.16

Question:

Control requirements are not provided as required by SRP 4.3.2.4, except for an example
of the all-rods-in and the strongest rod withdrawn Keffective values at the stated
minimum cold shutdown margin condition at the limiting cycle exposure for the
reference equilibrium cycle case. Please provide the additional information required by

'

the SRP and include initial core results.

GE Response:

The results for a typical initial core are contained in CoreDesign and Evaluation -Initial
Cycle, G.E. Doc. No. 25A5027, Class III (proprietary), which will be provided under a
separate cover letter. The results for the reference equilibrium core are contained in
Core Design and Evaluation -Equilibrium Cycle, G.E. Doc. No. 23A6891, Class 11I
(proprietary), which will be provided under a separate cover letter.

1
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RAI Number: SRXB.17

Question:

Appendix 4D - Stability Evaluation states that "the most limiting stability condition in the
t

SBWR normal operadng region is at the rated power / flow condition" and that "the
SBWR is designed so that power oscillations are not possible throughout the whole
operating region (including plant startup)." Stability performance during p1 ant startup
conditions is of concern because of the possibility of a wide range of
power / flow / pressure / water level and subcooling conditions as well as skewing of axial
and radial power distributions due to control rod withdrawal during heatup. The current
reactor heatup and pressurization procedure for the Dodewaard natural circulation BWR
plant startup is similar to that outlined for an SBWR; however, the actual plant designs
differ significantly. Please provide further analysis to evaluate bounding ranges of plant
conditions and procedures tojustify the assertion that no unstable mode is expected to
be encountered during SBWR startups. ,

GE Response: .

I

In Appendix 4D, the decay rados for various steady-state operating conditions in the ,

power / flow map were listed. It is obvious that the bounding condition for the normal
operation is at the maximum power and that it still meets the stability design criteria.

For transient events, two events which produce the highest power / flow ratios were
considered: (1) loss of feedwater heater for power increase case and (2) loss of all
feedwater flow for water-level decrease case. The decay ratios for both events are within
the design criteria. The anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) events were
analyzed with the 3-dimensional TRACG code and the results presented in Chapter 15,
Section 8. The results show that for all the cases with various mitigation, no power
oscillation was observed.

Based on the above analyses, it is concluded that SBWR is stable under normal operating
conditions throughout the entire power / flow map, abnormal transient, and ATWS
conditions and that the rated power / flow condition is the most limiting point in the
power / flow map with a large stability margin.

The SBWR starts up at low pressure under natural circulation conditions. It has been ,

'

suggested that geysering mode instability could be a concern during such startup
condition. This instability may cause startup delay ifit occurs, but it is not related to
plant safety. It should be noted that this has never been observed at Dodewaard. ,

In Appendix 4D.3, it was concluded that the geysering-mode instability is not expected ,

during SBWR startups. This conclusion was based on (1) extrapolation to SBWR of the
Hitachi's geysering test data (using Freon as a coolant) from their small-scale natural
circulation test loop inJapan; (2) TRACG simulation of a typical SBWR startup, which
indicated no occurrence of geysering; and (3) comparison of the thermal hydraulic
conditions calculated by TRACG for SBWR startup and those measured ~during the

!
1

1
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i

Februay 1992 Dodewaard plant startup, which showed similarity to the SBWR, noting !
that no geysering has occurred during the Dodewaard startup.

Further analyses will be pedormed to support the conclusion that no unstable mode is
expected to occur during SBWR startups. GE plans to take the following approach:

(1) Aritomil has pedormed the small-scale experiments which show the geysering-type
-

phenomenon. "Geysering" here refers to a condensation induced instability caused
by condensation of vapor produced in the heated section in the subcooled upper
plenum. TRACG analysis of the test data is performed to demonstrate the capability r

of the TRACG code to predict this behavior. ;

(2) TRACG analysis will be performed for the Dodewaard Nuclear Plant startup, to
further demonstrate the capability of the TRACG code to predict plant behavior.

(3) Then, using the TRACG code, various SBWR startup trajectories are simulated to
examine the possibility of occurrence of unstable mode including the geysering-type
oscillation during the startup. A bounday of unstable plant conditions, ifit exists,

-

will be identified. The unstable plant conditions will be compared with the range of
nonnal SBWR startup conditions to assess a potential for occurrence of unstable
mode during SBWR startups. ,

TRACG analysis of some of the Aritomi's test data has been performed to predict the. ,

geysering phenomena. Results of the analysis were reported in Section 5.6, TRACG
Qualif'ication Licensing Topical Report, NEDE-32177P, Februaq 1993. From this
analysis, it was concluded that TRACG successfully calculated the geysering oscillations
seen in the expenment. -

i

TRACG analysis of SBWR startups is now under way. A range of heatup rate encountered ;

during startup is simulated to examine a possibility of occurrence ofinstability.
,

Preliminaq results show that no unstable mode occurs during startup. GE plans to !

submit an analysis report to the NRC by September 1993.

r

;

;

i

!

!

|
|
| |

| 1 . H. Chiang, M. Aritomi, R. Inoue and M. Mori, "Thermo-Hydraulics during Startup inJ
|- Natural Circulation Boiling Water Reactors," NURETH-5,9/92.
,
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RAI Number: SRXB.18

Question:

The SSAR states that proprietary Hitachi test data available to GE indicates that the
geysering mode can be avoided if core inlet subcooling is kept near zero (0 to 9 F)
during plant startup up to 2 percent of rated power. Other proprietary test data, which
has been referenced in open literature by Tokyo University, suggests contradictory effects
from low subcooling. Please provide an evaluation of all available test data, and discuss
any additional analyses and/or tests planned to resolve this issue.

GE Response:

Most of the test data from various test facilities which GE has reviewed seems to show the
effect ofinlet subcooling on geysering as shown in the attached Figure 1: If the data are
presented in the form of" channel inlet subcooling vs channel heater power," the stable
region is either a low or high subcooling region and a region of subcooling in between is
the unstable region. Therefore, depending upon how the test is conducted, there is a
possibility that different conclusions may be drawn from the same trend, e.g., (1) low
subcooling appears to be unstable if test is done per path a, (2) low subcooling appears to
be stalle if test is done per path b, and (3) low and high subcooling appear to be stable if
test is done per path c.

The validity of direct application of the small-scale test results to the SBWR situation i-s
quesdonable. Therefore, as mentioned in SRXB.17, GE's approach is to bridge the test
data from small-scale test loops and SBWR's case via TRACG. In other words, TRACG is
qualified against some of the test data to demonstrate capability of predicting the
geysering phenomena observed in the test loop and then, using the TRACG code, SBWR
startup is simulated to show that no geysering is expected to be encountered during
SBWR startups.

1
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RAI Number: SRXB.18 (Cont)
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RAI Number: SRXB.19 ;

Question:

Identify the essential portions of the CRD system which are safety related. Describe how ;

the safety-related portions of the system are isolated from the non-essential portion of
the system.

.

GE Response: |

The following equipment constitutes the safety-related portions of the CRD system.

'
(a) The fine motion control rod drive (FMCRD), including the primay pressure
bounday, the control rod separation switches (for rod drop accident prevention), the :

brake and ball check valve (for rod ejection accident prevention), the outer tube and ,"
middle flange (for drive shoot-out support), and the hollow piston latches (for post-scram
control rod position holding). |

(b) The hydraulic control units (HCUs) (scram circuit only).
.

(c) The scram insert piping from the HCUs to the FMCRDs.
!

(d) The HCU scram accumulator charging water header pressure instrumentation.

(e) The charging water header and purge water header air-operated isolation valves and
the piping between these valves and the HCUs. _

(f) The check valve, motor-operated test valve, and connecting piping at the interface of ;

the high pressure make-up line with the RWCU/SDC system pipmg.
:

The non-safety-related portions of the CRD system interface with the safety-related
. portions at the following connections:

(a) The HCU charging water header supply line, !

(b) The FMCRD purge water header supply line, and
-

(c) The scram valve air supply from the scram air header. ;

' (d) The high pressure make-up line connection to the RWCU/SDC system. -

During normal plant operation, the safety-related portions of the HCU are protected
against failure in the non-safety-related portions of the charging water and purge water
headers by check valves located in the HCU. During accident conditions, the HCU is
isolated from the charging water and purge water supplies by an air-operated isolation
valve located in each header. In addition, pressure instrumentation in the charging water
header supply line provides signals to the Reactor Protection System (RPS) to cause
reactor scram in the event ofloss of charging water pressure. Loss of pressure in the

|
:

.
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,

scram air header causes the scram valves to actuate, resulting in reactor scram. This fail-
safe feature is the same as provided in current BWR designs using the locking piston-type
control rod drive.

The high pressure make-up line is classified safety-related (Quality Group B) at its
connection to the RWCU/SDC system in order to provide interface compatibility with the
safety-related (Quality Group B) RWCU/SDC piping. The motor-operated test valve and '
check valve in the CRD piping at this connection serve to separate the non-safety-related
(Quality Group D) portions of the CRD system from the safety-related RWCU/SDC
system piping. -
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RAI Number: SRXB.20 .

Question:

CRD pumps are used for high pressure make-up of the reactor. Confirm that the pumps
tpower supply is from the diesel generator bus.

GE Response: ,

The control rod drive (CRD) pumps are powered from the diesel generator buses as ',

shown on Figure 21.8.3-1, Electrical Power Distribution Single Line Diagram, and
Table 8.3-1, Diesel Generator Load Table and Ratings.

,
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RAI Number: SRXB.21 1
^

.1

Question
i

Describe the relative core location of control rods sharing a scram accumulator. Can a ;

failure of the scram accumulator fail to insert adjacent rods? If so, discuss the |
consequences of that failure.

I

GE Response: .

-

!

The assignments of the control rod drives to the HCUs and their relative core locations !

are shown in the attached Figure SRXB.21-1. As can be seen, the two control rods
sharing the same scram accumulator are separated by several core locations. A failure of |4

L an HCU cannot result in the failure to insert adjacent control rods. j
!
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Division ECU$ ' l
A 1-22 44 CELs ,

B 20-45 45 C3La !

C 46-67 44 CRs !

D 68-89 44 CRs :

- ,

.i
)

'

;,

ss 87 71 11 6 14 I

ss 69 79 84 76 21 15 3 13 7 A -D

51 85 80 68 86 84 13 1 16 8 22 18
1

47 74 49 72 81 70 83 2 9 4 10 5 13 2 -t

i

43 86 75 77 73 82 85 89 17 11 6 14 1 12 ?-

i

38 81 70 83 71 78 74 87 72 12 7 15 3 19 17 20

'

35 73 82 68 76 44 79 75 77 8 20 18 16 21 9 4
!

21 78 88 80 69 45 28 33 23 10 5 22 47 54 66 56 |
,

27 27 32 44 39 41 43 31 55 53 57 62 54 '46 60 51 |

23 43 40 42 26 38 30 35 50 65 52 56 49 41 48 59

t.,

is 35 24 37 29 34 40 67 63 40 51 55 53 64

is 25 36 28 33 27 32 25 61 48 59 50 67 52
.

11 41 45 31 39 24 36 66 64 46 54 63 i

t 3 30 42 26 38 44 54 42 57 47 C
]

37 29 34 49 65 ;
'

3

!2 a to 14 1s 22 as so 34 ss 4 as so s4 se

Top view

Figure SRXB.21-1 HCU to Control Rod Drive Assignments'
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RAI Number: SRXB.22

Question:

The CRD system in conjunction with the rod control and information system (RCIS) .
provides for selected control rod run in (SCRRI) to mitigate the loss of feedwater heating
event. Describe in detail how the SCRR1 system works.

GE Response:

The SCRRI function of the RC&IS is to insert a preselected set of control rods to their
pre <stablished target position. This results in a reduction of core reactivity and power.

The loss of feedwater heating event is detected by two sensors in each of the feedwater
lines. These sensors provide feedwater line temperature input into the Feedwater
Control System (FWCS) as discussed in SSAR Section 15.1.1 and shown in Figure 21.7.7-3.
The FWCS compares the feedwater temperature of each feedwater line with a setpoint.
The setpoint is a function of reactor power level, which is provided to the FWCS by the
APRM signal of the NMS. When the sensed feedwater emperature of either feedwater
line (as shown in Figure 21.7.7-4) drops below the setpoint, each channel of the FWCS
provides a signal to both channels of the RC&lS to initiate select control rod run-in. The
RC&IC, after performing a two-out<>f-three voting on these signals as shown in Figure
21.7.7-1, completes the SCRR1 function by controlling the preselected Fine Motion
Control Rod Drive (FMCRD) motors such that the control rods are driven to their SCRRI
pre-established target position.

1,
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RAI Number: SRXB.23

Question:

Submit detailed drawings of the hydraulic control unit (HCU) and describe in detail the
design of the HCUs.

GE Response:

The detailed HCU drawings have not been developed yet; however, the attached Figure
SRXB.23-1 shows the basic HCU configuration and its constituent parts. In the following
description, the HCU part numbers are given in parentheses.

Each HCU has a large nitrogen gas bottle (128) providing stored pressure to the
underside of the piston in an accumulator (125) filled with high pressure water. This
stored energy is held in check by the air-operated scram inlet valve (126). When a full
scram condition is present, the Reactor Protection System (RPS) deenergizes the dual
solenoid scram pilot valve (139), which was previously routing air to the diaphragm of the
scram inlet valve to hold it closed against spring pressure. When both solenoids are
deenergized, the pilot valve is repositioned to vent the air from the scram valve
diaphragm, causing the scram valve to open, releasing the stored energy to the two
connected FMCRDs.

Purge flow is provided to each FMCRD in order to keep the drive clean. Each HCU has a-
purge water manifold (147) connected by the purge water riser to the line from the CRD
hydraulic system purge water header. The purge flow normally passes through a filter
(145) and restricting orifice (144) mounted in the manifold. The restricting orifice
controls the purge water flow rate during normal operation. The manifold also provides
a flow path with a solenoid valve (143) and restricting orifice (142) that bypasses the ;

normal restricting orifice. When one of the FMCRDs assigned to the HCU is being
inserted, the RC&IS will open the solenoid valve to increase the purge flow rate. The
increased flow is provided to make up for the volumetric change inside the drive as the
hollow piston is inserted.

-

Handeperated gate valves are provided on the scram risers (valves 101 and 140), the
'

accumulator charging water riser (valve 113) and the purge water riser (valve 104). A
hand-operated ball valve (116) is provided on the air riser to the pilot valve. These valves i

'

are normally open and are used to isolate portions of the HCU when maintenance is
required.

The nitrogen instmmentation unit (148) contains a water level switch (129), a pressure ;

switch (130), a pressure gage (131), a rupture disk (132) and a cartridge-type isolation !

valve (111). Leakage past the accumulator piston seals will cause the water level switch to |
close, activating a control room alarm. The pressure switch actuates when nitrogen {
pressure is low, causing an alarm to sound in the control room. The pressure gage :

provides a local indication of nitrogen pressure, and is used when charging the gas bottle. |

The cartridge valve isolates the instrumentation unit from the nitrogen bottle for
maintenance. The rupture disk cartridge is provided for overpressure protection.

1
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A check valve (115) is provided in the charging water riser to maintain accumulator -
pressure in the event of the loss of pressure in the CRD hydraulic system charging water.
header. Another check valve (138) is provided in the purge water riser to prevent the
high pressure scram water in the accumulator from flowing back into purge water header ;

when the scram valve is opened. ,

The accumulator can be drained for maintenance using the angle-type drain valve (107).

A quick disconnect fitting (146) and gate valve (141) are provided for connection of the
HCU to portable test stations during plant shutdowns. The functions of the test stations
are (1) to vent the scram insert line in a controlled manner to test the operability of the :
FMCRD ball check valve, and (2) to pressurize the underside of the hollow piston to i
cause drifting of the piston and its connected control rod into the core to measure i

driveline friction.
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RAI Number: SRXB.25

Question:

In operating BWRs, the ball check valves ensures rod insertion in the event the f
accumulator is not charged or the inlet scram valve fails to open if the reactor pressure is |

above 600 psig. For ABWR this feature is not provided. Confirm whether this feature
exists for the SBWR.

^

GE Response:

The SBWR fine motion control rod drive (FMCRD) design, like the ABWR FMCRD, does ,

not have the capability of the locking piston control rod drive design to insert ,

hydraulically using reactor pressure in the event of a failure in the hydraulic control unit ;
'

(e.g., accumulator not charged or scram valve fails). However, the FMCRD has a diverse
means ofinserting the control rod using electric motor-driven run-in if hydraulic . i

insertion fails. This feature provides the FMCRD with the capability to insert the control j

rod over the entire range of reactor operating pressures. ,
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hRAI Number: SRXB.26

Question:

The performance of essentially all types of safety / relief valves has been less than
expected for a safety component. Because of reportable events invohing malfunctions of ;

1these valves on operating reactors, the staffis of the opinion that significantly better
safety / relief valves performance should be required of new plants. Provide a detailed ;

description ofimprovements between SBWR SRVs and presently operadng plants in the ;

areas listed below. In addition, explain why the noted differences will provide the |
needed improvements. ;

i) Setpoint drift and " weeping" are generic problems. How will the SBWR SRVs resolve ,
*

the generic problems.

ii) Valve and valve operator type and/or design. Include in the discussion of
improvements in the air actuator especially materials used for components such as !

diaphragms and seals. Discuss the safety margins and confidence levels associated with
the air accumulator design. Discuss the capability of the operator to detect low pressure ,

in the accumulator. !

iii) Specifications. What new provisions have been employed to ensure that valve and
valve actuator specifications include design requirements for operation under expected ;

environmental conditions (especially temperature, humidity, and vibration)? ,

,

iv) Testing. Prior to installation, SRVs should be proof tested under emironmental
conditions and for time period representative of the most severe operating conditions to a

which they may be subjected. i

v) Quality Assurance. What new programs have been instituted to assure that valves are ,

manufactured to specifications and will operate to specifications?

For example, what tests are performed by the applicant to assure that the blowdown j
'

capacity is correct?

vi) Valve operability. Provide a summary of the surveillance program to be used to
monitor the performance of the SRVs.

vii) Valve inspection and overhaul. Operating experience has shown that SRVs failure
may be caused by exceeding the manufacturer's recommended senice life for the
internals of the SRV or air actuator. At what frequency do you intend to require visual
inspection and overhaul of the SRVs? For both safety relief and ADS, what provisions
exist to ensure that valve inspection and overhaul are in accordance with the
manufacturer's recommendations and that the design senice life would not be exceeded
for any component of the SRV?

.i
I

1
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GE Response:

Responses to specific comments of the RAI are as follows:

i) Comment: Setpoint drift and " weeping" are generic problems. How will the SBWR
SRVs resolve the generic problems?

Response: Significant setpoint drift in BWR safety relief valves (SRVs) is primarily a
problem with certain pilot operated SRVs. Section 19H.2.23 of the SBWR SSAR
addresses Unresolved Safety Issue (USI)/ Generic Safety Issue (GSI) Ik55, " Improved
Reliability of Target Rock Safety Relief Valve." Direct acting SRVs, which are planned for
the SBWR, have shown minor drift problems. A i1% tolerance on setpoint is typically

'

applied to the initial setting of an SRV. Increased variation from the nominal setpoint
would be expected following months of senice in the somewhat harsh steam
emironment. The latest surveillance test recommendadons provided by ANSI /ASME-4

OM-1, which were incorporated into Section XI of the ASME Boilerff(1 Pressure Vesselg
(B&PV) Code, accommodate this variation in setpoint with a 13%'iriss'gice tolerance.
The increased tolerance for inservice setpoint will make setpoint drift 9 dss problematic.

The frequency ofleakage in SRVs may be reduced by providing increased " simmer
margins"- the difference between a valve's opening setpoint pressure and the normal
operating pressure. The SBWR SRV setpoints will be chosen to provide the opdmum
simmer margin within the constraints imposed by the requirements of overpressure
protection. For the SBWR, this simmer margin is maximized by using the highest set
pressure allowed by ASME Code, which is expected to greatly reduce the frequency of
leakage.

The SBWR soring set pressures were set high to permit the Isolation Condenser System
time to initiae and turn the pressure transient around without lifting the valve. For
design basis tr.msients, the SRVs will not open because of the lower ratio of power to'

steam volume in SBWR. (See SBWR SSAR, Chapter 15). This means that there will be
essentially no challenges to open the SRVs.

The SBWR does not have automatic power-actuated pressure relif (i.e., automatic ,

opening of the SRVs using the SRV actuator upon receipt of a high reactor pressure
vessel [RPV) steam dome pressure signal).

Most leakage in direct acting BWR SRVs has been attributed to manual actuation of the
valves during preoperational testing at low inlet pressures - as low as 200 psi. Utilities
that have worked with GE to perform valve preoperational testing at near operational
pressure (>800 psi) have had only minor leakage problems. The SBWR plants will benefit
from the lessons learned in the development of preoperational test procedures for
currently operating plants.

ii) Comment: Valve and valve operator type and/or design. Include in the discussion of
improvements in the air actuator, especially materials used for components such as
diaphragms and seals. Discuss the safety margins and confidence levels associated with
the air accumulator design. Discuss the capability of the operator to detect low pressure

,

'

in the accumulator.

2



Response: Direct acting SRVs, as currently planned for the SBWR, will utilize the -
experience gained in qualification of SRVs for earlier generation BWRs. The actual
actuator configuration will be proposed by the valve manufacturer. An electropneumatic
actuator with solenoid pilot valves and air cylinder as used on the BWR-6 and ABWR SRVs
is likely to be used on the SBWR. This actuator has shown good reliability and
emironmental capability. Materials found to have high radiation resistance combined
with good thermal resistance, including specially formulated compounds', will be used
consistent with the emironmental requirements.

The pressure in the pneumatic supply line to the SRV Automatic Depressurization System
(ADS) accumulator is monitored. Should the pressure in the pneumatic supply line to
the ADS accumulator fall below the pressure required to actuate (i.e., open) the SRVs,
the SRVs will be declared inoperable.

The SBWR Technical Specifications, e.g., SSAR, Chapter 16, Section 3.5, requires the
plant to be Mode 3 (hot shutdown) within 12 hours after declaring three or more SRVs
inoperable.

iii) Comment: Specifications. What new provisions have been employed to ensure that
valve and valve actuator specifications include design requirements for operation under
expected emironmental conditions (especially temperature, humidity, and vibration)?

Response: Specifications will require qualification of the valve and actuator per the latest-
approved regulatory and indusu7 codes such as NUREG 0588, IEEE-382, IEEE-344, and
IEEE-323 supplemented with detailed SBWR plant specific environmental conditions and
requirements. These codes and regulations are updated periodically to provide new
and/or improved guidelines for equipment qualification.

iv) Comment: Testing. Prior to installation, SRVs should be proof tested under
emironmental conditions and for time period representative of the most severe
operating conditions to which they may be subjected.

Response: Specifications will require proof testing of the design as considered essential |

for demonstration that the valve design meets specification requirements, including
normal, abnormal, dynamic, and DBE conditions.

v) Comment: Quality Assurance. What new programs have been instituted to ensure
that valves are manufactured to specifications and will operate to specifications?

For example, what tests are performed by the applicant to ensure that the blowdown
capacity is correct?

Response: The specification will require each individual valve assembly to be thoroughly
examined and production steam tested to ensure it meets specification requirements
including latest ASME Code, National Board, and SBWR specific operability
requirements including leakage, setpoint, timing, and blowdown (rescat). Direct acting
valves are full flow tested to ensure that the valve's performance (blowdown in particular)
reflects actualinsenice behavior. Flow capacity is ensured through the requirements of
the National Board.

3
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vi) Comment: Valve operability. Provide a summary of the suneillance program to be
used to monitor the performance of the SRVs.

Response: The suneillance program is the responsibility of the plant owner. It is
typically performed in accordance with ASME B&PV Code, Section XI, guidelines. The
ASME Code is periodically updated to provide additional and/or improved guidelines.

vii) Comment: Valve inspection and overhaul. Operating experience has shown that
SRVs failure may be caused by exceeding the manufacturer's recommended senice life
for the internals of the SRV or air actuator. At what frequency do you intend to require
visual inspection and overhaul of the SRVs? For both safety relief and ADS, what-

provisions exist to ensure that valve inspection and overhaul are in accordance with the
manufacturer's recommendations and that the design senicc life would not be exceeded
for any component of the SRV?

Response: Valves for nuclear senice are typically designed to provide at least 5 years
senice between required inspections and/or overhauls to coincide with ASME Section XI
minimum requirements for suneillance programs. As an absolute minimum, the
inspection intenal must be at least one plant cycle. The valve manufacturer provides
actual senice requirements in the valve instruction manual, including recommended ,

examinations, overhauls, part replacements, and testing. It is the responsibility of the.

plant owner to have the valves inspected, seniced, and overhauled in accordance with
their suneillance program and to ensure that the suneillance program accommodates
manufacturer recommendations.

i

|
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RAI Number: SRXB.27

Question:
-

Can the safety / relief valves be closed by operators when these valves are actuated as part
of the ADS function? If so, how long after ADS actuation can this be accomplished?

;

GE Response:

The Simplified Boiling Water Reactor (SBWR) Automatic Depressurization System (ADS)
is designed such that, should the ADS initiate the Safety / Relief Valves (SRVs), the' ADS
logic must be manually reset before the SRVs can be closed. To reset the ADS logic, the

_
,

Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) low water level ADS initiation signal must no longer exist.

It should be noted that, should the RPV low water level 1 ADS initiation signal re-occur,
the ADS logic would re-initiate, and should the necessary permissive signals be present,
the ADS logic would re-open the SRVs.

For long term SBWR post-accident scenarios, the RPV water level stabilizes about 1 meter
above the Top of Active Fuel (TAF). This is below the RPV low water level ADS initiation
setpoint. 7

;

i
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RAI Number: SRXB.28
|
'

Question:
j

The isolation condenser system (ICS) is a safety-related system and the SBWR ICS design- !
is similar to the ICS in operating plants like Dresden 2 and 3, Siillstone 1, Nine Mile :

Point I and Oyster Creek. But the operational experience with the ICS in those plants
has been of concern to the staIT. The staffs experience with operational events relating ,

to the ICS has indicated numerous design deficiencies and several operational problems. 1

Has GE performed a systematic study of the operational experience related to ICS plants? !
What design changes and improvements have been made to the SBWR ICS design to

,

correct potential design deficiencies in operating ICS plants? ;

;

.

GE Revised Response:
1

The ICS has proven itself as a reliable reactor decav heat removal system. Operating :

plant critical path unavailability caused by the ICS has been 0.5%, the major part of which
'

was due to problems with sensitized stainless steel piping at one phmt. Of the total plant
'

icritical path unavailability, piping contributed to almost 0.4%, whereas 0.1% is
attributable to other causes.

1

This reliability information is based on the results of a search of two data bases that
contain Isolation Condenser data. The data bases were GE's Comprehensive
Performance Analysis and Statistics System (COMPASS) data, an'd INPO's NPRDS data.
The searches were for operating BWR data relating to failures ofIsolation Condenser
systems and components.

The following design improvements have been included in the SBWR ICS design to ,

improve further (reduce) the plant critical unavailability due to the ICS: j
'

1. Use of carbon steel supply piping,Inconel tubes with butt-welded end attachments,
and low carbon or nuclear grade stainless steel condensate return piping which is
resistant to IGSCC.

'

2. The condensate return lines are continuously sloped downward from the IC to ar.
elevation below reactor water level to avoid the trapping and collapse of steam in the
drain piping.

i3. The water quality of the makeup to the IC pools is such that pool boiloff to atmosphere
iand the surroundings should not require cleanup.

. I'
4. Three IC loops are provided, either of which will allow reactor operation at 80% of full
power, and two or more IC loops will allow reactor operation at 100% or higher power.
This enables plant availability goals to be met should IC valve open-close cycling :

problems develop during periodic operational readiness testing which is done during . ,

reactor power operation.

t

!

1
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RAI Number: SRXB.29

Question:
1

The'" safety-grade" isolation condenser (IC) calculations assume that the IC pool is
saturated during system operation. While this minimizes the temperature difference
between the primary coolant and the IC pool,it may not minimire the overall heat
transfer, due to the high efliciency of heat transfer during boiling on the outside of the, ;

tubes. Show that the assumptions made result in the minimum heat transfer. If the IC *

pool is colder and does not boil, can heat removal still be adequately maintained- .;

GE Response: ;

!Performance tests on the operating plants cited in the previous question (SRXB.28) show
IC capacity to be from 180% to 200% in excess of design capacity, which GE surmises to
be the result of using a fouling factor on the inside and outside of the tubes for design, .
whereas such fouling factors may not apply. The fouling factor for the inside of the tubes' ,

has been climinated in the SIMR IC design sizing to re-dress this large overcapacity; even
so, the IC may test out to have 140% capacity because oflittle or no fouling inside or . ;

outside the tubes which will allow subcooled nucleate boiling to occur on the outside of
the tubes when the isolation condenser / passive containment cooling (IC/PCC) pool is

,

below saturation temperature. |

The IC will also be performance tested during initial reactor startup and power operation |
'

tests to establish its performance adequacy. Performance testing to confirm adequacy will |

also be done periodically during commercial operation as is now done on operating ;

reactors.

|

|
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RAI Number: . SRXB.30

Question:

It has been stated that safety analyses "do not take credit" for the isolation condenser. 1

While ignoring the presence of the IC as a heat sink may be conservative,it must still be ;

recognized that the component is there and is in communication with the primary
system. For instance, the presence of the DPVs on the IC stub lines imply that water can
be drawn back through the ICS from the cold side of the primary system when the DPVs
are actuated. In addition, since the IC pools are in communication with the PCCS heat
exchanger (HX) pools, any pool heatup caused by IC operation will affect the operation
of the PCCS. Show that there are no system interactions invohing the IC that can
degrade the plant response during a LOCA.

GE Response:
,

The IC branches off at a right angle from an 18-inch size pipe stub that directly leads to a
7-inch diameter flow restricting section of the DPV. The differential pressure caused by
flow past the IC branch connection in the 18-inch pipe to the 7-inch diameter DPV

'

opening is insufficient to cause backflow ofliquid upward from the reactor vessel,
through the isolation condenser, and back into the steam supply line.

The steam separation and venting system of the IC/PCC pool is sized for atmospheric
boiloff of 126 MW of steam with three ICs in operation at 140% of rated flow. The
maximum boiloff of steam by the PCCs is 30 MW. When the PCCs are operational, the
temperature difference for heat transfer is about 80 F whereas the ICs are sized for a
difference of about 340 F; therefore, the maximum pool boiloff rate with PCCs and ICs
operating together at 80 F temperature difference is much less than the 126 MW pool ,

'

boiloff capacity of the IC at 340 difference. The ICs and PCCs are located in separate
subcompartments of the IC/PCC pool so direct hydrodynamic effects of the IC and PCC
are isolated from each other.

,

1
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RAI Number: SRXB.31

!

Question:

The staffis aware of plans to perform tests of a full-scale IC module in the " PANTHERS"
test facility at SIET, Italy. These tests have been determined by the staff to be required as ;

part of the design certification testing. No reference to any of these tests is contained in ;
'

the SBWR SSAR.

The provisions of 10 CFR 52.47(b)(2) require that the specific testing supporting the
certification of the design must be described as part of the application. Furthermore, ,

SEGY-91-273, " Review of Vendors' Test Programs to Support the Design Certification of
'

Passive Light Water Reactors," requires that the passive plant vendors submit their test
program plans, test matrices, and, upon test completion, the qualified raw data to the
NRC for review as part of the design certification process. Please provide detailed
information on the IC tests at " PANTHERS," as indicated, and discuss how the data will
be used to support analysis of IC performance in the SBWR. +

P

GE Response:

References:

1. Letter PP Stancavage (GE) to RC Pierson (NRC), *Information Requested during the -
December 17,1992 hieeting on the SBWR Testing Program," January 11,1993, MFN No.
005-93, Docket STN 52-004..

.

2. Letter PW Maniott (GE) to R Borchardt (NRC), " Testing Program Supplement to the
Simplified Boiling Water reactor (SBWR) Application for Design Certification," May 7,

:1993, MFN No. 071-93, Docket STN 52-004.

3. Letter DM Crutchfield (NRC) to PW Marriott (GE), " Acceptance of the GE Nuclear
Energy's (GE's) application for the Simplified Boiling Water Reactor (SBWR) Design,"
May 27,1993, Docket No. 52-004. ,

i Since the time of this question, GE has had a series ofletters with the NRC on the
PANTHERS test program. In References 1 and 2, GE supplied the NRC with information
on how the SBWR testing programs, including PANTHERS, support the design
certification. Included in these references were the test program plans and matrices or
references to other submitted documents where that information is located. With the"

submittal of Reference 2, the NRC has accepted the application for design certification
(Reference 3). <

The IC for the SBWR is a vertical tube heat exchanger with vents (normally closed) going
to the suppression pool. Since the design of the condenser unit is different from existing
units, which have horizontal tubes, a prototype condenser will be built and tested as part'

of the PANTHERS Test Program. Tests on a full-size IC module willlook at the thermal
hydraulic performance of the unit, as well as the structural performance to ensure that

'

1 :
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the condenser will meet the 60-year life of the SBWR. The tests will be conducted in
Piacenza, Italy by SIET and are scheduled to begin in late 1994. ;

GE does not consider the completion of these tests as necessary for SBWR certification
and takes exception to the statement that they are required for certification. These .

component tests will simply confirm that the selected IC design will satisfy the SBWR ,

'
performance requirements and provide data to quantify the margin above those
requirements.

GE requests that the NRC confirm that the IC tests at PANTHERS are not necessary for !
'

design certification.
i
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RAI Number: SRXB.32
.

Question:

' One function of the reactor water cleanup system is to prevent thermal stratification in
the reactor vessel lower head. If the system stops functioning, a stratified layer of cold
water may begin to build up in the vessel lower head. This could have the effect of ;

lowering the overall driving head for natural circulation in the primary system.-

a) How will stratification affect normal natural circulation flow in the reactor vessel?

b) What impact would the stratification have on the operation of the safety systems,
including the ECCS and isolation condensers,in the event of a transient or an accident? |

GE Response:
:

Thermal stratification has always been a matter to receive engineering attention for BWRs
because of the cold CRD purge flow which enters through the drives. Without
recirculation pumps in operation, the bottom drain line temperature is monitored and
compared to the steam dome tcmperature. If the delta temperature between these two -

measurements exceeds 145 F, restart of either pump is prohibited. This prevents rapid -

sweep out of the cooler layer of water at the bottom of the vessel and the resulting
thermal transient experienced by the stubtubes and welds located at the bottom of the

ivessel.

The SBWR will be operated in the same manner as past BWR designs. The differential
temperature between the dome and bottom drain will be monitored and used to control
various operations which may create removal of any cold bottom head layer of water.

1There are three scenarios which have the potential for causing thermal stratification at
the bottom of the vessel.

Normal startup - As the cold FMCRD purge water is injected into the drives it exits at the
bottom of the guide tubes and fills the guide tubes with cold water. The guide tubes then
act as heat exchangers cooling the lower plenum water which setdes to the bottom.'

Before core flow increases to about 10%, little sweeping and mixing of this cold water
takes place. Because of this potential the vessel was designed with two drain lines to ;

remove enough water to prevent stratification. The two drain lines will remove about 400
'

gpm of bottom head water from the plenum. The vessel water will be warmed up to
about 115 F for the system leak test and to l'76 F prior to pulling control rods. The water ,

level will be above the first pickoff point of the steam separators for the warming process )

to enable good mixing of the vesselinventory. |

At a very low power level of about 1% to 2%, the core flow will be at about 20% because j

of the flat shape of the power-flow map for the SBWR's natural circulation. Judging from )
studies and measurements at other reactors including natural circulation reactors,20%
core flow should be adequate to sweep any cooled lower plenum water up into the core
even without the benefit of drain line flow removing water from the bottom of the vessel.

I
l
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Hot Standby-The reactor will be at rated conditions or less (approximately 540 F) with
no steam flow or feedwater flow. Decay heat should ' e rapidly decreasing following theo
reactor scram. In this situation the bottom head drain flow will provide the removal or
turnover of bottom plenum water, mLing any cooled water from the bottom head and

'

putting it back into the feedwater line where it mixes with the hotter water in the . ,

annulus. The main condenser, shutdown cooling mode of RWCU or isolation
condensers will be maintaining or reducing the vessel pressure..

Loss of Cleanup System - The Reactor Water Cleanup (RWCU)/ Shutdown Cooling
,

System has two totally redundant trains which can remove bottom head water; each train
removes water from independent drain lines.

It is not felt that stratification will develop as a concern during either of the three '

conditions mentioned above. Detailed startup tests at different power levels and drain
'

line flow rates will be performed to verify this conclusion. The plant will be operated
similar to past BWRs by monitoring for the onset and the maximum analyzed levels of
stratification, i

A 3-D finite difference analysis was performed on the bottom plenum area, to determine
the effect of minimum drain flow and very low core flows upon the capability to stratify

,

the vessel coolant inventory. It was found that bottom drain flows as low as 5 kg/sec are
sufficient to limit the temperature difference to less than 26 C (50 F).

During SBWR lead plant startup testing, the minimum core flow to prevent stratification
without RWCU flow will be determined, for use in procedures which will limit operation ,

under power / flow and RWCU flow conditions which might allow stratification.

In response to the two direct questions in SRXB.32:

a) Stratification does not effect the normal natural circulation flow in the reactor vessel
because it does not eccur during ordinary power generation conditions. Stratification
would occur during very low power generation conditions ifless than about 5 kg/sec
drain flow were present. A single RWCU pump provides about twice this flow. Even if no
RWCU drain flow were present to draw out the stratified layer, the depth of the layer
would only be 1 to 2 meters, allowing the natural circulation flow to bypass the stratified ,

layer with minimal pressure loss. It is the bypass of the stratified layer which allows it to i

persist. .-

!

b) The stratified layer occupies a relatively small dead zone at the bottom of the vessel. It
'

does not interfere with the flow of the passive systems to or from the vessel. The GDCS
and IC inject well above the lower plenum in the downcomer annulus above the core. As ;

described above, the layer has insignificant effect on flow between the downcomer and
the core.

|
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RAI Number: SRXB.33
1

Question:

In the " Technical Introduction" volume provided to the staff at the September 3
presentation, the figure of the RWCU system in the " Safety and Auxiliary Systems" section
shows a head spray connection. However, the slide comparing the RWCU systems in the
ABWR and the SBWR in the same section indicates that the head spray does not exist in
the SBWR. Which of these is correct?

GE Response:
,

The slide cornparing the RWCU systems in the ABWR and the SBWR is correct. SBWR
does not have a head spray connection.

.
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RAI Number: SRXB.34

Question:

In a presentation to the staff on September 3,1992,it was stated that the squib valve on
the ECCS line between the suppression pool and the reactor vessel was timed to open 3
hours after an accident. In Section 6.3.2.1 of the SSAR, on page 6.3-4,it is stated that

'

these valves are actuated 30 minutes after an accident. Which of these statements is
correct?

;

GE Response:

The Gravity-Driven Cooling System (GDCS) equalizing lines connecting the suppression
pool to the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) allow the suppression pool to provide RPV
makeup after the GDCS Pools have drained into the RPV. The GDCS initiation logic for
the squib valves in these lines has undergone a design change since the September 3,
1992, presentation. Now, this logic consists of a permissive signal (RPV water level <= i

TAF + 1.0 m) and a time delay (t >= LOCA (Level-1) + 30 minutes) combined in an
AND-type logic, such that when both input conditions are TRUE, the output condition is
TRUE, and the logic will cause the equalizing line squib valves to actuate.

Under the most rapidly developing LOCA water level transients within the RPV, after
RPV depressurization is complete and GDCS flow injection from the elevated GDCS .

Pools starts, water level inside the RPV will recover to several meters above top of active ,

fuel (TAF). This post-LOCA recovery of RPV water level peaks at a minimum of 45 |
minutes, and RPV water level may remain near the peak for another 3 or 4 hours. Even

'

then, some residual coolant still remains inside the GDCS Pools. For some breaks, during
this period, water losses from the RPV to the drywell and/or to the suppression pool can
occur, and water level inside the RPV would then decrease. But if the GDOS equalizing ,

line squib valves were to open while RPV water level is still well above TAF, : hen
r

unnecessary blowdown of coolant via these equalizing lines could occur if the check
valves leaked. (Note: During normal operation, the equalizing line check valve is not |

required to be leak-tight; it only has to limit reverse flows to less than control rod drive ,

(CRD) makeup flow for the case of a squib valve inadvertently firing with the reactor at
full pressure.)

!

The condition of ample core coverage is not threatened unless RPV water level drops well
below TAF + 1.0 m. Therefore, the logic permissive signal of RPV water level <= TAF + r

1.0 m to the equalizing line squib valves is desirable since it ensures adequate core :

toverage and prevents the possibility of blowdown of the .RPV to the suppression pool.
;

The 30-minute time delay assures that the GDCS equalizing line squib valves will not
open prior to completing the GDCS Pools draindown (i.e., will not occur within the first ,

few minutes of the LOCA when the RPV is undergoing depressurization and RPV water
level is decreasing). For some accidents the RPV water level approaches TAF (i.e.,
nominally 1.0 m above) due to blowdown through the break, safety relief valves, and
depressurization valves. Therefore, the time delay of t >= Level-1 + 30 minutes is desirable ,

logic input which prevents premature opening of the equalizing line squib valves.

!
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Studies of a wide spectrum of LOCA breaks with the GDCS equalizing line squib valve j
logic described above sht>w that equalizing line initiation will, in many cases, not occur . '

until 3 to 6 hours post-LOCA. The sqtiib valve components have already been qualified !

to DBA LOCA temperature and pressure conditions lasting 100 days and verify that the
squib valves will still be able to actuate at the conclusion of this period. Thus, there is no
adverse consequence to delaying the equalizing line squib valve opening until 30 minutes
after reaching L evel I because this time delay better conserves RPV post-LOCA coolant i

inventory if the check valve leaks.
|

;
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RAI Number: SRXB.35
;

Question: ,

The operation of timers is crucial to the actuation of various parts of the ECCS in the
SBWR. The automatic depressurization system and the gravity driven cooling system,
including both GDCS pool and suppression pool injection, depend on elapsed time
signals to accomplish their functions. How many timers are provided for each of these
systems, and how are these timers controlled and powered? Verify that no single failure ;

can disable all essential timing capability.

GE Response:
t

The Automatic Depressurization System (ADS) and Gravity Driven Cooling System
(GDCS) are part of the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) and are described in
Sections 7.3.1.1 and 7.3.1.2 of the SSAR. The Safety System Logic and Control (SSLC)

'
System provides the control logic processing facility that activates functions of the ECCS
and other safety-related systems, and is described in Section 7.3.4. i

,

'

The number of timers or timing functions for ADS and GDCS can be assessed from a
review of Figure 21.7.3-1, Nuclear Boiler System LD, for ADS trip logic for DPV channels
and SRV channels, and Figure 21.7.3-2, Gravity Driven Cooling System LD, for GDCS trip .

logic. |
IThe timers associated with the SRVs of the ADS trip logic and the manual actuation of

the ADS DPVs and the GDCS are discrete components. The timers associated with the. i
'

automatic actuation of the ADS DPVs and the GDCS are microprocessor based and
software controlled. No single failure can disable all essential timing capability. |

,
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RAI Number: SRXB.36
,

Question:

What is the water level inside the drywell during the course of a LOCA? Is there any
sequence invoking a break plus a single active failure that can result in an unrecoverable
or unisolable loss of primary coolant outside of the containment? This includes both
intersystem LOCAs and leakage of water directly from the dnwell after an in-containment
LOCA.

!

GE Response: |

The dowell water level during a LOCA is dependent on the break location and specific
assumptions made about external water sources such as feedwater and CRD inject on.i

For the feedwater and CRD assumptions made in the SSAR, the water levelin the onwell
following GDCS injection will range from about 4 m above the basemat to about 8.5 m
above RPV bottom-center, depending on break location. Over the long term, the dowell *

water level surrounding the RPV can continue to increase, due to suppression pool ;

drawdown, until it reaches the elevation ofintentionally placed spillover holes which
connect the drywell annulus directly into the vertical LOCA vents (approximately 11 m
above RPV bottom-center).

The containment pressure boundag is completely lined with steel and, consequently, is
,

considered to be leak-proof. All piping which penetrates the containment is equipped ,

with double isolation valves so no single failure can result in loss of coolant inventory to
outside the containment. The containment isolation system is described in Section 6.2.4
of the SBWR SSAR.

!
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RAI Number: SRXB.37
.

Question- i

1

In SSAR Table 6.2-2, Generic Assumptions / Initial Conditions for LOCA Analyses, page |
6.2-55, the short term analysis assumptions include use of the Moody critical flow model

'

to calculate depressurization of the reactor vessel. It is known that the Moody model ,

over-predicts considerably the rate ofinventory loss from the vessel, and thus the rate of ;

primary system depressurization. In conventional plants, this is generally assumed to be
conservative. However, in the SBWR, the lack of a high-pressure emergency core cooling ,

(ECC) capability makes reduction of the primary system pressure essential, and an
acceleration of that rate through increased inventory and pressure reduction, permitting ;

earlier actuation of the ADS and low-pressure GDCS, may not be conservative in
calculating plant accident response. Demonstrate that the assumptions made in these
calculations do indeed produce the most conservative analytical results.

t

GE Response: i

The critical flow model utilized in the short-term LOCA analysis calculations is the Moody :

homogeneous equilibrium model (HEM), as noted in SSAR Table 6.2-2. In computing
the containment response to LOCA, the equilibrium flow rates (i.e., vessel blowdown in
the drywell) from this critical flow model are determined in terms of known stagnation
properties in the vessel.

There are available a number of models to compute the maximum discharge rate of
liquid-vapor mixtures from vessels resulting from a lostrof-coolant accident. Among
them, there are two different Moody models: slip equilibrium model (1), and
homogeneous equilibrium model (2). The slip model has been found to predict >

subcooled liquid and two-phase equilibrium flow rates somewhat higher than data
representative of BWR blowdowns when vessel stagnation properties are used to evaluate"

critical flow rate. The homogeneous model has been found to agree quite well with the ;

available data when vessel stagnation properties are used to evaluate critical flow rate.
'

'

The two models are found to be in close agreement for single-phase steam flow. The fact
that the homogeneous model predicts realistic inventory loss from the vessel for all cases ,

'

makes its use appropriate for short-tcrm blowdown analysis calculations.

'

(1) Moody, F.J., " Maximum Flow Rate of a Single-Component, Two-Phase Mixture,"J.
Heat Transfer, Trans. ASME, Ser. C,87,134 (1965). !

(2) Moody, FJ., " Maximum Discharge Rate of Liquid-Vapor Mixtures from Vessels," Non-
Equilibrium Two-Phase Flows, ASME Syrnp. Vol., American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (1975).

!

!

|
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RAI Number: SRXB.38

Question:

Passing reference to PCCS test programs is made in the last paragraph of SSAR Section
6.2.2.3, page 6.2-25. No specific documentation on the test programs is included in the
list of references; it is inferred that the " GIRAFFE" tests at Toshiba and the planned
" PANTHERS" tests at SIET are the test prognms mentioned. The provisions of 10 CFR
52 47(b)(2) require that the specific testing supporting the certification of the design
must be described as part of the application Furthermore, SECY-91-273 requires that the
passive plant vendors submit their test program plans, test matrices, and, upon test
completion, the qualified raw data to the NRC for review as pas t of the design
certification process. Please provide detailed infor mation on the " GIRAFFE" and
" PANTHERS" programs as indicated, and discuss how the data have been or will be used
to support the assertions made regarding PCCS and containment performance. This
should include any additional tests that are planned in the recently modified " GIRAFFE"
loop.

GE Response:

References:

1. Letter PP Stancavage (GE) to RC Pierson (NRC), "Information Requested during the
December 17,1992 Meeting on the SBWR Testing Program," January 11,1993, MFN No.
005-93, Docket STN 52-304.

2. Letter PW Marriott (GE) to R Borchardt (NRC), " Testing Program Supplement to the
Simplified Boiling Water reactor (SBWR) Application for Design Certification," May 7,
1993, MFN No. 071-93, Docket STN 52-004.

3. JGM Andersen et al., " Licensing Topical Report, TRACG Qualification," February
1993, GE Document No. NEDE-32177P.

4. Letter DM Crutchfield (NRC) to PW Marriott (GE), " Acceptance of the GF. Nuclear
Energy's (GE's) application for the Simplified Boiling Water Reactor (SBWR) Design,"
May 27,1993, Docket No. 52-004.

;

Since the time of this question, GE has ' d a series ofletters with the NRC on the
GIRAFFE and PANTHERS test progra:. In References 1 and 2, GE supplied the NRC
with information on how the SBWR testing programs, including GIRAFFE and
PANTHERS, support the design certification. Includer' in these references were the test
program plans and matrices or references to other submitted documents where that
information is located. With the submittal of Reference 2, the NRC has accepted the
application for design certification (Reference 4).

Tests have been conducted on separate effects and integral systems effects for the PCCS
at the GIRAFFE Test Facility at Toshiba, Japan. The objectives of the GIRAFFE testing

1



_ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.

program were to proside separate effects and integral systems test data for qualification of
TRACG, the computer code which will be used for analysis of the SBWR containment.
The separate effects tests addressed the issues of steam condensation heat transfer rates
from a steam-nitrogen mixture under steady-state conditions, and of venting of
noncondensable gases from PCCS to the suppression pool. Test were conducted using a
full-height three-tube condenser to represent the PCC. For the venting study, the
nitrogen vent line of the scaled-down heat exchanger was submerged by 0.40m,0.65m,
and 0.90m.

The integral tests demonstrated the concept of the PCCS and provide data for a variety of
LOCA simulations, against which TRACG models for the containment have been
qualified. The GIRAFFE Test Facility consisted of a full-scale vertical and 1:400 scale
volume representation of the SBWR. Key scaled components included the RPV and
containment volumes. The initial conditions for the long-term integral tests
corresponded to those at one hour after LOCA occurrence. The main steam line break,
GDCS line break and bottom drain line break LOCAs were simulated during the long-
tenn system response tests. Data from these tests were used to qualify the TRACG code
for SBWR applications.

GIRAFFE test data was used to support the qualification of the TRACG computer code,
and this is documented in Section 5.5 of Reference 3.

At PANTHERS, a full-scale prototype PCC will be tested under simulated conditions
representing a broad range of operating conditions. These tests will be conducted at the
same facility in Italy as that for the PANTHERS IC tests. The major objective of these
tests is to confirm, for the PCC, the thermal hydraulic performance for the SBWR senice
conditions. A series of tests :epresenting a range of steam / air mixtures are scheduled for
late 1993 with the test report to be issued soon after.

Following those initial performance tests, more tests will be conducted in early 1994 to
gather additional thermal hydraulic performance data and structural data to qualify the
design for the 60-year senice life of the SBWR. GE does not consider the completion of
these additional tests as necessag for SBWR certification. These component tests will
confirm that the selected PCC design will satisfy the SBWR performance requirements
and provide more data to quantify the margin above those requirements.

GE requests diat the NRC confirm that an initial series of perfonnance tests of the PCC at
PANTHERS is all the testing necessarv for design certification.

2
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RAI Number: SRXB.39

Question:

The staffis aware of GE's plans to conduct integral long-term cooling experiments in the
" PANDA" facility at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI). These tests have been determined
by the staff to be required as part of the design certification testing. Additional tests in
the "LINX" and "AIDA" facilities are also planned at PSI. No reference to any of these
tests is contained in the SBWR SSAR. The provisions of 10 CFR 52.47(b)(2) require that
the specific testing supporting the certification of the design must be described as part of
the application. Furthermore, SECY-91-273 requires that the passive plant vendors j

submit their test program plans, test matrices, and, upon test completion, the qualified j
raw data to the NRC for review as part of the design certification process. Please provide !

detailed information on the " PANDA," "LINX," and "AIDA" programs as indicated, and i

discuss how the data will be used to support analysis of the PCCS in the SBWR.

GE Response:

References:

1. Letter PP Stancavage (GE) to RC Pierson (NRC), "Informatior. Requested during the
December 17,1992 Meedng on the SBWR Testing Program." January 11,1993, MFN No.
005-93, Docket STN 52-004.

2. Letter PW Marriott (GE) to R Borchardt (NRC), " Testing Program Supplement to the
Simplified Boiling Water reactor (SBWR) Application for Design Certification," May 7,
1993, MFN No. 071-93, Docket STN 52-004.

3. Letter DM Crutchfield (NRC) to PW Marriott (GE), " Acceptance of the GE Nuclear
Energy's (GE's) application for the Simplified Boiling Water Reactor (SBWR) Design,"
May 27,1993, Docket No. 52-004.

In References 1 and 2, GE described how the PANDA confirmatory test program will be
used to provide addidonalinformation of TRACG application to the SBWR. With the
submittal of Reference 2, the NRC has accepted the application for design certification
(Reference 3).

The Paul Scherrer Insdtute (PSI) of Switzerland is building an integral systems test facility
(PANDA) which will demonstrate PCCS performance on a larger scale than GIRAFFE.
The facility will be full-scale vertical and 1/25 scale by volume. The overall objectives of
these tests are to & onstrate that the containment long term cooling performance is the
same in a large scale system as previously demonstrated at a smaller scale (GIRAFFE) and
that with non-uniform drywell conditions, no significant adverse effects are introduced
on the performance of the PCCS.

The test series at PANDA will consist of two main steamline (MSL) break tests. The first
test will duplicate the initial conditions of the GIRAFFE MSL break test with uniform

1
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dnwell condidons and the second will have non-uniform conditions in the dnwell. |
' These tests will demonstrate the adequacy of the tests at GIRAFFE and are scheduled to

.

be performed by mid 1994. These tests are not considered necessary for further TRACG |
qualificadon and certificadon, but are being performed to quantify the margins in the ;

qualified TRACG code, which has been qualified using several facilities at different scales. i

'
Data from LINX or AIDA tests are not used to moport the analysis of the PCCS in the -
SSAR.

'

GE requests that the NRC confirm that the imtial series of two tests at PANDA is all the
testing necessary for design certification. .

!
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RAI Number: SRXB.40
t

Question:

The staffis aware of testing of the GDCS in the GIST facility at GE in SanJose, California.
The final report on these tests has been previously made available to the staff. However, j

these tests are not rcferenced in Chapter 6 of the SSAR, nor is any indication given as to ;

how the results have Nen used to support analyses of the SBWR accident response. The ,

'

staffis also aware that the GDCS design represented in the GIST tests is not the same as -
that in the current SdWR design. The provisions of 10 CFR 52.47(b)(2) require that the .

specific testing supporting the certification of the design must be described as part of the ;

application. Furdiermore, SECY-91-273 requires that the passive plant vendors submit
'

their test progam plans, test matrices, and, upon test completion, the qualified raw data
ito the NRC for review as part of the design certification process. Please provide any

detailed information on the " GIST" tests that is not included in the test program final -

!report. In addition, discuss how the data will be used to support accident analyses for the
SBWR; the discussion should include the issue of the change in GDCS design since .
completion of the GIST program. ;

i

GE Response:

References:

1. PF Billig, " Gravity-Driven Cooling System Integrated Systems Test - Final Report,"
October 1989, GE Document No. GEFR-00850, see MFN-111-92, May 13,1992. ;

2. TRACG Basedeck for the GE GIST Facility, September 25,1992, MFN 181-92.
!

3. JGM Andersen et al., " Licensing Topical Report, TRACG Qualification," February
1993, GE Document No. NEDE-32177P,

'

4. Letter PW Marriott (GE) to R Borchardt (NRC), " Testing Program Supplement to the
Simplified Boiling Water reactor (SBWR) Application for Design Certificadon," May 7,
1993, MFN No. 071-93, Docket STN 52-004. ;

5. Letter DM Crutchfield (NRC) to PW Marriott (GE)," Acceptance of the GE Nuclear
Energy's (GE's) application for the Simplified Boiling Water Reactor (SBWR) Design,"
May 27,1993, Docket No. 52-004.

Since the time of this question, CE has had a series ofletters with the NRC on the GIST
test program. The GIST test program was documented in Reference 1 which includes the
purpose of the program and the test matrix. Additionalinformation including raw data
has been geen to the NRC in Reference 2 and other transmittals on November 2,1992
and December 17,1992.

The GDCS Integrated Systems Test (GIST) Facility was built at the GE Nuclear Energy
site in SanJose, California. All significant plant features which could affect the

1
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.. .. _

i

performance of the GDCS (e.g., RPV, containment, depressurization system, break flows,
etc.) were included in the design. GIST had a one-to-one vertical scale and a one-to-five ;

hundred eight (1:508) horizontal area (or volume) scale of the RPV and containment
'

volumes. .

!

Tests run at GIST provided a qualification base for the TRACG code and also !

demonstrated the technical feasibility of the GDCS concept to depressurize the RPV to i

sufficiently low pressures to allow reflood via a gravity-fed emergency core cooling system.
Four accident types were modeled at GIST; three LOCAs (main steam line, GDCS line,
and bottom drain line) and a no break (isolation event) transient with loss ofinventory.
Data from these tests were used to qualify the TRACG code (the GE version of TRAC-
BWR) for SBWR applications.

The results from GIST were used in the qualification of TRACG, which is described in
Section 5.3 of Reference 3. In addition, Reference 4 documents the GIST program as a
supplement to the application which has been accepted by the NRC (Reference 5).

The GIST program is complete, and there are no plans for any additional tesdng at GIST.
GE requests that the NRC confirm that no more tests are necessary for design
certification.

<

2 4
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RAI Number: SRXB.41

Question:
i
'

A very brief discussion of the squib valve test program is made in Section 6.3.3.2 page 6.3-
14, and the final test report is referenced on page 6.3-22. However, the final test report-
has not been made available to the staff, nor has GE indicated how the data from the test
program will be used to support performance and reliability claims for the DPV valves. )
The provisions of 10 CFR 52.47(b)(2) require that the specific testing supporting the
certification of the design must be described as part of the application. Furthermore,
SECY-91-273 requires that the passive plant vendors submit their test program plans, test
matrices, and, upon test completion, the qualified raw data to the NRC for review as part
of the design certification process. Please provide the final test report and the additional
information as indicated, and discuss how the data have been used to support the
assertions made regarding DPV performance,

j GE Response:

References:
1

1. PF Billig, "Depressurization Valve Development Test Program - Final Report," October
1990, GE Document No. GEFR-00879.

2. Letter PW Marriott (GE) to R Borchardt (NRC), " Testing Program Supplement to the
Simplified Boiling Water reactor (SBWR) Application for Design Certification," May 7,
1993, MFN No. 071-93, Docket STN 52-004.

3. Letter DM Crutchfield (NRC) to PW Marriott (GE)," Acceptance of the GE Nuclear
Energy's (GE's) application for the Simplified Boiling Water Reactor (SBWR) Design,"
May 27,1993, Dochet No. 52-004. ,

Since the time of this question, GE has had a series ofletters with the NRC on the squib
valve or DPV test program. The squib valve test program final test report (Reference 1)
will be submitted to the NRC staff for closure of this RAI. In addition, Reference 2
documents the DPV development program as a supplement to the application which has
been accepted by the NRC (Reference 3).

GE conducted a development test program to develop, design, build, and provide test
data to qualify a DPV for the SBWR. As part of the test program, prototype valves were
used in flow and reaction load tests. These tests confirmed that the DPV can be simply
supported as a cantilever off the main steam line or the RPV. They also confirmed that
the design will meet the flow requirements for the valve.

Environmental Qualification (EQ) dynamic loads tests were conducted to qualify the
valve. These tests simulated conditions the DPV (with components aged to end-of-life)
would be subjected to while sustaining plant flow and pipe induced vibrations. These
tests modeled the vibrations the DPV would undergo during normal plant operation, SRV

1
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:

!
,

i<

,

_ cycling, seismic events, and chugging events, and confirmed that the DPV, when called
; upon by an actustion signal, will perform its safety function for the SBMR. -|

The DPV test program is complete, and there are no plans for any additional DPV tests. i

The DPV represents a simple design with e .igh reliability to operate. The squibs have ;
'

been thoroughly tested and have been shown to maintain their chemicalintegrity under
conditions expected in the SBWR containment. GE requests that the NRC confirm that

'

no more tests are necessag for design certification.
'
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RAI Number: SRXB.42
,

Question: )
|

The staffis aware of separate effects heat transfer tests at the Massachusetts Institute of ;

Technology and the University of California at Berkeley, for the purpose ofinvestigating ;

condensation in the presence of non-condensible gases. While some information has
~

been provided to the staff on the results of these tests, final reports have not been
provided. These tests are not referenced in the SSAR, nor is any indication given as to ;

how the results have been or will be used to support analyses of PCCS performance. The :

provisions of 10 CFR 52.47(b)(2) require that the specific testing supporting the 7

certification of the design must be described as part of the application. Furthermore, j

SECY-91-273 requires that the passive plant vendors submit their test program plans, test ;

matrices, and, upon test completion, the qualified raw data to the NRC for review as part j
of the design certification process. Please provide detailed information on the MIT and i

UCB tests, and discuss how the data will be used to support analyses of PCCS
'

performance for the SBWR. !

!

GE Response:
:

References:

1. Letter PP Stancavage (GE) to RC Pierson (NRC), "Information Requested during the
December 17,1992 Meeting on the SBWR Testing Program," January 11,1993, MFN No.
005-93, Docket STN 52-004.

2. Letter PW Marriott (GE) to R Borchardt (NRC), "resdng Program Supplement to the
Simplified Boiling Water reactor (SBWR) Application for Design Certification," May 7,
1993, MFN No. 071-93, Docket STN 52-004.

3. JGM Andersen et al., " Licensing Topical Report, TRACG Model Description,"
February 1993, GE Document No. NEDE-32176P.

4. Letter DM Crutchfield (NRC) to PW Marriott (GE)," Acceptance of the GE Nuclear
Energy's (GE's) application for the Simplified Boiling Water Reactor (SBWR) Design,"
May 27,1993, Docket No. 52-004.

.

Since the time of this question, GE has had a series of with the NRC on the heati

transfer tests at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and the University of
California at Berkeley (UCB). In Referenc;s 1 and 2, GE supplied the NRC with
information on how the SBWR testing programs, including separate effects heat transfer
tests at MIT and UCB, support the design certification. Included in these references
were the test program plans and matrices or references to other submitted documents
where that information is located. The university test programs test data are used as the
basis for the wall condensation model in the TRACG computer code. This model is.

described in Section 3.2.10.5 of Reference 3. With the submittal of Reference 2, the NRC
has accepted the application for design certification (Reference 4).

1
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RAI Number: SRXB.43
i

Question:

In SSAR Table 15.0-2: for event 15.1.3, pressure regulator failure-open, the maximum .

neutron flux approaches 243.9-percent nuclear boiling ratio (NBR). What is the change |
in minimum critical power ratio (MCPR) for this event? Doesn't this transient have an
effect on MCPR? Why does a scram not occur at a flux level of 194-percent NBR (Hi: flux
scram should occur at about 125-percent NBR).

'

GE Response: |

IThe CPR change in the pressure regulator failed open event is 0.04. This value will be
added to Table 15.0-2 in Amendment 1 (see attached).

Scram in this event occurs at 4.7 seconds when the water level swells to the L8 scram
setpoint. The neutron flux has not increased at this time. It increases only later, after the

*

turbine trips due to water level swell to level 9.

,
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g Table 15.0-2 Results Summary Of System Response Analysis Transient Events y
* Max. Max. Ma x.

Max. Vessel Steam Core No. of
Max. Dome Bottom Line Average Valves

Sub Neutron Pressure Pressure Pressure Simulate First
Section Figure Flux (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) Heat Flux Delta Frequency Blow-

1. D. 1.D. Description (%NBR) Absolute Absolute Absolute (%NBR) CPR Category' down

15.1 Decrease in Core Coolant Temperature

15.1.1 Loss of Feedwater Heating - 110.2 7.171 7.263 6.985 110.2 0.12 a 0

55.6 C (100^F) (1040 (1053 (1013
psia) psia) psia)

15.1.2 15.1-2 Feedwater Controller Failure - 194.0 7.694 7.813 7.667 109.6 0.11 a+ 0

Maximum Demand (1116 (1133 (1112
psia) psia) psia)

15.1.3 15.1-3 Pressure Regulator Failure - 243.9 7.137 7.262 6.969 100.0 11 a+ 0
Open (1035 (1053 (1011 Das N

psia) psia) psia) $
C

15.1.4 Inadvertent Opening of One SEE TEXT
SRV

15.1.6 Inadvertent RWCU/SDC SEE TEXT
Shutdown Cooling

i
i 15.2 increase in Reactor Pressure

N 5
y 15.2.1 15.2-1 Fast Closure of One Turbine 117.7 7.772 7.895 7.631 113.0 0.16 a 0 $
2 Control Valve (1127 (1145 (1107 it

I psia) psia) psia) La
b W
$ 15.2.1 15.2-2 Slow Closure of One Turbine 117.7 7.773 7.896 7.633 112.7 0.16 a 0 4
& Control Valve (1127 (1145 (1107 )
| psia) psia) psia) {--

5 %
e c
4 %

3
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RAI Number: SRXB.44 <

J
_

Question: 1

!

For event 15.2.1, pressure regulator failure closed, why is - critical power ratio (CPR),
N/A in Table 15.0-2? There is a neutron flux increase to the Hi: flux scram setpoint j

which may indicate a reduction in CPR (Flux reaches 233-percent NBR). ,

,

,

GE Response:

The CPR change in the pressure regulator failed closed event is 0.14. This value will be
added to Table 15.0-2 in Amendment 1 (see attached).
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g Table 15.0-2 Results Summary Of System Response Analysis Transient Events (Continued) m
I Max. M ax. Max.
A Max. Vessel Steam Core No. of
3
2 Ma x. Dome Bottom Line Average Valves

{ Sub Neutron Pressure Pressure Pressure Simulate First

y Section Figure Flux (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) Heat Flux Delta Frequency Blow-
1.D. l.D. Description (%N8R) Absolute Absolute Absolute (%N8R) CPR Category * down

3

!' 15.2.1 15.2-3 Pressure Regulator Downscale 233.4 8.168 8.282 8.171 110.4 N/A c 0

$ Failure (1185 (1201 (1185 DE
psia) psia) psia)*

a
E, 15.2.2 15.2-4 Generator Load Rejection, 311.1 7.646 7.760 7.619 108.6 0.14 a O

s Bypass On (1109 (1125 (1105
4 psia) psia) psia)

15.2.2 15.2-5 Generator Load Rejection with 624.4 8.190 8.335 8.189 114.6 0.25 a+ 0

failure of all Bypass Valves (1188 (1209 (1188
psia) psia) psia)

15.2.3 15.2-6 Turbine Trip with Bypass On 314.1 7.647 7.761 7.620 108.7 0.14 a 0 g
(1109 (1125 (1105 g
psia) psia) psia) }

15.2.3 15.2-7 Turbine Trip with failure of all 624.4 8.190 8.335 8.189 114.6 0.25 a+ 0

Bypass Valves (1188 (1209 (1188
psia) psia) psia)

15.2.4 15.2-8 Inadvertent MSIV Closure 101.1 7.865 7.975 7.866 100.0 a 0**

(1141 (1157 (1141
psia) psia) psia)

15.2.5 15.2-9 Loss of Condenser Vacuum 312.9 7.707 7.816 7.706 108.7 0.14 a 0 %

(1118 (1134 (1118 $
psia) psia) psia) &

E.
m

15.2.6 15.2-10 Loss of Non-Emergency AC 311.1 7.877 7.972 7.877 108.6 0.14 a 0 $
Power (1142 (1156 (1142 {

psia) psia) psia) g
T15.2.7 15.2-11 Loss of All Feedwater Flow 100.3 7.137 7.262 6.959 100.0 ** a 0

(1035 (1053 (1009 $
$ psia) psia) psia) j

:t=
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RAI Number SRXB.45

Question: -l

|
For event 15.4.9, control rod drop accident, what would be the consequences if the
separation-detection alarm failed for a stuck control rod, and it could drop to its
maximum distance? Will the distance of the rod drop be limited so as to preclude j
unacceptable consequences? i

GE Resised Response:

The system which detects control blade separation is designed and engineered as a safety-
related system with redundant components. Therefore it is incredible that the blade |

could separate without detection. Independent from the control blade separation- i
detection alarm, the Rod Control and Information system (RC&IS) has a rod worth ,

''

minimizer (Rh31) design that restricts the maximum worth of an individual rod. The
ganged withdrawal sequence of the Rh31 restricts the rod worth such that any
unacceptable consequences are precluded. Best estimate calculations indicate that even
if a rod drop occurred, the 280 cal /gm fuel enthalpy limit would not be exceeded.

1

.. . . . . .
- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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RAI Number: SRXB.46
1

Quesuon.
i

For event 15.5.1, inadvertent start-up of an isolation condenser, what is the single failure ;

assumed for this event, other than the initiator? The SRP requires that an incident of i

moderate frequency in combination with any single acdve failure or operator error be ;

considered. ]

GE Response:
!

No mitigation of this event or operator action is necessary, as described in the text, !

normal operation of the plant proceeds after the IC initiation. Active systems which are, ''

in operation prior to the initiating event are assumed to continue operating in the same . ;

mode. Applying an additional active failure or operator error would be equivalent to 2
simultaneous events initiating the transient.

!

i
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RAI Number: SRXB.47

Question:

For the transients associated with a decrease in reactor coolant temperature, an increase
in reactor pressure, and an increase in reactor coolant inventory, a single failure of a
mitigative system should be assumed. These events should be analyzed in combination j

with any single component failure or single operator error. j

|

GE Response: |
The worst single active failure in this event would be failure of the Reactor Protection |
system to detect high APRM (Average Power Range Monitor) trip. This failure would not !
prevent scram since the RPS system is redundant and single failure proof.
Anticipated transients with additional failures are discussed and evaluated in Chapter 15.
Usually, initiating events with additional multiple failures are analyzed to bound this. type

,

of event. These results are summarized in Chapter 15 of the SSAR and also in Table
15.0-2. Attached is a tabulation of these events.

;
.

For events not listed in the attached table, initiating events with additional failures are
not quantitatively analyzed because either.

(1) No additional active single failure would cause the event to become more severe: j
:

15.1.1 L.oss of FW Heating -|

15.2.4 Inadvertent MSIV closure, or I

(2) They are not limiting transients:
u

Other transients not listed in the attached table. |
.

)

i

:

I

I
|

!

i
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1
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Initiating Event - Bounding Event With Additional Failures

I15.1.2 Runout of one FW Pump Runout of Two FW pump

Because of the triplicated, redundant (Section 15.1.2)
digital controls, the single failure FW i

flow increase is bounded by this event.

15.1.3 Opening of One Bypass Valve Opening of All Control and Bypass Valves |
Because of the triplicated, redundant (Section 15.1.3)
digital controls, the single failure

!steam flow increase is bounded by this
event. ;

15.2.1 Closure of One Turbine Control Pressure Regulator Downscale Failure
Valve

Because of the triplicated, redundant (Section 15.2.1)
digital controls, the single failure

,

steam flow decrease is bounded by this ,

event.

I

15.2.2 Generator Load Rejection Load Rejection with Failure of One Bypass Valve

(Section 15.2.2)

Imad Rejection with Failure of All Bypass Valves

(Section 15.2.2) ;

i

15.2.3 Turbine Trip Turbine Trip with Failure of One Bypass Valve
,

(Section 15.2.3) |
Turbine Trip with Failure of All Bypass Valves I
(Section 15.2.3) |

|

l
loss of One Auxiliary Power Loss of All Non-Emergency Power 1

Transformer

(Section 15.2.6)

i

2 I
i
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